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ECONOMICALLY TARGETED INVESTMENTS
Thursday, May 18,1995

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Committee met at 9:37 a.m., Rayburn House Office Building,
Room 2226, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Vice Chairman of the Committee,
presiding.

Present: Senator Bingaman, and Representatives Saxton, Ewing,
Manzullo, Sanford, Thomberry, and Stark.

Staff Present: Lawrence Hunter, Andrew Quinlan, Joe Engeihard,
Andrea Tippett, Juanita Morgan, Colleen Healy, Lee Price, and William
Buechner.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON,
VICE CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. The purpose of this hearing is to discuss the
issue of Economically Targeted Investments, or ETIs. As Congress
struggles to downsize government, President Clinton is working behind
the scenes, apparently to expand government's reach, and use private
pension funds to finance what we refer to here as his liberal social agenda.

In the investment world, this practice is known as "social investing."
The Administration has dubbed these social projects as "Economically
Targeted Investments," or ETIs, but others prefer to call them "Politically
Targeted Investments."

Today, millions of hardworking Americans contribute significant sums
of money to their pension plans. Each week they look at their pay stub
to see how much money they have contributed to their pension fund.
These millions of hard-working Americans expect their contributions to
be there when they retire. They expect the pension trustees to invest their
money with prudence and with loyalty.

Some years ago, Congress reacted to make sure this happened by
passing a law, today known as the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA). The same is true with millions of retirees who rely each
week on the pension check to provide them food, clothing and all the
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necessities of life. These are issues that we often discuss here in the halls
of Congress.

Last week, I introduced the Pension Plan Protection Act of 1995 to
prevent the practice of ETIs, which was co-sponsored by our leadership
on the Republican side and is expected to move through the House in a
timely fashion.

It is important to note that something over $3.5 trillion are in private
pension funds today. This is the amount of investment wealth that has
been put at risk by the Clinton Administration in their advocacy of ETIs.
It is well documented that the Administration has targeted private pension
plans as a new way to finance their liberal social agenda.

Let me just quote directly from ERISA, so that no one can mis-
understand the language that we are here to talk about, and the law which
I have concluded is not being followed by the Administration.

The pension fund manager must, quote, "discharge his duties with
respect to the plan solely in the interest of their beneficiaries and for the
exclusive purpose of (I) providing benefits to participants and their bene-
ficiaries; and (II) defraying reasonable expenses of administering the
plan."

ERISA does not say, "fiduciaries must make decisions primarily in the
interest of and almost entirely to provide benefits for participants and
beneficiaries." It says solely and exclusively. Exactly what parts of
"solely" and "exclusively" doesn't the Clinton Administration Labor
Department understand?

And so I know that we will be joined here by people with different
views of this. Olena Berg from the Administration is here to defend the
Administration's position, and we will look forward to hearing her testi-
mony and the testimony of others who are here to help us understand this
issue in some detail.

I now turn to the Ranking Member, Mr. Stark, for his opening state-
ment.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the Sub-
missions for the Record.]
[The prepared statement of Senator Mack appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PETE STARK,
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Representative Stark. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret to
say that today's hearing is rather a waste of the Committee's time and
energies. Many of us suspect, or know, why this hearing is being held.

Today, we are going to pass a Republican budget that will slash pro-
grams for America's elderly, for America's children, that will cut budgets
for the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and other groups who
oversee and protect America's assets. The Republicans have slated the
medicare portion of social security for a $288 billion cut and propose a
$24 billion cut in social security checks. They plan to cut $187 billion in
medicaid benefits, a third of which go to the elderly. And in combination,
these cuts are going to cost the average elderly person more than $3,500
by the year 2002.

In a desperate, desperate attempt to change the subject, the
Republicans are staging this hearing with the baseless charge that the
Clinton Administration pension rules will hurt the elderly. In fact, just as
in health care and social security, the Clinton Administration is working
to defend and protect the elderly.

The policy to permit Economically Targeted Investments does not cost
the elderly one red cent since the rules require that the risks and returns
must be the same as for other investments.

I am familiar with the rules and I am familiar with the rules in
California and in the State of New Jersey. I am sure the Chair is, as well.

The current interpretation of the law is identical to the policy adopted
under previous Presidents, including President Reagan and President
Bush.

The ERISA rules require that all investments, every single one, have
competitive rates of return and risk, and they only permit the additional
consideration of collateral benefits.

The legislation proposed by the distinguished gentleman from New
Jersey is not just a solution in search of a non-problem, it is pernicious.
It would bring "thought police" to Wall Street. If two pension fund
managers make the same investment in a promising project that turns
sour, the manager who can claim he only had financial considerations in
mind has no problem. But woe betide the manager who may have
invested not only for financial returns, but also for collateral benefits. He
would be personally liable for losses under the Chairman's bill.

In effect, the Saxton bill says to fund managers, "Don't let us catch you
considering anything that may benefit our country or your fellow citizens.
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If we catch you thinking about anything but the fund's bottomline, you are
in deep trouble."

What else does that bill say to pension managers? It says you can
protect yourself by putting your funds in Wall Street, but don't put them
in your own community. It says invest in multi-nationals that plan to
close factories and ship jobs abroad, but don't even think about investing
in an American company to help create jobs here in the United States. It
says invest in a foreign company that will compete with the U.S. but don't
think about using your funds to help American people compete.

Now, I would like to hear how this bill will deal with two programs in
the State of New Jersey. In New Jersey, the State Investment Council
directs the investment of about $34 billion in assets for the State public
employees' pension funds. I believe those employees now work for a
Republican governor. The following is a statement of the Council's
policy towards social investing.

"The Council has adopted a favorable official policy requiring, quote,
'social investment.' The Council has determined that investing for the
benefit of fund beneficiaries need not exclude investments in New Jersey
or those which advance other social goals. In 1984, the Council codified
a list of social investment rules for the State Division of Investment that
includes reviewing all responsible investment proposals presented by
New Jersey corporations and giving preference to New Jersey investments
if other terms are equal."

Is the Vice Chairman going to go back to New Jersey this weekend
and demand that the state pension funds be prohibited from giving pre-
ference to investments in his own State if other terms are equal?

There is another program the New Jersey Council initiated in 1986,
and under the program, the Division determines a market rate for
mortgages once a month an" m-eates an open window to buy identical
New Jersey mortgages from banks at this rate. In fiscal 1992, a million
dollars of New Jersey mortgages were purchased.

If the Vice Chairman wishes to stop that, we will sell him California
mortgages that -- New Jersey will never have it so good.

But the open window can prevent temporary capital gaps from devel-
oping if New Jersey suffers a shortage of secondary mortgage funds.

Now, I am sure that the distinguished Vice Chairman from New Jersey
does not intend to shift New Jersey's pension funds to California. I am
sure that, as we will hear from CalPERS and Ms. Berg, California can do
a lot better job and we didn't invest in South Africa when apartheid was
part of it.
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There are many good things that can be done by investing in socially
responsible opportunities, and they can be done, as we have experienced
in this country for the past 20 years, while returning a reasonable invest-
ment and fulfilling the trustee's fiduciary responsibilities.

I suggest that this bill is overregulation. This is Washington run amuck
where it is not needed. This is heavy-handed government interference,
totalitarianism in the investment market where it certainly isn't needed.
And I look forward to hearing from the witnesses this morning to hear
their side of the story.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Representative Stark appears in the Sub-
missions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. I thank the gentleman for his very articulate
interpretation of what we obviously disagree very much on. And just for
the record, it should be clear that our bill does not in any way affect
public pension funds. It is geared toward private pension funds only, and
so the gentleman's reference to New Jersey public pension funds has no
relevance in this hearing.

We are joined this morning by Olena Berg, who is our single witness
on the first panel. And I would just like to introduce her -- I am sorry, did
the gentleman want to make a statement? Thank you.

At this time I would like to introduce Olena Berg, who is Assistant
Secretary of the Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration. She is a
graduate of the California State University and has an MBA from Har-
vard.

Ms. Berg.
PANEL I

STATEMENT OF OLENA BERG, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, PENSION AND
WELFARE BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION

Ms. Berg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.
I appreciate your inviting me to testify this morning. I would like to
submit my formal testimony, with its attachments, for the record and
summarize my remarks to leave time for any questions that you may have
for me.

Now, I particularly appreciate the opportunity to be part of this inquiry
this morning into economically targeted investing because I think that this
hearing represents a much needed opportunity to move toward a shared
understanding of the issues in this field. By the time you have concluded
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your inquiry, I am confident that you will have dispelled a good deal of
the misinformation that has been circulating on this topic.

Most importantly, I want to stress two things with you this morning.
Number one, the Clinton Administration has no plans to mandate any
form of pension investing, and secondly, we have absolutely no intention
of taxing pension funds.

What we in the Clinton Administration are committed to is the pro-
tection of workers' financial security in retirement, as provided for in the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, or ERISA, the law
governing pension plans. In fact, the Administration and Congress acted
to strengthen the Federal protections for pension plans last year by
signing into law the Retirement Protection Act. My primary mission as
the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefits is to
protect workers' pensions, and I would never advocate a policy that I
believed would put pension plans at risk.

While many commentators may discuss Economically Targeted
Invest-ments in terms of social goals, if you look at the speeches and
comments that I have made on this subject, you will find that that is not
why I talk about ETIs. My perspective is strictly that of someone who is
concerned about the long-term viability of the pension system.

So why do I talk about ETIs and other long-term strategies? It is
because we have to recognize that pension funds, with $4.8 trillion in
assets, and growing, are an increasingly important force in the allocation
of capital in the American economy. They are major investors in our
nation's economy, and therefore they need to be concerned with its
growth and its stability over the long term.

You will note that in our Interpretative Bulletin on this subject, we talk
about ETIs as investments selected for the economic benefits they create,
in addition to their investment returns.

Now, I think it is important to note too that pension plans are also a
growing source of funds for investments in small business, an important
source of job creation in this country. Further, as long-term investors,
pension plans need to be concerned that capital is made available to these
small businesses that will allow them to grow into the Fortune 500 com-
panies of the future.

Mr. Chairman, last June, the Labor Department published its Inter-
pretive Bulletin 94-1. This Bulletin summarized and reiterated the
Department's long-held interpretation of Federal pension laws as they
relate to ETIs. ETIs are generally defined as investments that not only
provide appropriate risk-adjusted rates of return to the plan but also pro-
vide collateral benefits.
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These benefits may include things such as job generation, affordable
housing that allows workers to live near their places of employment,
revitalization of infrastructure and small business development.

The Bulletin reminded readers that pension plans - as, Mr. Chairman,
you pointed out - must invest for the exclusive benefit of the plan
participants. It also repeated the long-standing position that it is
consistent with ERISA for a pension plan fiduciary to select investments
which provide other economic benefits, so long as these investments do
offer a risk-adjusted rate of return comparable to alternative available
investments and also comply with all of ERISA's fiduciary requirements.

The Department has consistently stated to anyone who has inquired of
us that pension plan fiduciaries may use their own discretion in deter-
mining how they will choose from among multiple investment oppor-
tunities that may be available to them. In the exercise of that discretion,
of course, they must comply with ERISA's fiduciary standards.

Even before I came to Washington, the matter of ETIs was brought up
and considered by the Department's Advisory Council on Employee
Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans. This advisory body is a 15-member
bipartisan group of nationally recognized pension experts. The 1992
Council, appointed by the Bush Administration, studied Economically
Targeted Investments, took testimony for a year, and formally recom-
mended that the Department "should issue an advisory opinion or other
formal document affirming its current position on ETI programs."

Now, what did it say that that current position was back in 1992? The
Council concluded that the Department, "should preserve the current
ERISA interpretation which allows pension plans to favor ETIs once such
assets meet a prevailing rate test based strictly on their financial charac-
teristics."

I can't stress this enough. We have not changed the interpretation of
the law one iota. And you needn't accept my word alone on this point.

Top Labor Department officials spanning the Presidents Reagan,
Carter, and Bush have all taken the same position. I have attached to my
testimony letters from two of them. However, because this major point
needs to be made that the Clinton Administration has not changed the law
or the interpretation of the law, I will quote from a few of my pre-
decessors.

Ian Lanoff, from whom you will be hearing later, had my job in the
Carter and beginning of the Reagan Administrations. Ian said, "The
ERISA legal standards contained in Interpretive Bulletin 94-1, as they
would apply to Economically Targeted Investments, are exactly the same
as the ERISA legal standards which have been employed by the U.S.
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Labor Department since the late 1 970s when I served as ERISA Admin-
istrator at the Department."

Robert Monks, who served under President Reagan, quote:
"Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 sets forth a policy that is consistent with the
policies announced by DOL during the years that I had principal
responsibility for the ERISA program."

Dennis Kass, who served under President Reagan, quote: "The view
that non-economic benefits may be achieved incident to the proper
investment of pension funds is one of long-standing under both the Inter-
nal Revenue Code prior to the passage of ERISA and under ERISA.
Clearly, to prohibit such benefits where the provisions of law have been
scrupulously adhered to would unnecessarily constrain fiduciaries in the
exercise of their investment duties. Such a prohibition could result in
specific investment opportunities being avoided by fiduciaries simply in
order to avoid the possibility of an incidental benefit arising from them."

David Ball, my predecessor under the Bush Administration, quote: "It
is the Department's long-standing position that...non-economic factors
may only be considered in making investment decisions if they do not
compromise the economic balance of risk and return to the plan and ate
consistent with ERISA's diversification and other requirements."

And finally, Marshall Breger, who was Solicitor of Labor under
President Bush: "Nothing in ERISA's fiduciary provisions specifically
prevents a pension plan from investing in infrastructure facilities [one
type of ETI]. But like any other pension plan investment, it has to be
done right."

All of these appointees, Carter, Reagan and Bush appointees, issued
the same Labor Department position that we consolidated in Interpretive
Bulletin 94-1.

Critics of economically targeted investing will often cite a handful of
investments that turned out badly as evidence that ETIs are per se
imprudent. But there are at least two independent studies that confirm the
viability of ETIs as investment.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) recently reviewed hundreds of
such individual investments by public sector plans, and found that these
plans earned reasonable financial returns through their ETI programs.
Similarly, the Small Business Administration recently sponsored a com-
prehensive 50-state study of small business development ETIs. The study
noted that ETI programs provide a source of capital for small business
and concluded that ETIs provide rates of return comparable to similar
investments.
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In conclusion, we are committed to preserving ERISA's fiduciary
standards and will oppose any tampering with those well-established and
proven standards. This Administration does not, would not, and never
will mandate the use of ETIs. Any suggestion to the contrary is simply
wrong. We believe it is up to individual pension plans to find the
investments that will earn the best risk-adjusted returns for each plan, and
if those investments also generate benefits which help the economy, we
think that is fine. After all, the financial strength of the pension system
over the long run depends on a sound economy.

Thank you very much, and I would be happy to take your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Berg appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you very much for a fine ex-
planation of the Administration's current policy, and I have to say that I
agree with much of what you have said about previous administrations
and their tendency to grant permission to pension fund managers on
various occasions when pension fund managers initiated on their own the
desire to make an investment that could be called, under today's terms,
ETIs.

I-think where we have some difference of opinion, however, is that
previous administrations, I do not believe, encouraged the practice of in-
vesting in ETIs such as this Administration does.

It is true, is it not, that you have done extensive travel around the coun-
try promoting the concept of ETIs? It is true, is it not, that today we have
for the first time the establishment of a clearinghouse for the en-
couragement of ETIs? And it is true, and this is what troubles me a great
deal, you say that there is no way that this Administration is ever going
to mandate the practice of ETIs, however, it is very clear that in Arkansas
law, during the time that President Clinton was the Governor of Arkansas,
that the following language was included in Arkansas law.

It says, "it is the intention of the General Assembly and as assets be-
come available for investment, the system shall seek to invest not less
than 5 percent, nor more than 10 percent of their portfolio in Ar-
kansas-related investments for economically targeted purposes."

That is the language which is in the law in Arkansas which President
Clinton obviously signed into law while he was Governor there, and so
we see here a trend on this Administration's part to encourage ETIs, to
travel expensively, to spend fairly significant amounts of Federal money
to encourage this practice, and that is certainly quite different from what
we have seen in previous administrations. Would you not agree with what
I just said?
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Ms. Berg. Well, Mr. Saxton, there were probably several questions
there and I will try and address each one of them individually. The first,
if I understand, was you are differentiating us from previous admini-
strations, even though the law has not changed, that we are encouraging
ETIs.

One of the things pointed out by the ERISA Advisory Council,
appointed by President Bush before I arrived and the reason for them
asking that we make some sort of an affirmative statement in one place on
the Department's position was that in spite of that long-held position,
there seemed to be a substantial amount of confusion in the pension
investment community about where the Department stood on ETIs.

There was evidence of this confusion from a study done by the
Institute of Fiduciary Education that asked public plan sponsors (in this
case) if they were investing in Economically Targeted Investments, and
over half of those who said that they weren't, said that they believe that,
per se, it was inconsistent with their fiduciary duty.

Now, as I have spent some time describing this morning, that is flat out
not the case under ERISA. So we agreed that there was a need for the
Department to put in one place what the position was. Very early on after
I got here, representatives of some private funds, including those of
several major corporations who were making these kinds of investments,
reiterated they thought it was important that the law and the Department's
position on the law be clear so that individual funds could make their
investment decisions understanding what the law said on this issue.

That is what we have done. We have made it clear, and I have said
this in every speech that I have given, that it is up to the individual plans
to decide what are the best investments for them. We are trying to clarify
what the law is.

And beyond that, as I pointed out in my testimony here, we think
incidental benefits that are good for the economy in the long run are also
good for pension plans.

Now secondly, I am not sure what is considered extensive travel. I
have probably done a handful of trips out of town, but I will tell you, I
don't typically call up people and ask them if I can come speak to them.
If I am invited to speak and am able to do so, I do. And the first question
we ask someone who invites me to speak is, what would you like to hear
about? And then I try to talk about what people have asked to hear about.
Therefore, where I have given speeches on ETIs, it is because I have been
requested to do so.

Third, you mentioned the clearinghouse. We provided seed funding for
a private, nonprofit entity to start up a clearinghouse with information on
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this subject. That, again, was a recommendation made by the Bush
Advisory Council when they studied economically targeted investing
before I got here. The reason that they recommended a clearinghouse was
the lack of information on this type of investment, and we all have to re-
cognize that one of the costs of investing is obtaining information. And
they concluded that one of the reasons plan sponsors might not be pur-
suing some of these investment opportunities is they simply did not un-
derstand them. And of course it is very important under ERISA, in order
to be prudent, that you understand what you are investing in.

Not only the ERISA Advisory Council, but many other groups have
suggested that having this kind of information available would be helpful
to them.

Finally, with respect to the law in Arkansas, public funds are different
than private funds in how they go about asset allocation, but it is not
uncommon in public funds, as was the case in my State of California, for
the legislature to essentially define broad asset categories that they would
like their pension plans to be investing in.

For instance, in California, there is a required portion of assets that
have to go to in-state mortgages. That is an asset allocation decision that
the legislature, as overseer of the pension plan, I believe appropriately
makes.

Representative Saxton. You don't deny that while President Clinton
was Governor of Arkansas, that there was put in place a provision that
mandated that between 5 and 10 percent of their portfolio be invested in
Arkansas-related investments for ETI purposes?

Ms. Berg. I do not have the language in front of me, but my re-
collection is there was no mandate in the sense that it has to be exactly
this amount. Rather, the language provides goals for in-state investment,
so long as the purchase is otherwise prudent and they can find the
opportunities, and again, as I stated, there are many public funds that
invest pursuant to that kind of language.

Representative Saxton. It says exactly -- this language is very clear
to me. It says, as assets become available for investment, the system shall
seek to invest not less than 5 percent nor more than 10 percent of their
portfolio in Arkansas-related invesiments.

Ms. Berg. I think the key words there are "seek to invest," and of
course any asset allocation strategy by any pension plan is governed by
other prudence considerations. In the case of the pension funds that I
have been involved in, they have set aside for example, money for venture
capital, and for several years may not be able to get up to that benchmark
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amount because they don't find sufficient investments. Those are asset
allocation targets.

Representative Saxton. Tell me about the clearinghouse. Is it
currently operating?

Ms. Berg. It is currently in the process of becoming operative would
be the best way to describe it. They have completed the process for OMB
clearance of the survey that they will send out to collect data, which took
some time. They are developing their infrastructure, if you will, the data-
base, and are putting together their advisory board and doing those sorts
of things.

Representative Saxton. Would this clearinghouse seek to have
between 5 and 10 percent of private pension funds invested in Econo-
mically Targeted Investments?

Ms. Berg. The clearinghouse serves strictly an informational function.
They will be surveying pension plans who may already have done this
kind of investing to get information on the investments that they have
already made. They won't be involved at all in pension plans investment
policies.

Representative Saxton. You mentioned that you had made a handful
of speeches about ETIs. I think at our request, you have sent us 11
speeches that you have made. Can you tell us whether that is all the
speeches that you have made or whether there were additional speeches
that you have made on ETIs?

Ms. Berg. The 11 speeches sent and the handful -- I apologize. A
handful of those I I were given out of town, and the rest of them were in
Washington. I don't remember the exact distribution. We went back
through, at your request, the speeches that I have given. Those 11 were
the ones that were specifically directed toward ETIs.

I have also given some speeches where people have asked for me to
review the major things going on in the Department of Labor, and I may
have mentioned ETIs as one of any number of things.

Representative Saxton. Do you have any idea how many times you
have spoken on ETls?

Ms. Berg. Well, again, the list that I gave you were the speeches that
were specifically addressing ETIs.

Representative Saxton. The cover letter said they were selected
speeches on ETIs and that is why I was curious to know whether there
had been others.

Ms. Berg. We were trying to respond to the request. We gave you all
the ones where the speech was specifically on ETIs and we said selected
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because, again, I certainly have mentioned ETIs in much more general
speeches about many activities going on in the Department.

Representative Saxton. Ms. Berg, prior to 1974, generally accepted
practices with regard to private pension funds were that they would be
invested for the benefit of the beneficiaries in the plan without regard to
other social benefits that might accrue, kind of a general attitude that
pension fund managers and regulators had.

Then in 1974, Congress passed the law that is today known as ERISA,
and the language in ERISA codified what had been the general practice,
and that was, and let me quote the language, "the duties of the pension
manager are to discharge his" - and I think we might say or hear today
- "duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of their beneficiaries
and for the exclusive purpose of, one, providing benefits to participants
and their beneficiaries, and two, defraying reasonable expenses of admini-
stering the plan."

With that language in place, it had also been the practice of pension
fund managers on occasion to come to seek relief from that language, as
I understand it, from the Secretary of Labor when they had a desire to
invest in some other plan.

Is it not true that the initiative of this Administration is to encourage
this practice more so than previous administrations and thereby encourage
more investments that would take place, or that are taking place above
and beyond the stated purposes in the law?

Ms. Berg. As I mentioned previously, our intention has been to make
it clear what the law is, and that the law has not changed through that
history --

Representative Saxton. If I may say so, I have a tough time
understanding why it is that this law needs to be made more clear because
it is stated as explicitly as anyone could ever state what the objectives of
the pension fund manager would be, to provide benefits to participants
and their beneficiaries and to defray reasonable expenses. I don't have
any trouble at all understanding that language.

Ms. Berg. Mr. Chairman, many people have come to us, and you
have, as an attachment to what I have submitted 23 letters where people
have read exactly that language andasked, we have an investment that we
want to make and it provides an incident benefit to someone else, are we
running afoul of that language?

And in 23 letters, the Department has said, over 15 years, exactly the
same thing: As long as you don't sacrifice returns or increase risk, it is
perfectly appropriate for you to consider those incident benefits.
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That is exactly what we addressed in the Interpretive Bulletin as well
and that is where the confusion seems to come about.

Representative Saxton. I think where the confusion comes about is
that we see a track record here of encouraging a practice which by
definition has to increase risk in the plans, has to, in my opinion, increase
risk in the plan.

Number two, we see a President who was formerly the Governor, who
signed at least and perhaps promoted the notion of having a quota of 5 to
10 percent, and an increase in activity in promoting on your part, your
job, and you are doing what -- you are setting out to accomplish what you
think is right and that is fine.

But we see a pattern here of a change in pension fund investing that
concerns us very much, and I just think that you should be aware, and I
know you are, because we have had communication written and otherwise
previously, and we have even shared the same podium in addressing this
subject in Washington in different forums, but you should be aware that
there is a great deal of concern on the part of this leadership in the House
of Representatives, and this is a pattern which we don't think is healthy.

And so we share your enthusiasm for making sure that we invest this
money as prudently as possible, but I am not sure -- in fact, I am sure that
we don't share your enthusiasm for Economically Targeted Investments.

So I will stop at this point and yield to the Ranking Member for his
contribution here.

Representative Stark Ms. Berg, I am sure you are familiar with the
quotation that probably started all this: "Bring the full tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be food in My house, and thereby put me to the
test, said the Lord of hosts, if I will not open the windows of heaven for
you and pour down for you an overflowing blessing," Malachi 3:10.

This started a long time ago, you know, and now Congressman Saxton
wants to end it all. We are going to have to rewrite every Gideon Bible,
but only for this assemblage, their great assemblage of right wingers here
from the CATO Institute and the Olin Institute, people who never had a
job except the guys who funded this, and who mostly inherited their
money.

But I want to find out what this Administration is up to now. Have
you been, more so than the previous two administrations, discouraging
teen-age pregnancy? Have you been discouraging drinking before
driving? Have you been discouraging smoking by pregnant women?
Have you been encouraging patriotism and abstinence from drugs?
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Haven't you done a far better job and hasn't this Administration traveled
far and wide to spread that word to the American public?

Ms. Berg. Well, certainly I would say that all of us who represent the
Clinton Administration believe that it is part of our jobs to talk about our
policies.

Representative Stark. But the President does, doesn't he?
Ms. Berg. Certainly.
Representative Stark. He believes that firmly.
Now, do you see anything wrong with encouraging people to do the

right thing in their everyday lives?
Ms. Berg. No.

Representative Stark. Now, is there anything, is there any scintilla,
is there any sentence, is there any requirement, is there any passage, is
there any regulation, law, or anything like that, that requires affirmative
action on ETIs on the part of any pension manager, public or private, in
the Federal government?

Ms. Berg. No, Congressman Stark. In the language which you are
putting it, I would summarize the position: If you, as an investment
manager, conclude that there is an investment that is otherwise equal in
its return and reward characteristics and it does something that you
consider good --

Representative Stark. But I don't have to do that.
Ms. Berg. It is all right for you to do if you want to.
Representative Stark. I can buy tobacco stocks and kill people,

right?

Ms. Berg. If you want to.
Representative Stark. That is what I am saying. There is no

restriction, absolutely none, until my good friend from New Jersey came
along and decided we ought to clamp down on these brilliant investment
managers and prevent them from exercising their free market right.

Is it not within the definition of the fiduciary responsibility of a
trustee, isn't it, in a democracy, isn't it a God-given right for them to
choose among any investment that is legal in this country?

Ms. Berg. As long as it is otherwise prudent.
Representative Stark. Wouldn't it sound a little bit totalitarian to

restrict the choice in a free market economy of investment managers from
picking investments that otherwise meet the tests of a prudent man?
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Ms. Berg. It is our view that ERISA has worked very well in allowing
plans to pick among all alternative instruments available to them and no
restriction is necessary.

Representative Stark. You are familiar, Ms. Berg, I know, with
secondary markets. Isn't it true that the President had just established a
plan to encourage secondary markets in investments in small businesses
to improve the liquidity of lenders, formerly like myself, who used to
make it a policy never to turn down any small business loan -- there aren't
many banks that have that record I might add -- but to improve the
liquidity of bankers who would do the right thing? The President has
encouraged a secondary market for the securitization of small business
loans to help small businesses have access to capital.

Now, do you think that the restrictions such as Congressman Saxton
has suggested might have a dampening effect on the creation of that
secondary market?

Ms. Berg. We think it could well have a dampening effect on anyone
who might be thinking about making such investments if they were
worried about being open to the charge that they had done it for the
incidental benefits, yes.

Representative Stark. So in effect, if I were back running my old
bank, I would probably be nervous for fear that the thought of police,
engendered by Mr. Saxton's bill, would come after me if I made loans to
small businesses and it would be much simpler just to keep buying
Treasury bonds and Fannie Mae insured mortgages, correct?

Ms. Berg. If, under the terms of the bill, your bank was an investment
manager for a pension plan, certainly.

Representative Stark. Well, I certainly hope that we don't encourage
the creation of "thought police" on Wall Street. It wouldn't have a lot to
do, but it ought to scare the people who are there.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Ranking Member. I
appreciate your sense of humor. I hope the people who invest in private
pension funds share your glee on this subject.

I yield at this point to the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr.
Sanford.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE

MARK SANFORD

Representative Sanford. What I am hearing, both through, I guess
in Malachi, encouraging people to do the right thing, is really a philo-
sophical question we are struggling with more than anything else.

Representative Stark. There is no law.

Representative Sanford. Philosophical difference, and that is, if you
look at pensions and the dollars that they represent, I think the question
we have to ask ourselves in terms of asset allocation - you spoke earlier
of California and how the State legislature there had decided that
California pension benefits to some degree would invest in home
mortgages, that they thought that was good public policy.

But I think that what we have to ask is who ultimately is the best
manager of money? And if we think that the political body here in
Washington is the best manager of money, then we maybe ought to
pursue ETIs. Maybe they make sense.

But what I have seen over the last couple years is - I mean, you look
at the $4.8 trillion debt. You look at structuring $250 billion deficits. I
would argue that we are not that good at allocating assets, and, in fact, we
probably lead to distorted decisions in terms of good management of
money.

So if I was to draw a hierarchy, I would say politicians are probably at
the bottom of the barrel in terms of managing money. Governor admini-
strators are somewhere midstream, and I think that individuals who
themselves are ultimately tied to that money when they produce are the
best managers of money, and that this question is larger than anything
else philosophical and that don't we think that the individual themselves
would be the best manager in their hometown to decide what should be
targeted socially or economically? What would your thoughts be on that?

Ms. Berg. Congressman, we are now talking about investments in the
context of trust law and ERISA where fiduciaries are making those in-
vestment decisions on behalf of individuals. It is not individuals them-
selves making the decisions. The money for workers' future pensions has
been collected, and I would agree that law right now allows those pension
fund managers, to make that decision. We therefore think any restriction
on that ability is unnecessary. Right now, it is the investment managers
who decide among the various alternatives that are available to them what
is most appropriate for their individual plan.

Representative Sanford. But at the core, ETI is going to do that, as
I understand.
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Ms. Berg. Well, I think there has been some fundamental
misunderstanding. An ETI inherently is no more or less risky than any
other kind of investment. They are all over the investment continuum.
Just to give --

Representative Sanford. Although, it is my understanding that
Wayne Marr would disagree. His finding was that on a basis point return
of 1 10 to a 320 point spread in terms of greater return with ETIs.

Ms. Berg. Well, that study --
Representative Sanford. You would say he is wrong?

Ms. Berg. We have some severe methodological concerns about the
study because it never actually looked at the returns of the ETIs. It
looked at plans that might be making these kinds of investments and said
that their returns are different from other plans. But they did not ad-
equately control for risk.

To give you an example, the differing rate of return might well be
because they were much more heavily invested in commercial real estate
that happened to go bad at that time or they might have been in the
Japanese stock market. There is nothing that connects those returns to
economically targeted investing and, in fact, because most plans that do
this kind of investing do it in such small dollar amounts, there is no way
that they could have those kinds of effects on the plan returns.

Also, these studies have looked over a very short period of time. It
would be like my looking last year and saying, well, gee -- or whenever
this last happened, the bond market out-performed the stock market this
year so we shouldn't invest in stocks. And in fact, the one study that did
go over five years found that difference disappeared.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Thornberry.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
MAC THORNBERRY

Representative Thornberry. Not at this time, Mr. Chairman. I guess
we need to go vote.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.

Mr. Ewing, do you have questions for Ms. Berg?

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
THOMAS EWING

Representative Ewing. Are there any directions that you have from
the Administration on what your policy should be in encouraging the
managers to make investments maybe along the line of what we are
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talking about here? Do you make that policy? Does it come from the
White House?

Ms. Berg. Well, the policy that I presented here today with respect to
a legal position on economically targeted investing, the fact that we have
no interest in mandating any kind of investment practice, and that we are
not proposing taxing pension funds, are all the policies of the Adminis-
tration, as well as my policies.

Representative Ewing. Well, when the President was Governor of
Arkansas, he did have a different policy. I mean, he signed legislation
down there that did encourage a percentage to be invested in Econo-
mically Targeted Investments. Do you - are you saying that has never
been discussed in this Administration?

Ms. Berg. Certainly, economically targeted investing has been dis-
cussed. I have sent copies of my speeches over to the Committee. I am
here discussing it today. The major policy, if you want - the single
policy pronouncement is that we want to make clear what the law is.

We want to say that ERISA permits ETIs to the extent that investments
can be made that provide good returns to pension plans, don't sacrifice
returns or increase risk, and also benefit the economy. We think it is
terrifically important to benefit the economy. Finally, we are not inte-
rested in mandating anything to anyone.

Representative Ewing. Well, if you say it has been discussed and if
Economically Targeted Investments, are totally sound, why do we even
have this as a subject matter?

Ms. Berg. Well, again, as I pointed out with the --
Representative Ewing. I would think they would be fighting for

them.

Ms. Berg. As I pointed out with the 23 individual letter requests that
we have issued, with the survey of the Institute for Fiduciary Education,
with the results of the year that the ERISA Advisory Council in the Bush
Administration spent studying this subject, there was confusion around
the issue. As a result, no matter how good the returns may have been,
there were investment managers who were afraid that, per se, they
couldn't make an investment if it had these other benefits.

That is absolutely not what the law says. What we have tried to do is
to clear up that misunderstanding of the law.

Representative Ewing. You don't feel that there has been any subtle
pressure put on managers then to try and find Economically Targeted
Investments?
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Ms. Berg. Absolutely not. For instance, there is no way in the
reporting that pension plans do to us that we could distinguish an ETI
from any other kind of investment, because ETIs are made in the form of
equity investments, debt instruments, and other sorts of things. We would
have no way of knowing whether a particular investment was an ETI or
not, nor would we ever ask an individual plan manager.

What we are interested in is whether or not investments are made pru-
dently, no matter what kind of investment it is. That is what we look to.

Representative Ewing. So that is your bottom line?

Ms. Berg. Absolutely.

Representative Ewing. Prudence?

Ms. Berg. Prudence.

Representative Ewing. Prudence. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. We are going to have to break and go ahead

and vote, but we want to thank you for being here this morning and we
could, I am sure, discuss this issue with you for quite awhile. We have
several other panels of people who are here to also discuss this with us.

We are going to break. We should be back here in 10 or 15 minutes
after this vote.

Ms. Berg, thank you very much for being with us. We appreciate it
very much.

Ms. Berg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee.

[Recess.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you for your patience.

I would like to at this point introduce our second panel. John
Langbein has served as the Chancellor of Kent, Professor of Law and
Legal History at Yale since 1990. His particular area of focus is pension
and employee benefit law. He is an active member of the American Bar
Association, Selden Society, and the U.S. Secretary of State's Advisory
Committee on Private International Law.

Mr. Langbein has been published numerous times on the issue that we
are discussing today. Among his articles are, "The Conundrum of
Fiduciary Investing Under ERISA" and "Proxy Voting of Pension Plan
Equity Securities, "Social Investing of Pension Funds and University
Endowments: Unprincipled, Futile and Illegal", and of course there are
a long list of others that I won't mention.

Also here to testify with us is Charles Rounds, a graduate of Columbia
University and professor of law at Suffolk University Law School, he has
an active consulting practice in trust matters and is counsel of the Franklin
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Foundation, a 200-year old trust established under the will of Benjamin
Franklin. In addition, he is a noted author, co-author of the seventh
edition of Loring: A Trustee's Handbook.

And also Ian Lanoff, an attorney specializing in special law, former
Assistant Secretary in the Labor Department during the Carter Admini-
stration. I welcome you all, and I understand that Mr. Rounds will be our
first person here to testify.

If I might just remind you that because of time constraints, we are
forced here oftentimes - and today is no exception - to operate under
what we call a five-minute rule. These little bulbs here in front of me will
light up. The green one means go. The red one means stop. And so at
the five-minute mark, the red light will remind you that your time has
expired. Of course we will make your entire statement part of the official
record.

So. Mr. Rounds, if you would begin.
PANEL II

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. ROUNDS, JR,

PROFESSOR OF LAW, SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

Mr. Rounds. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Charles E.
Rounds, Jr. I am a professor of law at Suffolk University Law School in
Boston and co-author of the seventh edition of Loring: A Trustee's
Handbook. The handbook will have its 100th anniversary in 1998.

I am pleased to testify in opposition to the Clinton Administration's
policy of encouraging private employee benefit fund managers to invest
in Economically Targeted Investments. I wish to make, please, one
fundamental point: Secretary Reich's ETI policy interferes with the
private property rights of working Americans by undermining the
fundamental duty of trustees to act solely in the interest of their bene-
ficiaries.

Since 1976, the common law trust has been the focus of my teaching,
writing and practice. Professor Maitland considered the trust -- a re-
finement in the concept of private property - to be the greatest achieve-
ment of English jurisprudence. So do I.

It is because I am convinced that a number of initiatives of the Clinton
Administration, the Clinton Deficit Reduction Trust Fund, the Violent
Crime Reduction Trust Fund, the Presidential Legal Expense Trust, and
perhaps most troublesome of all, Secretary Reich's ERISA Regulatorv
Bulletin encouraging private fund managers to invest in ETIs, assaults the
very institution of the private trust that I come before you today.
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There are real world consequences to all of this that extend beyond the
ivory tower. In the case of Secretary Reich's ETI policy, for example, the
undermining of a trustee's fundamental duty of loyalty threatens not only
the institution of the trust, but the nest eggs of millions of working Ameri-
cans, the life savings of real people.

A trust is a fiduciary relationship with respect to property. The trustee
has the title to the property. The trustee, however, has a duty to deal with
the property for the benefit of another. In trust parlance, that other person
is called the beneficiary.

With the exception of insured plans, the assets of private employee
benefit plans are held in private common law trusts. Thus, the worker
who participates in a private qualified employee benefit plan is a trust
beneficiary. As such, under the common law, and under ERISA, he is
entitled to the trustee's undivided loyalty. Secretary Reich's ETI policy
erodes that fundamental duty. The restatement of trusts is unambiguous
in this regard.

In administering the trust, the trustee is under a duty to the
beneficiaries not to be influenced by the interest of any third person or by
motives other than the accomplishment of the purposes of the trust. Thus,
it is improper for the trustee to purchase property for the trust for the
purpose of advancing an objective other than the purposes of the trust.

It is settled law that a worker's interest in a private employee benefit
trust is an item of private property. It belongs to the worker, not to the
trustee, not to the employer, not to the taxpayer, not to Secretary Reich,
not to President Clinton, not to the members of this Committee. It
belongs to the worker. When Secretary Reich plays with a trustee's
fundamental duty of loyalty, he is playing with the personal assets of
workers and their families.

Moreover, this aggregation of private wealth has a difficult enough and
important enough social mission, namely, to provide private economic
support to those workers and those families, in other words, to real human
beings. It does not need the additional burden of having to participate in
Secretary Reich's risky social experiments.

Suffice it to say that to the extent economic value actually gets sucked
out of our private pension system as a result of public political initiatives
such as ETIs, someone will have to absorb the resulting economic loss to
the extent it cannot be taken out of the hides of the trustee, be it the
worker, the employer's stockholder, or the taxpayer. Wealth does not
exist in a vacuum.

This concludes my opening remarks.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Rounds appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Mr. Langbein.

STATEMENT OF JOHN LANGBEIN, CHANCELLOR
KENT, PROFESSOR OF LAW AND LEGAL HISTORY,

YALE LAW SCHOOL

Mr. Langbein. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Com-
mittee. I appreciate the opportunity to be with you. I have a prepared
statement. I just want to hit a couple of the highs and then I would be
glad to take questions.

Let me begin by saying that it is very important to understand that
most of the really troublesome social investing problems, the ETI
initiatives, are not in the ERISA covered area. They are in state and local
plans, which are exempt under ERISA 4(b) and they are in university and
eleemosynary endowments. That is where the real trouble is, and, in that
sense, ERISA has been a real success story.

The provisions of ERISA that we have talked about and that the Chair
has quoted today -- ERISA's exclusive benefit rule and duties of prudence
-- those standards have been so powerful that the Labor Department has
rightly interpreted them to eliminate most of the abuse. I still think that
some measure of the sort that is being proposed here today is important
and useful, but it is very important as background to be aware that most
of the worst of the abuses are in the state and local plans.

The scandal that we have in Connecticut, my home State, with the
State Treasurer buying the Colt Gun Factory in effect or the terrible
disasters of the Kansas plan had where they wound up buying everything
from video stores to synthetic fuel manufacturers and so forth, trying to
create jobs in Kansas and wound up with a loss of $100 to $200 million,
that kind of stuff is just outrageous and is stopped now under ERISA.

So we start with an understanding that ERISA has done a tremendous
job. So what is left to do? Why are we here? Why are we worried?

Well, the answer is that ERISA still leaves open an opportunity for
some mischief of the sort that you are rightly worried to prevent, and that
comes about because of the so-called costlessness standard that is used to
decide whether or not these politically motivated investments can be
made. The rubric which you heard Secretary Berg, Assistant Secretary
Berg referring to this morning is essentially that. It is okay to be
politically conscious and politically motivated as long as you have a
comparable economic return and, therefore, the social side of your
investment is, quote, "costless."
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This formulation originated back in the 1970s under Ian Lanoff here
when he had that job over at the Labor Department, and it was, I think,
probably a pretty good first stab at trying to get rid of the worst of the
offensive social investing forms, but it allows a lot of mischief, and I have
talked about that in the prepared statement that I have submitted to you
today.

The problem is that costlessness is just too easy to fudge, that we can't
find out what the costs are. These costs are hidden. Remember that we
are not looking at things with market prices. If you pay more for AT&T
stock than the guy next door to you is paying for AT&T stock today, we
will find out in effect, and the costlessness rubric will stop you. It is
illegal and we can prevent it.

But that is not what we are talking about. We are not talking about
investments that have a market price. We are talking almost by definition
in this social investing universe about one shot deals, about investing in
particular mortgage schemes, particular real estate developments, par-
ticular closed corporations, and the thing that all those investments share
in common is that you can't look up in the Wall Street Journal or Barrons
and find out the market price and, therefore, it is just about impossible to
police the costlessness standard.

These investments lack that comparability that is needed to demon-
strate that the investment was indeed costly or not costly to the pension
fund.

It is that problem that would lead me to encourage you to go some-
where down the line that you are going in the legislation that is proposed,
the effort to try to insist that we close off these noneconomic activities.

What happens in the present situation is that a politically motivated
investor can just paper the file, he recites that he has looked around, he
recites that he has looked around for the best possible return and that this
particular politically motivated investment has got it, and at that point it
really is just impossible for the enforcement people to come along and
unpack him. If you compare that with what we do in trust law, by the
way, pure trust law, we have an opposite rule. That is the rule that really
works and that I recommend to you.

In private trust law, we have an absolute duty of loyalty and that duty
of loyalty is one that says, you may not take into account anything other
than the beneficiary's interest, and if you do, you are absolutely liable.
We don't want to hear about reasonableness or fairness and that is of
course what this costlessness stuff is. It is just another word for reason-
ableness or fairness. You are liable.
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And because we have that standard, we don't have these problems over
in the world of private trusts. I think that the same idea should apply to
social investing, the same rationale, to ETIs, social investing schemes.
They are by definition disloyal. When you set out to take into account the
benefits of others, other than the worker, you are by definition imperiling
the interests of the people to whom you owe that duty of loyalty.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Langbein appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Mr. Lanoff.

STATEMENT OF IAN LANOFF, ESQ., BREDHOFF & KAISER
Mr. Lanoff. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you

for inviting me here this morning. Unlike my distinguished colleagues up
here, I am not a law professor. I am a practicing lawyer. I don't know if
that is an advantage or a disadvantage.

I represent -- since leaving the Labor Department in 1981, I have had
several clients in the corporate - Taft-Hartley - and public plan com-
munity. I currently am outside fiduciary counsel to the California State
Teachers Fund, a $60 billion public pension fund. I am outside counsel
to the Massachusetts State Pension Fund, which is a $30 billion public
pension fund. I also represent the Mine Workers Funds, Musicians
Funds, the Bakery Workers Funds. With respect to all of these, I work
with the rules that we are talking about every day of the week. That is
basically what my practice has been in the 14 years since I left the Labor
Department.

I would like to make a few points without, of course, reading my test-
imony.

First of all, I believe that the rules that the Labor Department have
reiterated, which are rules that my Labor Department promulgated and
which other Labor Departments have followed slavishly through these
years, are rules that have been applied with success by the respective
administrations.

The Department of Labor has stopped abuses in the private sector, and
to a large extent, because of the interpretation of these fiduciary principles
by the Federal government, even in the public plan area, I think we have
been successful in stopping abuses there as well, even though the law
doesn't literally apply to the decision-making of those fiduciaries.

The Administration, as you heard me quoted, in my view, has not
weakened the standards, and in support of that, I would like to simply
point to the Model Uniform Prudent Investor Act, which has been ap-
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proved by the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State
Laws.

Professor Langbein is a committee member, and I call your attention
to the October 24th, 1994 Pension Reporter, where that Uniform Act is
contained, to a comment that states the following:

"In 1994, the Department of Labor issued an Interpretive Bulletin
reviewing its prior analysis of social investing questions and reiterating
that pension trust fiduciaries may invest only in conformity with the
prudence and loyalty standards of ERISA, citing the Interpretive Bulletin.
The Bulletin reminds fiduciary investors that they are prohibited from
subordinating the interests of participants and beneficiaries in their retire-
ment income to unrelated objectives."

And I don't think you could state it any clearer than is stated there.
In my testimony, I review the law. In a nutshell, prudence and loyalty

in ERISA permit the consideration of noneconomic factors so long as
those noneconomic factors are not inconsistent with the economic
analysis that trustees must go through under the prudence and loyalty
standards before making their investment decisions.

And Professor Langbein is correct. In 1980, we devised what has been
described as the everything-being-equal test, which states the rule that if
trustee fiduciaries are going to be making investments where non-
economic factors are taken into account, those noneconomic factors can
only be taken into account if the economic criteria that they use in
selecting the investment are equivalent to comparable investments that
those trustees might consider in reaching their investment decision.

Probably the best statement of this rule is contained in the Donovan v.
Bierwith case, which I cite in my testimony. The opinion was written by
the very famous Judge Friendly, who I don't think any lawyer in this
country would consider to be a liberal judge, and what he wrote in that
opinion is: "Trustees of a pension plan do not violate their duties as
trustees by taking action which, after careful and impartial investigation,
they reasonably conclude best to promote the interests of the participants
and beneficiary simply because it incidentally benefits the corporation or
indeed themselves."

So as long as the benefit is incidental to the fundamental underlying
economic criteria that the fiduciaries rely upon, it is totally consistent with
ERISA; and I would submit, with trust law which ERISA is based upon.

Now, some ETI investments are risky and others are not, just like any
other investment and in 1978, when I was at the Labor Department, we
issued what is called the Prudent Investor Rule, or the Prudence Rule.
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That rule made it clear that under certain circumstances, it is perfectly ap-
propriate for fiduciaries to take risks with the assets that they invest on
behalf of participants and beneficiaries.

Why did we issue that rule? It seems self-evident that you could take
risks and make investments, especially if you are sophisticated. The
reason was that many investors, including so-called "sophisticated" in-
vestment managers, were not investing in very attractive investments,
such as venture capital and real estate, because they were afraid that
ERISA banned investments in anything that was riskier than stocks and
bonds.

I was told by several people that it is foolish to issue this Prudence
Rule. Once we issued the Prudence Rule - as you may know if you
followed pension investments, pension funds, both private and public -
we began investing in both venture capital and real estate, and for the
most part, particularly with venture capital, have had phenomenal returns.

I would submit that the bulletin that the Labor Department recently
issued was aimed at the very same objective. For whatever reason, so-
phisticated investors who might otherwise be interested in investing in
ETIs, particularly in a new product called infrastructure, were afraid to
invest in ETIs for the very same false reasons that people back in the
1 970s, sophisticated investors, were afraid of investing in venture capital
and real estate.

And I would submit that, as a result of this interpretive bulletin, fidu-
ciaries will do the very same thing fiduciaries did with respect to venture
capital and real estate. They will go out, hire very sophisticated experts,
they will rely on those experts and instead of having, as Professor
Langbein suggests, political objectives serve as the basis for their invest-
ments, they will rely on these experts just as the fiduciaries of plans have
since 1978 for venture capital and real estate.

Those experts' only incentive is for those investments to be successful.
They are not interested in political motives. They are not interested in
social motives, and they don't let the fiduciaries get away with intro-
ducing noneconomic criteria into their investment decision-making.
[The information submitted by Mr. Lanoff appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Lanoff. Let me just ask one
quick question, and then I will turn to my colleagues.

Mr. Langbein, Mr. Lanoff just referred to a test that he referred to as
the "everything-being-equal test." Can you comment on that? What is
your impression or your opinion of the fact that, golly gee, we might as
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well make these other investments and do some other good because after
all, everything is equal?

Mr. Langbein. It is interesting that the language that Ian Lanoffjust
read from the Uniform Prudent Investor Act is language that I, in fact,
drafted. I was the reporter for that, and I am the author of the comment
that he was reading. That comment refers to the portions of the
Interpretative Bulletin that indeed are congruent with a very strong duty
of loyalty.

Now, the problem with the costlessness standard, or all-other-things-
being-equal standard, is that it is so hard to police.

Take the situation of the carpenters' trust, the pension fund run by the
carpenters union. You are worried about that pension fund because there
are great pressures on it to invest in iffy construction projects in order to
engage in, quote, "job creation."

Let me warn you that there is a subsidiary plot here which is seldom
understood. That plot is that in general, those jobs are going to go to the
most senior workers because of the seniority rules; and therefore, what is
really going on in this, quote, "job creation or social investing scheme,"
is in fact something by which wealth is being transferred away from
young workers and toward older workers, but let me let that pass.

Now you have got the pension board, dominated by the carpenters
union, and the question is, shall we make this investment to invest in
some iffy construction project around here where we can get some job
creation? What you do is you say, now, gosh, Ian Lanoff and everybody
after him has said it has got to be costless, it has got to be everything else
equal.

What you do is make some phone calls, you paper the file, you get
some people to tell you that, yes, it is just about as good or it is as good,
it is not going to cost anything, it is equal, and then you go ahead and do
it.

After the fact, if the thing works out all right, then you will never hear
about it. If it works out badly, people may not know what you did, and
even if they do, it is very hard to unpack what you did. Because, as I said
in my prepared testimony, the key difference is there is no market price.
You can't look up in the Wall Street Journal and find out that the
carpenters union took a I percent reduction in its yield. You can't look up
and find out that the riskiness of that project was really known.

Remember something very fundamental. Our capital markets are the
envy of the world. They are so fluid, they are so efficient. What you
want to know always is, how come that deal had to go to the carpenters
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union in order to get built? Why wasn't it able to get built down at the
local bank which also does local investing?

The answer is because they knew better, and as a result, the tendency
is for the dogs to come to the pension funds, the weakest investments, the
ones that can't get taken up in the ordinary investment process out there
in the free market. Those are the ones that come begging to pension funds
and talk about incidental benefit, close quote, and all those other things.
That is the game. It is a shell game. It is an enforcement problem.

Now, again, I don't want to overstate this. Ian Lanoff is absolutely
right. The Labor Department has an enormous amount to be proud about.
It stopped the worst of this stuff. But there is still too much of it out there
and it is getting the last 10 percent that this hearing is about.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Mr. Sanford.
Representative Sanford. I just had a question for Mr. Rounds. I

found your comments intriguing. I wanted to get just a few more ex-
amples, if you would, of divided loyalty. Have you seen many examples
from a working standpoint that would be noteworthy?

Mr. Rounds. Well, let me give you examples from the common law.
I defer to my colleagues for examples in the pension area. The classic
example of divided loyalty would be a trustee who borrows from his trust
fund. Another example would be a trustee who takes assets of the trust
fund and invests them in his own enterprise. That would be divided
loyalty.

And then things get more subtle but, nonetheless, just as serious. "I
will invest the pension funds in your enterprise if you then do something
for me." Or the trustee wishes to curry favor with someone, the
government, for example, and proceeds to consider collateral consider-
ations.

Or -- and there are examples of this in the common law -- the trustee's
being hassled. People are pressuring the trustee to engage in a breach of
trust of some kind, and the trustee acquiesces in order to get the people
out of his office or whatever. That is also an example of a divided
loyalty. It is very possible that if this take on a head of steam down the
road, just to keep the government off his back, the pension trustee will
look into collateral -

Representative Saxton. Will the gentleman yield for just one
moment?

Representative Sanford. Please.

20-518 0 - 96 - 2
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Representative Saxton. Are you saying that the Department of
Labor, which regulates pension funds, could apply subtle pressure to
pension fund managers to make these types of investments? Is that -

Mr. Rounds. I am suggesting at least - and I am a common law
lawyer. I defer to the experts here. But certainly looking at it from a
personal trust common law perspective, it certainly is possible that down
the road there will be subtle, indirect, unspoken pressure put on trustees
which will cause trustees, for one reason or another, to unwillingly begin
to invest in ETIs.

So I think it is misleading to think of it as just as we are not mandating
anything or this is just encouraging or whatever. I think there is more to
it than meets the eye.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Rounds, Mr. Langbein a moment ago
concluded his remarks by saying that we are worried about the last 10
percent, you sound like you are worried about more than just the last 10
percent. You are worried about a portion of the other 90 percent as well.

Mr. Rounds. Well, I personally am, yes. I think this is a very un-
fortunate development. But, again, I defer to my pension colleagues. I
just think that it has been rooted in the law for hundreds of years, that the
trustee must act solely in the interest of the beneficiaries. When you start
taking into account collateral considerations, what are the standards?
Whose collateral considerations?

You know, that is why to some extent this interpretive bulletin is
somewhat of a mess, to be frank with you. It doesn't really get into the
standards by which a trustee shall define these collateral economic or
social or political benefits. It is left wide open.

Mr. Lanoff. That is because they are irrelevant. The only economic
factors are the ones that a prudent fiduciary can take into account.

Mr. Rounds. When you say economic benefit --

Mr. Lanoff. The noneconomic factors, whether they are social,
political, are totally -- under this rule -- are totally irrelevant to the
investment decision that a fiduciary makes.

Mr. Rounds. The implication is, however, that rather than looking
after -- solely after the economic benefit of the worker -- we are going to
look after some other more grandiose economic benefit, which really
hasn't been defined, and who is going to do that defining? The individual
trustee?

Mr. Lanoff. Called it incidental. He was satisfied with that as the
test.
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Mr. Rounds. Everything is incidental. I mean, if I put one of my
trusts in IBM, I suppose I can be incidentally benefited by that. That is
not what we are talking about.

Representative Saxton. If we can hear from one witness at a time.
And we will give you an opportunity, Mr. Lanoff.

Mr. Langbein.

Mr. Langbein. Maybe I can say a word about -
Representative Saxton. I am taking your time here and I don't mean

to do that.

Representative Sanford. Chairman, by all means, go right ahead.
Mr. Langbein. I am so sorry. Let me just say a word about incidental

benefit. Every investment has incidental benefits. If you buy 100 shares
of General Electric, you are supporting the capital markets, you are sup-
porting the work that General -- you are lending, in effect, your money to
General Electric. You are doing it indirectly by buying the shares from
the previous person who did it, but you are, in effect, supporting the jobs
and the economic activity of General Electric.

Everything has incidental benefit, and that is why I think Congressman
Stark was perhaps sending us off on something of a wild goose chase in
worrying that we would be -- we would be doing something awful if we
were trying to exclude attention to incidental benefits.

The question -- the important question -- is the difference between
your purpose and your effect. Yes, there will be incidental benefits for
the economy in any investment. The question is, what is the fiduciary
pursuing? What are his or her purposes and objectives? And in fiduciary
law, traditional fiduciary law, the answer is exclusive benefit of the
worker, and in ETIs and social investing and whatever euphemism you
are using -- I loathe the phrase ETI because I think it is a new-speak
euphemism that conceals the noneconomic. In any of these things you are
trying to say, in addition to assuring the welfare of my pensioners and
their beneficiaries, I am also trying to do something else, which is gene-
rate new jobs for the carpenters union or affect foreign policy in South
Africa or whatever the particular cause is.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Manzullo.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
DONALD MANZULLO

Representative Manzullo. Thank you very much.
My father belonged to a labor union and I won't say which one it is.

Then when he retired, there was no money left. This was all before
ERISA had taken effect. In fact, when he retired, the first statement he
got was that the total benefits would be $28 a month. This was after
paying into it for years and years.

And the next statement was something to the effect that all the money
was gone. And I think the mere fact that we are having a discussion as to
change the nature of the manner of investments, should send a flag up the
pole of every labor union in this country, and every business and every
person who has put any money into any private pension plan.

And the issue here is, if this rule, if the section 404 statement that was
-- that has just been made really doesn't change any existing law, it is
really a restatement of the same sound principles of prudent management,
then why is the statement made again? It is just -- it is simply -- it simply
does not make sense.

I contend that this is a $4 trillion dollars slush fund so Democrats can
go out and say, look what I am doing to build infrastructure; and by the
way, folks, your pension money is going to build this great public housing
project, most of which fai, and then 25 years from now you can see the
detonators come in and lower four buildings all at one time and then
everybody becomes dependent upon the government to bail out the
people whose pension money has been squandered by social theorists.

I think this is disgraceful, what the Clinton Administration is trying to
do, and I am quite shocked at the amount of silence on the part of pension
fund managers and the labor unions that are going along with this and
saying, well, you know, maybe there is an argument for or maybe there
is an argument against it.

When I practiced law and got involved in a little bit of trust law, if
there was an argument against it, then you didn't dQ it, because that meant
that there was an element of risk, and the mere fact that somebody had to
question that there was a change in -- that there is going to be a change in
the standard, I mean, after the S&L debacle, this -- you know, we might
as well be building snow slides in New Orleans or exotic beaches up in
Alaska and trying to change the weather and say that by using all this
money, it is going to be a great social project.

Well, I will tell you, in an era where taxes have become known as
contributions and spending as investments, I would just hope that this
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Congress will do everything it can to pass Mr. Saxton's law, which I am
-- a bill of which I am a co-sponsor. I would hope that the President
would wake up, and I notice the tremendous number of Democrats that
are here to rally around the flag so they can have their own press
conference and they can stand before the American people and say, folks,
I want to tell you, look how we are going to invest your pension money,
the same way we are running this government.

And isn't it interesting, Mr. Chairman, that the exact amount of money
they want to use is almost the amount of money that equals the national
debt, about $4 trillion? In fact, they might as well just say, we are going
to take all the pension money, we are going to pay off all the national debt
and start all over again.

Mr. Lanoff, I have got a lot of respect for you, but I want to tell you,
I just find that your testimony is -- I am not saying it is not hard to believe
because that would insult you. It just reaches the point where, when
sound, prudent people disagree on whether or not the law should be
changed, then it really shouldn't be changed and we should err on the side
of safety.

Would you agree with that?

Mr. Lanoff. I am the one who authored the prudence rule which
deregulated the entire investment area for pension funds and opened the
way for investment professionals and experts to take risks within the
context of the entire pension portfolio. So I am an enemy of the type of
no-risk rules that State legislatures once passed that banned investments
by pension plans, for example, in stocks, because they thought those were
too risky.

I am in favor, under ERISA, of leaving it to the experts, and if the
experts deem investments to be sound investments, I don't care what other
incidental factors those investments involve. If they are sound economic
investments, in my view, under ERISA, they have done their job and the
fiduciaries have done their job to protect participants and beneficiaries.
There is room for risk, however.

Representative Manzullo. There is always room for risk. But are you
saying that there should be a -- I don't want to use the word lessening of
standard because a fiduciary is a fiduciary - but are you saying there
should be a change in the law?

Mr. Lanoff. No. I am saying the opposite. I am saying that the law
stands. We interpreted it back in the 1 970s and that nothing that has been
done by successive Labor Department personnel since that time has
changed what we did and what Congress did one whit.
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Representative Manzullo. Your colleague is disagreeing.

Mr. Langbein.

Mr. Langbein. My view is that Mr. Lanoff did a wonderful job back
in the late 1970s -

Representative Manzullo. He should have stopped there.

Mr. Langbein. -- in prohibiting most of the mischief, and I also think
he did a wonderful job in the area that he is referring to, which is getting
prudence standards in there and not attempting to engage in categoric
regulation of types of investments. ERISA fiduciary law has been, in
general, a real success story in this respect. I agree completely.

Where I disagree is on the question of the costlessness standard for
social investing. And there, as my testimony this morning indicates, I
think there is still room for mischief of a sort that you are wise to be
concerned about and ought to stop, and it is easy enough to stop it.

The way to do it is to amend ERISA 404 so as to insist that invest-
ments be profit maximizing only. Do not allow people to take into
account noneconomic criteria. There will be plenty of noneconomic
consequences. They will be in general for the good, but let individual
pensioners do their own politics. Deliver to them maximum investment
returns in their pension funds. Let them decide what political causes and
what social causes they want to participate in.

Representative Manzullo. Mr. Chairman, may I have two minutes?

Representative Saxton. We are going to have to wrap up real soon.

Representative Manzullo. My wife and I have a small savings
account at a place called Dwelling House Savings and Loan. It is in -- it
is in Philadelphia. It is a minority-owned Savings and Loan, and it is a
father and son team, and they guarantee that you will get a lower rate of
interest and in exchange for that, they take that money and they lend it to
people in inner cities so they can buy homes. They brought back home
ownership in the inner city in that particular area from 17 to 47 percent,
and we knew that.

It is a modest amount. We will never take that $500 out, but I would
say that if people are interested in social investments of that nature, then
those are the accounts where you know up front there is going to be some
risk. But my wife and I are proud that we are doing something to combat
crime and to bring back the housing in the inner city where funds
otherwise may be scarce, and I would suggest that people who are
interested in making social investments, and these are worthy, look to
separately segregated funds for that particular purpose.
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Representative Saxton. Thank you. We are really going to have to
move on to the next panel. So I want to thank you. And in thanking you,
I would just like to note that it appears there is a great deal of agreement
between all three of you on these issues and that it is appropriate, I think,
to note at this point that we agree also with, I think, all three of you, that
pension fund managers ought to be the decisionmakers in this case and
that is why we introduced a bill which says, from our point of view, the
Administration has misrepresented the intent of ERISA.

And our bill simply prohibits the Administration from further spending
Federal dollars to encourage the investments in what they refer to as ETIs.
Thank you very much. We appreciate your being with us and we are
going to move quickly on to the next panel.

And while the next panel is moving forward, let me introduce them.
Wayne Marr is the first professor of finances at the Business School of
Clemson University. He served in the SEC under President Reagan and
is the author of over 80 professional and trade articles and over four of
those are on the topic of ETIs. I would like to particularly thank Pro-
fessor Marr for coming today despite the fact that he injured his knee
within the last 48 hours. Hope you are feeling better. You overcame the
difficulty to fly from South Carolina today.

Also, Edward Zelinsky, professor of law, Benjamin Cardozo School
of Law where he specializes in Federal income tax, business planning,
and pension and profit-sharing plans. Mr. Zelinsky also holds two degrees
in economics from Yale. He is widely published on the issues that I just
mentioned. We thank you for being here Mr. Zelinsky.

James Pugash is the President of Hearthstone Advisors and is active
in promoting ETIs in real estate in California. I would like to welcome
all three of you here today. We will begin with Mr. Marr.

PANEL III

STATEMENT OF WAYNE MARR, PROFESSOR OF FINANCE,

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

Mr. Marr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I have a grimace on my face, it is not from what you said. It is
probably my knee is killing me. I am going to cover a little bit of my
testimony, but only the highlights of it because I think some things are
very common sense in ETIs.

My testimony has been in preparation for four years. We have been
doing research on it with respect to Economically Targeted Investments.

I think it comes down to a very simple question. If you look at the
capital markets as they exist today, you see social investments. For
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example, TIAA/CREF has a social investment that I can put my own
money into. I have yet to see a mutual fund that has an ETI account. I
would also venture that very few people in this room right now -- okay,
I saw the red light -- would put their money into any ETI mutual fund.
You just don't see any ETI mutual funds being sponsored by Kemper and
others. It is relatively simple. There is really no market demand for it.

Now, our tests indicate that if you look at ETIs and someone said it
earlier, the abuse and the misuse of funds are primarily at the State and
local level and that is where the evidence on ETIs are.

The evidence is, we find that funds that invest in ETIs, and we hold a
lot of things constant, we use the correct econometric technique to attempt
to back out the information because we would like to have individual
return data for those ETIs, but it is never given to you. You can -- that is
always considered proprietary, likely because it is a failure, is that it is
anywhere from 100 basis points, which is I percent to 200 basis points,
which is 200 percent below a comparable fund.

Now, in our latest research we find some of that is related to gover-
nance characteristics, and we have backed all of that out because of the
way state and local governments operate relative to the way private funds
operate, but you are still talking about a substantial loss in revenue.

Now, that begs a question. Why would anyone at any level pursue a
suboptimal investment policy? Well, what we relate it back to in a very
simple sense is that I believe -- I am going to pronounce your name
wrong, Mr. --

Representative Manzullo. Manzullo.

Mr. Marr. -- Manzullo said it best. He is investing in a minority
bank in Philadelphia that is basically doing what he thinks is right. There
is a consumption value for him, as economists would say. He thinks that
what he is doing -- he and his wife -- is right.

Many people will invest in social investments. That is why companies
don't invest in South Africa, they don't buy -- they don't invest in
companies in Northern Ireland, blah, blah, blah, you can go down the list,
because they feel that is the right thing to do and they will sacrifice return
for the risk. That is a personal decision, okay? That is a private fund.
They exist. It works.

Now, you don't see the comparable in Economically Targeted Invest-
ments. It is simply, no one is interested in it. Why? Because most of
them are political giveaways. The reason is the consumption value to me
as an individual, to say to Mr. Saxton, he is not going to be out cutting the
ribbon because someone is going to build a new baseball park, we will
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say, with public funds, but I will tell you what, the pension trustee or the
pension manager of that fund will likely be on hand to cut the ribbon and
they will say, "geez, our money helped buikdthis park, whether it is
profitable or not, whether the cash flows are conducted properly or not."
They derive a tremendous consumption value out of that, which the bene-
ficiaries don't.

The other thing which is never said, or very rarely mentioned, is that
if I retire with TIAA/CREF, which I can take anywhere, I am not inte-
rested in, at that time, TIAA/CREF investing in New England if I am not
going to live there.

Now, I debated this point with the Commission of Mario Cuomo who
did a lot of the early ETI stuff in the late 1980s. Lee Spencer is Chairman
of Excelsior Capital; don't know if it exists anymore, with the argument
if you are in New York State and you plan to move out, that is the wrong
decision you made. You don't need to move to Florida to retire.

Well, a pension fund -- you don't invest in a pension fund because they
invest in roads or infrastructure around the United States, because you are
going to stay there and you are going to benefit from it. You are in-
vesting so you can have retirement income at the end of your life or
toward the end of your life so you can enjoy it, not for any roads or
buildings or other things that the government should be basically going
through their budget and making investment decisions themselves.

It is basically a way for many politicians, and I would tend to agree
with some of the statements that are coming out of here, that you can go
ahead and use public pension fund money to build projects that they are
not willing to fund themselves or they can't find the money to fund and
they can say, "gee, we built new housing projects, by the way, we used
$250 billion of pension fund money," -- and I think that is a critical
number.

Realize, today in private pensions alone, we are talking about $5
trillion in assets. If you encourage, which I think the prior panel, I
thought, did a reasonably good job, encourage is very similar to mandate.
There are a lot of ways that companies can gain. They can trade off
projects, they can do projects, they can lend money to themselves. There
are a lot of things that can happen. In that is 5 percent of $5 trillion. It is
$250 billion that is basically political fodder or political money that can
go anywhere. Okay.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marr appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Mr. Pugash.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES Z. PUGASH, PRESIDENT,
HEARTHSTONE ADVISORS

Mr. Pugash. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If you permit me, I would just like to correct for the record. You
described me in your introduction as someone who is actively promoting
ETIs in California. We definitely do not see what we do as being
promoting ETIs. I have an investment company. It is called Hearthstone
Advisors and we pioneered the concept of pension fund investing in
single-family home building. We did it not because we thought home
building was a target investment, but because we thought there was a
good investment opportunity here.

Representative Saxton. Thank you for clarifying that for us.
Mr. Pugash. It is important because it suggests a bias on my part

which I surely don't have.

I am President of Hearthstone Advisors. The money that we use, we
invest in the construction of single family homes. Our portfolio includes
nearly $1 billion of commitments in 45 home building projects. We are
building about 6,000 homes in California and are starting to take our
program to other parts of the country.

At Hearthstone, we have only one objective: It is to earn as high a
return as we possibly can for our investors while avoiding unreasonable
risk. To date we have had some success. Our portfolio has averaged a
return of over 20 percent a year. Of our 45 investments, our worst will
break even and our best will yield over 50 percent.

Because of our track record, and this relates to my opening comment,
Mr. Chairman, we have been able to attract many blue-chip investors,
including public and private pension plans, and nonpension plans, for
example, General Motors Acceptance Corporation. This is simply a
financial investment for GMAC, the Endowments of Stanford, Dart-
mouth, MIT, University of Michigan and others.

I can assure you that most of our investors, like ourselves, have no
interest whatsoever in targeted investments. Nonetheless, our investments
do create jobs. They provide housing for the middle class and they help
communities grow. And by an accident of our birth, our first major
investor was CalPERS and our first major investment program was
limited to California. As a result, we frequently find ourselves in the
crossfire of the debate on ETIs and we have some observations that I
would like to make which may be relevant.

And here I am going to depart from my written testimony because
many of the points I was going to make have been made by others.
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First of all, as Professor Langbein said, too much time is spent on the
question of whether a targeted investment can be profitable or generate
the kind of return as a non-targeted investment. I think the answer is
obviously yes. Our returns are excellent. I think we are one of the best
real estate investment managers in terms of our returns in the United
States right now.

I think the real question that you want to ask, as you consider this
subject, is whether pension fund trustees can be trusted to make the right
decisions if they can take collateral benefits into account. Professor
Langbein put it differently, but it is the same question: Is the fudge factor
too great? Is the costless route really something that doesn't exist in
practice?

Let me give you some of my reactions based on my expertise and
experience talking to pension funds. First of all, I think the answer to
these questions has to be divided between public and private pension
funds because they have totally different investment orientations.

Public pension funds require very careful protections in the law for
their beneficiaries. The political pressures on public pension fund trustees
are enormous to make social investments when many are willing to accept
substandard returns, and I just want to be clear for the record that I am
excluding CalPERS.

CalPERS has a very firm policy that they will not accept substandard
returns, but I am aware of the fact that other public pension funds have
made a lot of big mistakes because they have been focused on the wrong
things.

They are not subject to ERISA, and based on my understanding of
your bill, Mr. Chairman, it will not address this problem, which is
something that you might want to think about.

With respect to the private funds, the private plan sponsors, let me
share my experience. When we tried to organize our company to raise
funds for single-family home-building, it took me three years to find an
investor that would invest in our fund. I talked to over 600 institutional
investors, and incidentally, the program that we have is exactly the same
program that H.F. Ahmanson - which is the largest thrift in the United
States - it is exactly the program that H.F. Ahmanson had, but Congress,
when it passed FIRREA, legislated the thrifts out of that business.

I see my time is up, but I will just make the comment that out of 600
investors, if I mentioned social investing to one of them, they would
immediately slam the door on me and tell me to get out. It is the last
thing that they wanted to hear about.
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So my point simply is, I don't think that the private pension fund
community is interested in social investing, and that it is not really the
thing that you really need to focus on.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pugash appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, and I apologize for mis-
representing your activities in life, and I appreciate very much your clari-
fication on that matter, and it sounds as if you have a very up and coming,
up and going operation and we appreciate you coming here to share a few
minutes of your experience with us.

Mr. Zelinsky.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD ZELINSKY, PROFESSOR OF
LAW, BENJAMIN CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW

Mr. Zelinsky. Mr. Chairman, like many who preceded me, I will put
my formal testimony in the record and discuss some of the highlights. I
have also placed in the record an article on this subject, Intrepretive
Bulletin 94-1, which will appear in the Berkeley Journal of Employment
and Labor Law. One of the reasons I can speak in brief terms now is
because, in that article, I don't speak in brief terms at all.

I would like first to focus on the inherent paradox of the Labor
Department's definition of Economically Targeted Investment: We were
told again today that Economically Targeted Investments produce
market-adjusted rates of return.

There is a tremendous paradox to this definition because investments
carrying competitive rates of return will, over reasonable periods of time,
be made under normal market criteria. There is, thus, no need for the
tremendous solicitude that is being extended towards what are called
ETIs. If such investments produce competitive returns, as we are told
ETIs do, these investments will be undertaken by virtue of normal market
forces.

If, on the other hand, these Economically Targeted- Investments are
being shunned in the marketplace, that is a good indication that these
investments do not yield competitive returns. Hence, the DOL's en-
couragement of ETIs is either superfluous, since the market would have
made these investments anyway, or it is wrong, since the market is in-
dicating that these investments should not be made.

Second: in anticipation, of the criticism I just advanced, it is common
for proponents of ETIs, as well as the Department's own material sup-
porting lB 94-1, to argue that Economically Targeted Investments are to
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be found in very flawed markets. But such a defense merely compounds
the paradox; because if proposed ETIs are found in seriously imperfect
markets, then pension trustees cannot be confident that such investments
yield the promised competitive rates of return. Moreover, if there are
serious problems of market imperfection, the appropriate public policy is
to deal with those imperfections, not to send pension trustees charging
into poorly functioning markets.

Third, equally problematic is the confidence with which ETI pro-
ponents claim that they can identify collateral economic benefits. Indeed,
I would argue that the entire ETI category is so subjective as to be worth-
less. Many of the supplemental benefits that are typically claimed on
behalf of ETIs can just as plausibly be found in more conventional
investments.

We heard again today the argument that venture capital projects yield
auxiliary economic benefits. There is much romance in this notion, but
no hard reason to conclude that new start-up enterprises generate more
positive externalities than less glamorous, more traditional deployments
of capital. There is, however, emerging the significant danger that the
highly subjective process of identifying externalities will degenerate into
a brawl for the control of pension monies, a brawl in which the winner's
victory will be rationalized in terms of collateral economic benefit.

Finally, speaking as a lawyer, I have to say that IB 94-1 and its support
of Economically Targeted Investments are simply incompatible with the
language and policy in ERISA. The statute says what the statute says, the
exclusive benefit rule is just that, a rule which proscribes pension trustees
from considering, not incidentally creating, but from considering any
factors other than the interests of plan participants.

Rather than grapple with the language of the statute, the proponents of
IB 94-1 tell us that IB 94-1 merely codifies existing interpretation of
ERISA. As I demonstrate more fully in my article, this administrative
precedent argument is unconvincing. The specific administrative material
that is cited in the prologue to IB 94, when examined carefully, proves
slender and unconvincing.

The bottom line is that, like many who have preceded me, I am a
strong supporter of H.R. 1594 and I would urge that it be reported
favorably.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zelinsky appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]
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Representative Saxton. Thank you all very much.
Let me just ask one question of Mr. Pugash, and then I will yield to my

colleague.
You raised a very interesting point, I think, about public pension funds

in particular and political pressure that comes to bear on the fund
managers. And I think that is very correct, that we should be worried and
concerned about those pressures, and that is one of the reasons that we are
here today discussing that very possibility with regard to private funds.

This Administration obviously is conducting some activities that con-
cern us in that regard by spending almost a million dollars to create and
run a clearinghouse with the clear intent of encouraging this type of
activity, and it seems to me that the use of the term "encouragement"
could certainly include activities and ramifications of those activities
which have something to do with a regulator encouraging and slipping
into subtle political pressure. Would you share those concerns?

Mr. Pugash. Well, the difficulty, Mr. Chairman, as you know, is that
ERISA's "prudent man" standard does not apply to public funds, and there
are many funds that have acknowledged that they are willing to accept
below-market returns because they are pursuing collateral benefits. That
is the concern that I have.

If you have a fund like CaIPERS, for example, which clearly and
explicitly follows the "prudent man" standard of ERISA, CalPERS' sole
objective, I have seen, when they have made their decisions, is for their
beneficiaries, and clearly what they are doing is right. But where there
may be a need to do something is in places where that "prudent man"
standard does not apply.

Representative Saxton. Do you share any -- do you have any concern
with regard to pension funds that are administered pursuant to this Federal
statute that tinkering and encouraging brings to bear political pressure?

Mr. Pugash. This is just an empirical observation. I don't share the
concern simply because, from my own experience, I found that making
a social benefit argument to a private pension plan is a loser every time.
I mean, I just don't do it because they are interested in risk and returns;
and as someone said earlier today, if I were to start talking about social
benefits, if anything, it is going to send them running for the door, and so
I am not concerned about that.

Where I would be concerned is if a public plan doesn't have the
prudent man standard, prudent person standard, then there is big potential
for mischief.
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Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Manzullo.

Representative Manzullo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
am very much impressed with the quality of the panelists. You know, so
often in the area of economics -- I don't mean anything to our staff at all
economics, because you know the Will Rogers story about economics and
I don't want to repeat it here, but I am very much impressed with the
practical application.

Maybe, Mr. Pugash, you could clear this up for me. If I were the
trustee of a private pension plan and you came to me with just one
housing project and said, Don, I want to build 100 homes. It is in an area
of the city that is safe, the schools are good, it is not getting beat up by a
magazine, the crime is down -- and you would like me to invest say -- I
guess the first question is the extent of the amount that I would put into
it, that would determine it.

But based on those circumstances, and I made an investment with you
and provided you had a good credit rating, which I am sure you do, and
it is a worthy company and you are following the law, would that be a
sound investment within the prudent man's standard or would we have to
add other factors into it?

Mr. Pugash. I would have to know more, but offhand, let me say an
investment in one housing project -- unless you had a huge portfolio, you
were a wealthy man and you were invested in other things, I would be
concerned you were not adequately diversified.

Representative Manzullo. I noticed you had 45 projects.
Mr. Pugash. Right.
Representative Manzullo. Is it the volume that you do, the

diversification, and the amount of capital -- the percentage of the amount
of capital that would come from a fund or is it a combination of all those
that would determine whether or not it is a prudent investment?

Mr. Pugash. All of those things have to be taken into account. We
are in a business that most of my colleagues were doing the same thing
for a New York Stock Exchange company before we got money from
CalPERS. So we are out to make money, first, for our investors, and if
we can make some after that, that is great.

But you have to look at the risk, returns, diversification, and in the
case of CalPERS, they spent a year studying this before they decided to
do it. And it is interesting, I had dinner with the Chairman of CalPERS
Sunday night and I asked him, were you concerned about the collateral
benefits when you invested in our program? Because people think that
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this was the only reason you did it, and he said, no, absolutely not, we
didn't even talk about that in our sessions. We wanted to make as much
money as we could for our beneficiaries.

And I am not disputing the fact that -- the other gentlemen have points
that they have made that there are abuses here. What I am saying is really
what Professor Langbein said, that if you have the ERISA standard, it has
a huge in terrorem effect, as lawyers say, hanging over these trustees, and
if you really want to go at the heart of the problem, it is to get that
standard applied to funds where it doesn't apply today.

Representative Manzullo. Let me ask another question. I don't really
know if you gentlemen have the answer.

Mr. Chairman, have we heard from any trustees' bonding companies
over these ETIs? I would be interested in knowing -- the ones who write
the bonds, the surety bonds.

Representative Saxton. We haven't heard from them.
Representative Manzullo. For performance, but I -- if it would be

possible, I think it would be of value at least to get a letter, or if we are
going to have a further hearing, the ones that are involved in the risk.

Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Zelinsky, you testified that 1B 94-1 is

inconsistent with the consistency and loyalty embodied in ERISA. Why
do you say that?

Mr. Zelinsky. For two reasons. First, the statute says what it says.
It codifies the common law standard, and the common law standard is the
exclusive benefit standard. Exclusive benefit does not mean sometimes;
it doesn't mean all other things being equal. The statute says what it says.

Second, when you examine the supposed administrative precedent
cited on behalf of lB 94, it is clear that something of a game is being
played. Administratively, three types of rulings are used by the Depart-
ment in its defense of lB 94-1. There is a set of prohibited transaction
exemptions which the Department of Labor (DOL) cites. Each and every
one of those exemptions does not say that these are acceptable invest-
ments under the prudent man's standard. In fact, these exemptions careful
to say just the opposite.

Also cited by the DOL are three opinions that issued under the ERISA
procedure, two with respect to the Chrysler-UAW arrangement. In both
opinions, the Department ignored the language of the statute, substituting
for the word "exclusive" the word "ordinarily." The DOL does that
explicitly and openly; that is the kind of move that indicates to a lawyer
that a game is being played.
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In short, when you go through those supporting materials, there are far
less impressive administrative precedent than has been represented.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you. I asked you that question
because the very first sentence in the bill we have introduced says, "It is
the sense of Congress that Economically Targeted Investments violate
sections 403 and 404 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974."

Mr. Zelinsky. I think that is clearly a correct statement.
Representative Saxton. Thank you all for coming. We have to go

vote again. We appreciate your being here.
I would like to thank you very much, and before I leave, I am going to

introduce the next panel so they can make their way forward during the
time that we are away.

Kimberly Schuld is a political and policy strategist responsible for
assisting with the development of legislative and adequacy programs for
The Seniors Coalition. She is a former chief of staff to California State
assemblyman Paul Horcher. She represents, I think, the mainstream of
senior citizen thought.

Also, someone who is no stranger to those of us who have been around
here for a few years, Beau Boulter, a former colleague, is now an attorney
practicing in Texas and in Arlington. In the spring of 1994, he was a
resident Fellow of the Institute for Politics of the John F. Kennedy School
of Government. Welcome to Mr. Boulter.

And Dan Schulder is the Director of Legislation for the National
Council of Senior Citizens, a senior citizens group that represents union
employees located, I believe, here in Washington.

Welcome, and I will be back as soon as I can get here. Thank you.
[Recess.]

Representative Saxton. Let me thank you for your indulgence. As
Mr. Boulter knows, these things happen around here. Good to see you
back with us, and thank you for your indulgence here.

So we will start this panel's testimony with Ms. Schuld.
PANEL IV

STATEMENT OF KIMBERLY SCHULD, POLITICAL AND
POLICY STRATEGIST, THE SENIORS COALITION

Ms. Schuld. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting The
Seniors Coalition here today to discuss the Administration's plans to
pursue economically targeted investments for private pension funds.
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In taking a look at this issue, The Seniors Coalition made its evaluation
based on what was in the best interests of the pensioner, the actual earner
of the money, and the available evidence concerning these ETIs weighs
heavily against the pension earner being the primary beneficiary of the
investment. Specifically, we are concerned that ETIs will politicize
private pension funds, they will provide lower returns on investments, and
finally they will serve to stagnate efforts to increase national savings and
investment on the private side. For those reasons, The Seniors Coalition
endorses your efforts with H.R. 1594 and is opposing the pursuance of
ETIs.

As you opened the hearing this morning with the language of ERISA,
it is very explicit that that language is intended to protect pension funds.
We feel that is adequate, and a reinterpretation of that language is a
political manipulation of pension funds. In terms of politicizing pension
funds, the best examples currently exist within the state public pension
ETI investment schemes.

In 1993, in the Columbia Law' Review, Roberta Romano, who is a
pension expert, wrote that the "oil and water mix of politics and investing
is invariably present with ETIs, that the political affiliation of many trus-
tees makes public pensions especially vulnerable to pressure by State
officials." I just wanted to cite some examples of an East Coast plan
official that said, "In many States, the office of treasurer is a quasi-
political office. People who aspire to political office do things that aren't
in the interest of the fund." A West Coast counterpart also stated that,
"Any drive to do ETIs comes from politically active members of the
pension board."

It is not difficult to anticipate the same political pressure being placed
on private pension fund managers, especially in organizations where you
have politically active board members who are not government em-
ployees but nonetheless political people. We also feel that the politici-
zation of pension funds places the fund manager in a difficult position
with torn loyalties.

ERISA was established to specifically detail what that loyalty should
be -- it should be to the pensioner -- and this effort divides that fund
manager's responsibilities to the point that even current state fund mana-
gers report they have a great deal of difficulty in performing their duties
because of the encouragement that they receive to invest in ETIs. And
one chief of staff of a state fund even extended that to the point that he
stated, " the Federal Government is using the threat of revoking the
pension fund's tax exempt status in an effort to encourage their recep-
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tiveness to ETIs at the state level." The bottom line is when the manager
serves several masters, there is no way to achieve fairness and parity.

Beyond just the individual fund manager is the issue of who deter-
mines what is an economically targeted investment, what is good social
policy and as all those familiar with this town know, that momentum,
once it is begun, never slows down. The Federal agencies are not
immune to political pressure, and that is evidenced by actions of a variety
of regulatory agencies in town. The imposition of political pressure by
outside groups does adjust their priorities and their output. The attempt
of the Administration now to obtain new revenues for a social agenda is,
in our opinion, irresponsible to the individual investor but more impor-
tantly, it is indicative of a pattern of placing government squarely between
the money earner and the money that that person earns, and the members
of The Seniors Coalition believe that the government has to get out of the
way of the money and the earner.

A second reason we are concerned about the pursuance of ETIs is the
fact that there is ample evidence that they produce lower returns on
investments. I am not going to go through the list of them because we all
are familiar with them, but I did want to make a comment quickly.

Alicia Munnell, who is one of Clinton's nominees for the Federal
Reserve Board, did a study in 1983 of mortgage investment funds in 31
states. On the state level, a large number - an overwhelming number of
ETIs are mortgage investments. In that study, she found that there was
either an inadvertent or even deliberate sacrifice of return on the invest-
ment itself.

Also, despite Ms. Berg's claims this morning that there is no inherent
risk in ETIs, in June of 1994, she wrote a department bulletin which
outlined the inherent risks in some ETIs. I don't know that those inherent
risks have gone away or if she forgot about the bulletin, but people within
the department that are promoting the ETIs are identifying that there are
risks.

And finally, the Labor Department is circulating Richard Ferlauto's
article which goes one step further in outlining the inherent risk and
actually states that the risks are so great that we have to have a contin-
gency plan of subsidizing the losses.

With that in mind, The Seniors Coalition firmly believes that the ETI
scheme is not in the best interests of the pensioner.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Schuld appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]
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Representative Saxton. Thank you, Ms. Schuld. Mr. Boulter.

STATEMENT OF BEAU BOULTER, NATIONAL ADVISORY
BOARD, UNITED SENIORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Boulter. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will just
summarize my testimony, with your permission.

At the United Seniors Association we are very, very grateful for the
efforts you are making and for the watchful eye that your Committee and
that you personally have on this problem because we are really concerned
that the Clinton Administration, with their announced plans, their un-
announced plans, covert-overt, whatever, we are very, very concerned
with 'what appears to be a targeting of these pension plans, with what
appears to be a real threat to the income security of millions and millions
of seniors.

I have heard the Speaker speak on this subject, and just want to state
my agreement with his remarks on your bill, Mr. Chairman, because he
said that the Clinton Administration knows that it cannot further its liberal
social agenda simply by raising taxes with this Congress. It understands
the anger and revolt of the American public against a bigger and bigger
government that encroaches more and more.

The Clinton Administration has lost unfunded mandates, and there just
aren't too many sources that it has to look to for money. But, apparently,
it has thought of the pension plans that have been built up over the years
by American workers. And the other thing that I would add to what has
been said here today is that retirement plans and plans that seniors have
contributed to are going broke.

I would just cite the Medicare trust fund, the Social Security trust fund
itself -- down the road, some people say 2030, some people say 2012,
whatever, they are also endangered.

Now, do we want to place the pension funds also at risk? Of course we
don't.

I sat through the testimony of the legal experts, and it was really
interesting to me because I used to litigate trust and estate cases before I
was elected to Congress, and I just know that the. only standard for an
investment decision by a trustee or a fund manager -- the only standard
is what will benefit the beneficiary. There is no other standard that should
come into that person's thinking -- not any political reason, not any social
consideration whatsoever -- because these funds are private property. And
it just amazes me that this Administration really doesn't seem to under-
stand that other countries can make policy loans. I mean, China does that,
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the World Bank does that, but that is not what made America great; that
is just not our system.

Our system is built upon private property rights. These pension funds
are private property. These corpuses were built up after many, many,
many years of hard work, and they should not be raided to further a
liberal social agenda. That is the view of United Seniors Association.

So we are going to be asking every Member of Congress to back your
legislation, to take a pledge not to allow these pension funds to be raided
because that is what this is. That is what this is, and it just scares us to
death.

So we really congratulate you for your efforts. We support the
Pension Protection Act of 1995 and want to work with you for passage.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Boulter follows appears in the Sub-
missions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Mr. Schulder.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL J. SCHULDER, DIRECTOR OF
LEGISLATION, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS

Mr. Schulder. Yes. Thank you for this opportunity to discuss your
bill and the status of private pensions in this country. I have been here
through the whole hearing, and I have used my time also to read some of
the papers, and I think this hearing has been a sham.

I don't think there is any evidence that has been presented here that
there is any significant risk to the pensions of older Americans, either
implicit or explicit; and in fact, with some of the predecessor -- previous
witnesses here, if they know of this sort of corruption, I wish they had
gone to their Federal DA or their state law enforcement people, because
they have not said that there has been corruption or a twisting of the
requirements of ERISA.

We think that older persons are as concerned with the needs of their
communities and their children and grandchildren as they are their own
concerns. And therefore, they don't object when their money is invested
in secure kinds of investments that also have a payout for their com-
munities or for workers in their former industry, if they are trade union,
or for the general public.

Market-driven programs are not necessarily good for everybody in the
society. What I hear today is the only time people get tense is when these
monies are invested in behalf of workers or low-income persons or
communities that need those investments, but everybody is happy when
Orange County makes investments and they lose it, or TWA goes under,
et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.
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We do not support your legislation, sir. We think it will freeze and
suppress innovative ways to utilize pension money.

We don't believe there is a threat to pension funds. In contrast to Mr.
Boulter, we don't see a problem in the Social Security trust fund going
broke. This society, this government, will not let those things go broke.
They are always a challenge. They were made to be flexible, and that is
what is happening. We have a dynamic economy and a dynamic
population.

So, in conclusion, we don't support your proposal. We think it will, in
fact, lead not to more secure pension funds but rather a restriction on the
investment of funds which will not be to the benefit of covered workers;
and we can sleep well with the current program. We think this Admini-
stration and this Department is doing a good job of widening the oppor-
tunity for investment and not suppressing it.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schulder appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you very much, and we appre-
ciate your being here with us today to express your opinon. Let me just
ask each of the three of you just one question, and let me just start with
Mr. Schulder.

You may be familiar with an individual that Ms. Schuld mentioned a
few minutes ago, Mr. Richard Ferlauto from the Center for Policy Alter-
natives here in Washington. He is also a supporter of the current Admini-
stration policy -- I think that is fair to say -- on ETIs, but he has a concern
which leads him into a position where he believes that we ought to
establish a federally funded insurance fund to ensure the viability of ETIs
and to compensate those pensioners or would-be pensioners if the fund
should fail or suffer losses.

I am wondering, in your opinion, why do you suppose this supporter
of ETIs feels the necessity of having a Federal fund to support the pro-
gram if it is -- if the idea is so good?

Mr. Schulder. Well, I wouldn't know why he would come to that
conclusion. If, in fact, these are so risky and they are violating the ERISA
rules, then they should be disallowed. The Department of Labor should
crack down on them. Therefore, you don't need, it seems to me, a backup
fund to pay the beneficiaries in such funds if they go under because of
these investments.
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The point is, if they are violating the rule, then don't let them make
these investments; enforce the law. You don't create a welfare program
out of a normal investment program for pension funds.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Boulter.

Mr. Boulter. Well, Mr. Chairman, it is really not - risk is really not
what we are talking about. Every investment carries with it some degree
of risk. What we are talking about are motivations other than what is in
the best interests of the beneficiary and I heard the witness say that
market-driven investments are not necessarily good for society.

Well, that is what I tried to say in my opening remarks, that people
who agree with this witness, like in the Clinton Administration, they think
that these kinds of policy investments are great.

Well, it is one thing to do that with your own money, or even with tax
dollars if you can raise them, but it is quite another thing to do it with
money that people have built up through a lifetime of hard work and
savings. And, you bet, if the standard is lowered by political and social
and policy considerations and if they start entering into how these fund
managers invest these pension funds, then you are going to need some
sort of insurance agency or Federal agency, like Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation (FDIC) or something, because you are going to have
a big debacle on your hands down the road possibly, like the S&L crisis
or something like that.

Representative Saxton. Ms. Schuld.

Ms. Schuld. Well, I can only really speculate on what Mr. Ferlauto
meant, but I think it is fair to say that his concern about the loss of
revenues in pension funds and his plan for how to come up with those
revenues is a good indication of the fact that ETIs economically are not
in the best interests of the pensioner. And it has very little - as Mr.
Boulter said -- not a whole lot to do with illegal or terribly risky ventures.
It is not about corruption, it is about motivation, and that motivation is
obviously a third party, not a party interested in the pensioner's benefit.
And it is difficult for me to understand how the Clinton Administration
can advocate for increasing private savings and investments and pursue
programs like this, which would serve to, in an economic reality sense,
decrease private savings and investment by taking what could have been
privately invested and, instead, turning it into a taxpayer subsidy to a bad
investment for social good.

I don't understand the reasoning. It is illogical and it is incompatible.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Schulder.
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Mr. Schulder. Mr. Stark earlier, and perhaps one of the other
witnesses, mentioned the idea of local community investment that banks
engage in, and the banks' philosophy is that the good of the community,
the economic good of the community is good for the depositors, and so
they invest in the local community. I don't think that is an illegitimate
reason as long as the investments are sound in terms of motivation to
make such an investment.

ETIs often, as I note in my testimony, are doing what banks used to do,
that is, they are going into smaller markets, into smaller businesses, and
making investments and getting returns on them.

Let me just say one last thing, if I could, sir. There is that definition
of Puritanism that says that it is the irritating thought that someone,
somewhere might be being happy, and it seems to me your bill is sort of
a corollary of that. It is the nagging suspicion that someone else, some-
where may also benefit from this investment, and I don't think we should
be afraid of that.

Representative Saxton. Let me just ask you a question.

Back in the decade of the 1 980s, a Florida carpenters union invested
100 percent of its funds in real estate, and I suspect that that was partly
because they wanted to make the community better, and I suspect it was
also some motivation there to provide some jobs for some carpenters.
The county's economy turned sour and the pension fund went broke.
What do you say to those folks?

That was an Economically Targeted Investment. What do you say to
the workers, the young ones, the ones that were already retired, the folks
like Mr. Manzullo's father? What do you say to those people?

Mr. Schulder. A very bad outcome and a bad choice by the
fiduciaries in that fund. There are risks always in these things, but again
we have got risks throughout American capitalism. Some things fail,
some things gain.

There is nothing inherently, however, more risky in ETIs, as has been
demonstrated here today -- enforce the law, make sure the law -- that the
trustees, in fact, are doing their job and don't let them get away with risky
investments. If you can show they are risky investments per se because
of ETI kinds of characteristics, let's put them out of business.

Representative Saxton. Okay.

Well, listen, thank you all very much for being here. We appreciate
your participation, and we look forward to hearing more about this sub-
ject as our bill is considered by the House of Representatives.

Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JIM SAXTON,
VICE CHAIRMAN

The purpose of this hearing is to discuss Economically Targeted
Investments, or ETIs. As Congress struggles to downsize government,
President Clinton is working behind the scenes to expand governments
reach and use private pensions to finance his liberal social agenda. In the
investment world, this practice is known as "social investing." The
Administration has dubbed these social projects "Economically Targeted
Investments" or ETIs, but I prefer to call them PTIs or "Politically
Targeted Investments."

Today, millions of hardworking Americans contribute significant sums
of money to their pension plans. Each week they look at their pay-stub
and see how much money they have contributed to their pension. These
millions of hardworking Americans expect their contributions to be there
when they retire. They expect the pension trustees to invest their money
with prudence and loyalty.

Last week I introduced the Pension Plan Protection Act of 1995 to pre-
vent the practice of ETIs.

It is important to note that something over $3.5 trillion are in private
pension funds today. This is the amount of investment wealth that have
been put at risk by the Clinton Administration advocacy of ETIs.

Faced with an angry revolt of voters last November against too much
Federal spending, President Clinton and his Department of Labor are
trying to use private pensions to accomplish what they can no longer do
through old fashioned taxing-and-spend programs. These ambitious
social planners now want to use private pensions to finance investments
such as: Public housing, infrastructure, and pork-barrel projects.

Let me emphasize that targeting private pension fund investments is
a radical and dangerous idea. ETIs violate the clear mandate of the
Federal law that Congress passed to protect private pensions - the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act, commonly referred to as
ERISA.

Let me quote directly from ERISA: A pension fund manager must
"discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of their
beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of (I) providing benefits to
participants and their beneficiaries; and (11) defraying reasonable ex-
penses of administering the plan." ERISA does not say "fiduciaries must
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make decisions primarily in the interests of and almost entirely to provide
benefits to participants and beneficiaries." It says solely and exclusively!
Exactly what parts of "solely" and "exclusively" doesn't the Clinton
Labor Department understand?

Besides ETIs obvious conflict with ERISA, the best economic research
indicates that pension funds that target social investments produce below
market returns.

Just one example will suffice. In 1990 Connecticut made a targeted
investment in Colt Manufacturing, paying $25 million for 47% of the
company. Colt went bankrupt in 1993, and the pensioners in Connecticut
will never see that money again.

Even President Clinton, while Governor of Arkansas, convinced the
Arkansas Teachers Retirement System to finance a mortgage for the
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority House at the University of Arkansas.
When the trustee was questioned about this unusual pension investment,
he replied, "Why I know all the daddies of those girls, and there is no way
they would have let that loan default."

The Clinton Administration's ultimate objective is to establish an ETI
quota for every private pension fund. This process is already happening
in the states. What Secretary Reich would make permissible today, will
become compulsory tomorrow.

Last week I introduced a bill that will protect the 42 million private
pension participants from President Clinton's pension fund grab. My bill,
the Pension Plan Protection Act of 1995, will not alter the fiduciary duties
laid out in ERISA. Instead, my bill will simply reiterate that the act
means what is says -- no more, no less.

Every American who plans on retiring someday should be very con-
cerned about what the Clinton Administration is up to. I expect we will
hear a lot today about different aspects of this issue but we should not lose
sight of one very important fact: The $3.5 trillion in private pension funds
was earned by the hard work of millions of Americans, it belongs to them,
it should be invested solely to benefit them, and pension managers should
be loyal only to them.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONNIE MACK,
CHAIRMAN

Good Morning. I would like to congratulate Chairman Saxton for his
good work on this critical issue and I am pleased to be the primary
sponsor in the Senate of the Pension Protection Act of 1995.

Let me begin by reminding each of us that last November the Amer-
ican people sent a loud and clear mandate for less spending, less taxes,
and less government. This morning, however, we are here to examine an
on-going effort by the Administration which ignors that mandate. The
Department of Labor has developed a disturbing scheme to divert pension
assets to fund social and political projects. By relaxing ERISA's strict
fiduciary standards, the Department of Labor has found a way around
Congress and the budget process to tap a new source of money for their
projects. This highly orchestrated effort is designed to expand govern-
ment and expose our nation's taxpayers and retirees to unnecessary and
dangerous consequences.

It is no surprise that this Administration's big spenders are looking to
the assets of pension funds while Congress is struggling to balance the
budget. Totalling over $3 trillion, they see private pension funds as an
attractive source of capital for a variety of social projects. The Clinton
Administration has never shied away from its intent to use private pension
funds as a convenient source of public funding. In fact, in his book,
"Putting People First", President Clinton proposed a $20 billion "invest-
ment" program funded by pension funds. Just last Congress, Housing and
Urban Development Secretary Henry Cisneros requested over $500
million in taxpayer guarantees to induce pension funds to invest in high-
risk low-income housing projects. HUD had no ability to evaluate the
risk of this demonstration project yet they wanted a green light to experi-
ment with over half a billion taxpayers dollars !

The alarming speed at which the Administration has proceeded with
its campaign to promote these social "investments" known as Econo-
mically Targeted Investments, or ETIs, combined with the poor record
of ETIs across the country, is nothing short of reckless.

There are three basic elements of our nation's retirement income
system: the Social Security system, personal savings, and private pen-
sions. When we take into consideration low personal savings rates, the
imminent aging of the baby boom population, and the demand that will
be placed on the Social Security Trust Funds, now is not the time for
the Administration to be spearheading efforts which compromise our
nation's private pension system. In fact, there already exists con-
siderable anxiety about the solvency of our nation's pension system.
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Further exposure of these funds to unnecessary risks could set up the
American taxpayer for another savings and loan-style failure and bail-
out. The protection of retirement income is, and must continue to be,
the overriding objective governing the investment of pension assets.

Efforts directing private pension funds to replace public funding of
government programs is yet another example of this Administration's
"spend now, pay later" mentality. This Congress is working to put the
federal government back on a sound fiscal foundation by balancing the
budget and eliminating the deficit. The last thing we should be doing
is replacing the fiscal irresponsibility of the past 30 years with another
risky and irresponsible policy. We should not compromise fiduciary
standards and the financial security of our nation's retirees in order to
meet the social and political goals of the Administration.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETE STARK,
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Mr. Chairman, I regret to say that I consider today's hearing a waste of
the committee's time and energies. We all know why this hearing is being
held. Today the Republicans are passing a budget that will slash pro-
grams for America's elderly. Republicans have slated the Medicare
portion of Social Security for a $288 billion cut. They also propose a $24
billion cut in Social Security checks. Finally, they plan to cut $187
billion in Medicaid benefits, a third of which go for the elderly. In com-
bination, these three cuts will cost the average elderly person more than
$3,500 by the year 2002.

In a desperate attempt to change the subject, the Republicans are stag-
ing this hearing with the baseless charge that Clinton Administration
pension rules will hurt the elderly. In fact, just as in health care and
Social Security, the Clinton Administration is working to defend the
elderly:
* The policy to permit economically targeted investments does not

cost the elderly one red cent in pension benefits, since the rules
require that the risks and returns of ETIs must be the same as for
other investments.

* The current interpretation of the law is identical to the policy
adopted under previous Presidents, including both President
Reagan and President Bush.

* The ERISA rules require that all investments have competitive
rates of return and risk but only permit the additional consid-
eration of collateral benefits.

The legislation proposed by Vice Chairman Saxton is not just a solu-
tion in search of a non-problem, it is pernicious. It would create a
"thought police" for pension fund managers. If two pension fund mana-
gers make the same investment in a promising project that turns sour, the
manager who can claim he only had- financial considerations in mind has
no problem. But, a manager who may have invested not only for the
financial returns but also for collateral benefits would be personally liable
for losses under the Saxton bill. In effect, the Saxton bill says to fund
managers: "Don't let us catch you considering anything that may benefit
your country or your fellow citizens. If we catch you thinking about any-
thing but the fund's bottom line, you're in trouble."

What else does the Vice Chairman's bill say to pension managers? It
says you can protect yourself by putting your funds in Wall Street but
don't even think about putting them in your own community. It says
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invest in a multinational that plans to close factories and ship jobs abroad,
but don't even think about investing in an American company to help
create jobs here. It says invest in a foreign company that will compete
with the U.S. but don't even think about using your funds to help an
American company compete.

I would like to hear how the Vice Chairman would deal with two prog-
rams in New Jersey.

In New Jersey, the State Investment Council directs the investment of
about $34 billion of assets for the state public employees pension funds.
The following is a statement of the Council's policy toward social invest-
ing:

The Council has adopted a favorable official policy regarding "Social
Investment." The Council has determined that investing for the benefit of
fund beneficiaries need not exclude investments in New Jersey or those
which advance other social goals. In 1984 the Council codified a list of
Social Investment rules for the State Division of Investment that includes
reviewing all reasonable investment proposals presented by New Jersey
corporations and giving preference to New Jersey investments if other
terms are equal.

Is the Vice Chairman going to go back to New Jersey this weekend
and demand that the state pension funds be prohibited from giving pre-
ference to New Jersey investments if other terms are equal?

There is another program the Council initiated in 1986:

Under the program, the Division determines a market rate for
mortgages once a month and creates an open window to buy identical
New Jersey mortgages from banks at this rate. In fiscal year 1992, one
million dollars of New Jersey mortgages were purchased. The open win-
dow can prevent temporary capital gaps from developing if New Jersey
suffers a temporary shortage of secondary mortgage funds.

Is the Vice Chairman going to go home this weekend and demand that
the State pension funds stop buying New Jersey mortgages and only pur-
chase mortgages from other states?

I look forward to hearing the witnesses.
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TESTIMONY OF OLENA BERG
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LABOR

PENSION AND WELFARE BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION
BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
MAY 18, 1995

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. Thank you for

inviting me to testify today. I appreciate the opportunity to be

a part of your inquiry into Economically Targeted Investments, or

ETIs. ETIs are generally defined as investments that provide

risk adjusted rates of return to plan participants, as well as

collateral benefits such as job generation, affordable housing,

revitalization of infrastructure, and small business development.

This hearing represents an opportunity to move toward a shared

understanding of the issues in this field. By the time you have

concluded your inquiry, it is my hope that a good deal of the

misinformation that has been circulating on this topic of late

will be dispelled. I particularly want to stress that the

Clinton Administration has no plans to mandate any form of

pension investing, and has no intention of taxing pension funds.

Pension funds in the United States hold over $4.8 trillion

in assets. They are an increasingly important force in the

allocation of capital in the American economy. As major owners

of corporate America, pension plans need to be concerned with the

growth and stability of the nation's economy. Pension plans are

also a growing source of funds for investments in small
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business -- an important source of job creation in this country.

Further, as long-term investors, with investment time horizons

reaching forty years or more, pension plans need to be concerned

that the capital is made available that will allow these small

businesses to grow into the Fortune 500 companies of the future.

We believe that investing in our future is a goal worth advancing

for the benefit of American workers and their families.

The Clinton Administration is committed to the protection of

workers' financial security in retirement, as provided under the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), the

federal pension law. In fact, the Administration and Congress

strengthened federal protections of pension plans last year by

approving the Retirement Protection Act. Again, in response to

two pieces of misinformation, I would like to state as forcefully

as I am able that the Administration never has and does not

intend to mandate pension investment in any category of

investment. Similarly, the Administration never has, nor does it

intend to tax pension fund income. My primary mission, as the

Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefits, is

to protect workers' pensions. I would never advocate a policy

that I believed would put pension benefits at risk.

For many years now -- going back at least as far as

President Ronald Reagan's first term -- pension plan fiduciaries

have been

2
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approaching the Labor Department with a question. Does ERISA

allow a plan fiduciary to choose among alternative investments by

considering facts aside from the financial contribution of those

investments to the plan in making an investment decision?

The answer that the Labor Department has given -- again,

since President Reagan's first term -- is that ERISA does allow

the consideration of other factors in choosing between

investments of equal attractiveness to the plan, but does not

allow consideration of such factors if the investment is not

equally attractive to the plan as alternative investments. For

at least 15 years, the Department has made it clear that pension

plan fiduciaries may generally use their own discretion in

determining how they will choose from among multiple investment

opportunities that have competitive risk adjusted rates of

return. One of the touchstones of ERISA is the flexibility it

gives plan fiduciaries in making investment decisions on behalf

of plan participants.

One of ERISA's overriding principles is to assure that

private pension funds are managed solely for the exclusive

purpose of providing benefits to participants and beneficiaries

of the plan. ERISA requires pension fund investment managers and

trustees to invest prudently and for the exclusive benefit of the

plans' participants. For this reason, investment in ETIs meets

ERISA's requirements so long as the investment has a projected

:3
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rate of return comparable to alternative investments with similar

levels of risk. A pension plan's managers must first, foremost,

and always, evaluate available investment opportunities

exclusively in terms of their financial attractiveness to the

plan. This requires an assessment of their expected risk-

adjusted rate of return, as well as other factors, such as the

plan's needs for diversification and liquidity.

There should be no doubt in the minds of fiduciaries as to

their absolute obligation to satisfy all of ERISA's fiduciary

requirements on every investment made with pension funds,

including investments in ETIs. The law requires it; the

Administration is sworn to uphold it; and we at the Labor

Department are committed to bringing the full force of law

against pension plan fiduciaries who compromise that obligation.

Now, while two or more investment opportunities may be

comparable in terms of their risk-adjusted rate of return, there

may nevertheless be other considerations that may make one such

investment opportunity more likely to serve the interests of the

plan's participants than the others. A fiduciary might make the

judgment, for example, that one of the available, competitive and

appropriate plan investments, more so than the others, would fill

a key need for the plan, such as providing capital for small

businesses in a region where the plan sponsor is located. All

other things being equal, that investment could be a more

4
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attractive choice for the plan and its participants. Investment

in small business could improve the local economy or provide

needed services, thereby creating a collateral benefit to

participants and beneficiaries. Whether it be jobs, housing, or

small business investment, it is this strategy that has come to

be called "economically targeted investing." However, for such

an investment to be allowable under ERISA, all other things must

be equal for the ETI as compared to other investments available

to the plan.

Over the years, pension plan fiduciaries have asked the

Department for guidance on the legal standing of the ETI concept.

The Department also received a report on this issue from its

Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans,

known as the ERISA Advisory Council, a 15-member bipartisan group

of nationally recognized benefits experts. The 1993 Council,

consisting of members appointed during the Bush Administration,

conducted deliberations on this issue for more than a year,

receiving extensive testimony at public hearings. As a result of

this study, the Council recommended that "(t]he Department should

issue an advisory opinion or-other formal document affirming its

current position on ETI programs," which is summarized as

allowing "pension plans to favor ETIs once such assets meet a

prevailing rate test based strictly on their financial

characteristics." In response to this recommendation, the

Department issued Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 on ETIs on June 23,

5
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1994. This document brought together the previous statements

made by the Department on this subject; these documents are

attached, and we ask that they be made part of the record of this

hearing.

Now, this is a point on which I want to be very clear.

Labor Department Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 did no more than

consolidate and reiterate the Department's past guidance in this

area. These previous statements include the attached twenty-

three documents issued during both Democratic and Republican

administrations.

Despite the long stability of ERISA and its gratifying

success in protecting retirees, a number of claims have been

offered in an effort to justify legislation to amend that

statute. One insinuation is that the Administration really

intends to impose the ETI strategy upon all pension plans by

federal mandate. There is simply no truth to this claim.

As I have stated previously, and as the Interpretive

Bulletin we've issued clearly shows, this Administration's

interpretation of the fiduciary rules of ERISA has not departed

in any way from the settled interpretation that has been applied

since the law's enactment 20 years ago. That interpretation

clearly allows the use of an ETI strategy, as it allows any other

investment strategy, in the discretion of each plan's fiduciaries

6
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provided that the investments are made in compliance with ERISA's

fiduciary rules. In my own speeches and presentations on this

subject, many of them published, I have repeatedly stated that

the use of the ETI approach is entirely up to the discretion of

plan fiduciaries. We went on record yet again in our published

response to the recent General Accounting Office report on the

use of ETIs by public sector pension plans, expressing our

unequivocal agreement with the GAO's opinion that a pension

plan's use of an ETI program should be strictly voluntary.

Consistency with Previous Statements of Policy

Top Labor Department officials spanning the administrations

from Presidents Carter through Bush have written letters

regarding the use of ETIs by pension funds. Ian Lanoff, who

served as the head of the Department's ERISA enforcement program

under both Presidents Carter and Reagan, has stated in his letter

the following: ". .. it is my opinion that the ERISA legal

standards contained in Interpretive Bulletin No. 94-1, as they

would apply to economically targeted investments ("ETIs"), are

exactly the same as the ERISA legal standards which have been

employed by the U.S. Labor Department since the late 1970s when I

served as ERISA Administrator at the Department." Mr. Lanoff's

successor, Robert Monks, provides similar confirmation in his own

letter: "In my opinion, Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 sets forth a

policy that is consistent with the policies announced by DOL

during the years that I had principal responsibility for the

7
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ERISA program.... In my view, DOL's policies requiring

investments be made for the 'sole' purpose of benefiting plan

participants are unchanging and inveterate."

Dennis M. Kass, my predecessor under the Reagan

Administration, stated in 1986, "(t]he view that non-economic

benefits may be achieved incident to the proper investment of

pension funds is one of long standing under both the Internal

Revenue Code prior to the passage of ERISA and under ERISA.

Clearly, to prohibit such benefits where the provisions of the

law have been scrupulously adhered to would unnecessarily

constrain fiduciaries in the exercise of their investment duties.

Such a prohibition could result in specific investment

opportunities being avoided by fiduciaries simply in order to

avoid the possibility of an incidental benefit arising from

them."

David George Ball, my immediate predecessor, stated before

the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in

December 1992 that, '[i]t is the Department's long standing

position that non-economic factors cannot be allowed to take

precedence over providing retirement income to participants and

beneficiaries. Plan fiduciaries must consider the merits of each

investment and determine whether the investment provides a rate

of return commensurate with the financial risk involved. Non-

economic factors may only be considered in making investment

8
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decisions if they do not compromise the economic balance of risk

and return to the plan and are consistent with ERISA'S

diversification and other requirements."

Marshall Breger, Solicitor of Labor under President Bush,

stated before the Commission to Promote Investment in America's

Infrastructure, "[als the chief legal officer of the Department

of Labor, I can tell you that nothing in ERISA's fiduciary

provisions specifically prevents a pension plan from investing in

infrastructure facilities [a common type of ETI]. But like any

other pension plan investment, it has to be done right."

It is important in understanding this issue to resolve a

question on which there must be no doubt. To do that, let me

describe an idea, or viewpoint, that has been favored in some

circles in years past. It is the belief that pension plans

should be equally as concerned with the nation's social problems

as they are with their responsibility to provide retirement

income for the retirees who depend on them. Some advocates of

this view maintain that pension plans should be prepared to make

compromises in the way they invest, sacrificing competitive rates

of financial return in favor of lower-yielding investments that

would serve some perceived social end.

Now, if I communicate nothing else to you today, let it be

this: the Clinton Administration does not support this view. To

9
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the contrary, we are unequivocally and unalterably opposed to it.

I want to state this as cl3arly and forcefully as I can, in order

to put to rest any misunderstandings on this point once and for

all. This Administration is opposed to any pension fund

investment practice that would subordinate the plan's interest in

securing the appropriate risk adjusted rate of return to another

purpose, be it social gains or anything else. It is clear to us,

as it should be to everyone, that any policy or practice that

would compromise the ability of pension plans to pay benefits to

retired workers is wrong.

It goes without saying that no investment is without some

risk. Indeed, it is for assuming that risk that investors are

compensated. The listing of a handful of losing ETIs, therefore,

when the GAO and others have documented many successful

economically targeted investments, tells the thoughtful inquirer

very little. Indeed, if these losing investments represent the

sum total of all losses incurred by ETIs, then surely the ETI

concept must be among the most successful investment strategies

ever devised. ETIs are like any other investment vehicle, they

can earn or lose. For example, there are bull days and bear days

on the stock market and real estate can increase in value or go

belly up.

Recently, several studies that purport to show that ETIs are

somehow associated with lower overall investment returns have

10
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been put forward. None of these have gone so far as to establish

any causality. They are all, in my view, fundamentally flawed in

a variety of other respects as well. At most, they examine three

years of investment returns, an insufficient period of time given

the business cycle. The one study using a five year period found

no association at all between ETI use and poor returns. They

have used only rudimentary methods of risk adjusting returns and

therefore the results they do show may be due to many other

factors. The results have, in every case, been extremely

marginal in terms of the statistical validity of their findings,

producing results that would not be considered significant by

most rigorous standards. In comparison, GAO conducted studies in

1992 and 1995, that surveyed the performance of hundreds of ETIs

over a period long enough to be statistically reliable, and came

to the conclusion that ETIs are a viable, legitimate investment

from an income-producing perspective.

You are no doubt aware of recent pronouncements prescribing

the "correct" interpretation of ERISA's fiduciary provisions, and

asserting that the Labor Department has strayed dangerously from

the true path. However, as noted above, these claims are sharply

at odds with the conclusions of your research and investigative

arm, the GAO. In addition, an independent, comprehensive 50-

state study sponsored by the Small Business Administration

.confirmed, in February 1995, that ETIs targeting small business

can provide rates of return comparable to those offered by

11
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similar, non-ETI investments.

Statutory and Case Law Background

ERISA S 403(c)(1) provides that, with certain exceptions,

the assets of the plan shall be held for the exclusive purposes

of providing benefits to participants in the plan and the

beneficiaries and defraying reasonable expenses of administering

the plan. ERISA S 404(a)(1)(A) provides that, subject to certain

other provisions, a fiduciary shall discharge his duties with

respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants and

beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits

to the participants and their beneficiaries and defraying

reasonable expenses of administering the plan. These provisions

are essentially a codification of the trustee's duty of undivided

loyalty to trust beneficiaries under the common law of trusts.

See Eaves v. Penn, 587 F.2d 453, 457 (10th Cir. 1978)

In Donovan v. Bierwirth, 680 F.2d 263 (2d Cir.), cert.

denied, 459 U.S. 1069 (1982), the court held that fiduciaries

may take actions that benefit the interests of a corporate

employer if they reasonably conclude, after conducting a prudent

inquiry, that the action is in the best interest of the plan.

The fiduciary determination to take this action must be made

with an "eye single" to the interest of the plan's participants

and beneficiaries. Id. at 271. Other courts have also adopted

the position that a fiduciary's action, if otherwise prudent and

12
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taken in the best interest of the plans, does not violate ERISA

because it creates an incidental benefit to someone else.

Trenton v. Scott Paper Co., 832 F.2d 806, 809 (3d Cir. 1987),

cert. denied, 485 U.S. 1022 (1988); Donovan v. Walton, 609 F.

Supp. 1221, 1245-46 (S.D. Fla. 1985), affd sub nom Brock v.

Walton, 794 F.2d 586 (11th Cir. 1986).

The structure of Title I essentially compels the above

interpretation. ERISA SS 406 and 407 prohibits broad classes of

transactions between plans and persons having pre-existing

relationships with them. Section 408 provides a catalogue of

statutory exemptions from these prohibitions for certain types of

transactions as well as a procedure for the Department to grant

administrative exemptions. The Department has always made clear

that the exemptions of section 408, both statutory and

administrative, do not provide relief from the requirements of

section 403 or 404. If ERISA were interpreted to state that the

exclusive purpose requirements of ERISA were per se violated by a

plan entering into a transaction that requires a section 408

exemption because it provides an incidental benefit to a party in

interest, the exemptions would be ineffectual and a trap for the

unwary.

ERISA's exclusive purpose requirements are related to a

similar requirement in the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). Section

401(a) of the IRC requires that trusts forming part of a pension

13
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plan be "for the exclusive purpose of (the employer's] employees

and their beneficiaries." Section 401(a) (2) also requires that

the instruments of such trusts make it impossible for any part of

the corpus or income of the trust to be "used for, or diverted

to, purposes other than for the exclusive benefit of [the

employer's] employees or their beneficiaries."

These provisions pre-date ERISA, and in 1969, the IRS issued

Revenue Ruling 69-494, 1969-2 C.B. 88., which states in pertinent

part:

The primary purpose of benefitting employees or their
beneficiaries must be maintained with respect to
investments of the trust funds as well as with respect
to other activities of the trust. This requirement,
however, does not prevent others from also deriving
some benefit from a transaction with the trust.1

The revenue ruling, which specifically involved employer stock,

sets forth four requisites applicable for investments to meet the

exclusive benefit standard under section 401(a) of the Code:

(1) the cost must not exceed fair market value at the
time of the purchase;

(2) a fair return commensurate with the prevailing rate
must be provided;

(3) sufficient liquidity must be maintained to permit
distributions in accordance with the terms of the plan;
and

(4) the safeguards and diversity that a prudent
investor would adhere to are present.

The ERISA Conference Report, in discussing the prudence standard,

1 This revenue ruling restates and supersedes the position
of that agency as expressed in a Pension Trust Service Ruling (PS
No. 49) issued on June 6, 1945.

14
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referred to the above-cited Code requirements and revenue ruling.

H.R. Rep. No. 93-1280, 93d Cong., 2nd Sess., at 302 (1974). The

report states:

Under the Internal Revenue Code, qualified retirement
plans must be for the exclusive benefit of the
employees and their beneficiaries. Following this
requirement, the Internal Revenue Service has developed
general rules that govern the investment of plan
assets, including a requirement that cost must not
exceed fair market value, that at the time of purchase,
there must be a fair return commensurate with the
prevailing rate, sufficient liquidity must be
maintained to permit distributions, and the safeguards
and diversity that a prudent investor would adhere to
must be present. The conferees intend that to the
extent that a fiduciary meets the prudent man rule of
the labor provisions, he will be deemed to meet these
aspects of the exclusive benefit requirements under the
Internal Revenue Code.2

Similarly, in several advisory opinions and other letters

issued over the period from 1980 to 1993, the Department has

taken the position that a fiduciary can choose, on the basis of

non-financial considerations, between two alternatives that were

financially equally advantageous to the plan. See Letters

collected in the preamble to Interpretive Bulletin 94-1, 59 Fed.

Reg. 32606 n. 2. In one example of such a letter, the Department

has said that a fiduciary may not be influenced by a desire to

stimulate the construction industry and generate employment,

2 Although section 9343 of OBRA '87 provides that titles I
and IV of ERISA generally are not applicable in interpreting the
Code, the IRS approach to the exclusive benefit requirement, as
shown above, continues to be generally consistent with the
Department's approach to the exclusive purpose requirement in
title I of ERISA. See Gen. Couns. Mem. 39870 (Apr. 7, 1992).
When a trust fails to conform to the exclusive benefit
requirements of IRC S 401(a), it fails to qualify for tax exempt
status. Winger's DeDartment Store. Inc., 82 T.C. 869 (1984)
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unless the investment, when judged solely on the basis of its

economic value to the plan, would be equal or superior to the

alternative investments available to the plan. See letter from

the Department to Theodore Groom, dated Jan. 16, 1981, attached,

which we ask to be made part of the record.

As noted above, on June 23, 1994, the Department issued an

Interpretive Bulletin which, in summary, stated that the

requirements of ERISA SS 403 and 404 do not prevent plan

fiduciaries from investing plan assets in an ETI if the ETI has

an expected rate of return that is commensurate with rates of

return of alternative investments with similar risk

characteristics that are available to the plan, and if the ETI is

otherwise an appropriate investment for the plan in terms of such

factors as diversification and the investment policy of the plan.

59 Fed. Reg. 32606.

Genesis of the ETI Clearinghouse

Prudent investment requires that the investor understand the

risk and return characteristics of the investment. The

clearinghouse for ETIs for which the Department has undertaken to

provide seed capital is designed to provide this type of

information to pension funds.

By way of background, in 1992 the Department's ERISA

Advisory Council under the Bush Administration unanimously
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recommended that the Department "take the initiative" in

collecting information on ETIs and distributing this data to

pension funds and other interested parties. Expanding on this

recommendation, the 1993 Council evaluated the concept of

establishing a clearinghouse on ETIs to collect and distribute

information on ETIs. This group recommended that

"the Department of Labor take a leadership role in
designing the structure of an ETI clearinghouse or
network and committing start-up capital to permit such
an entity to compile and analyze data, with its
continued operation and maintenance to be under the
auspices of a private, non-profit organization."

We followed this recommendation by issuing a Request for

Proposals last April to solicit bids for the contract to run the

clearinghouse. After careful review of contract bids, in

September of 1994 we awarded the contract to Hamilton Security

Advisory Services, Inc., a Washington, D.C.-based financial and

investment consulting firm. Hamilton's Executive Director is

Austin Fitts, a former senior housing official in the Bush

Administration, and the Deputy Director is Grace Morgan, a former

aide to Senator Alfonse D'Amato of New York. In keeping with the

Council's recommended "leadership role," I have made clear in

public statements and official:correspondence on this matter that

the fact that an investment opportunity is listed on the

clearinghouse does not mean that it is endorsed by the

Department, and does not mean that it is an appropriate

investment for the plan. Of course, an investment opportunity

that is not listed may also be appropriate for the plan, provided

always that it satisfies ERISA's standards. Plan fiduciaries
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still have the obligation to perform all analyses that are

necessary to convince themselves that a particular investment

would be appropriate. They are not freed of any of their

fiduciary obligations.

Hamilton's data collection survey materials were reviewed

and approved by the Office of Management and Budget in late March

of this year, and Hamilton is finalizing the software necessary

to collect and access this information obtained on ETIs from

pension funds. Finally, Hamilton is also reviewing candidates

for its advisory board representing a diverse array of interests,

including the investment and financial communities, public and

private pension funds, organized labor and the participant

community.

Conclusion

One final point needs emphasis: this Administration does

not, would not, and never will mandate the use of ETIs. Any

suggestion to the contrary is simply wrong. We believe that it

is up to pension plans to find investments which will earn the

best risk adjusted returns, and if those investments also

generate benefits which will help the economy, that's fine.

After all, nothing increases the financial strength of a pension

plan like a sound economy.

For over twenty years, the Department of Labor has been a

18
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custodian of ERISA, and the guardian of the interests of plan

participants. Pension funds have grown remarkably during this

period and are a major source of financial strength and

flexibility in the economy. We are committed to preserving the

rigorous fiduciary standards that Congress established as part of

ERISA and will oppose any tampering with these well established

and proven standards.
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SUFFOLK UalNVERSY LAW SCHOOL
Beacon Hill

41 Temple Sireen
Boston. Massachasens 02114

Professor Charles E. Roands, Jr. phone: (617) 573 -8185

TESTIMONY OP

CHARLES E. ROUNDS,JR.

BEFORE

THE UNITED STATES JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

IN OPPOSITION TO ETIs

May 18, 1995

My name is Charles E. Rounds, Jr... Mr. Chairman.. Members
of the Committee. I am a Professor of Law at Suffolk University
Law School in Boston and co-author of the 7th Edition of Loringj
A Trustee's Handbook (Little, Brown & Co.-1994). The Handbook
will have its one hundredth anniversary in 1998. I am pleased to
testify in opposition to the Clinton Administration's policy of
encouraging private employee benefit fund managers to invest in
Economically Targeted Investments (ETIs). I wish to make one
fundamental point:

Secretary Reich's ETI policy interferes with the private
property rights of working Americans by undermining the
fundamental duty of trustees to act soley in the interest of
their beneficiaries.

Since 1976, the common law trust has been the focus of my
teaching, writing, and practice. Prof. Maitland considered the
trust--a refinement in the concept of private property--to be the
greatest achievement of English juriprudence

5 . So do I.

It is because I am convinced that a number of initiatives of
the Clinton Administration... the Clinton Deficit Reduction Trust
Fund...the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund... the Presidential
Legal Expense Trust.. .and perhaps most troublesome of all,

'Rounds & Hayes, Loring, A Trustee's Handbook, pg 1 (1994)
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Secretary Reich's ERISA regulatory bulletin encouraging private
fund managers to invest in STIs.. .assault the very institution of
the private trust, that I come before you today'. There are real
world consequences to all of this that extend beyond the ivory
tower. In the case of Secretary Reich's HTI policy, for example,
the undermining of a trustee's fundamental duty of loyalty
threatens not only the institution of the trust but the nest eggs
of millions of working Americans, the life savings of real
people.

A trust is a fiduciary relationship with respect to
property'. The trustee has the title to the property'. The
trustee, however, has a duty to deal with the property for the
benefit of another'. In trust parlance, that other person is
called the beneficiary.

With the exception of insured plans, the assets of private
employee benefit plans are held in private common law trusts'.
Thus the worker who participates in a private qualified employee
benefit plan is a trust beneficiary. As such, under the common
law, and under ERISA', he is entitled to the trustee's undivided
loyalty. Secretary Reich's ETI policy erodes that fundamental
duty. The Restatement of Trusts is unambiguous in this regard:

In administering the trust the trustee is under a duty to
the beneficiaries not to be influenced by the interest of
any third person or by motives other than the
accomplishement of the purposes of the trust. Thus, it is
improper for the trustee to purchase property for the trust
... for the purpose of advancing an objective other than the
purposes of the trust'.

It is settled law that a worker's interest in a private

I See generally Rounds, Will the Institution of the Trust
Survive the Clinton Presidency?, 25 the Advocate 31 (Spring 199S)
attached hereto.

Restatement (Second) of Trusts §2 (1959)

' Id.

Id.

29 USCA §1103 (ERISA)

29 U.S.C.A 51104 (ERISA)

' Restatement (Third) of Trusts §170, Comment q.
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employee benefit trust is an item of private property. It
belongs to the worker. Not to the trustee, not to the employer,
not to the taxpayer, not to Secretary Reich, not to President
Clinton, not to the members of this committee. It belongs to the
worker. When Secretary Reich plays with a trustee's fundamental
duty of loyalty, he is playing with the personal assets of
workers and their families.

Moreover, this aggregation of private wealth has a difficult
enough and important enough social mission, namely to provide
private economic support to those workers and those families, in
other words to real human beings. It does not need the
additional burden of having to participate in Secretary Reich's
risky social experiments. Suffice it to say, that to the extent
economic value actually gets sucked out of our private pension
system as a result of public political initiatives such as ETIs,
someone will have to absorb the resulting economic loss, be it
the worker, the employer's stockholder, or the taxpayer. Wealth
does not exist in a vacuum.

This concludes my opening remarks.

'1 Restatement of Property at 3 (1936) (Introduction to
Chapter 1); see also 1 Restatement of Property S5 1-5, 56,
comment a; see generally Rounds & Hayes, Lorinc A Trustee's
Handbook §S5 3.5.1, 5.1, 5.3.2, 5.4.1 (1994); see also,
Restatement (Second) of Trusts §130 (1959).
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Trusts in the National News
By Professor Charles E Rounds, Jr.



the Advocate Voilne 25 Spring 1995

On Noi'i'rtiner 16. 1994 i t rie
Pallot Libran: ProlFssor Charles
E. Rounds. Jr. ouchlridfedl tihe Laiw
Libranr Sperrker Series for 1994
witit lecture on how tie colnmonII
law trust iars become tihe suibject
oapolitical exovloitation, at tie
national lei-el. Tite follovuwin is
the text ot' Prof. Rouzildss lecture tor
those of our readers who were
unable to attend the Speaker Series.

Professor Maitland considered the
common law trust - a refinement
in the concept of private property-
to be the greatest achievement of
English jurisprudence, the largest
and most important of equitys ex-
ploits.' The public instinctively
understands this and bestows on the
Institution, as well as the office of
trustee, its respect and its trust. It
believes the trust to have almost
magical properties capable of
warding off all manner of unpleas-
antness. 'Put it into a trust and
everything will be alnght.' This
store of private sector good will,
carefully cultivated over the centu-
ties by enlightened judiciaries and
scrupulous fiduciaries, has not gone
unnoticed by our politicians and
others in the discredited public sec-
tor. They have discovered that
merely by employing the language
of the private trust. they can plun-
der its good will and harther the
cause of the regulatory state all at
the same time. We have here a
politician's dream.

The store was first broken into
in the 1930's with the so-called So-
cial Securitv Trust Fund. Despite the
terns 'trust." the social securirv svs-
tem contains nothing that remotely
resembles the common law trust.
There is no segregation ot assets. no
equitable property rights. no private
right of enforcement, tall character-
istics of the common law trusty. it is
merely a system of taxation and ap-
propniation spnnkled with trust
terms to hide its true nature. Since
then a number of other bogus trusts
have found their way into the Inter-
nal Revenue Code.i In the last
year or so, however. the process of
abusing the trust vocabulary has
gathered a good head of steam. we
now have the Clinton Deficit Reduc-
hon Trust Fuid. the Violent Crime
Reduction Trust Fund, and a related
outrage, the PFesidentiaf Legal Ex-
penrse Tist. The irst two are trusts

only In name. The last is a trust in
form but not in substance. Each is
designed to tap the good will of the
private trust In order to fool the
public into doing something that it
would not otherwise do. Such
sowings of semantic confusion can-
not but firther erode an institution
already under assault in the halls of
acadenmia

Clinton Deficit Reduction
Trust Fund

The Clinton Deficit Reduction Trust
Fund has none of the elements of
a common law tmust. In particular
it contains no 'property - segre-
gated or otherwise - nor does the
thing impose any enforceable duties
on anyone. It Is essentally an ac-
counting gimmick dreamed up by
Senator DeConcini ID-Arisz) to
provide political cover for his sup-
port of the President's budget. The
President obliged on August 4. 1993
by issuing Executive Order 12858
purporting to 'guarantee' that the
net deficit reduction achieved by
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act (OBRA) of 1993 be dedicated to
reducing the deficit. Each year.
'amounts' are to to be credited to
the fund on a dailv basis equal to
the net deficit reduction achieved
by OBRA. The order purports to re-
quire that the 'fund balances' be
used exclusively to redeem matunng
debt obligations of the Treasury held
by foreign governments. In other
words, there is no build up of prop-
erty, only credit entres. Thus there
is nothing in the arrangement that
would prevent the Treasury hom
creating debt to pay off debt that it
most pay off in any case. Nothing is
segregated, nothing is guaranteed.
and nothing is to happen that will
not happen in any case with or
without the order. The Clinton Defi-
cit Reduction Tnast Fund is a
complete and utter sham.

82
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32 Suffolk Uniersy Law School

The store ma$ Nirs brokent nto n me We no. nave tre Clnton Defct
1930s ain the so-called Socal SecurrY Reedctron trust Funa tne volent
rrust Fund. Despite the terem -rust. -:te Crume Redluction rust Funrd ano a
soc~al secunty system contais notmnrg related outrage the Presioential
that remorteyresembles tle comrmon Legal Ejpense Dusg. The test two
taw Inst. are trusts only n name. ice thas is a

tNust n torm but not substance.

Violent Crime Reduction A careful review of the govern.
Trust Fund Ing document reveals some

The recently enacted Federal crime Interesting features. The aintons

biW makes provision for the estab. have the unrestricted right to hire
lishment of a crime reduction and fire the trustees; to appoint

trust to be funded with savings themselves as trustees; and, together
derived from reducing the federal with the trustees, to amend or re-
workforce by 272.900. No provision voke the trust. In other words it is a

is made, however. for segregating garden vanety. fully revocable living
out and investing the compensation trust. Moreover, upon accomplish.
that would have been paid to these ment of the trust's purpose (which

phantom employees so that, once can change at any time at the whim
again, we have a trust neither in of the Clintonsi the fund shall pass
form nor in substance. outright and free of trust to the

Clintons or the survivor of them. If

Presidential Legal Expense Trust they both die before termination.
the estate of the last to die gets the

On June 28. 1994. President and windfall. The income earned on the
Mrs. Clinton. transferred S2.000 In fund is fully taxable to the Clintons.
trust to John Bradennas. Michael H. A contribution' is not tax deduct.

Cardozo. Theodore M. Hesburgh. ible; it is. however, eligible for the
Barbara Jordan. Nicholas de B. Federal gift tax exclusion.
Katzenbach. Ronald Olson. Elliot There is an attachment to the
Richardson. Michael Sovern. and trust document which also makes

John Whitehead. The 10 page trust interesting reading. It is a non-
indenture, drafted by M. Bernard binding letter, dated June 28. 1994.
Aldinoff. Esq., of Sullivan & from President and Mrs. Clinton to
Cromwell. provides that the trustees the trustees:
shall solicit additional contttbutions

-from U.S. citizens who are not Fed- ..This letter will confirm our

eral employees. The fund, as respective intentions (emphasis

augmented, shall then be used to re. is paid over tofeiher of us or ou

imbune the President and Mrs. personal representative, to do-
Clinton (the grantors) for their 'per. nate any such surplus to one or
sonal legal fees and related expenses more non-profit institutions or
Incurred after January 20. 1993. the United States Goveroment.
The Instrument limsits individual without claiming any incidental

income tax deductions for our-
gifts to S 1000 per year. While Fed- selves or our estates.
eral employees are excluded by its
terms from participating in this When all is said and done, the
scheme, there Is no such exclusion whole thing is nothing more than a
for iebbyiss. scheme for generating unrestricted
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personal gifts to the President and

his wife. The format of the trust has
seen employed to create an illusion
of respectability and accountability

On September 4, 1994, judicial
Watch, Inc. filed an action in the

U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia' alleging among other

things that 'persons donating
money to the Trust, the Trustees,
and those acting in concert with the

Trustees,...do so with the expecta-
tion that they will receive in return
influence, political favors or some-

thing of equal value from the
executive branch, the President and/
or Mrs. Clinton.' The Plaintiff al-

leges that the arrangement is in
violation of numerous Federal stat-

utes including the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, S U.S.C. App 2 and
seeks among other things that the
'donations' be returned to the do-
nors. Since the filing, the National

Legal and Policy Center has joined
ludicial Watch, Inc. as a plaintiff.

Economically Targeted Invest.

ments ('ET1s5I

But the administration is not only
abusing the institution of the trust
by sowing semantic confusion, it is
also proposing to tap into the eco-
nomic value itself of the nation's
13.6 trillion system of private pen-
sion trusts which, unlike the Social
Secunty System, is financially and

actuarially sound. In the 1992 cam-
paign piece "Putting People First: A
National Economic Strategy', candi-
date Clinton called for the creation
of a 'Rebuild Amenca Fund' with a
$20 billion Federal 'investment' an-
nually for five years, leveraged in
part with private pension funds.
Revenues hrom road tolls, solid
waste disposal fees and public hous-

ing rents would 'guarantee' a return
from such investments (known as
'economically targeted invest-
ments or ETis). Labor Secretary

Reich has issued an ERISA regulatory
bulletin 'encouraging' fund manag-

ers to invest in ETis.

Rep. Jim Saxton (R-N.J.), in a
September 29, 1994 Wall Street jour-
nal opinion piece, suggested that

ETIs were really Tis - poiltically
targeted investments - and that the
track record for such investments in
the public sector has been dismal. In
the late 1980's, for example, the
Kansas Public Employees Retirement
System had to write off about S200

millIon in ETI investments. Out of
Alaska. Connecticut, and Missoun

have come similar horror stories. Ac-
cording to Rep. Saxton, '[njot all
ETls have been disastrous, but most
have yielded subpar results." The
Saxton opinion piece evoked an out-
raged response from Secretary Reich.
In an October 26. 1994 letter to the
Wall Street Jourial, Reich asserted
that investing in ETIs would not not

amount to 'social investing." He
then proceeded to undermine his

own assertion:

'As owners of a considerable
portion of Amenca's capital
markets - with more than 14.8
tnllion in assets - pension
funds depend on the success of
not only their investments. but
of the entire economy. By mak-
ing investments that increase
the economy's capacity to lift
living standards, pension funds
bolster the current prospects of
workers - and therefore the re-
tirement income secunty of
those who participate in pen-
sion plans.

Is the Clinton/Reich ETI
scheme a step in the direction of so-
cial secuntizing the national system
of pnvate pension trusts? That is a
subject beyond the scope of this lec-
ture. Suffice it to say that to the
extent economic value is actually
sucked out of a system for public po-
litical initiatives, as happened in
Kansas, someone absorbs the result-

ing economic loss. be it the em-
ployee, the employer's stock

holders, or the taxpayer (or some
combination of the three). Wealth
does not exist in a vacuum.

Any socialization or national-
ization of the wealth in the national
private pension system would be an

unfortunate turn of events. Enor.
mous additional patronage and
politIcal power would accrue to the
Secretary of Labor in his capacity as
the system's ERISA mandated regula-
toL The Institution of the common
law private trust, of course, would
take yet another hit. And then there

is the human component to the
fundamental legal relationship that
is the trust. The workers' beneficial
or equitable interests in their pen-
sion trusts are private property
interests. It is their property; it be-
longs to them, not to Secretary Reich
or President Clinton. This wealth
has a difficult enough and impor-
tant enough social mission, namely
to provide private economic support
to retirees and their families. It does
not need the additional burden of
having to participate in Secretary
Reich's social experiments.

See ge-eraY Fleming v Nesve 363 U 5
603 8OS Cl 1367(1960)

: See geoeral Ro-nos & Hayes Lor-g A
Tis-eo HandoCooe 5 9 6 3 (19941

'Au at April 15,1994 Ire Huwara La. Sctms
'ai ir ane to each atn eaecirv _cuise ai
.-IS ou rusts H-lrrrd la. ord. Aprl iS
!
9
94. ap. 1, Col. 2.

ase Numbri I 94CVOI6B8 0 La-ienhl
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May 18, 1995

Statement of Professor John H. Langbein
Yale Law School

Thank you for allowing me a hearing on the important

question of preventing the politicization of pension fund

investing.

Backaround. I am a scholar and teacher of pension law and

trust law. My law school coursebook on pension and employee

benefit law is used in most American law schools that teach the

course (J. Langbein & B. Wolk, Pension and Employee Benefit Law,

Foundation Press, 2d ed. 1995). I serve as a Uniform Law

Commissioner from Connecticut. I chair the national Commission's

Trust Division, and I worked as the reporter and principal

drafter of the Uniform Prudent Investor Act (1994). I have

written extensively about the dangers of so-called social

investing for two decades.

The dancers of social investing. Attached to my statement

is an essay that I wrote a few years ago: Social Investing of

Pension Funds and University Endowments: Unprincipled. Futile.

and Illegal, from the volume Disinvestment: Is It Legal. Is It

Moral. Is It Productive? (Washington 1985). The essay summarizes

the main arguments that comprise the case against social

investing.

1
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In the decade since I wrote that paper, little has changed

on the merits. The political causes have changed. South Africa

and the Soviet Union are no longer prime targets. We are now

experiencing a new wave of pressure for localism in investing,

supposedly in the name of job creation. And new causes will be

advanced in the future. The dangers of politicized investment

remain the same, and I have explained them in the essay.

Beware the ETI label. Although the game is the same, the

label has changed in some quarters. We now hear less about

social investing, and more about "economically targeted

investments" (ETIs). Whoever coined this label deserves the P.T.

Barnum Prize for Deceptive Repackaging.

The well-established critique of social investing is that,

for a variety of legal and practical reasons, it is wrong to

invest for political reasons in ways that are likely to impair

the economic return to the pension fund. Calling politically

motivated investments "ETIs," hence hinting that there is

something "economic" about this uneconomic behavior, is

misleading Newspeak.

ERISA's triumph. The proposal currently before the Congress

is to tighten ERISA, and I support it, but before getting there,

I think we need to pause and recognize what a success story ERISA

has been in this field. ERISA S 404 articulates the main

2
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standards (loyalty and prudence) that prevent the worst forms of

social investing. Furthermore, the Department of Labor (DoL) has

generally enforced these standards in a responsible way. Thus,

most of the horror stories of social investing have occurred in

state and local plans that are exempt from ERISA under ERISA S

4(b). What's left to be done?

Costlessness. The main weakness in the law as DoL has

interpreted it is that ERISA fiduciaries are allowed to consider

noneconomic criteria, hence social and political causes, when

doing so is "costless." It's OK for a plan fiduciary to take

account of political or other noneconomic objectives when the

fiduciary determines that pursuing such goals in the investment

process is economically costless to the pension fund.

This rubric, developed under DoL's well-meaning pension

chief in the Carter Administration, Ian Lanoff, has been

successful in eliminating the worst abuses, but it is still

dangerous to pension funds and their beneficiaries.

The "costlessness" rubric is beguiling. If social investing

schemes were really costless, it would be hard to object to them.

The problem is that these schemes are not costless. Rather, the

costs are hidden. Costlessness is too easy to fudge in cases

such as mortgage lending and investing in troubled local firms.

The reason is that real estate and close corporation interests

3
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are unique and hard to value. Unlike shares of AT&T or the

Vanguard Index Trust, most social investing projects (that is,

most ETIs) lack a market price. You cannot look up a price for

these deals in the Wall Street Journal. They lack just that

comparability that is needed to demonstrate that the investment

was indeed costly to the pension fund.

By allowing supposedly costless social investing, DoL

creates an incentive for politically-minded fiduciary investors

to play politics with pension funds and hide the costs. Take,

for example, that recurrent script: the union-dominated multi-

employer plan in one of the construction trades wants to raid the

pension fund in order to prop up the job market for construction

workers (or at least, to prop up the jobs of construction workers

with the most union seniority; these ETIs are often barely

designed schemes by which the savings of younger workers get

turned over to old union hands).

What happens in this case is that the politically-motivated

fiduciary investor "papers" the file. He makes a few calls, gets

some inflated numbers for supposedly competing investments. Then

he recites into his file why the ETI is costless. If the

investment goes sour, it is very hard for the victims (or the DoL

enforcement people) to come along after the fact and unpack the

deceit.

4
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Now contrast our long tradition in trust investment law

(which is the great wellspring from which we derived our pension

fiduciary law). In trust law, we prohibit self-dealing and we

prohibit avoidable conflicts of interest. We have an absolute

prophylactic rule. When we catch a trustee engaged in self-

dealing, our law takes the firm position that it is not

interested in whether the self-dealing behavior was fair to the

beneficiaries of the trust fund. The law imposes liability for

self-dealing without more. Self-dealing is per se breach of

trust. See Restatement of Trusts (Second) S 170(1) (1959). The

reason for the rule is that we know how hopeless it often will be

to figure out after the fact whether a disloyal transaction was

fair.

That same rationale should apply to social investing

schemes, to ETIs. Social investing schemes, ETIs are disloyal.

By definition they are not undertaken for the exclusive benefit

of the pension plan beneficiaries. These schemes are undertaken

for the supposed benefit of others--South African workers, the

American union movement, dolphins, and so forth. "Costlessness"

is in truth just supposed fairness by another name. For the

reasons that we have decided that we cannot police fairness in

trust law proper, we should not be attempting to police

costlessness in pension trust law. The dangers to pension plan

beneficiaries are enormous. The difficulty of detecting

corruption and political abuse of workers' savings is grave. The

5
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simple solution is to prohibit political and other noneconomic

considerations from pension investing.

Remember, once pension plan beneficiaries receive their

distributions, they can be as socially conscious and politically

active with their money as they choose. All we are asking is

that plan managers be prevented from playing politics (and

playing favorites) with their members' money.

The hidden issue in social investing is, who gets to decide on

whether to support social causes, and if so, which ones? By

forbidding social investing and ETIs, we maximize the amount of

investment income that will flow through to the plan

beneficiaries, who can use their retirement income in support of

whatever causes they prefer. The hidden. agenda in social

investing is capture--pressuring plan fiduciaries to invest in

support of political and social causes that many plan

beneficiaries would not wish to support.

Forbidding social investing and ETIs would thus protect the

workers and retirees in two ways. It would maximize the economic

return on their investments. And it would free them from the

threat of the capture movements that dominate social investing

discourse, allowing each individual plan beneficiary to select

those social and political causes that he or she cares to

support.

6
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SOCIAL INVESTING OF PENSION
FUNDS AND UNIVERSITY

ENDOWMENTS: UNPRINCIPLED,
FUTILE, AND ILLEGAL*

by

JOHN H. LANGBEIN**

Interest groups of various sorts have been campaigning in recent years to
politicize the criteria that govern the investment of pension funds and
university endowments. These funds should not, say the various campaign-
ers, be invested in companies that do business in South Africa, or that have
resisted labor union demands, or that manufacture munitions, or that pol-
lute. Another strand of the social investing movement is localism; particu-
larly as regards the pension funds of state and local government employees,
there is pressure to invest for the purpose of stimulating the local
economies.

This article is concerned to explain why the traditions of trust law,
pension law, and the law of charity rightly forbid social investing. I shall
direct primary attention to pension funds, whose enormous size and impor-
tance has made them the main target of the various social-investing pressure
groups. In the final section of this paper (Part VII), however, I point to legal
factors that make social investing objectionable for university and other
charitable endowments.

1. UNDERSTANDING THE RISE OF PRIVATE PENSION FUNDS

At year-end 1983 the one thousand largest nonfederal pension plans in the
United States had assets of $806 billion.' Total pension-fund assets exceed
a trillion dollars.2 These staggering sums reveal that a very large fraction of
personal savings and of aggregate capital formation in the United States
occurs through the medium of pension plans.

'Pensions & Investments Age, Jan. 23. 1984. at 3.
lId.. Apr. 18, 1983. at to.

*Ponions of this articte. especially Pans VI and VI. arm based upon material previously
published in John H. Langhein & Richard A. Posner. Social Investing and the Law of Trusts.
79 Michigan Law Review 72 (1980). Posner subsequently became a federal appellate judge
and has taken no pan in the preparation of the present essay.

*Max Pam Professor of American and Foreign Law, University of Chicago Law School.
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Huge demographic shifts underlie this phenomenon. People are living
longer, thanks to many factors, of which the twentieth-century revolution in
health care (above all, the discovery and refinement of antibiotics) is the
most important. In consequence, the gap between the time we cease to work
and the time we die is widening. For that interval in our lives, we need a
source of income other than current employment-we need what has come
to be called "retirement income." In former times the retirement income gap
tended for most people to be small or nonexistent, and transfers within the
family tended to cover the gap. The elderly lived with their children and
they did not live long. To the extent that private savings were insufficient,
children were expected to help. But family structure has changed under the
impact of urbanization, population mobility, and longevity. People have
fewer children. Children leave their parents when they marry, and the
elderly often find themselves living at great remove from their children.
Furthermore, with increased longevity comes the problem of decrepitude in
advanced old age. The increasing need for care of the elderly tends ever
more to be met by specialized providers, both because of their expertise,
and because the children of the elderly, especially when living in modern
dual-wage-earner families, are ever less able to render such care at home.

As late as the early decades of the twentieth century neither government
nor private industry seemed much concerned with the retirement income
problem. Individuals were left to their own devices-private savings and
intrafamilial arrangements. A few employers began to sponsor pension
plans as early as the last quarter of the nineteenth century,3 but the great
movement to organize saving for retirement through employer-sponsored
plans did not get underway until World War II and thereafter. 4

The Great Depression struck at a time when many of the demographic
changes that caused the retirement income problem were as yet recent.
Many elderly people had not fully appreciated the implications of these
changes; they had not (and perhaps could not have) made adequate provi-
sion through savings. The Social Security program was devised in the 1930s
both to provide immediate relief to the destitute elderly of the day, and to
guarantee retirement income to future retirees.

The defects of Social Security were long concealed, although they are
now widely understood. Social Security is a transfer program rather than a
savings plan. Present workers are taxed to pay retirement benefits to present
retirees. Today's present workers pay taxes in the expectation that future
workers will be taxed to pay benefits when the present workers retire. But
because of changes in birth rates and longevity, the workforce is declining
in proportion to the number of retirees. Accordingly, the burden of financ-
ing the transfers has grown enormously. The prospect looms that tomor-

'See. e g.. William C. Greenough & Francis P. King. Pension Plans and Public Policy (New
York, 1976) 27ff; William Graebner, A History of Retirement: The Meaning and Function of
an American Institution (New Haven, 1980).

'Alica H. Munnell. The Economics of Private Pensions (Washington, D.C. 1982) 101ff
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row's smaller cohort of workers cannot be taxed enough to pay comparable
retirement benefits to today's workers. The sense that Social Security can-
not play as large a part in the retirement income of future retirees as it does
for those today is one of the most important factors in the explosive growth
of the private pension system.

The experience with Social Security has also left us an important lesson
about the dangers of exposing the retirement income system to the winds of
electoral politics. Successive Congresses sweetened current benefits and
eligibility requirements with scant regard to the implications for future
retirees. Only the most recent financial crises within the Social Security
system have slowed that process. Further, Social Security has had devastat-
ing effects upon the economy. There is strong evidence for the view that, by
promising substantial future income flows without requiring either individ-
uals or the state to save enough to fund those obligations. Social Security
has played the key role in the worrisome decline in American savings rates
and capital formation.3

Only against this background can we fully appreciate the importance of
the private pension system. The retirement income problem will become
ever more acute: there are more retirees and they are living longer. Ever
larger income flows must be generated to support them. Meanwhile, the
financial contradictions of Social Security have put it under a cloud from
which it will never fully emerge. The long process of lowering popular
expectations about Social Security is well underway. The future of the
retirement income system lies, therefore, in the private sector.6

11. HOW PENSION FUNDS WORK 7

The variety of pension plan types and features is large and complex. The
details can baffle almost anyone, sometimes even the professionals (ac-
countants, actuaries, lawyers, plan administrators) who specialize in the
field. Fortunately, in order to understand the main issues in the social
investing debate, it will suffice to describe only some basic distinctions and
characteristics.

Funding. The great difference between a modem private pension plan
and a transfer system such as Social Security is that private plans are
funded. Savings are set aside regularly during the employee's working
career. This money is invested, and the investment yield (often called the
"build-up") accumulates along with the savings. When the employee re-

SSee, e.g., Ma in S. Feldstein, Sociai Security. Induced Retirenment and Aggiegate Capital
Fonaltion, 82 Journal of Political Economy 902 (1974).

'But SeC Dennis E. Lague. low Social Security May Undenmine the Private Industrial
Pension System, in Financing Social Security (Colin D. Campbell, ed.) (Washington. D.C.
1979) 265.

'see generally. Dan M. McGill. Fundamentals of Private Pensions. 5th ed.. (Homewood.
i1., 1984).
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tires, the fund is used to support him (and, under most plans, to support his
spouse as well) until death.

Taxation. Federal tax policy has encouraged the private pension move-
ment, especially since the 1940's. The employer is allowed to deduct his
contributions to a qualified pension plan immediately, even though the
employee does not actually receive the money until he retires.8 Further, the
build-up is exempt from taxation during the period of accumulation;9 only
when the employee begins to receive retirement income from the plan is he
taxed on what he receives. Taxation is thereby postponed. Since most
people find themselves in lower tax brackets when they retire (retirement
income usually being somewhat less than employment income), postpone-
ment has the further effect of reducing the amount of taxes for most people.

The Protective-Policy. These tax concessions reflect a consensus that has
been endorsed repeatedly in tax and other federal pension legislation. The
policy is protective. Private pension plans are encouraged for fear that
people would not, acting individually, save enough to meet their retirement
income needs. The tax concessions are meant to induce employers and
employees to allocate a larger share of compensation away from current
wages and into retirement savings.

The protective policy is manifested elsewhere in pension law, apart from
the tax code. Federal law imposes a "spendthrift" provision on most pension
funds, preventing an employee or his creditors from alienating (and thereby
consuming) pension savings before he retires.'° Likewise, federal law for-
bids the employee from waiving his right to have his pension fund invested
prudently." The protective policy has been, although not the only policy,
surely the centerpiece of pension taxation and pension regulation. It will be
seen that the protective policy bears importantly on the question of whether
an employee has the power to endorse social-investing proposals that may
impair his retirement income security.

The Trust Form. Pension funds typically take the form of a trust. The
trust relationship is one of the most highly developed categories of the
Anglo-American legal tradition. Thus, although the private pension fund is
a relatively young phenomenon, it rests upon a familiar juridical basis.

Trust-investment law, now enforced by special pension legislation, sup-
plies the rules that regulate the investment of pension assets; we shall see
that this body of law takes the harshest view of investment activities that are
not undertaken for the exclusive purpose of maximizing the economic well-
being of trust beneficiaries.

Contributory or Not. Many plans are funded entirely from employer
contributions. Because there is no deduction from the employee's pay-

'Intemnal Revenue Code Ihncatecr cited as I.R.C.l sec. 404.
'I.R.C. sec. 402.

I.R.C. sec. 401 (.)(13).
"Employee Retirement Income Secuity Act Iheretftercited as ERISAI secs. 404 ta)( IXD),

409.29 U.S.C. eds. 1104(aXIXD). 1109.
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check, such plans are called "noncontributory"-4he employee does not
contribute. By contrast, "contributory" plans are those that require the
employee to devote some fraction of gross pay-say, five percent-to the
plan. Typically, the employer matches the employee's contribution accord-
ing to some formula, for example, one-to-one or two-to-one.

This distinction between plans to which the employee contributes and
those to which he does not would seem to be important, but in economic
terms it is not. Because even the cmployer-paid component of a pension
plan is a cost of employment, it is best understood as a part of the wage

packet, hence a form of involuntary savings whose true cost is borne by the

employee. Both the employer-paid and the employee-paid contributions
derive from what is-in economic terms-the employee's wages. Translat-

ing this point into traditional trust-law terms, we may say that the employee
is in an important sense the "settlor" of his own pension trust.

Defined Contribution and Defined Benefit. Broadly speaking, there are

two basic types of pension plans, defined contribution and defined benefit

plans. A defined contribution plan is best analogized to a savings account.
The plan calls for the establishment of a separate account for each employ-

ec. Contributions are credited to the account at a rate specified in the plan,
and the account participates proportionately in the investment gains of the
plan. When the employee retires, the size of his pension will depend entirely
upon the size of his account. Ordinarily, the plan calls for the account to be
annuitized and distributed over the remainder of his life (or, in the event of a
joint annuity with his spouse, over the remainder of their two lives). The

college and university teachers' plan, TIAA-CREF, is the best-known de-

fined contribution plan. IRA and Keogh accounts work on the same
principle.

A defined benefit plan, by contrast, is one in which the employer (or

other plan sponsor) promises to pay a retirement benefit according to a plan
formula-for example, sixty percent of average salary over the last five
years of the employee's service. The employer makes regular contributions
to the plan, in accord with acturarial projections of the sums needed to fund
the promised pension levels.

Defined contribution and defined benefit plans allocate investment risk

oppositely. Under a defined contribution plan, it is the individual employee
who bears the burden of disappointing investment results or who enjoys the

gains from exceptionally good results. Under a defined benefit plan, the

employer bears the investment risk; since the employer has promised to

provide benefits of a certain level, the employer remains liable to pay the
benefits even if the fund turns up short.

Mulliemployer Plans. Most pension plans are so-called "single-employ-
er" plans-General Motors has a plan for its employees, IBM for its. In

some industries, however, where employment patterns are episodic (the
construction trades, entertainment, trucking, the needle trades, and a vari-

ety of others) individual companies do not sponsor pension plans. Rather,

5
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groups of employers sponsor a common plan, mostly in response to collec-
tive bargaining with a labor union. Although the Taft-Hartley Act requires
equal numbers of management and union trustees on the board of such a
plan,12 in practice union interests tend to prevail, and these plans are often
spoken of as union plans.

ERISA. Like most substantial fields of finance, pension plans have at-
tracted government regulation. The federal tax concessions have been con-
ditioned on various regulatory requirements since the 1940's. In 1974
Congress greatly extended the scope of federal regulation when it passed the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). ERISA limits forfei-
ture of benefits under pension plans (through the so-called "vesting" rules);
it imposes minimum eligibility and funding standards; it narrows the range
of plan discretion in the design of benefit-accrual schemes; and it imposes
fiduciary rules for the investment of plan assets.' 3 Title IV of ERISA
introduced a federal insurance scheme, ostensibly patterned on FDIC insur-
ance for bank deposits, that guarantees most benefits under defined benefit
plans against shortfall or default." By making the federal government the
pension paymaster of last resort, Title IV creates a further public interest in
the financial soundness of the investment practices of private pension plans.

Compulsory Trusteeship. ERISA requires that pension plan assets be
placed in trust,'" and ERISA refines and codifies traditional trust-invest-
ment law for the pension field.'6 These provisions further the protective
policy of pension law. Pension trustees are financial intermediaries who
specialize in investing pension funds. Trusteeship removes investment deci-
sions into the hands of professionals and prevents plan participants (most of
whom are inexperienced in matters of high finance) from doing their own
investing. Thus, while I am free to be foolish in investing my personal
savings, my pension savings will necessarily be invested according to the
professional standards of the investment industry.

Preemption. From the standpoint of the social-investing movement, one
of ERISA's most important provisions is what lawyers call a preemption
clause: ERISA expressly supersedes state law for most pension plans. 7 By
federalizing pension law-including pension-investment law-in this way,
ERISA has greatly narrowed the scope for social-investing initiatives be-
neath the level of federal law. If, for example, the Missouri legislature were
to enact a social-investing measure requiring the pension plans of Missouri
firms to invest their funds in Missouri mortgages, the courts would quickly
invalidate the statute for violation of ERISA's preemption rule.

"labor Managenent Relations Act sec. 302(cX5). 29 U.S.C. sec. 186 (c)(5).
"ERISA sccs. 201 etseq.. 301 e seq.. 401 et seq., 29 U.S.C. secs. 1051 steq., 1081 e

seq. I 101 et seq.
"ERISA se. 4001 et seq., 29 U.S.C. secs. 1301 et seq.
"ERISA sec. 403, 29 U.S.C. 1103
"ERISA secs. 404 it seq.. 29 U.S.C. secs. 1104 et seq.
"ERISA sec. 514(a), 29 U.S.C. sec. 1144(a)
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State and Local Plans. States, municipalities, school districts, and var-
ious other public bodies operate pension plans for their employees. These
governi.-nrtal plans are exempt from the requirements of ERISA,'a which is
a main reason why social-investing proposals have so often been directed at
them. State and local plans differ from private plans and among themselves
in matters of structure and governance. Often a state board, sometimes
attached to the state treasurer, is responsible for those investment and
administrative functions that would be performed by trustees for most
private plans.'9

Like Social Security, most state and local plans are run by bodies that
possess taxing powers. As with Social Security, the temptation has been felt
to leave future taxpayers to pay the retirement benefits for today's public
workers, even though the entitlement to those benefits accrues presently and
should be regarded as a cost of current employment. Thus, whereas Social
Security is virtually entirely unfunded and is almost a pure transfer scheme,
the state and local plans tend to be partially funded. There is some current
saving and investment, but not enough to meet future obligations.

111. THE HIDDEN DYNAMIC IN SOCIAL INVESTING

The elderly are, as a group, neither affluent nor politically adventurous.
Why, then, is the social investing movement aimed so resolutely at the
pension funds that exist to support the elderly? Why do the proponents of
social investing treat pension funds as being especially appropriate to bear
the costs of an investment strategy that sacrifices financial for political
interests?

Social investing could in principle be attempted by any investor, not just
pension trustees. There are three small mutual funds which proclaim adher-
ence to various social principles in selecting their investments.2t) If an
individual decides to invest in such a fund. presumably he has balanced the
possible financial costs of such a policy against the personal satisfaction that
he derives from supporting the social aims implied by the fund's investment
policy. Few individuals have found these funds attractive. Another indica-
tion that most investors disagree with most social investing campaigns is
that shareholder initiatives in support of the main social investing causes are
invariably defeated by margins of 95 percent or worse. Furthermore, there
has been little pressure on trustees of individual trusts to adopt social

"ERISA sec. 4(bXI), 29 U.S.C. sec. 1003 (b)(b).
"'SeC Marcia G. Murphy. Regulating Public Employee Retirement Systems for Portfolio

Efficiency, 67 Minnesota Law Review 211 (1982).
2mThese am Foursquare. Dreyfus Third Century, and Pax World. Foursquare avoids liquor,

tobacco, and drug company stocks. According to its prospectus, Third Century limits itself to
companies -contributing to the enhancement of the quality of life." whatever that means. Pax
World excludes any company more than five percent of whose sales ae to the Defense
Department. See Pacey, Investment Do-Gooders: A Look at a Dogged Trio of Socially
Conscious Mutual Funds, Baron's, Jul. 21. 1980, at 9.
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investing. The main purpose of the typical individual trust is to gcnerate
income for the immediate support of the current beneficiary, who would be
strongly inclined to protest if the trustee adopted an inconsistent goal. Many
trust intruments authorize the beneficiary or the settlor to change trustees,
and such a provison tends to concentrate a trustee's mind wonderfully on
profit maximization.

Social investing proposals are directed at pension funds not in order to
further the interest of the pensioners, but in disregard of their interests. It is
the separation of ownership and control characteristic of pension-fund struc-
ture that social-investing proponents find so enticing. Vast sums of money
are invested for-but not by-the concerned individuals. That separation,
we have seen, exists in large measure to protect present and future retirees
against the tendency that some might have to undersave for retirement, or to
invest unwisely. But by concentrating the pension savings of tens of mil-
lions of people in the hands of a few thousand pension trustees, our private
pension system has created a pressure point that would not otherwise have
existed. Ironically, therefore, the separation of ownership and control that
was meant to protect pension plan beneficiaries has also exposed them to a
new danger-that pressure groups may politicize the process of investing
their pension savings.

The hidden dynamic in the social investing movement is this effort to take
advantage of the separation between ownership and control of pension
savings. The pension trustees who control pension investment work under
the constraints of trust-investment law. The proponents of social investing
understand that by reinterpreting trust-investment law to permit politicized
investment they could capture pension savings for their causes.

But why should the proponents employ such a surreptitious strategy,
pressuring pension trustees, when a more forthright path lies open? Why not
pursue political causes in the political arena? It is vital to understand that,
almost by definition, the causes that are grouped under the social-investing
banner are those that have failed to win assent in the political and legislative
process. Congress has the power to mandate all the well-known social-
investing causes: forbid American firms to do business with South Africa;
require American firms to cease making munitions, or to have unionized
work forces; require pension assets to be invested locally; and so forth.
Federal legislation could accomplish any of these goals. For example,
present federal law applies to Cuba exactly the sort of prohibitions on
commerce and lending that opponents of the South African regime have
sought without success in recent years from both Democratic and Republi-
can administrations. The reason, therefore, that the proponents of social
investing are bullying pension trustees is that they have been unable to get
their political programs accepted in the political process.

Ft
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IV. PRINCIPLES OR POLITICS?

Are there principles of social investing that a trustee can follow with
ease? If not, then social investing is standardless, a mere label used to clothe
pressure-group demands. If social investing is intrinsically standardless,
adherence to it will expose pension trustees to a perpetual wave of political
demands.

Consider, therefore, the question of investing in firms that do business in
or with South Africa. It is important to understand that there is no controver-
sy about the racial policies of South Africa. People on all sides of the matter
have equal disdain for apartheid. But there is broad disdain in the United
States for many other regimes. The hard question that proponents have not
answered is this: Why is the campaign for divestiture directed almost entire-
ly at South Africa, and not at such monstrously objectionable regimes as
Libya or Soviet Russia? South Africa is a place in which 80 percent of the
inhabitants are denied political and civil rights that Americans regard as
basic. But there are many regimes in which 99 percent of the inhabitants are
in this position.

In 1978 Yale University's Committee on South Africa Investments tried
to duck this question in a report that said: "We acknowledge the possibility
that the policies of other governments throughout the world are equally
antagonistic to the basic principles of American society and this University;
if so, then our recommendations concerning South African investments
should be applied to them." 2 ' It is not a possibility that there are other such
societies; it is a certainty. (At the time that the Ad Hoc Committee wrote its
report, the Amin regime was still in power in Uganda and the Pol Pot regime
in Cambodia.) What the Committee seems to be saying. if one reads be-
tween the lines, is that it will not consider further applications of the social-
investing concept until some group raises as great a stink as the opponents of
the South African regime have raised. This approach makes social investing
a branch of interest-group politics.

In truth, there can be no consensus about which social principles to
pursue and about which investments are consistent or inconsistent with

those principles. At a time when most of the social activism in investing was
liberal or radical rather than conservative, there was some agreement among
the activists as to the types of companies that should be avoided and the
types that should be embraced. The ranks of the disapproved included
companies doing business with South Africa, big defense contractors, non-
union companies, and companies that polluted the environment. With the

9

2 Yale University, Ad Hoc Committee on South Africa Investments, Report to the Corpora-
tion 4 (Apr. 14. 1978).
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rapid rise of social activism on the political right, we can expect social-
investing advocates to appear who will urge investment managers not to
invest in corporations that manufacture contraceptive devices, or publish
textbooks that teach the theory of evolution, or do business with Russia. 22

There is also increasing awareness that the criteria used to identify social-
ly irresponsible companies are dubious even if the ultimate objective-say,
pressuring South Africa-is accepted. An American corporation that has a.
plant in South Africa where it creates jobs, provides training, and engages in
collective bargaining with a black union is not obviously contributing more
to the perpetuation of apartheid than an American corporation that, without
having an office in South Africa, manufactures goods that find their way to
South Africa. As the New York Times reported in September of 1984, "jal
survey among black South African factory workers" established their "over-
whelming resistance to disinvestment by American firms."23

The Massachusetts legislature has lately supplied us with a splendid
illustration of the truth that social investing is nothing more than pressure
politics. In a recent statute the legislature singled out, in addition to South
Africa, one other country for the disapprobation of the state pension fund:
Great Britain. Not Libya or Russia; not Iran, Cambodia or Syria, whose
regimes have recently massacred tens of thousands of their dissident citi-
zens; but Britain, mother of parliaments and closest great-power ally of the
United States. Why? Oh, nothing serious, just a little gratuitous intermed-
dling in the difficult Northern Irish situation, for the entertainment of. the
Boston Irish. (The Massachusetts statute is reproduced below in
footnote.) 24

If we move beyond foreign affairs and examine other social-investing
causes, we find a similar lack of principle. In labor union circles it has
become fashionable to decry pension-fund investment in companies whose
work forces have rejected labor unions, but that complaint overlooks impor-
tant distinctions. For example, which unions? Some American labor unions
are clean and are devoted to their members, but others are dominated by
organized crime. Is it really "anti-social" to resist a latter-day Jimmy Hoffa?
And what of the right not to join a labor union? The elaborate election and
certification procedures for union representation under federal law presup-
pose that Congress meant to protect both the right to join and the right to

22ce John M. Leger, Business Links with Soviets under Attack. Wall Street Journal, Mar.
26. 1981, at 23. col. 3.

23Alan Cowell, Blacks in a Poll Dispute Apartheid Foes' Tactic, N.Y. Times, Scpt. 23,
1984, at 10o Cot. 5.

2'Annotated Laws of Massachusetts. Cumulative Supplement. Ch. 32. sec. 23 (l)(d)(iii):
INlo public pension funds under this subsetion shall remain invested in any bank or
financial institution which directly or through any subsidiary has outstanding loans to
any individual or corporation engaged in the manufacture, distribution or sale of
firearms. munitions, including rubber or plastic bullets, tear gas, armored vehicles or
military air craft for use or development in any activity in Northern Ireland, and no
assets shall remain invested in the stocks, securities or other obligations of any such
company so engaged.
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abstain from union membership. Equating unionization with social recti-
tude thus flies in the face of federal law. Nor would compulsory unioniza-
tion satisfy all proponents of this branch of social investing, since some
have demanded disinvestment in firms, however fully unionized, that invest
abroad ("export jobs").25

Every social-investing cause can be subjected to a similar analysis. Ilow
much pollution is too much? Every time somebody goes to the toilet there is
increased pollution. The question is not whether there shall be pollution. but
how much, of what forms, in what places, subject to what controls, and so
forth. The world is not divided into evil polluters and saintly nonpolluters.
A vast body of regulatory law and private law exists to draw these difficult
lines, and the blunt instrument of social investing has nothing to contribute
to it.

Another form of social investing closely associated with labor union
pressure is the effort to use pension funds to create jobs-for example,
making mortgage loans from the carpenters' pension fund in order to stimu-
late employment in the construction trades. If the loans were to be made at
market rates of interest, there would be no increase in aggregate mortgage
lending or in employment, on account of routine substitution effects (de-
scribed in Part V below, treating the economic flaws of social investing).
Thus, the major effort has been to get the pension fund to lend at below-
market rates. This would indeed increase construction and thus stimulate
some employment in the industry.

The objection to bargain-rate lending is that it is unprincipled in the sense
that it violates the primary policies of pension law. By reducing the financial
return to the pension fund, bargain-rate lending necessarily sacrifices future
retirement income. For present workers it involves just that trade-off of
retirement-for-preretirement income that pension plans were created to
guard against. But the objection runs deeper: the benefits and the costs
affect different people and in different proportions. In particular, pensioners
who are already retired and who depend upon the pension fund for current
retirement income would derive no benefit from subsidizing employment
for current workers. We shall see in Part VI that trust-investment law (and
now ERISA) make it flatly illegal to sacrifice the interests of plan benefici-
aries in this way.

The root fallacy behind these proposals, which is repeated incessantly in
their rhetoric,26 is that unions have the right to use their pension plans to
promote their interests. But, of course, the plans are not theirs. The plans
exist for the exclusive purpose of providing retirement income for the
elderly. For the same reason that pension funds cannot be used to defray
union organizing expenses or union officers' salaries, they cannot be used to

21bis last suggestion appears in Ruttenberg. Friedman. Kilgallon. Gutchess & Associates.
Inc.. AFL-CIO Pension Fund Investment Study (Wash.. D.C.. Aug. 20, 1980) 57.

2 E.g.. Jeremy Rifkin & Randy Barber. The North Will Rise Again: Pensions. Politics Ad
Power in the 1980s (Boston. 1978).
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subsidize employment for union workers at the expense of retirement in-
come for present and future retirees.

The most persistent of the social investing causes is also the most trans-
parently ignoble-the protectionist crusade for in-state investing of state
and local pension funds ("Michigan pension money should not be exported
to Indiana"). But that phenomenon is better examined from another stand-
point, in Part V, treating the economic futility of social investing.

To summarize: There is not and can never be a consensus about what
causes are socially worthy. Consequently, a pension trustee who sought to
adhere to the criteria of social investing would have no means of identifying
the causes to which he had committed the fund. Since there are no princi-
ples, every cause entangles the fund in a political struggle. Social investing
would impose upon the fund the turmoil and administrative costs of perpet-
ual politicization of the investment function. But a pension trustee has no
business making political choices for his beneficiaries; his job is to further
the retirement-income security of his beneficiaries, and to leave them to
participate in the political process on their own.

V. THE ECONOMICS OF SOCIAL INVESTING

From the standpoint of economic analysis, two fundamental flaws impair
virtually all social investing proposals. First, most are futile. Powerful and
well-understood economic forces would counteract most social investing
strategies, rendering them hollow gestures. Second, social investing has
costs-economic disadvantages that harm the interest of pension-plan bene-
ficiaries. We shall see (below in Part VI) that these economic flaws bear
vitally upon the legal standards that govern pension-fund investment.

Substitution. Capital markets (the markets where companies and coun-
tries seek to obtain a share of the available savings) are intensely competi-
tive. Capital flows to users who offer the highest returns, adjusted for risk.
The capital markets are also increasingly international, as recent experience
with Middle Eastern petrodollars, Continental eurodollars, and Latin
American debtors has underlined.

The competitive nature of the capital markets complicates many social
investing strategies to the point of impossibility. That point has long been
made regarding the campaign for divestiture of the shares of companies
doing business with South Africa. The object of the campaign is to starve
the South African economy of capital. Although it is unlikely that economic
stagnation would really help rather than hurt the oppressed peoples of South
Africa, it is even less likely that social investing would have any material
effect upon the South African economy. Pension money is by no means the
only source of investment capital; nor are American firms and lenders the
only actors. To the extent that social-investing pressures succeed in limiting
capital flows to South Africa from some American firms, that simply
creates opportunities for other American firms and for foreign firms. In

12
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global financial terms, the South Afrcian economy is miniscule and its
external capital requirements correspondingly small. International enter-
prises and lenders abound who are free from the pressures of the American
lobby that concerns itself with this cause. Thus, the campaign to affect the
South African economy has had and will have no demonstrable effect.

An incidental indication that the campaign against South Africa is inef-
fectual is that nobody has bothered to invoke the doctrine of constitutional
preemption, in order to have the federal courts declare unconstitutional the
various state statutes and city ordinances that direct the respective state and
local pension funds to divest South Africa-tinged holdings. These enact-
ments impinge upon the federal monopoly over foreign relations, reaf-
firmed by the Supreme Court in 1968 in Zschernig v. Miller. In that case the
court forbad "an intrusion by [al state into the field of foreign affairs which
the Constitution entrusts to the President and the Congress." 27

In a study published recently in the New England Economic Review. the
distinguished pension economist Alica Munnell (of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston) has pointed to the substitution effects that make economic
nonsense of the campaign for in-state mortgage lending. Some state pension
plans have been purporting to promote in-state construction activity by
buying packages of federally insured GNMA mortgages that originate en-
tirely within the state (as opposed to conventional packages that contain
mortgages originating in all parts of the country). Since the federal insur-
ance eliminates the risk of default, the regional underdiversification of these
packages is unimportant. Munnell concludes that the increasing purchase of
these instruments by state and local pension plans has "not increased the
supply of mortgage funds . *28 Rather, a pair of utterly predictable
substitution effects are occurring. First, as pension funds increase their
buying of these mortgag- oacked securities, they simply displace other
institutional purchasers such as insurance companies, who shift their invest-
ing toward the government and corporate bonds that the pension funds were
previously buying.2 9 Second, the attempt to stimulate in-state construction
by purchasing in-state packages (so-called "targeting") appears to be equal-
ly futile, and for the same reason.

Whereas in the absence of the recent targeting rage, a state such as Massachu-
setts would buy GNMAs backed by mortgages from a number of stales, such
as Alabama, California. Pennsylvania. etc.. now Massachusetts insists on
GNMAs backed by Massachusetts mortgages. Alabama on Alabama mon-
gages, California on California monages. Pennsylvania on Pennsylvania
mortgages. etc. As long as the slate's demand for mortgages is roughly
proportional to the size of its pension fund, the developing trend of targeting

13

21739 U.S. 429, 432 (1968).
"Alicia H. Munnell. The Pitfalls of Social Investing: The Case of Public Pensions and

Housing. New England Economic Review (Sept./Oct. 1983) 20, 22.
"Id. at 27-28.
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GNMAs should have no impact on the supply of mongage credit among
States.

In summary, while social investing through the purchase of targeted
GNMAs produces market returns and thereby has no adverse impact on
public pensions. this approach is also unlikely to increase either the aggregate
supply of mortgage funds or the supply of mortgage credit within a particular
state. This assessment has been generally recognized by financial experts. In
fact, those who are less than enthusiastic about social investing often push the
purchase of targeted GNMAs as a means of satisfying the pressure on fund
managers to pursue socially oriented objectives.' 0

The largest claim for this form of social investing is, therefore, that it may
deceive people into thinking that it alters investments outcomes, whereas in
fact it results in no net increase in construction or in employment. We must
emphasize that the reason these "targeted" portfolios of in-state GNMA

mortgages are harmless to the pension funds that buy them is that they
contain market-rate rather than below-market loans; and that the govern-
ment guarantee against default eliminates what would otherwise be a men-

acing degree of underdiversification. Munnell has pointed out that other
vehicles used by state pension plans to invest in in-state mortgages have

lacked the federal guarantee and in some cases have entailed below-market
lending. Under a Connecticut scheme, for example, she found that "the
rates at which the mortgages have been offered has varied substantially to
slightly below market. As a result, the yield to the pension fund has been
well below the GNMA yield that prevailed at the time the funds were

committed."'" In Part VI below I explain that both under the common law
rules of trust-investment law and under ERISA, it would be flatly illegal for
a pension trustee to sacrifice the financial well-being of plan beneficiaries in
this way. (ERISA does not apply to state and local plans.)

Diversaiicmion. Over the last quarter-century a great revolution has oc-
cuned in scientific understanding of the behavior of capital markets. This
revolution in the theory of finance usually goes under the label of modern
portfolio theory (MPT) or the theory of efficient markets.32

Crudely summarized, MPT has established two central propositions.
First, a massive body of empirical investigation has shown that it is ex-
tremely difficult (some say impossible) even for investment-industry
professionals to achieve long-term results better than the broad market
averages, such as (for equities) the Standard & Poor's 500. It seems that
capital markets discount new information so rapidly and well that there are
few opportunities to outsmart other investors by identifying undervalued
securities to buy or overvalued ones to sell.

m4d, at 28.
'td. at 34.

"See generally R. Braley. An Introduction to Risk and Return from Common Stocks. 2d
ed. ( 0983); John H. Langbein& Richard A. Posner. Market Funds and Trust-lnvestment Law.
1976 American Bar Foundation Research Journal I.
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Second, the capital-market investigators have shown that there are sub-

stantial gains to be had from diversifying investments quite extensively.
The common law of trusts has long enforced a duty to diversify trust
investments, and ERISA codifies that rule.33 MPT research has given new
meaning to the concept of diversification, by showing that in order to

eliminate the uncompensated risk of underdiversification, a portfolio must

be much larger than previously thought. Optimal diversification requires

equity portfolios with hundreds of stocks. Furthermore, these portfolios

must be weighted for capitalization, so that large companies such as the oil,

auto, computer, chemical, and telecommunications giants are difficult to

eliminate from optimally diversified portfolios. The question arises whether

social investing, if rigorously pursued, would impair diversification. As
more and more social causes are added to the list, the number of companies
that are ranked as offenders will become large enough that an optimally
diversified portfolio cannot be constructed from the remainder. Social in-
vesting would then require the pension plan to bear the costs of the uncom-
pensated risk of inadequate diversification. 34

The campaign for in-state or localized investing raises especially serious
risks of underdiversification. The last thing that workers in declining areas
need is to have their retirement savings jeopardized for the supposed benefit
of the regional economy. Or suppose that a school board in the vicinity of
Mount St. Helens had insisted on investing locally.

The Social-Bargain Fallacy. The claim is sometimes made that social

investing is really economically advantageous to pension-plan beneficiar-
ies. For example, companies that do business in South Africa could suffer

damage or expropriation from civil war or revolution; companies that resist
unionization may incur strikes and boycotts; polluters will get entangled in
environmental liabilities; and so forth. Avoiding investment in these firms
is, therefore, really a strategy for enhancing the financial well-being of plan
beneficiaries by avoiding companies headed for trouble.

This argument is simply another theory of how to beat the market, and
like all such theories, it runs afoul of the empirical studies underlying MPT,
which strongly imply that consistent market-beating strategies are not to be
found. The notion must be that the risks associated with the disfavored

companies have not been fully discounted by the securities markets, even
though those risks are widely known. But securities markets exist precisely

in order to discount such information-that is, to take account of the
information in securities prices. Accordingly, all that we know about the
behavior of the securities markets suggests that political risk, like any other
information that affects future profitability, is fully reflected in current
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"Restatemnent of Trusts (Second) Ihereafter cited as Restaternentl sec. 228 (1957); ERISA
sec. 404(a)(IXC). U.S.C. sec. 1104 (a)(O)(C).

"This point is developed in John H. Langbein & Richard A. Posner. Social Investing and
the Law of Tousts. 79 Michigan Law Review 72. 88ff (198W0.
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prices. The indifferent performance of the three small mutual tunas that
have been following social-investing strategies underscores this point.3"

To conclude: From the standpoint of economic analysis, there are two
types of social-investing outcomes-the futile and the wealth-impairing.
The futile are those, such as the in-state GNMA packages. that make no real
contribution to the ostensible social goal. The wealth-impairing outcomes
lower the return on the fund's savings, or expose it to increased administra-
tive costs, or impose upon it the uncompensated risk of inadequate diversifi-
cation. We shall now examine the reasons why wealth-impairing social-
investing schemes are illegal.

VI. WHY SOCIAL INVESTING IS ILLEGAL

A trustee who sacrifices the beneficiary's financial well-being for any
social cause violates both his duty of loyalty to the beneficiary and his duty
of prudence in investment.

The Duty of Loyalty. The essence of the trustee's fiduciary relationship is
his responsibility to deal with the trust property "for the benefit or'36 the
trust beneficiary. The authoritative Restatement (Second) of Trusts says:
"The trustee is under a duty to the beneficiary to administer the trust solely
in the interest of the beneficiary." 3 7 Although most of the case law applying
this duty of loyalty to the beneficiary's interest has arisen in situations of
self-dealing or other conflicts of interest in which the courts have acted to
prevent the trustee from enriching himself at the expense of the trust benefi-
ciary,3 8 the same result has been reached with regard to fiduciary invest-
ments for the benefit of a third party (that is, a party other than the trust
beneficiary or the trustee). The Restatement says, in its Official Comment
treating the duty of loyalty: "The trustee is under a duty to the beneficiary in
administering the trust not to be guided by the interest of any third per-
son."39 Because the entire object is to protect the trust beneficiary, nothing
of principle turns on the identity of the party who profits at the beneficiary's
expense.

In the leading case of Blankenship v. Boyle.4 0 decided in 1971, the duty

35Supra note 20.
'Restatement. supra note 33. at sec. 2.
"Id. at sec. t70(tlXemphasis added).
"See generally 2 Austin W. Scott. The Law of Trusts secs. 170-170.25 (3d ed. 1967 &

sutp. 1980).
Restatement. supra note 33. at sec. 170. Comment q (emphasis added). See id. at sec. 187.

Comment g (emphasis added):
The coun will conttl the trustee in the exercise of the power where the acts form an
improper even though not a dishonest motive. That is. where he acts from a motive
other than to further the purposes of the trust. Thus, if the trustee in exercising or
failing to exercise a power does so because of spite or prejudice or to further some
interest of his own or of a person other ihan the beneficiary. the court will interpose.

For decisional authority see, e.g., Conway v. Emneny. 139 Conn. 6t2, 96 A.2d 221 (1953).
0329 F. Supp. 1089 (D.D.C. 1971).
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of loyalty was applied to social investing of pension funds. A multi-employ-
er fund for coal miners that was dominated by the United Mineworkers
Union bought large blocks of shares in certain electric utilities in order to
induce their managements to buy union-mined coal. On the complaint of
some of the pension-fund beneficiaries, the court enjoined "the trustees
from operating the Fund in a manner designed in whole or in part to afford
collateral advantages to the Union or the lemployersl."'

ERISA codified the duty of loyalty for pension trusts in its "sole interest"
and "exclusive purpose" rules.' 2 Section 404(a)( 1) provides that the "fidu-
ciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of
the participants and beneficiaries .. . ."' In an essay published in 1980, a
pair of Washington lawyers, Ronald Ravikoff and Myron Curzan, attempt
to escape this provision of ERISA.' I shall devote some space in this article
to refuting their essay, both because the essay is misleading, and because it
typifies the flimsiness of the legal arguments that are advanced in social-
investing circles.

Ravikoff and Curzan con ily observe that ERISA restates the common
law duty of loyalty.45 Accordingly, they reason, since "Itihe purpose of the
duty of loyalty is to require a fiduciary to avoid" self-dealing, social invest-
ing is unobjectionable "Jals long as the fiduciary avoids self-intcrested
transactions."46 But the view that the trustee's duty of loyalty governs only
in situations of self-dealing is simply incorrect. To be sure, most people
who steal do it for their own gain; that is why most of the case law concerns
self-dealing. But the trustee's duty of loyalty exists solely for the protection
of the trust beneficiary, and the duty is equally violated whether the trustee
breaches for the trustee's enrichment or that of a stranger.47

Regarding ERISA's requirement that the fiduciary invest "for the exclu-
sive purpose of . . . providing benefits to participants and their beneficiar-
ies,"4 Ravikoff and Curzan assert that 'Itihe concept of 'benefits' . . .
need not be limited to payments that a participant or beneficiary would
receive upon retirement, i.e., economic return to an investment. It is argu-
ably broad enough to include numerous types of positive returns, e.g., job
security and improved working conditions."' 9 This interpretation of the
term "benefits" was rejected by the former administrator of the Labor
Department's ERISA office, James D. Hutchinson, and a co-author, Charles

"'329 F. Supp. at 1113.
"'Sec H.R. Rep. No. 533, 93d Cong.. IS1 Sess. 13. 21, reprinted in 119741 U.S. Code

Congressional & Administrative News 4639, 4651, 4659.
"ERISA sec. 404(asI(). 29 U.S.C. sec. 1104 (a)(l).
44Ronald B. Ravikoff & Myron P. Curzan, Social Responsibility in Investment and the

Prudent Man Rule, 58 California Law Review Sig (1980).
'31d. at 531.
461d.
47Sce test at note 39 and note 39.
'ERISA sec. 404(a)(1)(A), 29 U.S.C. sec. 11041aX(IA).
"Ravikofi & Curzan. supnr note 44. at 532.
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C. Cole, in an article cited by Ravikoff and Curzan but ignored on the
precise question.'" Hutchinson and Cole point out that ERISA uses the term

"benefits" throughout the statute in the more narrow and natural sense "to

refer to those cash benefits that a participant or his family would receive in

accordance with the specifications of the [retirementi plan."" Hutchinson

and Cole conclude "that ERISA trusts are to be established and maintained

for the limited purpose of providing retirement benefits and not for other,

socially desirable purposes which provide collateral or speculative 'bene-

fits' to plan participants or appeal to the philosophical leanings of the plan

sponsor or other parties associated with the plan."52

The New York Teachers' Case. The Blankenship case insists uncompro-

misingly that pension trustees must invest for the purpose of maximizing the

financial well-being of the pension beneficiaries. Proponents of social in-

vesting seeking to escape the force of that precedent have been tempted to

juxtapose a misreading of the 1978 case, Withers v. Teachers' Retirement

System."3 In the Withers case, retirees who were beneficiaries of the New

York City schoolteachers' pension fund, Teachers' Retirement System

(TRS), challenged the decision of the TRS trustees to purchase $860 million

of New York City bonds as part of the plan that prevented the city from

going bankrupt in late 1975. Like most public employee pension funds,

TRS had sot been fully funded. The main asset of TRS was the city's

contractual liability to pay benefits out of future tax revenues calculated on

past service. City payments to TRS in the 1974 fiscal year constituted sixty-

two percent of TRS 's total income (as opposed to nine percent derived from

employee contributions and twenty-nine percent from investment income).

The TRS trustees testified that although the legal situation was far from

certain, their best guess was that in the event of city bankruptcy essential

city services and past city bond debt would have priority over payments to

'James D. Hutchinson & Charles G. Cole. Legal Standards Governing Investment of

Pension Assets for Social and Political Goals. 128 University of Pennsylvania Law Review

1340 (1980). Ravikoff nd Curzan cite the Hutchinson and Cole article as it appeared in

Employee Benefit Research Institute. Should Pension Assets Be Managed for Social/Political

Purposes? (D. Salisbury, ed.) (Washington. D.C., 1980). See Ravikoff & Curzan. supra note

44. at 531 n. 49. I cite the revised version of the Hutchinson and Cole article that appeared

subsequently in the University of Pennsylvania Law Review. supra.
"Hutchinson & Cole, supra note 50. at 1370 & 1371 n. 151. The only reason that ERISA is

less than explicit in defining "benefits" as a strictly economic term is that no other usage even

occurred to the draftsmen. In the Congressional findings that constitute the preamble to the

statute the tenm -benefits" is repeatedly used in the conventional and strictly economic sense.

"Congress finds... that despite the enormous growth in Ipension and otherl plans many

employees with long years of employment re losing anticipated retirement benefits owing to

the lack of vesting provisions in such plans: that owing to the inadequacy of current minimum

standards, the soundness and stability or plans with respect to adequatefunds so pay promised

benefits may be endangered; that owing to the termination of plans before requisitefunds have

been accumulated, employees and the beneficiairies have been deprived of anticipated benefits

ERISA sec 2(a). 29 U.S.C. sec. lool (aXempissis added).
"Hutchinson & Cole. supra note 50, at 1371.
5 Restatement, supra note 33. at sec. 164(a).
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TRS and hence that payments to TRS would cease. In making the loan to the
city, the TRS trustees acted in concert with four other municipal-employee
pension funds, which agreed to purchase $2.5 billion in city obligations
over a two-and-one half-year period.

The court upheld the trustees' action, even though the bonds bore such a
high risk of default that they would not have satisfied the normal standards
of prudent investing (the purchase was also excessive in amount and would
have been in breach of the duty to diversify). Ravikoff and Curzan interpret
the court's rationale as follows:

Withers may represent an interpretation of the prudent man rule that is quite different
from that set forth in Blankenship. Blank enship espouses the traditional conception of
the rule: a trustee may not select an investment that fosters nontraditional objectives at
the expense of adequate rate of return and corpus safety. In contrast, Withers appears to
permit a fiduciary to compromise these traditional objectives in favor of the other
goals-at least to some extent. The court upheld the trustees' investment only because
the investment gave much-needed aid to the fund's principal contributor and helped to
preserve the jobs of funds participants. That is, the investment was prudent in this case
because it provided "other benefits.""

In truth, what the Withers court did was to point to the host of special
factors that made the TRS purchase justifiable under the traditional wealth-
maximizing standards of trust-investment law. The court found that the
trustee's "major concern" was "protecting what was, according to the infor-
mation available to them, the major and indispensible source of TRS's
fun-ding-the City of New York," and that the trustees "went to great
lengths to satisfy themselves of the absence of any reasonable possibility
that the City would be able to obtain the needed money from other
sources.""5 The trustees used the bond purchase to precipitate federal gov-
ernment financing for New York City, thereby creating for TRS's benefici-
aries the prospect of reaching the federal treasury to satisfy the City's
liability to TRS. They "obtained a provision conditioning the pension
fund's investment in the City bonds on the enactment of federal legislation"
providing for interim financing for the City. 56 Indeed, since the trustees'
$860 million investment was about what the City would have had to pay
TRS over the two-and-a-half year period in question, TRS "could be no
worse off under the plan than it would be in bankruptcy without City
funds."57 The court in Withers endorsed the Blankenship case, and declared
that "neither the protection of the jobs of the City's teachers nor the general
public welfare werefactors which motivated the trustees in their investment
decision. The extension of aid to the City was simply a means-the only
means, in their assessment-to the legitimate end of preventing the exhaus-

1t

3'Ravikoff & Curzan. supra note 44, at 523.
"Witheis v. Teachers' Retrement System. 447 F. Supp. 1248, 1252 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).

a{d. mem. 595 F. 2d 1210 (2d Cir. 1979).
"447 F. Supp. at 1253.
37447 F. Supp. at 1253.
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tion of the assets of the TRS in the interest of all the beneficiaries.""8 The
trustees found favor with the court for their effort to protcct their greatest
asset, which was the liability of the City to pay off its obligations to TRS
over future decades.

The Duty of Prudent Investing. Another obligation that trust law imposes
on fiduciaries is the duty of care known as the prudent-man or prudent-
investor rule. The case law is now effectively codified for pension law in
ERISA.59 The Restatement of Trusts words the rule thusly: "In making
investments of bust funds the trustee is under a duty to the beneficiary . . .
to make such investments and only such investments as a prudent man
would make of his own property having in view the preservation of the
estate and the amount and regularity of the income to be derived . . . .60

For historical reasons that are widely understood, trust law has placed
greater emphasis on risk-avoidance than the modern theory of finance
does, 6' but risk and retum, however, weighted, are factors exclusively
related to the investor's financial well-being. The highly risk-averse inves-
tor of traditional trust law accepts a lower return for a lower risk. He does
not accept a lower return for some other, nonfinancial purpose. The duty of
prudent investing therefore reinforces the duty of loyalty in forbidding the
trustee to invest for any object other than the highest return consistent with
the preferred level of portfolio risk.62

In 1980, the then chief ERISA administrator, Ian D. Lanoff of the
Department of Labor, rejected the suggestion that social investing was not
subject to ERISA's rules of prudence and loyalty. He said that ERISA
requires that the fiduciary's "overall investment strategy . . . be designed to
protect the retirement income of the plan's participants," and that both the
duty of loyalty and the prudent investor rule would be violated if a fiduciary
were to make an "investment decision based on other objectives, such as to
promote the job security of a class of current or future participants."'
Social factors may be brought in only if it is costless to do so. Similarly, the
Labor Department approved a 1979 Chrysler/UAW agreement endorsing
some social investing of pension-fund assets on the understanding that the
investments in question would be "economically competitive with other
investment opportunities which may not contain similar socially beneficial
features."'* (As previously explained, the field for costless substitutions is
largely limited to the economically futile forms of social investing.)

"447 F. Supp. at 1256 (emphasis added).
'ERISA sec. 404(a)(1)(B), 29 U.S.C. sec. 1104(a)(1)(B).
'0Restatement, supra note 33, at sec. 227.
"'See Langbein & Posner. supra note 32. at 3-6.
"'A similar rationale underlies the trustees familiar duty to invest promptly, in order to

make tbust funds productive. See Restatement, supra note 33. at sec. 181, Comment c.
6"1an Lanoff. The Social Investment of Private Pension Plan Assets: May it ce Done

Lawfully Under ERISA?. 31 Labor Law Journal 387. 389 (1980).
"Id. at 392.
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The attorney general of Oregon issued a formal opinion in 1978 applying
the state's statutory prudent-investor rule to the question whether invest-
ment managers for the state university endowment funds could "take politi-
cal and moral considerations into account in making investment decisions."
He ruled that "lilt is inappropriate and irrelevant for the investment manag-
ers to consider any factors other than the probable safety of, and the prob-
able income from, the investments required by the statute." 65

The proponents of social investing have never reconciled the sacrifice of
beneficiaries' financial advantage with the prudent-investor rule. Ravikoff
and Curzan try to avoid the common-law rule by rewording it to suit their
purpose. After quoting the Restatement version,6 5 they purport to summa-
rize it in a form which changes it radically, and which they thereafter treat as
a statement of the law. The objects of the prudent-investor rule, they say,
are "preservation of the trust corpus and attainment of an adequate re-
turn.' 4 ' The term "adequate" is their own invention, and in thus implying a
standard less than "optimal" or "maximum" it is wholly without authority.
The authors later endorse a movement from "adequate" to "moderate or
even no return,"68 still in the name of prudence. It is a revealing commen-
tary on the weakness of the legal case for social investing that its proponents
are driven to such transparent manipulation of the legal rules that oppose
them.

ERISA's No-Waiv'er Rule Applied to Social Investing. A general rule of
trust-investment law, known as the authorization doctrine, permits the
settlor to impose on the trust whatever investment policy he sees fit.69 The
settlor can waive otherwise applicable rules and authorize the trustee to
engage in acts of self-dealing or imprudent investment. One of ERISA's
innovations was the prohibition against "any provision . . . which purports
to relieve a fiduciary from responsibility or liability."' 0 Therefore, as
Hutchinson and Cole observe, "the [pensionJ plan documents cannot autho-
rize a policy of social investment that would otherwise be impermissible
under the fiduciary standards of the Act."" This rule against exculpation
clauses eliminated the authorization doctrine from pension trusts.

Consequently, a pension trust cannot be drafted to permit a social invest-

6'38 Op. Or. Alty, Gen. No. 76t6. at 2 (May 2, 1978). litigated in Associated Students of
the University of Oregon v. Hunt. No. 78-7503 (Lane County Cir. Ct.. filed Nov. 22. 1978).

66 Restatcmrent. supra note 33. at sec. 227. quoted in Ravikoff & Curzan. supra note 44. at
520.

67Ravikoff & Curzan, supra note 44. at 520.
"Id. at 528.
"Restatemnent, supra note 33, at sec. 164(a).
'ERISA sec. 410(a), 29 U.S.C. sec. II10(a). See also ERISA sec. 404(a)(1WD). 29

U.S.C. sec. 1104(a)(I ND).
"Hutchinson & Cole, supra note 50. at 1372. 1373-75.
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ing strategy that would violate the duties of loyalty or prudent investment.
This result is quite consistent with the economic analysis of pension savings
(discussed in Pan II, supra. under the subheading "Contributory or Not").
Because both employer-paid and employee-paid contributions are best un-
derstood as deferred wages, they derive from the employee's compensation
packet. Since the employee is in this important sense the "settlor" of his own
pension-trust account, there is good reason to prevent plan sponsors (wheth-
er union or employer) from using the authorization doctrine to impose social
investing upon him.

Since, however, the employee rather than the plan sponsor is the settlor-
equivalent person, the opposite question arises: Might a pension plan be
lawful if it contained a social-investing option that the individual participant
could elect or decline? For example, the plan might offer two funds, one
that ignored social-investing causes and another that adhered to some politi-
cal strategy such as excluding the securities of nonunion firms. The employ-
ee could elect between the two funds.

It might be possible to bring a social-investing option of this sort within
the so-called ratification doctrine of the common law of trusts. Unless a
beneficiary is deceived or acts under an incapacity, trust law allows him to
ratify investment practices that would otherwise be in breach of the trust
instrument or of the common law.72 The idea is that if the beneficiary is
entitled to receive and waste the trust fund, he is equally entitled to allow the
fund to be wasted while still in the hands of the trustee. But it is just there
that pension trusts part company from ordinary trusts, on account of the
protective policy of pension law. The pension beneficiary is not allowed to
reach pension assets on whatever terms please him. For example, we have
seen that ERISA's mandatory spendthrift rule prevents the pension benefi-
ciary from consuming his pension account before retirement.73 Further, the
Internal Revenue Code now conditions the pension tax concessions on the
requirement that retirement benefits be made available in the form of an
annuity,7 ' in order to protect the retiree from improvident consumption that
could exhaust his pension benefits during his lifetime.

Accordingly, it seems unlikely that a genuinely costly social investing
scheme could pass muster even as a beneficiary-elected option. For the
same reason we do not allow a current worker to spend his pension account
on a sports car, we should not allow him to spend it on contributions to
political or social campaigns (which is what he is doing when he accepts a
below-market return in his pension savings). On the other hand, this ration-

"Restatetnent, supsa note 33, at sec. 216(1).
"Supra text at note to and note 10.
'41.R.C. sec. 401(a)( 1) (as amended by the Retimreent Equity Act of 1984).
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ale seems not to extend to social investing schemes of the merely futile sort,
such as in-state GNMAs. Even for these investments, however, the plan
sponsor should be obliged to disclose to plan participants that the price of
costlessness is futility; and the sponsor should be obliged to arrange for
confidentiality respecting the portfolio election of each participant, in order
to protect participants from union or other pressures.

This discussion of a social investing option presupposes a defined contri-
bution plan, with individual accounts whose investment risk is borne by
each plan participant. In a pure defined benefit plan, where investment risk
is shifted to the employer as plan sponsor, there is less reason in law to
prevent the employer from assuming the increased costs of a social-invest-
ing strategy that entails below-market yields. The employer, however, has
good reason to resist such efforts to induce him to increase his pension costs
and liabilities. For just that reason, most of the social-investing pressures
have not been directed at single-employer defined benefit plans, but rather
at union-dominated multi-employer plans, state-and-local plans, and multi-
employer defined contribution plans such as the college teachers' TIAA-
CREF.

Even within the realm of the defined benefit plan, the plan sponsor does
not bear the whole of the investment risk. Under the federal insurance
scheme enacted as Title IV of ERISA, a federal agency called the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) bears the ultimate responsibility for
paying most of the pension benefits promised under a defined benefit plan,
in the event that the plan should default.75 PBGC thus has an interest in
preventing plan sponsors from engaging in improvident investment prac-
tices that might require PBGC to have to honor the sponsor's defaulted
promises. Furthermore, PBGC insurance does not protect plan participants
wholly, because there are statutory ceilings on the amount of the benefits
covered.76 Since, therefore, the plan participant would remain at risk for the
portion of a defaulted plan not insured by PBGC, the protective policies that
indicate that the participant should not have the power to acquiesce in a
social-investing option under a defined contribution plan pertain as well in
an attenuated fashion to a defined benefit plan.

Corporate Social Responsibility. Proponents of social investing some-
times think they can find solace in the authorities that allow a corporation to
engage in charitable giving or other "socially responsible" endeavors at the
expense of its shareholders. Indeed, this analogy misled the distinguished

"ERISA sems. 4001 et. seq., 29 U.S.C. sec. 1301 eci. seq.
"6ERSA sec. 4022(b)(3KB), 29 U.S.C. sec. 1322(b)(3XB).
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trust writer, Austin Scott, who, shortly before his death endorsed social
investing of trust funds."

The legal analysis that has been applied in the corporation cases, is, in-
fact, directly contrary to that which would be needed to sustain social
investing of trust funds. The rationale that has protected corporate directors
from liability when shareholders have brought suit complaining of seeming
corporate altruism is that the directors were in fact pursuing the longer-
range self-interest of the firm and hence that their conduct has been wealth-
maximizing.7 8

Constitutional Objections. There are serious doubts about the constitu-
tionality of the two types of social-investing measures that crop up in state
legislation directed at state and local pension funds. As regards the legisla-
tion directed against South Africa (or any other foreign power), I have
previously mentioned the doctrine of constitutional preemption,' 9 designed
to preserve the federal monopoly of authority in foreign relations, which
was expansively reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in the 1968 case of
Zschernig v. Miller.8 0

There is also a long constitutional tradition inimical to protectionist state
legislation. A main purpose of the commerce clause of the federal constitu-
tion was to create national markets. For example, the Supreme Court held in
a famous case that New York could not by statute prevent price competition
in New York from cheaper Vermont milk."' State legislation attempting to
create perferences for in-state securities should be no more justifiable under

77Scott writes:
Trustees in deciding whether lo invest in. or to retain, the securities of a corporation
may properly consider the social performance of the corporation. They may decline to
invest in. or to retain, the securities of corporation whose activities or some of them are
contrary to fundamental and generally accepted ethical principles. They may consider
such matters as pollution, race discrimination, fair employment and consumer respon-
sibility .... Of course they may well believe that a corporation which has a proper
sense of social obligation is more likely to be successful in the long run than those
which are bent on obtaining the maximum amount of profits. [Scott is here reciting the
social-bargain fallacy, refuted above in Part V of the present essay.l But even if this
were not so, the investor. though a trustee of funds for others, is entitled to consider the
welfare of the community. and refrain from allowing the use of the funds in a manner
detrimental to society.

3 A. Scott, supra note 38, at sec. 227.17 (Supp. 1980). Scott makes no effort to reconcile his
support for social investing with the trustee's duties of loyalty and prudence that he canvassed
so extensively in the body of the treatise. 2 id. at sec. 170-170.25 (loyalty); 3 id. secs. 227.
227.16 (prudent investing). He ignores the ERISA rules, discussed above, that contradict his
position. Scott cites some of the literature on corporate social responsibility but does not
disclose that the legal analysis that has been applied in the corporation cases is the opposite of
the rule he is supporting for the law of trusts.

7 'See.e.g.. Shlensky v. Wrigley, 95 111. App. 2d 173. 180-81, 237 N.E.2d 776,780(1968).
'
9

Supra text at note 27.

u3g9 U.S. 429 (1968).
''Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seelig, 294 U.S. 511 (1935).

')A
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the commerce clause than legislation preferring in-state enterprises. The
privileges-and-immunilies clause of the constitution has also been interpret-
ed to forbid protectionist legislation aimed at out-of-staters. 82

VII. UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENTS

I have thus far considered the social-invesfing question only in context of
the pension fund. The analysis changes when we move from pension trusts
to cl..;ritable trusts (or to charitable corporatiors, which for present pur-
poses are indistinguishable from charitable trusts).8 3 This is an area of
considerable consequence for university trustees; they are currently being
pressured to apply social criteria to the investment of their endowment
funds, and some boards of trustees have succumbed.

The distinguishing juridical feature of the charitable trust is the absence
of conventional beneficiaries. A private trust (including the pension trust)
must identify by name or by class the persons who are to receive the trust
property, but a charitable trust is void if it is found to serve individual rather
than community benefit.' The charitable trust occupies a legally privileged
position: it is not subject to the rule against perpetuities; the attorney general
or other public officer may enforce it; the cy pres doctrine protects it against
ordinary rules of defeasance; and it enjoys a variety of tax and procedural
advantages pursuant to statutes that follow the common law criteria for
defining charitable trusts.8 5 The law conditions the grant of these privileges
on the requirement of indefiniteness of beneficiaries. A charitable trust will
fail if "the persons who are to benefit are not of a sufficiently large or
indefinite class so that the community is interested in the enforcement of the
trust."

8 6

In place of the definite beneficiaries of private trust law. the law of
charitable trusts substitutes the standard of community benefit defined by a
circumscribed set of charitable purposes: the relief of poverty; the advance-
ment of religion; the advancement of education and of health (including
research); and the promotion of governmental, municipal, and other pur-
poses beneficial to the community.8 1 At the border of each of these catego-

"2See. e.g.. Hicklin v. Orbeck. 437 U.S. st8 (1978).
"See generally 4 A. Scott, supra note 38. at sec. 348 1.
'A recent Pennsylvania decision dealing with the claim of the Fraternal Order of Police lo

be a charitable organization concluded that the group "is essentially a labor organlizaion
existing solely for the benefit of its own membership.' and ihose that "its benefits arc not
applied for the advantage of an indefinite number of persons as would be the case if the public
were to benefit." Commonwealth v. Frantz Advenising. Inc.. 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 526. 533-
34. 353 A.2d. 492. 496-97 (1976). For a good general background on such cases. sec 4 A.
Scott, supra note 38. at sec. 375.2.

"See Restatement. supra note 33. at secs. 365 (unlimited duration). 391 tpublic enforce-
mcnt), 395 Icy pres).

lid. at sec. 375.
"Id. at sec 368.

-'C
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ries there can be serious questions about whether particular schemes
qualify, but the typical university charter declares purposes that fall unam-
biguously within the category of education and research (and often within
that of health as well).

In analyzing social investing by private and pension trusts, we saw that
the trustee's obligation to invest for the maximum financial well-being of
the trust beneficiaries derives from the trustee's duties of loyalty and pru-
dent investing; but since, by definition, the charitable trustee does not owe
such duties to particular private beneficiaries, the question arises whether
there are any legal impediments to social investing of university endowment
funds. There are several:

Charter. University charters are often granted by special legislative act.
both for state schools and private universities. A university may also be
chartered under the general nonprofit corporation statute of the jurisdiction.
In principle, an authorizing instrument under the common law of trusts
would also suffice. Regardless of the form, a university's charter is usually
restrictive; it dedicates the institution to educational and related purposes.

A variety of the causes espoused in the name of social investing are not
within the purposes of such charters-for example, expressing disapproval
of selected foreign governments, or supporting certain labor union organiz-
ing campaigns. For university trustees to spend university funds on such
causes directly would be ultra vires and put the trustees in breach of their
fidiciary duty to the institution.88 Were the trustees to pursue the same end
by engaging in social investing of the university's endowment funds, they
would simply be attempting to do indirectly what they may not do directly.

Under conventional charitable trust law, the state attorney general has
standing to sue to prevent such misuses of university endowment funds.
Because he is a political officer, and there will often be more votes to gain
from supporting than from opposing the groups that advocate social invest-
ing, his intervention might not always be a serious prospect. But the attor-
ney general probably does not have a monopoly of standing in such cases;
other persons who have a significant economic interest in the fate of the
endowment-for example, professors and students-probably may sue.89

Noncharitable Purposes. If a particular charter is too restrictive to permit
a particular scheme of social investing, the proponents of the scheme may
reply that the institution ought to get its charter amended. When the charter
originates in special state legislation, the legislature can authorize virtually
any use of institutional funds (at least as regards the state law of charitable
purposes, although not the federal tax consequences). When the charter is

"See id. a" sec. 379.
"in Coffee v. William Marsh Rice Univ.. 403 S.W. 2d 340 (Tex. 1966). two opposing

groups of alumni were held to have standing to intervene in a lawsuit in which the trustees of
Rice University were seeking the application of the cy pres doctrine in order to eliminate
racially restrictive provisions from the trust instrument that had created the school.
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nonstatutory and subject to the common law of charitable trusts, valid
charter amendments will be impossible for many social investing schemes.
The law of charitable trusts denies private autonomy over the definition of
what purposes qualify as charitable. The standard of community benefit
does not vary with the tastes of universities or their founders, trustees, and
donors.

Some of the schemes favored by proponents of social investing are
incompatible with these legal standards. In England, a trust for the purpose
of changing existing law is not charitable.90 Although this rule generally has
not been followed in American law, our law does attempt to distinguish
between "social" purposes, which are permissible, and "political" pur-
poses, which are not.9 ' Trusts to promote socialist political and educational
activity have been held not charitable;9 2 a similar fate befell a bequest to
create an educational and information center for the Republican women of
Pennsylvania. 93 A Scottish case held that a trust to support resistance to
strikebreaking and lockouts was political and hence void," and a New
Zealand case ruled similarly against a trust for the League of Nations.95

University trustees faced with pressures to adapt their portfolios to the
requirements of union organizing campaigns, or some group's foreign-
policy views, must beware the force of such precedents. The price of
yielding to social-investing demands may be litigation costs and potential
liability for breach of fiduciary duty.

Costs. From a practical standpoint, university trustees are obliged to give
full weight to the savings in administrative costs that result when the
institution is spared the needless portfolio reviews and difficult investment
decisions that are involved in social investing, especially in view of the
absence of agreement on the social principles to be pursued.

Donors. Past donors-more likely their heirs or successors-may claim
that since social investing constitutes a diversion from the educational
purposes for which the funds were given, it breaches an implied or express
condition and ought to trigger defeasance of the funds in favor of the donor.
In Illinois, legislation in force since 1874 denies to universities the "power
to divert any gift . . . from the specific purpose designed by the donor."'
Donors would have a strong argument against applying the cy pres doctrine
in order to prevent defeasance, since cy pres applies only when it "becomes
impossible or impracticable or illegal to carry out the original charitable

' 0National Anti-Vivisection Soc'y. v. Inland Revenue Commrs., 119481 A.C. 31.
9'4 A. Scott. supgr note 38. at sec. 374.6.
92SOc id.

9'Deichemann Estate, 21 Pa. D. & C.2d 65 (1959).
ITnstees for the Roll of Voluntary Workers v. Comings. of Inland Revenue, 119421 Sess.

Cas. 47.
"in rt Wilkinson, 119411 N.Z.L.R. 1065.
"III Rev. Stat. 1971. ch. 144, sec. 1.
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purpose."' 9 Thus, trustees who yield to pressures to divert endowment
funds from education to other causes are exposing their endowments to the
restitutionary claims of donors and heirs.

Vill. CONCLUSION

In emphasizing the legal risks that pension trustees and university and
other charitable trustees incur in pursuing social investing, I do not suggest
that the law requires social grievances to go without remedy. The law of
trusts has been constructed on the quite intelligent premise that the grand
social issues of the day should be resolved in those institutions whose
procedures and powers are appropriate to them. The political and legislative
process of the modem democratic state is well adapted to dealing with
pressures for social change. Pension trusts have been designed to provide
retirement security, and charitable trusts have been designed to serve spe-
cialized purposes-in education, healing, the arts, research, and so forth. A
board of trustees is not well suited to be a forum for the resolution of
complex social issues largely unrelated to its work. There is every reason to
think that trustees will best serve the cause of social change by remitting the
advocates of social causes to the political arena, where their proposals can
be fairly tested and defined, and if found meritorious, effectively
implemented.

97Restatemutt supra note 33. at sec. 399.
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VIA HAND DELIVERY

B. Olena Berg, Assistant Secretary
Pension and Welfare Benefits Adminisisauion
United States Department of Labor

Room L-2524
200 Consituion Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Ms. Berg:

In accordance with your inquiry, it is my opinion that the ERISA legal standards
contained in Interpretive Bulletin No. 94-1, as they would apply to pension plan investment
in economically targeted investments (E1'I's), are exactly the same as the ERISA legal
standards which have been employed by the U.S. Labor Department since the late 1970s
when I served as sRISA Administrator at the Department.

This opinion is based upon my government service as Administrator during the final
three years of the Carter administration and the first full year of the first Reagan
admCnistration. It is further based upon my law practice in the private sector where I have
specinaled since 1981 in advising fiduciris of corporate, multemployer and public
employee pension funds regarding compliance with ERISA, state and municipal legisladon,
and trust law. In my practice, I have been required to pay close attention to the rulings and
regulations issued by the ERISA prgram of the Department when advising fiduciaries
regarding investment decsuion-ma ying, including investment in Eit's.

Sincerely.

Ian D. Lanoff
/jpt

the er fteCre diitainan h is 1lya ftefrtRaa
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va fiesimfl and ni . man

Honorable Olena Berg.
Assistant Secretary of Labor
U.S. Department of Labor. PWBA
200 Constitution Avenue, NW - S2524
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dcar Olkna.

You have asked me to writconfirming many conversadons that we have had with
respect to the Department of Labor's ('DOL') policies relating to wht his variously been

referred to as 'Social Invesdng' or *Economicafly Targeted Invstents ('ETI-). In my
opinion, Intepretivc Bulletin 94-1 sets forth a policy that is consistent with the policies
announced by DOL during tbh years that I bad principal responsibility for the ERISA

program.

In the PWBA PaCt Sheet accompanyiog announrenlt of IB 94-1, thc Department
conlades:

'Tbe department clarified in the bullecin that invsts in MEs are govemed by the
same ERISA standards as are other plan investments.

Plans may invest In ETs it the EI Invest s are expected to provide risk-adjusted
rates of return commensurate with competing invcstnts of similar haracteistics; and the
En Investment is otberwisc appropriate for the plan intents of stch factors as diversification
and the investment policy of the plan. 6/22194.

I described the appropriate investment critaria in comparable language on December 7.
1984 in speaking to the Florida Laborl Management Council at West Palm Beach, Florida:

StME 620 NORtM * 601 iM axrN STREET. NYW. V, AS{IIGlNM DC. 20O55 * 202-7835-348 . FAX 202-7R3-316
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* Congress. spealdog fhrough ER1SA, se that investment objectives that pronde the
greatest retun to the plan consistnt wish aepmble isk mst be paraoumt. However, dhit
DOES NOT MWAN that plans must ignore de44 Wr scaial views wh faced with
invctment of equil imvstment me& ' (epasis add4.

I write bas I sbam your c n tht th teas of millions of Amic who are
beidng from te vas suces of ERISA have confde e In its onsistent administaton,
for thefr exhlusive benefit In my view, DOLs pbllicks requiring investments be made for the
'sclc' purpose ofbenefting plan participants are unchanging and inveterate.

Respectfuly Youms

Robert A.O. Monks

SUITE 62o NORTH. 6oi TuMTEENTH STREET, NW. . WASI 4GTON. D.C. anne - 202-77-3348 * FAX 202-783-3316
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Ur._:ohn Thomas Kenney -
*anager0-aenefit Progr _
Cba olr Corporation W e
P. O. Soe 1919 _
Detroit, Michigan 48288 ' :

Dear Sirs

1 an writing in reply to your letter of April 14, 1980, In
whicb you seek an Advisory Opinion concecning the lawfulness
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)
of a certain understanding denominated the 'Letter Agreement'
or *Agreement' between the Chrysler Corporatiou (Chrysler) and
the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agri-
cultural Implement Workers of America (UAW).. That -agerexent,

- furnished with your request. was the only document submitted
for the Department'& consideration. Wte have met with refresen--
tatives of Chrysler and the UAW and, among other things, pointed
out that the intended construction of the agreement is not in all
respects clear. You have.,bowever. made certain representetion5
r garding the manner in which the agreement enbodi d In the * -
rendunt of understanding s ezpected_to vwotinu prcctice..__._._

Basedon theae representations and on our reading of the neno-.
andue submitted for our consideration, we have reached the
following conclusions zegarding the agreement an it is to be
applied. The pension plan-assets are now and will continue to
be hold in trust and exclusively managed by trustees.: In
order to assist the trustees by providing an expanded range of
-inforation concerning-investatnt opportunities, Chryslet and'.
tbe UfAW hev-t agre=d to establish an Investment Advisocy Cor-

-0ittest consisting of three members appointed by Chrysler *ndn:
_ -Z b- - by-the OAW .he-prfimmrt fanctions- -

, , ,, ,,
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of this Committee will be (1) to obtain information concerning
and select and recommend to the trustees of the Pension Plan,
geographical areas of communities in which residential mortgage
financing could be provided by the Plant and (2) on an annual
basis, to recommend to the trustees opportunities ftor investments
in debt obligations of nursing homes, nursery schools, federally
qualified health maintenance organizations, hospitals or similar
nonprofit institutions in communities where there are large con-
centrations of UAW members. The residential mortgage investment
opportunities which-the Committee will-eoek to identify-will , -
be primarily mortgages on single and multiple family dwellings
(including cooperatives and condominiums), the purchase price
of which 4s-equal to or below the average purchase price of -
similar housing in the community involved. It is intended that
such mortgage financing recommendations will be or financing
at rates and upon terms prevailing in the communities selected
and will be available to the general public, including UAW
members, but shall not be limited only to UAW members. For each
year this agreement is in effect, the Committee is expected to
make sufficient recommendations for such investments to permit
the trustees to consider investment of 10 percent of the amount
of Chrysler contributions available for investment after deductin
the portion of the benefits payable for such year which is in
excess of investment income (excluding realized and unrealized
capital gains).

We understand that the Committee will act by majority vote,
and in the event of a tie, the deciding vote w1ll be cast by an
impartial chairman chosen pursuant to the collective bargaining
agreement.

It also appears that for each year this agreement is in effect,
the Union may draw up a list of not more than five companies
which conduct business with South Africa but which have not
supported the elimination of racial discrimination there in
specified ways, and recommend that the trustees make no new
investment in such companies. You indicate that any such
recommendations will not relate to any portion of the Pension
Fund invested-tn -coimonor collective-trust funds-or pooled----
investment funds, or to any insurance contract constituting
part of the Pension fund. ___
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The truatees, in the exercise of their discretion, may reject
any or all recommendations of the Comnittee and the Union or
invest more funds in projects Identified by the Conmittee than
recommended. Our reading of the memorandum o: understanding
between Chrysler and the Union in ligbt of your subsequent
representations indicates that the trustees will retain full
investment discretion regarding the aesets of the Pension Fund.
and that It is fully understood that the trustees must *xercie
this discretion, in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
Accordingly, the trustees will possess full authority to implem
or not to Implement any recommendation made to then by either
the Committee or the Onion. In this regard, you represent that
neither Chrysler nor the Onion will attempt publicly or private'
to influence the trustees regarding specific recommendations of
the Committee or the Union.

It appears to us that the purpose of the structure established
by this agreement Is to call to the attention of the Fund trust
areas of investment opportunity which, although perhaps not -
generally explored by certain traditional investment managers,
may nonetheless be-prudent and potentially profitable. As you
a*re aware, Title I. Subtitle 3, Part 4 'of the Act contains a
number of provisions regarding fiduciary responsibility with re-
to employee benefit plans. Section 403 of the Act provides gen-
erally that the trustee-of -a.plan shall have exclusive authorit)
and discretion to manage and control the assets of the plan.
Pursuant to section 404 of the Act, a trustee or other fiduciary
must discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the
interests of plan participants and beneficiaries, and in a prudo
mannef ii-ccorda-nde witfhaection 404(a)(l1)() of the Act and'
regulation 29 CFR §2550.404a-1. Further, a trustee or other
fiduciary *urt not cause the plan to engage in any of the pro-
hibited transactions in sections 406(a) or 407 of the Act. The
trustee or fiduciary himself must not engage in any of the pro-
hibited transactions listed in section 406(b) of the Act, which
describes certain transactions involving self-dealing and con-
Clicts of interest. _ _ _

20-518 0 - 96 - 5
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If the memorandum of understanding submitted for out considera-
tion Is construed and put Into practice In the Mannar outlined
above, it Is the opinion of the Department thjt such *ffectua-
tion of the agreement between Chrysler *nd the VAN would not
of Itself Involve violations of the provisions of Title I.
Subtitle S. Part 4 of the Act and the regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto. Bowever, the Department, by this letter,
cipresses no opinion regarding-the lawfulnesa of any specific
-transaction rhicb mny be undertaken by-the Union. the Committee -
or the trustees in connection rith this agreement or otherwise.

Sincerely. - -

Ian D. Lanoff
Adainistrator
Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs
Labor-Management Services Administration
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U.S. Department of Lab;. Laoci-£t-argermem Se:. :es A s:
Washington. D.C. 20216

Reply to ir.e Altenrton at ,

d 1 I 6 1981

Mr. George Cox
Cox, Castle & Nicholson
Two Century Plaza
Los Angeles, California 90067

Dear Mr. Cox:

I am writing to advise you of the Department's conclusions
and concerns in connection with the Construction Industry
Real Estate Development Financing Foundation of Southern
California ('the Foundation')._ On October 22, 1980, Alan
Lebowitz and Sherwin Kaplan of my staff met with you and
three of your associates to discuss the Foundation. Prior
to that meeting, Department staff had met with Messrs.
Albert Brundage and John F. Hebert of Union Mortgage Bankers
to discuss an earlier proposal designed to pool assets of
various employee benefit plans for the purpose of financing
real estate construction projects._ we had also received
from Mr. Brundage a copy of a draft document establishing
the Foundation as well as a draft copy of a proposed Trans-
action Trust Agreement.

As you are aware, our interest in the creation and structure
of the Foundation originally arose from published articles.
which indicated that a consortium of southern California

;Taft-Hartley employee benefit plans, all affiliated with
'the construction trades, were seeking to join together in
.a 'super trust' which would invest the plans' assets in

union-only construction projects in the southern California
region. Upon becoming aware -if this proposal. members of my
staff immediately advised Mr. Brundage and others that in
the Department's view ERISA mandates that employee benefit
plan fiduciaries must, in formulating and executing invest-
ment policies, consider only the interest of participants
and beneficiaries of their plan and that such policies must.
in the first instance, be based solely on economic consider-
ations. Specifically, our concern, as expressed to both
Mr. Brundage and to you, was that if fiduciaries of employee
benefit plans were to determine to invest only in, or to con-
sider only, union construction projects in southern California.
they would be artificially Aimiting their potential investment
opportunities for non-economic reasons.
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As w.e understand the current proposal, however, the object of
the arrangements now under consideration is to broaden, rather
than to restrict, the range of investment opportunities avail-
able for plans. Based on the written materials we have "
received and the information provided by you at the Octobor
22 meeting in Los Angeles, we understand that the Foundation
will serve as a forum for presentation to fiduciaries of
member plans of proposed construction projects for possible
investment. Plans which are members of the Foundation are
not obligated to invest in any project presented at a
meeting of the Foundation. Rather, fiduciaries of each
member plan, acting solely on behalf of their respective
plans, consider each proposed project as a possible investment,
and compare it with other available investment opportunities.
They then decide on behalf of their plan whether to invest
in that project. Each plan arrives at its decision independently
of all other plans. Plan fiduciaries will not make advance
commitments of funds for investment in any project presented
at a Foundation meeting. As we understand it, fiduciaries
of each individual plan will continue to consider a broad
range of relevant investment opportunities and, based on
such consideration, will make the investment determinations
believed to be in the best interest of their plan's participants
and beneficiaries. In so doing, they will consider proposals
presented through the Foundation along with other possible--
investments. Ultimately, each plan's fiduciaries retain
full discretion with regard to their plan's investments and
are responsible for the investment decisions made. Under
the circumstances, it appears to us that membership in the
Foundation will not inappropriately limit the investment
alternatives available to plan fiduciaries, and that the use
of the Fouadation concept, as. described above, would not in
itself violate any- of-ERISAJf-. fiducin-Altandards.

We have not had the opportunity to consider the- instruments
by which plan assets committed by Foundation member-plans to
loan projects are collected and disbursed. You have indicated
to our staff your own belief that, where a given project is
selected by plan fiduciaries with the understanding that it
is to be constructed with union labor, the financing would be
disbursed only if that condition is met. Without speculating
unduly on the variety of circumstances in which ERISA violations
could occur in relation to such an objective, we believe that
all involved with the Foundation should be alert to these dangers.
Not only the fiduciaries who make an initial decision to invest
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-plan assets in-a particular project, but also all those
fiduciaries subsequently involved, are subject to the
requirements of section 404 to act prudently and solely in
the interest of plan participants. Thus, for example, in
determining whether and for what reasons to enforce or
decline to enforce any given right of a lender where the
loan is to be of plan assets, a fiduciary could not take a
course of action which would not be the most advantageous
economically to the lender plans. In deciding to enforce or
decline to enforce a given right, a fiduciary may act on the
basis of non-economic considerations, but only if such action
does not in any way violate the fiduciary's duty set forth
immediately above; that is, a fiduciary might choose on the
basis of non-economic considerations between two alternatives
which in his judgement were economically equally advantageous.

We are aware of your intention to structure the Foundation in
such-a way that neither the mortgage bankers who may be making
presentations at Foundation meetings, nor the Foundation itself,
would be fiduciaries with respect to any member employee benefit
plan. Because of the fact that ERISA section 3(21) provides
that the test to be employed to determine whether a fiduciary
relationship exists in a given situation is generally functional
rather than structural (although certain positions, by virtue
of the power they confer,_may-make one a -f-iduciary for structural
reasons), we cannot, at this point, comment on whether such a
relationship will have been established in this situation. In
this regard, the Department's Los Angeles Area Office is currently
conducting two investigations of employee benefit plans which
may be or intend to become members of the Foundation. Upon the
completion of these investigations, it may be possible for the
Department to determine whetherthe Foundation or the mortgage
bankers, in practice, maintain a fiduciary relationship to
specific employee benefit plans.

Two other aspects of the Foundation proposal as we currently
understand it raise ERISA questions which we believe would be
of concern to the fiduciaries of plans participating in the
Foundation and which you may, therefore, wish the bring to their
attention. These are: the provisions which appear to restrict
severely the ability of an employee benefit plan to dispose of
its interest in a 'Transaction Trust' during the entire life of
that trust: and the provision which provides that an individual
employee benefit plan might be required to invest more than its
fiduciaries had previously agreed to in a specific Transaction
Trust.
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The facts concerning these matters as well as others relati

to the proposed operation of the Foundation are not suf _ently

well developed for an expression of the Department's 0 nion at

this time. Sirnce the proposed Foundation documents presented

to us appear to have satisfied our original concerns, we do

not intend to take any further action at this time. You are

cautioned, however, that neither the approval previously

expressed of the Foundation concept as we understand it nor

our intention to take no action at this time constitutes

approval of how the Foundation would, in fact, operate.

Once the Foundation has been in operation for a period of, time,

we may, pursuant to section 504 of ERISA. review its activities

and those of the fiduciaries of participating plans to determine

whether the Foundation and its member employee benefit plans

are functioning in compliance with the fiduciary provisions of

ERISA. Of course it remains the responsibility of each plan

fiduciary to determine that the plan to which each owes a fidu-

ciary responsibility is, at all times, managed in a manner con-

sistent with the obligations imposed by ERISA. In this regard,

we view your proposal to establish and operate the Foundation

in a manner which does not appear to limit the investment

opportunity of any plan participating in it as a hopeful and

constructive indication of an intention on the part of all

concerned to operate these plans in a manner consistent with--

ERISA.

Sincerely,

Ian D. Lanoff
Administrator
Pension and Welfare
Benefit Programs
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Reply 'iD ha Al:enion of:

& N6 1981

Theodore R. Groom
Laurence J. Haas
Groom and Nordberg
1775 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Fashington, D. C. 20006

Gentlemen:

This is in response to your letter and supporting memorandum,'
both dated December 30, 1980, requesting and advisory opinion
from the Department of Labor with regard to whether the op-
eration of two proposed Prudential Life Insurance Company of
America (Prudential) pooled separate accounts, one of which
is expected to consist primarily of mortgage loans on real
properties which are developed or improved with only union
labor ('union preferred account") and a second which would
not consider whether the proposed development or improvement
would employ union labor ('union neutral account"), would
violate the fiduciary responsibility provisions of S404 of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

As you know, ERISA Procedure 76-1 (41 FR 36281, August 27,
1976) provides the general procedures of the Department in
issuing an advisory opinion with regard to ERISA. Section S
of that Procedure retains for the Department the discretion
not to issue an advisory opinion where, among other things,
the issue presented-is inherently factual in nature. Obvi-

... ously,.any.-de.termination. as. totheactualoperatir;nof. theset
two particular investment arrangements can not be made in
advance of their implementation.. te have, however, decided
to respond to your request to the extent possible at this
time.

In your memorandum, you describe the three stage process
whereby Prudential currently selects its mortgage invet:.ments
and how this process would be applied to the two proposed
new accounts. The first stage now consists of a review of
ea-n: loan application by one of the more than 50 Prudential
field offices located throughout the country during which
Prudential's previously established financial standards and
procedures for evaluating mortgage loan investnonts are 0?-
plied. According to your memorandum, this stage will remain
unchitngud; there would he no consideratian whatzoever of
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--whether the project for which the loan has been requested
will be developed or improved with union or non-union labor.
You specifically state that Prudential's field offices wil:
be' "instructed not to favor, or to discriminate against,
proposed mortgage loans on the basis of whether improvements
on the property will or will not be constructed with union
labor".

Once a proposed mortgage investment is approved and recom-
mended by a field office, it is sent to the corporate office
of the Real Estate Investment Department for corporate re-
view. Initial review at this second stage would be performed
by a real estate analyst who, like the field office, would
consider the proposal solely on the basis of its economic
merits, without regard to, for example, whether the property
would be constructed or improved with union or non-union
labor. Upon approval by the analyst, the proposed loan
would be forwarded to the corporate officer in the Real
Estate Investment Department responsible for mortgage loan
activity. At this point in the second stage of the approval
process, the question whether the project contemplates using
union labor would be considered for the first time. According
to your memorandum, such consideration would only be for the
purpose of determining whether' the loan funds would come from
Prudential's general account, its union preferred actount or
its union neutral account.

At the same time, consideration would also be given to the
amount of cash available in each account for investment pur-
noses and the diversification requirement of each account.
With regard to diversification, your memorandum expressly
states that emphasis will be placed on maintaining portfolios
which are not overly concentrated in mortgages secured by

any one ty2e of property (e.g., office buildings, warehouses
or shopping centers, &e6.T or ftbitg-s seczdrd-b-y'fitd erty'-- '
concentrated in any specific geographic area. You indicate
that Prudential will not make a commitment to any participating
employee benefit plan to direct its investments to a region
containing union members participating in that plan.

Finally, you state that, even though Prudential will make
every effort to place only union built projects in the union
preferred account, in the event a specific project placed in
that account uses non-union labor, the investment would none-
theless remain in the union preferred separate account. Thus,
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no absolute guarantees would 'or could be given by Prudential
that the union preferred accopnt would invest exclusively in
union-only projects, but, rather, Prudential would merely
promise to use every effort to see that such a result were
obtained.

Once the corporate office of the Real Estate Investment
Department has approved a proposed loan application, unless
the loan is for less than a specified amount, a third stage
process of review and final approval would be undertaken by
Prudential's Finance Committee.

In our view, this approach, as outlined in your memorandum,
would not be inconsistent with the requirements of S404 of.
ERISA merely because investments allocated to one of the new
accounts, are expected to consist primarily of mortgage loans
on properties that are developed or improved only with union
labor. If you have any additional questions with regard to
our views on this matter, please do not hesitate to contact
either.me or members of my staff.

Sincerely,

Ian D. Lanoff
Administrator
Pension and Welfare

Benefit Programs
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Trustees of the Twin City
Carpenters and Joiner.
Pension Fund

2850 'etz4.~fli-_,
Suite 404
Bloo;-inyt tinmsota 55420

The Deperteat of Labor has responsibility lor aduinistvatlm..
and cnforzeint of Title I of the fplolyo RatizQ1at
Xacome Se < 7-flt of 1974 ( * StL59 s. * r.

rLadminiaftru pananlte :w

T-4 ly -ig V -wth 1 -
equity participation loans for the construction and

~~~~~~n dra gma enng pzla«o the

r-habilitation of low and aod rate LomelnomlaA the ;i
cities of Kiftso"Us and at. -_L.

Based oan the facts gathered during this Investigation. 'and ,

subject to t' a1i-4 LLty that a~fLtinmL _;ai
lead us to refis our vile, it appm that _ ..-
you will be'breachlng your fiduciary ob ligtions to the
plan if you omit plan assets to the proje sIt la
presently conceived. The purpose of this letter is to
advise you of our fincinqs end to give you an opportunity
to reconsider your position prior to committing funds to
the project.

As we understand the facts, many of which were provided by

-you and officiale of the Family Housing Fund during the
course of our nveatigation, yonr plan. two other *mployse
benefit plant subject to coverage of RIXS&, one municipal
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employee benefit plan not subject to the coverage of ERISA,
the McKnight Foundation and the cities of Hinneapolis/
St. Paul (using funds provided by an urban development
action grant (UDAG)) propose to make available, through
the Family Housing Fund, 30% of the funds necessary to
construct 1600-1800 new, and substantially rehabilitate
1200-1400 existing, units of residential property in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area. The remaining 70% of the funds
will come from the sale of municipal bonds by the cities
of Minneapolis/St. Paul. Funds provided by the plans and
the McKnight Foundation, which will be secured by a
Family Housing Fund Note, will not be structured as would
a conventional mort;age, but, rather, would be in the form
of an equity participation loan whereby no return on
either principal or interest would be realized until houses
are sold by the original buyers.

It is contemplated that the main source of funds for the
return on investment to be realized by the plans will be
the appreciation of the property between the time it is
constructedand the time it is sold by its first buyer.
As a method of guaranteeing a return to the plans, UDAG
has agreed to receive no return on either its principal
investment or interest until all principal has been repaid
to the plans as well as a "profit" equal to an annual
interest rate not to exceed 13%. To further insure that
the plans receive a return on investment equal to 13% a
year, the McKnight Foundation has agreed to accept a lower
interest rate, estimated to be in the range of 3% to 7%,
depending on the appreciation of each piece of property.

Purchasers of homes financed by these equity participation
loans will make lower mortgage payments than would be the
case if the entire mortgage were conventionally financed.
This is true because principal and interest payments will,
in effect, be based on only 70% of the total mortgage
amount; that money accumulated through the sale of municipal
bonds. Thus, one of the main goals of the program is to
provide housing at a reduced rate to those who otherwise
might not be aole to afford it.

The ultimate success of the program is based on many assumptions
and variables. For example, one individual connected with
the Department of Housing and Urban Development had stated
that for the program to operate as designed without additional
funding, the proposed revenue bonds would have to be issued
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at an LntSotit rute of ne more than 10 3W4%. atoe Imb l - --

program contemplates an average appreciation rate of 7%
on each of the units and has assomed a prepayment rate
of 140% of the actual rate of prepayment for all rRA
insured nortgagee-from 1957-1977. it hbs been stated
by officials connected with the Family semsiag read that

these assumptions axe ooneervatiYv in light of rec nt
ezperimm u thu *CjneepOUSt- -- Vaal
exp rienso 20UlG on, however, La e3perience bae on

statistics using the metropolitan area as a whole and.
doex not make special allowanc-s for the fact that
tbe :-rtgages bere, fr. effect, will be subsidlzed, thus
potentially adversely affecting the prepayment rate, ana

that large perzentages of the house built wiL1 be .omt d

in depressed a&eas, thus poteatlIly lowzirLg the am"

appreciatto or, possibly, seaulting Lt actual 1

We.
will be
of s'ta M -
possible in'he worst case sazIoa is due eol*jW -
the gquaruatee'~ provided by the 9DM
the pz:or t. th e 8iiW

at any tins If it determines that insufiRclent unto of
the newly cesetruated housing iL being.Vxaide JOd.X.
inooe famliF4 es. No preletlUs-b- - e--w--B_5 -_
an overall depreciation of the property and, eva, In the
best of sitatiLons, the plan' .a retu o ed:.-at-

As the progima is structured, the YaelV Muslaw Thm
which the plans will hold, will occupy a subordinate
position to the Program Notes which will secure the funds
obtained through the sale of municipal bonds. Therefore,
in our view, as well as in the view of an investment advisor
to ono of the plans, the plans' security position will be
roughly equivalent to that of the holder of a secono mortgage.

Based on these facts, and others disclosed in our investigation,
we have oonlcuded that plan fiduciaries based their decision
to tentatively park&bLpate in this pzugrn, in substantisi

part, on factors other than a strictly conoe4ic analysis
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of what Lnuestomt opportunIties woeld be in tha best
interest of plan participants and beneficiaries. While

t-e Department is rc, opposec to employec benefit planc

investing ln honsimn, mort:ages or any other type of

secure investment, it Ls our view that the consideratlons
which lead to the approval of any 1mestment uust, in

the first lnstance, be based solely on econooic factors

relatlgt tat Lnvestent. suck as p lihl tt of n -

and risk af loDs. In this reqard, it zhoeld be noted

that couvO-tiofal flrat;nortgag55 not only curreatly
yield returns in excess of 13% a year, but also result
'n Dayflts on a er: l -zsiz -hich:.are not depecrent cn
any future sale o' the property. Based on the increased
risk, Maztotplsce returs for second siotgovas-ars
considezahly higher.

In our You to Provest-to V SAM LPOSS.4k^

Subje-ct to sections 403(c) and (8), 4042 and 4044,
a fidueiar shell discharge his dutLes with
toe Ahor- 4-

(A) for the exclusive purpos aft
(i) prevlding benefits to VartIcipanto , -t §

and beneficiaries5 and
Cii)defraying reasonable eensx s of

admInlsterIng the plans
(B) Vlth the care, skill, prudence and diliqence

under the circumstances then prevalling that
a prudent man actinq in a like capacity and
familiar with such matters would use in the
conduct of an enterprise of a like character
and with like airsy

'e bave provided the :oreooing statements of our views
to help you evaluate your obligations as fiduciaries

vithin the meaning of 8RISA_ Should you wish to discuss
this matter furtbhr, representativeS of the Department will
be happy to meet with you at any time to more fully explain
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oCW Ainid to be appas lid of any addftlonal n1formation
you might care to pr*tide. The person to contact within
the Department with regard to this =atter is Vircinia
Fartlert, aho may be reached at (202) 523-6545.

Sincerely,

Ian D. Lanoff
Administrator
penzio a.._ Welfarc

..eneiit Programs

cc: Lanoff Info Enforcomnt Chron 'Xnneapolis AD
Chicago RO Gewin 8ert1 SE. C*Slgo)-

5--lS-8 -. iniummuimi
--
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: U.S. Department of Labor .::';.. t :m 'n -

:~: - :Ivan strasfeld
AC! -:ie-:7: 1(202) 523-8971

MAR I 5 i3

Mr. Ralph P. Katz
Deison & Gordon
230 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10169

Re: Annuity Fund of the Electrical Industry
of Long Island
Identification Number: F-1998A

Dear Mr. Katz:

This is in reply to your request of June 5. 1981, for an advisory
opinion on behalf of the Annuity Fund of the Electrical Industry
of Long Island (the Fund) concerning the Fund's proposed
investment in guaranteed investment contracts of insurance
companies who would obligate themselves to invest in construction
mortgages in the geographic area of the Fund. Specifically, you
requested an opinion that the purchase of these contracts would
not contravene the fiduciary responsibility provisions of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

You represented in your letter of June 5 and in subsequent
correspondence with the Department that the Fund is a defined
contribution clan in which all employer contributions_.are
credited to individual accounts in the names of participants !or
whom money has been paid. The trustees of the Fund "intend to
invest in guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) of insurance
companies who would promise to invest in construction mortgages
for commercial, industrial and residential land and structures in
Nassau and/or Suffolk Counties, New York, engaging only
contractors who are parties to collective bargaining agreements
with unions affiliated with the Building and Construction Trades
Council of Nassau and Suffolk Counties, New York, A.F.L. - C.I.O.
The trustees reason that these contracts will stimulate
construction activity and thereby increase contributions to the
Fund. we understand from your correspondence that the trustees
will seek bids from insurance companies on contracts with and
without this provision and that the trustees would only enter
into contracts offering the highest return. In computing total
return, the trustees will take into consideration income earned
on employer contributions made possible or stimulated by the
insurance company's obligation to invest in contruction projects.

Sections 5.01 and 5.02 of ERISA Procedure 76-1 (41 FR 36281,
August 27, 1976) provide that the Department of Labor (the
Departoent) ordinarily will not issue advisory opinions on She

.1 ,
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aoplication of section 404(a) to particular fiduciary conduct or
on questions whic' are of an inherently factual nature. For
these reasons and because the Department has expressed general
views which are relevant to the type of transaction involved in
this case, we are respondino to your request in the form of an
information letter, which is described by section 3.01 of ERISA
Procedure 76-1.

In performing investment duties for a plan, fiduciaries are
subject to the general fiduciary responsibility standards
contained in section 404(a)(1) of ERISA. Section 404(a)(1)
requiries, among other things, that a fiduciary of a plan act
prudently, solely in the interest of the plan's participants and
beneficiaries, and for the exclusive purpose of providing
benefits to participants and beneficiaries. As iou know, the
Department, on a number of occasions, has expressed its views as
to the meaning of these requirements in the context of investment
decision-making.

We have stated that, to act prudently, a plan fiduciary must
consider, among other factors, the availability, riskiness, and
potential return of alternative investments for his plan.
Because guaranteed investment contracts are investments which
would be selected, if at all, in preference to alternative
investments, a contract would not be prudent if it provided a
plan with less return, in comparison to risk, than comparable
investments available to the plan, or if it involved a greater
risk to the security of plan assets than other investments
offering a similar return.

We have construed the requirements that a fiduciary act solely in
the interest of, and for the exclusive purpose of providing
benefits to, participants and beneficiaries as prohibiting a
fiduciary from subordinating the interests of participants and
beneficiaries in their retirement income to unrelated objectives.
Thus, in deciding weether and to what extent to invest in
guaranteed investment contracts, a fiduciary must ordinarily
consider only factors relating to the interests of plan
participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income. A
decision to make an investment may not be influenced by a desire
to stimulate the construction industry and generate employment,
unless the investment, when judged solely on the basis of its
economic value to the plan, would be equal or superior to
alternative investments available to the plan. In this regard,
we note your representation that it is for the purpose of
maximizing trust fund income that the trustees seek to ootain the
investment commitment fron the insurance companies in addition to
a commitment for the payment of interest.
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The portion of your proposal which computes total return by
taking into account income estimated from the investment of
additional contributions generated by a particular investment
contract appears speculative in nature and may be inconsistent
with the fiduciaries' duty to judge a partirular investment
solely on the basis of its economic value to the fund. Although
you make representations regarding the Fund's ability to quantify
the value to participants of the additional income generated from
the investment commitment, it does not appear from your numerous
submissions that the Fund could accurately compute the direct
impact of the commitment on each participant's individual
account. Of course, it remains the responsibility of each Fund
fiduciary to analyze investment alternatives in a manner
consistent with the requirements of section 404(a)(1) of ERISA.

With respect to your inquiry concerning the prohibited
transaction provisions of ERISA. section 406(a)(1(B) provides
that a fiduciary with respect to a plan shall not cause the plan
to engage in a transaction, if he or she knows or should know
that the transaction constitues a direct or indirect lending of
money or other extension of credit between the plan and a party
in interest. Section 406(a)(l)(D) similarly prohibits a
fiduciary from causing a plan to engage in a transaction, if he
or she knows or should know that the transaction constitutes a
direct or indirect transfer to, or use by or for the benefit of,
a party in interest, of any assets of the plan. The term party
in interest, is defined by ERISA section 3(14) to include a
fiduciary and an emplover any of whose employees are covered by
the plan. Further, section 406(b)(1) of ERISA prohibits a
fiduciary from dealing with the assets of a plan in his or her
own interest or for his or her own account. Section 406(b)(2)
prohibits a fiduciary from acting in any transaction involving
the plan on behalf of a party, or representing party, whose
interests are adverse to the interests of the plan.

ERISA Interpretative Bulletin 75-2, 29 CFR 52509.75-2, expresses
the general proposition that if an insurance company issues a
contract or policy of insurance to a plan and places the
consideration for such contract or policy in its general asset
account, the assets of such account shall not be considered to be
plan assets. Therefore, a subsequent transaction involving the
general asset account between a party in interest and the
insurance company will not, solely because the plan has been
issued such a contract or policy of insurance, be a prohibited
transaction. However, this does not mean that an investment of
plan assets in an insurance contract may not be a prohibited
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transaction. Thus, the purchase by a plan of an insurance policy
pursuant to arn arrangement under which it is expected that the
insurance comPany will make a loan to a party in interest is a
prohibited transaction.

We hope this information has been helpful.

Sincerely,

Alan D. Lebowitz
Assistant Administrator for

Fiduciary Standards
Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs
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U.S. Department of Labor LacSemcaa.s wng.-er .e-
::-asn--,:f;-, DC 20216 ; ;

MeoIv to Atte~a con oe t ,.

Mr. William J. Chadwick
Paul, Hastings, janofsky & Walker
22nd Floor, 555 S. Flower Street
Los Angeles, CA 90071

Re: Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company (the Insurer)
Exemption Application No. D-3272

Dear Jr. Chtadwick:

The Department of Labor (the Department) has reviewed the
above referenced application for exemption from the prohi-
bitions of section 406 of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (the Act) and from the sanctions
resulting from the application of section 4975 of the internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (the Code). Under Reorganization Plan
No. 4 of 1978 (43 FR 47713, October 17, 1978) effective
December 31, 197S, the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury to issue rulings and exemptions under section 4975
of the Code, with certain exceptions not here relevant has
been transferred to the Secretary of Labor.

The transaction involves the proposed investment by separate
accounts (the Separate Accounts) managed by the.Insurer in
real estate mortcage loans to owners of real property when
(1) pension plansi particularly multiemployer plans, _;nvest
in the Separate Accounts and (2) employers of plan partic:-
pants or affiliates of such employers (collectively. cne
.zployers) may construct improvements on such real prcpcrty.

The application states that (a) the Separate Accounts ..:
not invest in mortgage loans to the Employers or to c ..̂:
parties in interest with respect to the plans (the Flans.
which invest in the Separate Accounts; (b) the mortgage
loans will be secured by income-producing properties ocated
in the geographical areas covered by the Plans, (c) t-.e
mortgage loans will be made to borrowers who intend tc
construct improvements using union labor if the Insurer
previously determines that investing in such loans wil 'Le
consistent with the fiduciary requirements of section ;;.
of the Act, in that all mortgage loans will be subjecz :t :ne
same standards without regard to whether constructicn.
be by union or non-union labor; (d) as a result of ::-o
emphasis on union-built projects and the geographical
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o.lr. William J. Cnadwick
Page 2

concentration of the investments, the mortgage loans may
benefit the Employers who may construct the improvements;
(e) no arrangements to have specific Employers construct the
imurovements are contemplated; (fM no Plans or Employers
will nave a controlling influence over the Separate Accounts'
decisions; (g) the Insurer, as investment fiduciary, will
exercise sole discretion over all assets in, the Separate
Accounts; (h) no more than 15% of any Plan's assets may be
invested in a Separate Account; and (i) no multiemployer
plan may have a greater than 25% interest in a Separate
Account.

As you know, 29 CFR §2509.75-2 provides that generally a
transaction between a party in interest with respect to a
plan and a corporation or partnership in which such plan has
invested would not constitute a prohibited transaction if
there is no prior understanding between the plan and the
corporation or partnership regarding the subsequent trans-
action between the corporation or partnership and t.e party
in interest. However, such transaction would be prohibited
if it is of the type described in section 406 of' the Act
and either the plan alone or the party in interest and
certain related parties in interest, with the plan's aid,
may require the corporation or partnership to engage in the
transaction. The related parties in interest are those
described in section 3(14)(E) through (I) of the Act.

Thus, for example, as stated in the preamble to Part B of
Prohibited Transaction Exemption 76-1 (PTE 76-1, 41 FR 12740,
12743, M-arch 26, 1976), the Department believes that a loar.
by a multiple employer plan to an owner of real property whL
is not a party in interest with respect to such plan would
not constitute a prohibited transaction even if the loan is
for the purpose of enabling such property owner to construct
improvements on such real property and the property owner
contracts with an employer participating in the plan to
construct the improvements. However, the Department also
states (same paragraph) that such a loan may give rise to
a prohibited transaction if, for example, the loan is made
in the context of an arrangement for a specific participating
employer to furnish a portion .of the construction, and such
employer has a controlling influence over the plan's decision
to make the loan.

It is the Department's view that the proposed investments
described in your application are similar to those described
in the preamble to Part B of PTE 76-1 and are subject to tne
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provisions of section 2509.75-2 of the regulations. in this
regard, determinatiors must be made as to whether a mortca e
loan is made in the context of an arrangement for a specizic
Employer to furnish a portion of the construction; ana whethe,
the Separate Account may be required to invest ill a ... iticu1izr
mortaace by either a Plan alone or an Employer and p.rties n
interest within the meaning of section 3(14)(E) throuch (1)
of the Act, with the aid of a Plan. Because these questic-s
are inherently factual in nature, the Department generally
will not issue opinions on whether investments of this type
neet the conditions of section 2509.75-2 and hence are not
prohibited transactions (see section 5.01 of our Advisory
Opinion Procedure, ERISA Proc. 76-1, 41 FR 36281, August 27,
1976).

The Insurer or other appropriate named fiduciaries must
determine in light of all the relevant facts and circumstances
whether the proposed investments by the Separate Accounts
satisfy the conditions of section 2509.75-2 of the rogulatioas.
If these conditions are satisfied, no administrative exemption
would be necessary for these investments. Accordingly, your
exemption application will be closed by the Department
without further action.

With respect to the union-labor and geographic considerations
regarding the loans mentioned above, we wish to point out
that section 404(a) (1) of the Act requires, among other
things, that a fiduciary of a plan act prudently, solely
in the interest of the plan's participants and beneficiaries.
and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to
participants and beneficiaries, when making investment
decisions on behalf of a plan.

In order to act prudently in making investment decisions,
the Insurer must consider, among other factors, the
availability, riskiness, and potential return of alternati-
investments for the Separate Accounts. However, investing
plan assets in mortgage soans meeting the above-mentioned
union-labor and geographic criteria would not satisfy section
404(a) (1) if such loans would provide the plan with less
return, in comparison to risk, than comparable investments
available to the plan or if such loans would involve a
greater risk to the security of plan assets than other
investments offering a similar return.
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ile have construed the retuirements that a fiducar-: act
solely in the interest of. and for the exciusive purpose
of providing benefits to, participants and beneficiaries
as prohibitinc a fiduciary from subordinating the interests
of participants and beneficiaries in their retircmc-t :norc

.to unrelated objectives. Thus, in deciding whether and to
what extent to invest in mortgage loans, a tiduciary must
ordinarily consider only factors relating to the interest:
cf plan participants and beneficiaries in their retirement
.ncomes. A decision to make a mortgage loan may not bu,
influenced by a desire to stimulate business in a particular
geographic area or to encourage use of union labor unless
the loan, when judged solely on the basis *of its economic
value to the plan, would be equal or superior to alternative
investments available to the plan. The proposed investment
by the Separate Accounts in mortgage loans involving union
labor and properties located in specified geographic areas
may operate to limit potential investment opportunities for
the plans whose assets are held in the Separate Accounts.
To the extent that the fiduciaries restrict their consicer-
ation of investment opportunities for non-economic reasons,
we would view such conduct as inconsistent with their duties
under section 404(a) (1) of the Act. Please note that both
the fiduciaries who make investment decisions on behalf Of
the Separate Accounts and the independent fiduciaries oD
each plan who decide to invest Dart of the plan's assets
in a Seoarate Account are subject to these fiduciary
responsibility standards.

'' you have any questions, piease contact Mrs. Miriam Freund,
U.S. Department of Labor, phone number (202) 523-S9'1.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey N. Clayton
Administrator
Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs
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AUG 2 1'S82

Wanial S. O'Sullivan,
President
Uaion Labor Life

Inasurance Company
03O Third Avenue
;:ew York, aY LO"_Z

;)ear Mtr. O'Sulivank:

Miank you for tute letter from you and your colleague dated
July 1, 1962 seekying clarification of a position taken by the
uetpartment in previous correspondence with Union lAbor Life
Insurance Company (ULLICO) regarding thi- EmplOyce RetireOMnt

ou Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). You seek to resolve an
issue raised in a June 2, 1980 letter by the then Administrator
or the Pension and isulfare htenefit Programs in which it was
suggested that thc operation of the J for Jobs' program, a
mortgage separate account, nignt be inaconsitent with the
raqiuirezseats of section 404 (a) (1) of RIXSA.

1 nave Deen informed this ataiemenc was baeed on information
which was available to the aepartment - namely that the stated
policies of ULLICO were to liit investments in the "J for Jobs'
yooled separate account to those projects that were constructed
uy contractors emlployin.1 APL-CIo Suilding Tradle Union embers
aun to direct such account investments back to the geographical
areas where they originated. rhe record reflects that subue-
quently tnare were mieetings between representatives of the
Department and U±.LI;: to discuss the concerns voiced in the
opartments June 2, 19oO letter. In your letter to me you

incicate that ULLICO provided statistical data which "denon-
stratea beyond any Woubt that the conduct of the 'r for Jobs'
yjrogram produced a rate ot return which exceeded the industry
average and other market indices by substantial margins.' You
conclude by noting tant 'no ruling has ever been finalized as
to whether, in fact, this Company's 'J for Jobs' program ...-
in operatea in compliance with the general fiduciary duty rules
of section 4014 of :RI--A.

Section 404 (a) (1) of LRISA provides, in relevant part, that a
fiauciary saiul disclhargo his ,-uties with respect to a plan
solely in tee interesr of the participants and beneficiaries,
for tne exclusive purpose or proviLing benefits to participants
ana their beneficiaries, defraying reasonable expenses of
administering tue plan and with the care, skill, prudence and
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aaieil~l-. ubi~li~isfal;

uiligijulave u&"S 1. u1,.. .irc-stances thei pravailing that a prudent
ius. a&tinj in a like± caypciry ano faomlikr with such s-atetra
wouul use in Lue fonuduct oi an enterprise of a like character
ann with .ike ai>w. iihil tnis section aoes aot exclude tre
provisioa of xncicez,-al benefits to others, the protection or
rociremont inco.ni is, ana must continue to oe, the overriding
social objective govorningj the investenut of pLan assets. the
"opertMeat baa takon the position that fiduciary considerations
sucou as iuvestaena. perfornance may not properly be sacrificed
in order to advance the social welfare of a group or regionj
nowvover, an inveastent is not impermissible under ER1SA solely
because it U&S aocial utility. If the socially beneficial
investment meets objective invetmaant criteria vhicn are
appropriate to t.;e 4oaln of a pooled separate account, it nay
Je considered in titc same manner ae other investmen=s wuica meet
uises criteria.

The Jepartmauo's prior expression of concern was however directed
at this aspect of tue geaeral fiduciary duty provision of section
404 (a) (1) of PRIiA. Liasmly, operating an invest-ent program that
ults ouc certain investments completely. It is difficult to

justify an investzaent policy of exclusion on the basis of non-
ozjoutive economic investment criteria, whether the exclusion
is of union organizeu companies or non-organized companies, witn
t,,e L.USA staadaras that plan .assets be managed prudently, solely
in tla i-terest of the participants and for tne exclusive purpose
of eaying beaefits. uvy investment program which for so called
social purposes exc.Ludes irvesaent possibilities without consi-
darntion of their economic and financial merit would, in our
view, ne inconsistent with y-aIsA' fiduciary standards. No
aacitioual imfonnation kas beenl forthcoming from your company
whica addresses tnim centcral concerd. Accordingly, I can find
uo basis for alterin*i the position oxpressc4 by the Department
i3 iLA lettar of ju.w ., 19a0.

Sincurcly,

Jerozey . Clayton
,-wai-istratcr
Pension ami ;;al;-are

Leneiit Prrojra;.;
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Ralph P. Katz
Delson & Gordon
230 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10169

Re: Annuity Fund of the Electrical Industry of Long Island
Identification Number: F-2521

Dear Mr. Katz:

This is in response to your letter of September 23,1982, in
which you requested clarification regarding the application of
the prohibited transaction provisions of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) to a proposed investment
by the Annuity Fund of the Electrical Industry of Long Island
(the Fund). Specifically, you inquired whether a prohibited
transaction would occur if the trustees of the.Fund made an
investment which was part of an overall agreement obligating
an insurance company to invest a specified amount of insurance
company assets in construction mortgages within the geographic
Jurisdiction of the union whose members are participants in
the Fund. The agreement would further require the insurance
company to make such investments in construction projects
employing only labor represented by unions affiliated with the
AFL-CIO. You state that the trustees will make the investment
after determining that the investment rate of return is equal
to or greater than similar investments bearing similar risks.

Section 406(a)(1)(D) of ERISA prohibits a fiduciary with
respect to a plan from causing the plan to engage in a trans-
action which the fiduciary knows or should know constitutes a
direct or indirect transfer to, or use by or for the benefit
of, a party in interest, of any assets of the plan. Section
406(b) (1) and (2) of ERISA further prohibit a fiduciary with
respect to a plan from dealing with the assets of a plan in
his or her own interest or for his or her own account, or
acting in any transaction on behalf of a party or representing
a party whose interests are adverse to the interest of the
plan or its participants.

Section 3(14) of ERISA defines the term party in interest to
include a fiduciary, an employer any of whose employees are
covered by the plan and any employees of such employer.

We wish to point out, as we have done in prior correspondence
regarding this matter, that ERISA s general standards of
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fiduciary conduct apply to your proposed investment course of
.action. Sections 403(c) and 404(a)(1) of ERISA require, amongother things, that a fiduciary of a plan act prudently, solely
in the interest of the plan's participants and beneficiaries,
and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to partic-
ipants and beneficiaries. As you know the Department, on a
number of occasions, has expressed its views as to the meaning
of these requirements in the context of investment
decision-making.

We have stated that, to act prudently, a plan fiduciary must
consider, among other factors, the availability, riskiness,
and potential return of alternative investments for his plan.
Because the investment you propose causes the plan to forego
other alternative investment opportunities, such an investment
would not be prudent if it provided a plan with less return,
in comparison to risk, than comparable investments available
to the plan, or if it involved a greater risk to the security
of plan assets than other investments offering a similar
return.

We have construed the requirements that a fiduciary act solely
in the interest of, and for the exclusive purpose of providing
benefits to, participants and beneficiaries as prohibiting a
fiduciary from subordinating the interests of participants and
beneficiaries in their retirement income to unrelated objec-
tives. Thus, zn deciding whether and to what extent to invest
in a particular investment, a fiduciary must ordinarily
consider only factors relating to the interests of.plan
participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income.
A decision to make an investment may not be influenced by a
desire to stimulate the construction industry and generate
employment, unless the investment, when judged solely on the
basis of its economic value to the plan, would be equal or
superior to alternative investments available to the plan.

Thus, it would not be inconsistent with the requirements of
sections 403(c) or 404 of ERISA for plan fiduciaries to select
an investment course of action that reflects non-economic
factors, so long as application of such factors follows
primary consideration of a broad range of investment oppor-
tunities that are, economically, equally advantageous.

Based on the representations made in your letter, it does not
appear that the arrangement you describe would involve a
prohibited transaction of the kind described in sections
406(a) (1) (A) , (B) or (C) of ERISA (relating to sales, leases
or other exchanges of property, loans or other extensions of
credit and the furnishing of goods, services or facilities).
In addition, it does not appear that the arrangement involves
a direct transfer of plan assets to, or use of plan assets by
or for the benefit of, a party in interest of the kind described
in section 

4
06(a)(1)(D) of the Act. Nonetheless, it as
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reasonable to infer that the arrangement will result in some
tbenefit to parties in interest with respect to the plan, i.e.
contributing employers and their employees. Thus, it is
necessary to determine whether the arrangement would involve
an indirect use of plan assets for the benefit of a party in
interest. In the circumstances you describe, where the
arrangement would be prohibited, if at all, solely as an
indirect use of plan assets for the benefit of a party in
interest,*/ the Department believes that it is appropriate to
examine the facts and circumstances surrounding the plan's
investment to determine whether it is made for the purposes of
providing such a prohibited benefit. Since this is an inherently
factual determination, the Department is not prepared to issue
an advisory opinion regarding the specific arrangement described
in your letter. In our view, however, a plan investment which
is made subject to a condition which can reasonably be expected
to result in a benefit to one or more parties in interest
would violate section 406(aD(1)(D) (as well as sections 403
and 404 of the Act) if it involves greater risk or a lesser
return to the plan than a comparable transaction that is not
subject to such a condition.

This letter constitutes an advisory opinion under ERISA Proc.
76-1. Accordingly, this letter is issued subject to the
provisions of that procedure, including section 10 thereof,
relating to the effect of advisory opinions.

Sincerely,

Elliot I. Daniel
Assistant Administrator for

Regulations and Interpretations

'/This kind of arrangement should be distinguished from a plan
investment made subject to a condition which in effect makes
the transaction an indirect sale or loan.
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Mr. William K. Ecklund
Felhaber, Larson, Fenlon and Vogt
900 Conwed Tower
444 Cedar Street
Minneapolis, MN 55101

Re: St. Paul Electric Construction Pension Plan
Exemption Application No. D-6109
Electrical Workers Local 292 Pension Plan and Annuity
Plan
Exemption Application No. D-6110
Twin City Carpenters and Joiners Pension Fund
(collectively, the Plans)
Exemption Application No. D-6111

Dear Mr. Ecklund:

The Department of Labor (the Department) has reviewed the
above referenced application for exemption from the prohi-
bitions of section 406 of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (the Act) and from the sanctions
resulting from the application of section 4975 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (the Code). Under Reorganization Plan
No. 4 of 1978 (43 FR 47713, October 17, 1978) effective
December 31, 1978, the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury to issue rulings and exemptions under section 4975 of
the Code, with certain exceptions not here relevant, has been
transferred to the Secretary of Labor.

The transaction involves the proposed investment of the Plans'
funds in the Mortgage Security Fund R (the Fund), a collective
investment fund established by Union Bank and Trust Company of
Minneapolis (the Bank), which would then make five year home
improvement loans (the Loans), secured generally by
residential second mortgages, to parties in interest with
respect to the Plans. The interest rate to be charged to
borrowers for the Loans would be two and one-half percent
above the rate for five year U.S. Treasury Notes at the time
the Loan is made. The gross rate of return to the Fund would
therefore amount to two and one-half percent above the U.S.
Treasury Note rate. The net rate of return to investors in
the Fund would be the gross rate less one percent, since
one-half percent would be used to pay for Loan insurance and
one-half percent would pay the Bank's servicing fee.
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On the basis of the facts submitted and representations made,
the Department has tentatively decided not to propose the
requested exemption.

Among the factors considered in the tentative decision not to
propose the requested exemption are:

1) The Department has not been persuaded that the net rate of
return to the investors in the Fund represents the fair market
rate for similar investments. In this regard, you have
provided certain information relating to FNMA second mortgages
and FHLMC Home Improvement Loans. You represent that the
quoted rate for the FNMA and FHLMC loans represent gross rates
of return and that such gross rates do not include servicing
and insurance expenses. You further represent that inclusion
of such expenses would result in a net rate of return that
would be lower than the net rate of return that an investor
would receive by investing in the Fund. The Department has
been advised, however, that quoted FNHA and FHLMC rates do not
represent gross rates of return, but reflect net rates of
return to FNMA and FHLMC as investors. Servicing and
insurance costs constitute additional expenses which are paid
by the borrower. These net rates of return to FNMA and FHLMC
as investors appear to be higher than those available for the
Plans investing in the Fund.

You also represent that no other financial institutions in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area originate five year loans secured by
residential second mortgages. It has come to the Department's
attention, however, that other financial institutions in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area do, in fact, originate loans for
five years which are secured by residential second mortgages,
and which appear to yield a higher rate of return on a net
basis to the investor than the rate of return that would be
provided to Plans investing in the Fund.

2) In light of the information discussed above and the fact
that the Bank is partially owned by several building and
construction unions located in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area,
the Department is concerned as to whether the Bank would be
able to provide the independent judgment and reasoned
objectivity required by a plan fiduciary in the decision-
making process. In this regard, sections 403(c) and 404(a) (1)
of the Act require, among other things, that a fiduciary of a
plan act prudently, solely in the interest of the plan's
participants and beneficiaries, and for the exclusive purpose
of providing benefits to participants and beneficiaries. in
deciding whether and to what extent to invest in a parr.cu'ar
investment, a fiduciary must ordinarily consider only factors
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relating to the interests of plan participants and
beneficiaries in their retirement income. A decision to make
an investment may not be influenced by a desire to stimulate
the construction industry and generate employment, unless the
investment, when judged solely on the basis of its economic
value to the plan, would be equal or superior to alternative
investments available to the plan.

On the basis of the foregoing, the Department is unable to
conclude that the requested exemption is in the best interest
of the Plans and their participants and beneficiaries.

ERISA Proc. 75-1 (40 FR 18471, April 28, 1975) provides that
an applicant is entitled to a conference in Washington, D.C.
in the event that the Department contemplates not proposing
the requested exemption. If you desire a conference, please
notify the Department in writing at the address set forth
below, or contact Mr. David Lutie, U.S. Department of Labor,
phone (202) 523-8194 to arrange for the time and place of the
conference. A request for a conference should be received
within 30 days of the date of this letter.

At the conference, you should be prepared to discuss any
matter which you believe will support a decision to publish
the requested exemption in the FEDERAL REGISTER for comment.
Any information or arguments that you want considered with
regard to the referenced application should be submitted in
writing no later than five days before the scheduled time and
date of the conference to the Department of Labor, Office of
Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs, Office of Regulations
and Interpretations, Room N-5669, 200 Constitution Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20210.

In the event a request for a conference is not received within
30 days from the date of this letter, you will be notified
that a final decision has been made not to propose the
requested exemption and that the application file has been
closed.

Sincerely,

P. Archibald Straub
Chief
Division of Exemptions
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May 27, 1986

The Honorable Howard M. Metzenbaum
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Metzenbaum:

This is in response to your letter of May 19, 1986, concerning my
reported comments to the Council of Institutional Investors,
about pension fund divestment in securities of companies doing
business in South Africa. The press reports which-you cite are
accurate descriptions of my comments. However, because you state
that my comments are not consistent with prior Department of
Labor interpretations of the law, I believe that it may be
helpful to more fully explain my comments.

The position I have taken with respect to this issue is the same
as has been taken by prior officials of the Department. That
position is that, before a fiduciary of an ERISA covered pension
plan can make a decision to exclude a category of investments for
social purposes, the fiduciary must first make a determination
that the exclus on of such category of investments would not
reduce the retdrn or raise the risk of the plan's investment
portfolio. If such a determination can be made, then social
judgments as to the composition of the portfolio would be
permissible. In thit context, I believe you can understand why I
said 'an investment policy that is on its face exclusionary runs
the risk of being on its face imprudent because, if the decision
to exclude has been made without first doing an economic analysis
of the economic consequences to the plan of such exclusion and
determining that such an exclusionary policy would not be
economically harmful to the plan, the fiduciary making such a
decision would be imprudent under ERISA.

I hope these statements more fully explain my position with
respect to this matter. :- :

..incerely, -

sM. ass
Assistant Secretary
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Mr. Reed Larson
President
National Right to Work Committee
8001 Braddock Road, Suite 500
Springfield, VA 22160

Dear Mr. Larson:

Secretary Brock has asked me to respond to your letter of
June 16, 1986, in which you raise a number of concerns with
respect to investment of pension funds and, in particular, the
appligation of ERISA to so-called 'social investing' practices.

As you are aware, the Department of Labor's Pension and Welfare
Benefits Administration is responsible for assuring that private
pension funds are handled in accordance with the fiduciary
standards embodied in ERISA. The Secretary's letter to you of
May 20, 1986, reiterated the Dezartment's position that economic
considerations must be controlling insofar as pension fund
investments are concerned. As that letter further indicated,
where it appears that appropriate scrutiny has been given to
the merits of an investment from an economic standpoint, the
fact that the investment has been of incidental benefit in
achieving another objective would not result in a determitatr::n
that the investment was inaappre:iate.

The i.tent of EPISA's provisions governing fiduciary conduct
and the intent of the principles established thereunder i's :-
permit a broad rance of investbents while assuring that axes eat
decisions are rade in the best interests of participants ant
beneficiaries. We have construed the requirements that a
fiduciary act solely in the interest of, and for the exclusive
purpose of providing benefit s to, participants and beneficiaries
as prohibiting a fiduciary from subordinating the interests cf
participants and beneficiaries to unrelated objectives. However,
there is nothing in ERISA which would require that the decision
to make an investment be wholly uninfluenced by the desire to
achieve such objectives, if the investment, when judged solely
on the basis of its economic value to the plan, is equal cr
superior to alternative investments available.

The view that non-econoric benefits may be achieved inciden: to
the Froper invesaent of pensicn funds is one of long standinc
under both the Internal Revenue Code r:icr to the Fassage c:
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ERSA er.d under ERISA. Cleariy, to prohibit such b!enefits
urhe-re the provisions of the law have Leen scrupulously adhered
to would u--ecessarily constain fiduciaries in the exercise cf
their investment duties. Such a prohibition could result i-
specif'c investment oppor:tr.ities being avoide; '~y fiduciaries
sicply in order to avoid the possibility of an incidental
benefit arising from them.

We appreciate your interest in the Depar ent's activities in
the area of pension fund remulation and we trust that we have
made the Department's views cr the issues which you raised
sufficiently clear.

Sincerely,

Denr.is M. Yass
Assistant Secretary

20-518 0 - 96 - 6
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Kr. William K. Ecklund
*Felhaber, Larson, Fenlon and Vogt
900 Conwed Tcwer
444 Cedar Street
Minneapolis, MN 55101

Re: St. Paul Electric Construction Pensio Plan
Exemption Application No. D-6109 u
Electrical Workers Local 292 Pension Plan and Annuity
Plan
Exemption Application No. D-6110 g
Twin City Carpenters and Joiners Pensi6n Fund
-(collectively, the Plans)
Exemption Application No. D-6111

bear Mr. Ecklund:

The Department of Labor (the Department) has reviewed the
above referenced application for exemption from the prohibitions
of section 406 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (the Act) and from the sanctions resulting from the
application of section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954.

The transaction involves the. proposed investment of the Plans
funds in the Mortgage Security Fund R (the Fund), a collective
investment fund established by Union Bank and Trust' Company of
Minneapolis (the Bank), which would then make five year home
improvement loans (the Loans), secured generally by residential
second mortgages, to parties in interest with respect to the
Plans. The interest rate to be charged to borrowers for the
Loans would be two and one-half percent above the rate for
five year U.S. Treasury Notes at the time the Loans are made.
The gross rate of return to the Fund would therefore amount to
two and one-half percent above the U.S. Treasury Note rate.
The net rate of return to investors in the Fund would be the
gross rate less one percent which reflects one-half percent
that would be paid for Loan insurance and one-half percent
that would serve as the Bank's servicing fee.

By letter dated December 18, 1985, you were informed that the
Department had tentatively decided not to propose the requested
exemption. Among the factors considered in the tentative
decision not to propose the requested exemption was the
failure to adequately demonstrate that the net rate of return
to the investors in the Fund represents a return comparable to
similar investments otherwise available to the Plans. in this
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regard, you provided certain information relating to FNMA
second mortgages and FHLKC Home Improvement Loans in support
of your claim that the rate of return to the Plans would be at

least comparable to the rate of return available from similar
loans. On June 12, 1986, you provided additional information
comparing the rates of return that would have been earned by

Plans investing in the Fund and in FNMA and GNMA securities,
as well as a proposal to operate a program such as the Fund by

First Bank of St. Paul, that based a second mortgage program
on VA mortgage rates. You represent that the information you
have provided indicates that the Plans investing in the Fund
would earn a rate of return comparable to similar investments
available to the Plans.

Based on the information you have submitted, the Department is
unable to find that you have provided an objective standard
which establishes a basis for the comparison of the rates of

return on second mortgages in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area
which would indicate that the rate of return to be provided to
the Fund represents a fair market rate of return.
Accordingly, we are unable to determine that the interest
rates on the Loans would provide a fair-market rate of return
to the Plans for such investments. Therefore, the Department
is unable to conclude that the proposed transaction would be
in the best interests of the Plans and their participants and
beneficiaries, as required under section 408(a) of the Act.

we also note, that with respect to the operation of the Fund
in general, the making of loans that would indirectly benefit
parties in interest to the Plans, e.g., contributing employers
or sponsoring unions, may result in violations of section
406(a)(1)(D) of the Act. Thus, a plan investment which is
made subject to a condition which can reasonably be expected
to result in a benefit to one or more parties in interest,
i.e., the use of loan funds to pay employers who employ only
union labor, would violate section 406(a)(1)(D) if it involves
a greater risk or a lesser return to the plan than a
comparable transaction that is not subject to such a condition.

Should you develop an objective standard that will enable the
Department to directly compare the rate of return the Plans
will receive on the Loans with the rate of return for second
mortgages in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, the Department
will be willing to reconsider your exemption request.
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Accordingly, your exemption application will be closed by the
Department without further action.

Sincerely,

Elliot I. Daniel
Assistant Administrator

for Regulations and Interpretations
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Mr. James S. Ray
Connerton, Ray & Simon
Fourth Floor
1920 L St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-5004

Re: Union Labor Life Insurance Company
Identification Number: F-3353A

Dear Mr. Ray:

This is in response to your request on behalf of the Union Labor
Life Insurance Company (ULLICO) concerning ULLICO's Mortgage
Separate Account J (the J Account), a pooled separate account
which is designed to invest in mortgages which generally are
secured by properties built or improved primarily with union
labor. Specifically, your request concerns the application of
the fiduciary responsibility provisions of section 404(a)(1) of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) to
the operation of the J Account in accordance with the structure
set forth in your request, and to an employee benefit plan's
investment of a portion of its assets in the J Account.

You represent that ULLICO established the J Account in 1977
primarily as a means for plans to invest a portion of their
assets in a diversified pool of high quality first mortgages on
residential and income-producing properties, earning a return
competitive with returns from comparable investments available in
the marketplace. ULLICO also designed the J Account incidentally
to help support the unionized sector of the building and con-
struction industry. To achieve this incidental goal, ULLICO
commits to make mortgages for the J Account which first satisfy
rigorous, generally accepted financial standards, and, in addi-
tion, which will be secured by properties built or renovated
primarily by union labor.l/

1/You note that not all mortgage loans from the J Account are
secured by properties built by contractors employing only union
labor. The J Account has made (and currently carries) a
substantial amount of loans secured by projects located in
states with "right-to-work" laws, where statutes prohibit

(Footnote Ccn::inued)
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Yuu further represent that the underwriting criteria used by
ULLICO for both its general account and the J Account conform to
those which are recognized as generally accepted by reasonable
competent, professional mortgage lenders. ULLICO solicits and
receives loan proposals from a variety of sources, including
borrowers and developers, brokers, mortgage bankers, unions and
designated correspondents.2/ ULLICO receives such proposals from
parties intending to utilize non-union labor as well as parties
intending to use only union labor. You have indicated, however,
that most of those who apply to ULLICO for loans are aware of
ULLICO's union-only condition, and that ULLICO officials may
mention this condition to applicants who might not otherwise be
aware of it.

ir.itially, the Mortgage Department of ULLICO originates possible
investment opportunities, elicits written mortgage loan applica-
tions and submissions, performs the underwriting, negotiates
acceptable loan terms and prepares a summary of the proposed
mortgage and recommendation for presentation to ULLICO's Mortgage
Subcommittee. Next, ULLICO's financial vice president typically
reviews the proposal, with particular attention to certain
financial factors, such as the financial statements and credit
worthiness of the proposed borrower. In a third phase of the
process, the Mortgage Subcommittee, a subcommittee of the Finance
and Investment Committee of the Board of Directors of ULLICO,
reviews the proposal and recommendation, and approves or rejects
the loan. Finally, the full Executive Committee ratifies the
approval of the Mortgage Subcommittee.

ULLICO considers a broad range of physical? economic., financial
and related factors with respect to all loans for its general
account and the J Account. Those factors include:

(1) Location of the property which will secure the loan;

(Footnote Continued)
enforceable agreements requiring the use of only union
tradesmen. However, in such states, ULLICO requires the
borrower to agree to use only contractors who are signatory to
collective bargaining agreements with unions affiliated with
the local AFL-CIO Building Trades Council. Finally, some
portions of the projects which the J Account has financed may
have been undertaken by non-union companies and workers, where,
for example, union tradesmen are not available.

2/You represent that any transactions between the J Account and a
party in interest with respect to a plan investing in the J
Account would be exempted from the restrictions of section 406(a)
of ERISA by Prohibited Transaction Exemption 78-19 (43 FR 5991;.
December 22, 1978).
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:21 Description of the security;

i3) Valuation of the security - loans secured by income-
producing property do not exceed a loan to value ratio
of 75 percent;

(4) Ability to repay - ULLICO considers a number of factors
including the borrower's track record and income and
expense projections with respect to the proposed
project;

(5) Terms of the loan; and

:6) Diversification - by geography, size of loans, type of
properties and type of tenants.

Upon approval of a proposed loan by the Mortgage Subcommittee,
ULLICO prepares and issues a co ditment letter, setting forth the
terms and conditions of the proposed loan. The borrower signi-
-fies acceptance by signing the commitment and paying the commit-
ment fee. The union labor condition is included in the loan
commitment. You represent that ULLICO will not commit to or fund
a mortgage loan which does not meet its investment criteria,
regardless of the requirement to use union labor. The promise of
a borrower or developer to use union labor will not cause ULLICO
to waive or compromise the requirements which all its investments
must satisfy.

Sections 403(c) and 404(a)(1) of ERISA require, among other
things, that a fiduciary of a plan act prudently, solely in the
interests of the plan's participants and beneficiaries, and for
the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and
beneficiaries.

It is the position of the Department that, to act prudently, a
plan fiduciary must consider, among other factors, the availa-
bility, riskiness, and potential return of alternative invest-
ments for his plan. Because the mortgage loans which the J
Account makes causes it to forego other ir.vestment opportunities,
such a loan would not be prudent if it provided the investing
plans with less return, in comparison to risk, than comparable
investments available to the plans, or if it involved a greater
risk to the security of plan assets than other investments
offering a similar return.

The Department has construed the requirements that a fiduciary
act solely in the interest of, and for the exclusive purpose of
providing benefits to, participants and beneficiaries as prohi-
biting a fiduciary from subordinating the interests cf partici-
pants and beneficiaries in their retirement income to unrelated
objectives. Thus, in deciding whether and to what extent to
invest in a particular investment, a fiduciary must :rdinarily
consider only factors relating to the interests of Hlan
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participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income. A
decision to make an investment may not be influenced by a desire
to-stimulate the construction industry and generate employment,
unless the investment, when judged solely on the basis of its
economic value to the plan, would be equal or superior to alter-
native investments available to the plan.

Thus, it would not be inconsistent with the requirements of
sections 403(c) and 404 of ERISA for the J Account to make loans
on properties which are constructed or improved with union labor,
so long as the J Account's investment process assures that loans
made by the J Account will be at prevailino market terms, i.e.,
that the terms for projects with the union-only conoltion in fact
reflect the terms prevailing in the overall mortgage market. In
this regard, we wish to point out that if mortgage loans which
satisfy both ERISA's fiduciary standards and the union-only
condition are unavailable for investment by the J Account, the
prudence and exclusive purpose requirements of sections 403(c)
and 404 of ERISA would require that the fiduciaries of the J
Account select comparable investment opportunities which are
available to the Account.

we trust that this information will be helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Doyle
Acting Director of
Regulations and Interpretations
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Mr. Gregory Ridella
Chrysler Corporation
P.O. Box 1919
Detroit, MI 48288

Re: Chrysler Corporation and the international Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America
Identification Number: F-3674A

Dear Mr. Ridella:

This is in response to your letter of July 7, 1986, in which
you request, on behalf of the Chrysler Corporation (Chrysler)
and the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAW), an advisory
opinion under the fiduciary responsibility provisions of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).
Specifically, you request an opinion that a certain under-
standing contained in a Letter Agreement between Chrysler and
the UAW with respect to Chrysler's Pension Fund (the Plan)
does not violate the aforementioned provisions of ERISA. The
Letter Agreement is substantially similar to one entered into
in 1979 by Chrysler and the UAW.

You have represented that the Plan's assets are held in trust
and that its investments are exclusively managed by investment
managers. In order to assist the investment managers by
providing an expanded range of information concerning investment
opportunities, Chrysler and the UAW agreed to establish an
investment Advisory Committee (the Committee) consisting of
three members appointed bv Chrvsler and three members appointed
by the UAW. The powers and authority of the Committee are
limited to (1) selecting And recommending to the Plan's
investment managers communities in which residential mortgage
financing could be made available by the Plan, and
(2) annually recommending to the investment managers oppor-
tunities for investments in debt obligations of nonprofit
nursing homes, nursery schools, federally qualified health
maintenance organizations, hospitals or similar nonprofit
Institutions.

At least two members of the Committee appointed by Chrysler
and two appointed by the CAW shall be required to constitute a
quorum for any Com=ittee meeting. Decisions of the Committee
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shall be by a majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie
vote, the matter shall be referred to the Impartial Chairman
of the Appeal Board under the collective bargaining agreement
applicable to production and maintenance employees of Chrysler,
who shall cast the deciding vote. In addition, the Committee
members serve without compensation.

The new Letter Agreement is substantially the same as its
predecessor. The understanding between Chrysler and the UAW
is that up to 5% (as opposed to 10% under the old agreement)
of Chrysler's annual contribution to the Plan that is available
for investment after deducting the portion of the benefits
payable under the Plan for the year which is in excess of the
investment income earned bv the Plan may be invested in
(1) residential mortgages in communities where there are
substantial numbers of UAW members, and (2) debt obligations
of nonprofit institutions described, above located in communities
where there are large concentrations of QAR members. As
mortgages and debt obligations are amortized, the principal
portion of such payments to the Plan will be considered as
amounts available for further investment in such mortgages and
debt obligations.

Under the Letter Agreement, it was also agreed that the UAW
may submit to the investment managers of the Plan annually a
list of not more than ten companies (increased from five under
the old agreement) which conduct business in South Africa but
which have not supported the elimination of racial discrimina-
tion in South Africa through their endorsement of Leon H.
Sullivan's 'Amplified Guidelines to South African Statement of
Principles' dated May 1, 1979, with the recommendation that
the investment managers refrain from investing any of the
funds of the Plan in the securities of such companies. Such
recommendation shall not apply with respect to any assets of
the Plan that are invested in interests in a common or
collective trust fund or pooled investment fund maintained by
any of the investment managers or to any insurance contract
constituting an asset of the Plan.

Under the Agreement, the investment managers of the Plan shall
exercise investment judgment with respect to recommendations
received by them from the Committee and the UAW. The investment
managers have the responsibility to secure, over the long
term, the maximum attainable total return on investment
consistent with the principles of sound, prudent pension fund
management. They are expected to discharge their duties
solely in the interest of Plan participants and beneficiaries
and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to partic-
ipants and their beneficiaries, to avoid prohibited transactions,
and to meet all other fiduciary responsibilities imposed by
ERISA or other applicable law. Also, they are expected to
discharge their duties with the care, skill, prudence and
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diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a
prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar with such
matters would use in a conduct of an enterprise of a like
character and with like aims. It is intended that the invest-
ment managers of the Plan shall continue to have full investment
discretion. Accordingly, if, in the judgment of the investment
managers, any recommendation of the Committee or the UAW
should not be implemented because in the exercise of their
investment responsibilities they conclude that the recommended
action is not appropriate or it otherwise does not meet the
standards of prudence required or is not consistent with the
fiduciary obligations and responsibilities of the investment
managers, they shall not implement the request and shall so
inform the Committee or the UAW.

Chrysler and the UAW have agreed not to attempt to influence
the investment managers regarding any specific recommendations
of the Committee or the UAW.

Section 406(a) (1) (A) and (B) of ERISA prohibits a fiduciary
with respect to a plan from causing the plan to engage in a
transaction, if he or she knows or should know that such
transaction constitutes a direct or indirect sale or exchange,
or leasing, of any property, or lending of money or other
extension of credit between the plan and a party in *nterest
with respect to the plan. Section 406(a) (1) (D) prohibits a
transfer to, or use by or for the benefit of, a party in
interest, of any assets of the plan.

Section 406(b) (1) and (2) of ERISA prohibits a fiduciary with
respect to a plan from dealing with the assets of the plan
in his or her own interest or for his or her own account, or
acting in his or her individual or in any other capacity in
any transaction involving the plan on behalf of a party (or
representing a party) whose interests are adverse to the
interests of the plan or its participants or beneficiaries.

Section 3(14) of ERISA defines a party in Interest with
respect to a plan to include a fiduciary and an employee of an
employer any of whose employees are covered by the plan.

Sections 403(c) and 404(a) (1) of ERISA require, among cther
things, that a fiduciary of a plan act prudently, solely in
the interest of the plan's participants and beneficiaiies, and
for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants
and beneficiaries.

we have stated that, to act prudently, a plan fiduciary bust
consider, among other factors, the availability, :iskiless,
and potential return of alternative investments for his or her
plan. Because the investment; you propose to recommend -or
the Plan would, if implemented, cause the Plan to forego other
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investment opportunities, such investments would not be
prudent if they provided a plan with less return, in compari-
son to risk, than comparable investments available to the
plan, or if they involved a greater risk to the security of
plan assets than other investments offering a similar return.

We have construed the requirements that a fiduciary act solely
in the interest of, and for the exclusive purpose of providing
benefits to, participants and beneficiaries as prohibiting a
fiduciary from subordinating the interests of participants and
beneficiaries in their retirement income to unrelated objectives.
Thus, in deciding whether and to what extent to invest in a
particular investment, a fiduciary must ordinarily consider
only factors relating to the interests of plan participants
and beneficiaries in their retirement income. A decision to
make' an investment may not be influenced by non-economic
factors unless the investment, when Judged solely on the basis
of its economic value to the plan, would be equal or superior
to alternative investments available to the plan.

You have represented that, pursuant to the Letter Agreement
concerning investment in certain mortgages and non-profit
entities, the recommendations of the Committee and the UAW are
advisory only, and that the investment managers retain
exclusive discretion with respect to investment decisions. To
the extent that the Committee merely brings investment
opportunities to the attention of the investment managers
which, although perhaps not generally explored by certain
traditional investment managers, may nonetheless be prudent
and potentially profitable, it appears to the Department that
the use of the Committee concept contained in the Letter
Agreement would not be Inconsistent with the requirements of
sections 403(c) and 404(a) (1) of ERISA.

Similarly, it appears that the recommendations of the UAW
regarding companies which conduct business in South Africa and
which have not endorsed the so-called 'Sullivan Principles'
are merely advisory in nature and, thus, will not
inappropriately limit the investment alternatives available to
the Plan's investment managers. Accordingly, it is the
Department's opinion that such recommendations made in
accordance with the Letter Agreement would not be inconsistent
with the requirements of section 403(c) and 404(a) (1) of
ERISA. However, the Department emphasizes that it is not
expressing an opinion as to how the understanding contained in
the Letter Agreement will, On fact, operate; nor are we
expressing an opinion concerning whether specific transacttons
undertaken in accordance with the Letter Agreement would be
consistent with the requirements of sections 403(c)(1) and
404(a)(1) of ERISA.

With regard to the application of the prohibited transact::n
provisions to the understanding contained in the Letter
Agreement, the Department notes that your request has not
identified any specific transactions that will be undertaken
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in accordance with the Agreement.- Accordingly, we are
unable to determine if any violations of section 406 would
occur. The determination of whether a particular transaction
is prohibited by the provisions of sections 406(a) and 406(b)
must be made by the appropriate plan fiduciaries.

This letter constitutes an advisory opinion under ER:SA Proc.
76-1. Accordingly, this letter is issued subject to the
provisions of that procedure, including section 10 thereof,
relating to the effect of advisory opinions.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Doyle
Director of Regulations
and Interpretations

- we note that the Letter Agreement indicates that loans may
be made to UAW members. :n the absence of a statutory or
administrative exemption, loans to parties in interest
including employees of the plan sponsor would be prohibited
under section 406 of ERISA. We note, however, that section
408(b) (1) exempts from the prohibitions of section 406 oanrs
made by the plan to parties in interest who are participants
or beneficiaries of the plan if all of the conditions of that
section are met. We further note that certain arrangements
may involve a use of plan assets for the benefit of a party
interest in violation of section 406 (a) (1) (D) of ERISA. :n
this regard, See Advisory Ozinion 85-36 (October 23, 1925).
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The Honorable Jack Kemp
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Washington, D.C. 20410

Dear Jack:

Thank you for your Ietter discussing the New York city Housing
Partnership proposal to use pension funds to subsidize housing
for low and moderate income families in flew York City.

I am, of course, totally supportive of efforts to make housing
more affordable to the working men and women of America. I
strongly supported legislation amending the Labor Management
Relations Act to permit labor unions to bargain for financial
assistance for employee housing. This provision, enacted last
April, has already been put to use. Local 26 of the Hotel
Restaurant Workers Union in Boston believes that this legislation
represents a positive private sector solution to the problem of
affordable housing. The local has established a housing trust
fund to pay initial rent deposits, downpayments on homes.
supplemental mortgage payments, and mortgage insurance. In
addition, the Department of Labor has worked with'the building
and construction trades unions to structure a program that allows
their pension funds to invest in housing construction.

While x ax open to considering creative proposals that make
housing more affordable, I am also vested with the responsibility
of protecting more than 40 million pension participants who

' depend on sound pension plans for their retirement security. A
basic tenet of ERISA's fiduciary provisions is that a pension
plan may not accept a lower rate of return than is appropriate
given the degree of risk involved. Virtually every year since
ERISA was enacted, one group or another has come forth with
proposals to have pension plans invest at below market rates of
return in order to achieve what is perceived as greater social
benefit.

For example, in June of 1989, a task force set up by New York's
Governor Cuomo issued a report on pension fund investments that
recommended a new standard for measuring fiduciary duties that
would provide "optimal" returns so as "to serve the multiple
interests of beneficiaries, generate proper, risk-adjusted
economic returns, and create.benefits for other stakeholders."
Under this rubric the report proposed that New York State provide
technical assistance to pension tunds to identify investment
stratQgine 'that provide more housing, jobs, and other forms of
economic growth and increased competitiveness."
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As I understand the proposal you outlined in your letter, the
Housing Partnership proposes that pension plans provide an
advance commitment to invest in Fannie Mae securities backed by
insured mortgages of up to 40 years that are priced to yield
approximately two percentage points below that available on
conventional mortgage-backed securities.

In analyzing the New York City Housing Partnership's proposal, a
determination would have to be made as to whether federal or
state insurance of the mortgages comprising the Fannie Mae pool
would justify a two percent reduction of return over a 40-year
period. It is difficult to imagine plan fiduciaries choosing
these investments when other mortgage securities which have no
default risk and carry a higher interest rate, such as Ginnie
Maea, are available.

The problem with such approaches lies in the economic cost to
pension funds of such subsidies. Workers and their employers are
being asked to subsidize housing construction by taking a lover
rate of return on their retirement savings. Lower returns would
increase the cost of providing privately-sponsored pension
benefits which are crucial to an aging population. Over the long
term such increased cogts could actually result in reduced
pension benefits. Such proposals could also result in a less
productive allocation of the largest source of capital to the
nation's financial markets, possibly impairing long-term
productivity and economic growth. For these reasons, the
Department cannot change its interpretation of MRISA to allow
investments at below market rates of return.

You and I are both committed to advancing homeownership and
affordable housing through any innovative and prudent means
possible. I know that you also share my concern that the
integrity of pension promises made to workers and retirees must
also be maintained.

With my warmest regards,

Sincerely,

Elizab D
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JAN 30 1991
Kr. Preston Robert Tisch
Chairman
New York City Partnership, Inc.
One Battery Park Plaza
New York, NY 10004-1405

Dear Mr. Tisch:

Thank you very such for your recent letters to me and
Secretary-Designate Martin regarding the New York City Rousing
Partnership. As you pointed out in your letter, at the request
of gUD Secretary Kemp, former Secretary Dole considered the
proposal for the participation of EtISA covered pension funds in
the Partnership's Affordable Mortgage Program.

Ip her response to Secretary Kemp dated November 23, 1990,
secretary Dole noted that the Department of Labor (Department)
has vorXed with the Congress, the building and construction trade
unions, and other interested parties to structure programs that
permit pension funds to iieast in housing in a manner consistent
with ERUSAss fiduciary responsibility requirements. Since the
enactment of ZRISA in 1974, the Department has consistently
stated its position that RWSA's rules are flexible enough to
permit plans to invest in areas of the economy that are most
appropri t for e"oh individual plan's circuitances. In fact,
our regelatlow under seot' 4044(S) (l) (U) of Zmsi, Ubnds
definst the statute's prudence standard, adopted a broL inter-
pretation of that term preisely for the purpose of encouraging
plan fiduciaries to look beyond the traditional types of trust
investments. It is axiomatic, however, that plan fiduciaries, in
order to be prudent, must achieve a rate of return that in
appropriate for the degree of risk involved. To do otherwise
would, in effect, subsidize certain investment at the expense of
market place discipline.

With these basic principles in mind, I would be happy to meet
with you to discuss the ERXSA issues relating to tne Nev YorK
City Housing Partnership. If you think such a meeting would be
useful, please contact my office at (202) S23-8233 to arrange a
mutually convenient date and time.

sincerely,

David George Sall
Assistant secretary
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Mr. Stuart Cohen
General Motors Corporation
Legal Staff
New Center One Building
3031 West Grand Boulevard
P.O. Box 33122
Detroit, MI 48232

Dear Kr. Cohen:

This is in response to your request for an advisory opinion,
on behalf of General Motors Corporation (GKC), under the
fiduciary responsibility provisions of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Specifically, you request
an opinion that a certain understanding contained in a Letter
Agreement (the Agreement) between GEC and the International
Union, United Automobile, -Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America (UAW) with respect to the General Motors
Hourly Rate Employees Pension Plan (the Plan) does not violate
Part 4 of Title I of ERISA.

According to your request, the Agreement provides that up to
five percent of GMC's annual contribution to the Plan that is
available for investment, after deducting the portion of benefits
payable in such year in excess of the investment income, may be
invested in residential mortgages and in debt instruments of
certain non-profit organizations by the trustees and investment
managers of the Plan. The residential mortgages, which consist
of mortgages on single and multiple dwellings in communities with
substantial numbers of UAW members, will be available to the
general public, including UAW members, at rates and upon terms
prevailing in the respective communities. The purchase price of
the dwellings shall not exceed the market price of 90 percent of
similar housing in that community. The debt obligations are of
non-profit institutions including nursing homes, nursery schools,
federally-qualified health maintenance organizations, and
hospitals or similar non-profit institutions in communities with
substantial numbers-of UAW members. The UAW may submit annually
a list of specific non-profit institutions.

Under the Agreement, the parties also agreed that the UAW
may submit to GMC annually a list of not more than seven
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companies with the recommendation that the Plan forego
investments in the securities of such companies. The list may
include companies which conduct business in South Africa but
which have not supported the elimination of racial discrimination
in South Africa through their endorsement of Dr. Leon H.
Sullivan's 'Amplified Guidelines to South Africa Statement of
Principles" dated May 1, 1979. The recommendation shall not
apply with respect to any assets of the Plan that are invested in
interests in common or collective trust funds or pooled
investment funds maintained by any of the Plan's investment
managers or any insurance company.

Under the Agreement, the investment managers of the Plan
shall continue to have full investment discretion including
discretion with respect to decisions regarding the
recommendations received by them from the UAW through. GMC. In
this regard the Agreement confirms that the investment managers
have the responsibility to secure, over the long term, the
maximum attainable total return on investment consistent with the
principles of sound, prudent pension fund management. The
Agreement further states that investment managers are expected to
discharge their duties solely in the interest of Plan
participants and beneficiaries for the exclusive purpose of
providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries, to
avoid prohibited transactions, and to meet all other fiduciary
responsibilities imposed by ERISA. Accordingly, if, in the
judgment of the investment managers, any recommendation of the
UAW should not be implemented because they conclude that the
recommended action is not appropriate or is not consistent with
their fiduciary obligations and responsibilities, they shall not
implement the request.

The funds of the Plan, in addition to the funds of all of
the other GMC pension plans, are managed under the direction of
the Named Fiduciary which is the Finance committee of the General
Motors Board of Directors. The Named Fiduciary has delegated
authority to invest the Plan's funds to approximately 70 outside
investment managers except for a small portion which. is invested
in-house by the Investment Funds Activity of General Motors. The
Agreement applies to Plan funds designated for either outside or
in-house investment management.

ERISA Procedure 76-1 (41 FR 36281, August 27, 1976) sets
forth the general procedures for obtaining advisory opinions and
information letters from the Department of Labor (the
Department). Pursuant to section 5.02 of ERISA Procedure 76-1,
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the Department may, when it is deemed appropriate and in the best
interest of sound administration of MISA, issue information
letters calling attention to established principles under ERISA.
In this regard, we have determined that it is appropriate to
respond to your inquiry in the form of an information letter,
which is described in section 3.01 of the Procedure.

Section 406(a)(1)(A) and (B) of ERISA prohibits a fiduciary
with respect to a plan from causing the plan to engage in a,
transaction, if he or she knows or should know that such
transaction constitutes a direct or indirect sale or exchange, or
leasing, of any property, or lending of money or other extension
of credit between the plan and a party in interest with respect
to the plan. Section 406(a)(1)(D) prohibits a transfer to, or
use by or for the benefit of, a party in interest, of any assets
of the plan. Section 3(14) of ERISA defines a party in interest
with respect to a plan to include a fiduciary and an employee of
an employer any of whose employees are covered by the plan.
section 3(21) of ERISA defines a fiduciary with respect to a plan
to include an investment manager.

Section 406(b)(1) and (2) of ERISA prohibits a fiduciary
with respect to a plan from dealing with the assets of the plan
in his or her own interest or for his or her own account, or
acting in his or her individual or in any other capacity in any
transaction involving the plan on behalf of a party (or
representing a party) whose interests are adverse to the
interests of the plan or its participants or beneficiaries.

Sections 403(c) and 404(a)(1) of ERISA require, among other
things, that a fiduciary of a plan act prudently, solely in the
interest of the plan's participants and beneficiaries, and for
the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and
beneficiaries.

The Department has stated that, to act prudently, a plan
fiduciary must consider, among other factors, the availability,
riskiness, and potential return of alternative investments for
his or her plan. Investments proposed for recommendation to a
plan, which would if implemented cause a plan to forego other
investment opportunities, would not be prudent if they provided
the plan with less return, in comparison to risk, than comparable
investments available to the plan, or if they involved a greater
risk to the security of plan assets than other investments
offering a similar return.

The Department has construed the requirements that a
fiduciary act solely in the interest of, and for the exclusive
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purpose of providing benefits to, participants and beneficiaries
as prohibiting a fiduciary from subordinating the interests of

participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income to
unrelated objectives. Thus, in deciding whether and to what
extent to invest in a particular investment, a fiduciary must
ordinarily consider only factors relating to the interests of
plan participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income.
A decision to make, or not to make, an investment may not be'

influenced by non-economic factors unless the investment
ultimately chosen for the plan, when judged solely on the basis
of its economic value to the plan, would be equal or superior to
alternative available investments. However, it would not be
inconsistent with the requirements of sections 403(c) or 404 of
ERISA for plan fiduciaries to follow an investment course of

action that reflects non-economic factors, so long as application
of such factors follows primary consideration of a broad range of

investment opportunities, and the investment course of action
ultimately taken is as at least as economically advantageous as

any alternative course of action.

We note that the Department has previously addressed issues

similar to those you raise in Advisory Opinion 88-16A (December
19, 1988) (copy enclosed). That case involved a letter agreement
between Chrysler Corporation and the UAW which provided for
recommendations with regard to investing in residential mortgages

and debt obligations of non-profit organizations as well as
foregoing investments in specified companies due to their conduct

of business in South Africa and failure to endorse the "Sullivan
Principles." The recommendations were merely advisory and the

investment managers retained exclusive discretion with regard to

investments. The Department opined that the recommendations made

in accordance with the letter agreement would not be inconsistent
with the requirements of sections 403(c) and 404(a) (1) of ERISA.

However, the Department did not opine as to how the understanding
contained in the letter agreement would, in fact, operate nor
whether specific transactions undertaken in accordance with the
letter agreement would be consistent with the requirements of

sections 403(c)(1) and 404(a)(1) of ERISA.

With regard to the application of the prohibited transaction

provisions, the Department notes that your request has not
identified any specific transaction that will be undertaken. We
wish to point out that the determination of whether a particular
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transaction is prohibited by the provisions of sections 406(a)
and 406(b) must be made by the appropriate plan fiduciaries.*

I hope that this information is of assistance to you.

Sincerely,

Mark A. Greenstein
Acting Chief, Division of

Fiduciary Interpretations
Office of Regulations and

Interpretations

* We note that the Agreement in your request indicates that
loans may be made to UAW members. In the absence of a statutory
or administrative exemption, loans to parties in interest
including employees of the plan sponsor would be prohibited under
section 406 of ERISA. We note, however, that section 408(b) (1)
exempts from the prohibitions of section 406 loans made by the
plan to parties in interest who are participants or beneficiaries
of the plan if all of the conditions of that section are met. We
further note that certain arrangements may involve a use of plan
assets for the benefit of a party in interest in violation of
section 406(a) (1) (D) of ERISA. In this regard, see Advisory
Opinion 85-36 (October 23, 1985).
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Hr. Rodney Hilton Brown
President
U.S. Select Management, Inc.
156 West 56th Street, 11th Floor
New York, New York 10019

Dear Mr. Brown:

This responds to your further inquiry regarding whether it
would be permissible for pension plans covered by Title I of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) to invest
in the Targeted Neighborhood Trusts (TNT) Program.

As we previously advised you,- under ERISA, pension plans
must make investments based on their own needs. In this regard,
the Department has adopted regulations (copy enclosed) which
interpret ERISA's 'prudence'-requirement. The regulations are
based on the proposition that the prudence of any investment
should be judged in relation to the role which the proposed
investment is to play in a particular planes portfolio. The
regulations do not make any determination with respect to the
prudence of any specific investments, nor do the regulations
prohibit, out of hand, any investments. Accordingly, the
Department does not maintain a list of -permissible' investments,
nor do we opine on whether a specific proposed investment is
prudent.

Moreover, as you can appreciate, it would not be appropriate
for the Department to generally endorse one particular product as
a permissible or prudent investment for plans. Therefore,
regardless of how your request is formulated, we regret that we
are unable to provide you with a general confirmation that the
TNT Program is a permissible pension plan investment.

-Sin er ly,

Ole Berg

Enclosure
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Atil nd. =11. h=d bard upso the it affect the reoqareoant 0,
rodro rcord. the upermengt ohiet the 402(1 of the Code that the
follao;.g thtdingoe operate for the eacliis.e h

(al The aceron4os are namployeas of the eatpalye
adm sartaly festib the plan and their bratefi(h) They are, inLto neesO the (2) These ecetottions orplamsnd tir participants and aUpplnoentsl to ad notin
banfidiuv tutd of. my other praniu of

(el Thay' Ups re dio of the "Agt" of a t *sseO. ee Id.the participanto and bencfioidaen ot the t .ae. m u tt tOs a
pLans. -It ... vat t 0 tats, Q-

Pediwc Cosat Ratfim Psotto PLen (te i _' .
Plan Located itn So loe CaifatnO.h powe" o

}oeT snp a s r the Code Intcld statLactopas Aplacdon U~. D..Vaq Aanei~aoslas). sarthort
trawlo. I res Furthert:

Preamble that a transeacton sub).
ia granting thisot-- Ma. tho adiote 'e or Utat totosto nroo hnocmtO.oat dispoatar of rbetherDepsaaoo note" that It Looam making transaction to an fact a Pro

may determoadon repring thie geonts ttsoacton.
ef the proposed trc tan s (3PlTe *,atilabiUty of tU
toreetmnmto for the plan. Pxmofnoon us tubihct te i

The reotrctsios of Sectra M0se tKDI
of the Act sad the eanctisos rwesltdg
from the applicattism of sectien 427 of
the Cods by reaso ot esectso
40r3eI(K(0l Of the Cod. Shall no apply
to the proposad use do Plan aeseas for
the berafit of onabonog employers to
the Plr. purnests to a rnoafing loan
progpam to be entered lato beteeso the
Pin and UUnoo Bfank.

For a mor coamplet tttetna of the
fas end rep .entlae stpi rtmig the
DOparonens drcirna to pa00t th:

neonpioas refer to the aoice of
proposed easurtpoo published on
September Z. 1082 at 4c VR 4340

For forther laformaution coact
Richard Small of the Oeaunnea.:
teloplorma (= =4, (Thut is rot;
toil-f. k embtr.l_

candtiian that the naterl.
r=prtoenataous cooaetoed

tppictson accurately dee
attal terms of the tr a

a di.t eoboct of the aoeitp
Stgotd at We h tin 1.C

Aped t

st t. Doelol
OCOW t L -1 n -Atin~siveml u5 Dt

pS4Mt&,flt~A__

s~c! ptnor -

o ienua'. os
noin lo the

aderov-to

a mt roller. a
interest or
erasio cthw
or the Csde.-
::Azdm
menptso deos

I iduciary
f *eroton 4C4
thotr thinp
trsoass r
stotty in the

and

adn ath
Acc aor does
oa ectiut
plan must
oenfit of the

*r nntitatug
.deo:

the At eadl

A. ed.hbaoOtellte

utory or

.t to

F.r -tb d!
the
ukiblted

to xpress
Ia f aapuad
na each

cribes al
action aib-c

C tis Jud day,

atforlf dnim'
Wnd Weltfar

went ofLbe,

,I

. |

I
I
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lo sefitt tlbst Old
Trunticens tx c t _ P
Exses Iti P 8 C c est Rlo oters
Pension Plin

suousirO Tids docent contaish
notices of pendescy before the
Department of Labor (the Depertment(
of proposed exemptions from certain of
the prohibited transaction restrictions of
the Empitoyse Retiement lncome
Secnrity Act of 1074 (the Act) end/or the
Internal Revetne Code of ItN4 (the
Coded.

Wtitt Cammeno and He-ing
Roquseaf

All inutereed preone us invited to
submit itten owieniu or neqn to for
. hearing on the pending exemption.
unless otherise stated io the Notice of
P
t
endency. ithin 40 days frm the data

of publication of thda Federal Regtstr
Notice. Comments end requess fora
hearing should seate the reasons for the
.liter's interest in the pendirg
exetsptiots
ADornC All wrtte cemments and
requestu foer heatit (at less thoe
cepieslahondd be stent to the Office of
Fldodary Stunded P.on and
Welfar n t fit Prtpuma. Room C-
4aa U5 Depertcent of Latbor. 2V3
Constitution Avenue. NW_ Washington.
D.C. 20t, Attenttorc Appletion No.
slted in eac Notice of Pendency. The
applications for exenmption and the

comaat rncenod will be available for
public Inspection I the Poblic
Doe atsa Room Of Petn and
Welfust neFit Progrsi US.
Departmentf Ltbor. Room N-4727.3
Constitution Avtmre. NW. Washirgto.
D.C C2Dlt

Notice to m iLeentad Pe
Notice of the propooed exemteions
ill be provided to all interested

persons in the _msmee sPeed upon by
the applicant and the Department widhi
1S days of the date of publicationi i the
Federdl Reeister. Such nonce sbali
iniude copy of the notice of pendency
of the ermnotion *e publihed in the
Federl Registsr nd snall inform
intereted persons Of their nght to
cum nrOt sod to request haAeng
(w.here ppropntel.

SUPwrftRgOTA" WWO0TiX The
proposed exemzptonu were rs ted in
ppflicatons filed pursn lto edon

5081*1 of the Act andlor section
03S(c)l(2) of the Cods. and it

=rcotnicet with procedures see forth in
ERISA Procedure 78-1(40 FR 184n.
April InL 18"78. Effective Debber 21
1971. section :ii2 of Reorganzaton Plan
No. 4 of 17814 l FR 47mt3. October 17.
197l tranfarrild the authority of tIe
Secretary of the Treasury to Issue
exemptios of the type nrted to the
Setentery IfLabor. Tba he
noticoat of pndecy us issued solely by
the DepartumL

The sppylicais nomads
representations noit rewd to the
proposed exemptio wicb as,
summarzd below Intsreted pe-ron
n refered to the Applications 0 fle

,eith the ODpartOnt fort complete
statemont of the facts and
repreosntadons.

PsClfsc Ceot ofr Pesson Plan (the
Plent Locel ha See Fe" Calofoatm
(Application N. 0-7Se
P/posad EremOnP

The Depautment is ouffiderin
growing atn eamptiou -Ader the
autbtrity of section 4Oal of the Act

and section 497CKZ) of the Code and in
accordance itAh the proceduem set
forth In Pr ocdure 78-(14 FR
1847L Aprl Z. 1WSIU the exenptioo is
granted the rutictions of scso
4rqi0(lh(O) af the Act and the sanctuos
resulting frhm the eppicittion of section
4878 of the Code, by reason of sectioo
4878cill(D3 of the Coda, sbhll not apply
to tbe proposd at of Plan setts for
the betfit of c nr butlog employers to
the lan. porsnt o a nroa loan
prgiam to be entered Into between the
Ple and Union Bank (the Bettn.
Summoetyf Farce ondRepresentanone

L The Pttn. whlh overs etbm in
the roofing indtry. I a multitmployer
defined benefit plan established in
scordenco ith sections Zce1) of Ih
Labor Management Rladtious Aac of
It. as amended. The Plan curently
has apprenimatety 4.10 paeticipntts
end &pprnoxmately StS miionn in net
assets. The Plan is administared by e
boord of truatet (the Trtustel witb en
equa number of Trsaten coprosentaing
ltbor end managementt The Trustees
htae dlegated u Invmnt
mant snent authority and
responsibility under section 402(c1l1 of
the Act to M1citoran a Conpsny
(Mctargenl so the PManb inslment

eanrger (as defined in section X:-l of
the ActI. stoeqsn is n ine ent

-:P- 5�'qe, z,. /9::3
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od or r.oted tb the Somin soerdjitjom* DsompooDD of the nio kf & Whom. iD tlb. rrindont of
.nd E£cale C - d rho Io- gth r cs to Ib. Loon.. The M bmoIeo. rho eepo d rta of rotr.u
loooormt G Adsmere Aca of toc me.-vat rmt.e of lotoreot dt Sank b ai oa Fondrog CYo jood through the
1 Dcfr~orge crirrrtly baa pprqestaly charge n tDh Loom. U limited by tDh pSIDn wil eot equal or eod tbe
. billion in eoato of approrumetaly 47 Uouh Act lCalifora Girdl Coa I lti torn. a4iablo to tho Mona

emiploey, benot pian uno dr t ad, th oMA cotPtroble. siunred fidod-omm
/Dnatona. intee st toit I4J Therefore l itooe ar La coy perrod of

.The Plan prpoeot it oot U c at ml mau _ inroo raft ti D * mD Md -D will suspend or
oJ.!a io ucttllcartos of deposit Isaoed Funding CO aaD bo le wkIh woild lminr a te Pio eon par"Doad in tI Iho
by the Batk. which baD aJ DDr t yit d ieD.M cn on --mIaI bal. progm. In dioemimtou whothr to
relationship with th PD n. Miotoego la & The b Fa1ding CO rote for supond ar to ltmiatr the Ptn,.
oudrorrd to mabia oddlaA IM t mnth win bo Jmt d * patridpeaia in tbe progror. MUeMotgn
*olioctiono to the proptm if It g1 -i elobo than UbaApoit. h.. tMb tpply its apoptr to *eoooo bor,
detetines that ruco doposil aor in tbe the offedtrv tud ydlod at rho ad of lowg toe integ rot. aa Fading 03'
boot tInlrest of the Pan. Hotwrma. ouch thr prt -din e ort e _np oVdable ador tho prog o Likely
odduiaonol deporia. wha added to toe Inoured tied.nowno inramo im tto romain bob. rmro ovailablo on
rirlral V OeILCo, allocatin wil not by otbor o whIchao maturia. comparable. tInord tixerrdninom
armed imt of rhe total ,glo, of the and data of base o artable to those inoomnront. Drring a period of

aos. oarte or t the atie of any erich o.ailabb tIrotI tlh prupom. Wbhlr suspension. on oe_ nnofero Lomn th-
oddiootrml olloeon. The Bank will Medoegt recap that in es Maotwr CO to * Fundm CD would be
obooquotldy oa. loo. (tho LoaneI inottne, the om= Fading CD m e ropt for Loans -dor pnrr to the

hm iat oo tond to coatomors who interest rote oarciled (or any -oth w sspoo date.
meg' the Books normal latdi be gquo to oreate then trho to .lbcdtrgon might iloo detemine. in
raodord- faor cinaltr loone. to sirae, v-tiab oo - bamporble. Imard rdx th contivot of its rrrorw oat tho Paons

regidarro irrooflg jobs. ptoidod the income boa a the ad of rho ollocation of ogrw oamng &-dncoms,
wee i. donn by employen tb ra prenedingmonth rr dd byi ko 211 bai d o or typ ofipunan or mong
requitounder collectiv beirgming point. Mdhctegon, -rog thaiththo 2 cerifiates of deposit adotherform, of
ogremenu to ontrlnuta to trh Pun n baruv ptoints mea . of etnbtlty wrill Bzxed uaona Irnvesents. that It Udd
behalf of tht oMployoes who ould do alow i( to osd.. tbi orparr ra aon be In the Interest of trh ian to reduce
. rotiag mk inLn t m r to a o u ttmmunanu in cerr tificet deposli.
.The torn, ad conditions of tho eha g in ert roa rad to o in Suh a dotermination ws uld oIo onstr

proposed oqroement wIth tho bank ar for the Plane Fading CO ma baOOd on Ito Mi1drgo. csoiderotion of
embodiad in. rrittmn apreroenot (rh the onticipated thango. For jowtp. if rhdithr to _uprod e, tlrminater r
Dlepost Atementl. The Planbs U3 at the ad ef m ornnth Mcmaitmoo poo. pautipeaceo in th. propm
mi=lon depotit wUl be Initially Inbtod ewpot. thait bnort rot will dadci. I Morgan ha. neeted the PMan.
no *maater certi'de of dporit olt tiftr datog the oth, bet U does not .t.b in a broadly dvotsi potrdolia
CD1) the Bank regular 3DAy rt.a fao bha the authority to ax a ru o n e amitneg.ran .
largertlico:r of depoitL subject to Funding CO int knew rota , t toebfa ad rooate, toctut o e in
adiuanet hbighr or oe ra. each mouth, curnt ibtaosot rota on comparoble, wth the propam of

4. At the rod of ech manth. foodh insured H di4 b ne _ thes Ceao nr prodint
-oold bo tmuo et.nd fomr tbh Mastor Plan nigt ib_. rho oppormmty to toe. ; u dinbd lath

CD to mitificet- of deposit (Fading in * Funding C which aWnd b oupilean. e ic n baa oouated
(1'.( ro the orintt of te L roan ode rtrgt rota (and effectiv ido the PLyis portoli o of f hadIoce-O
o ist math. D.. to banking eqa o f gratr i tha the YW tovom. -to h-a dorarmorod ta h

re..nttrneor. tl. smount of -,.h Fundn comparabhe W- n bod t thb Inont ot eu ama of f t millio LI
CO must be no 1e than MD=t If and of the -h frir w_ _ _ _ loomr d -tifcata, of drpooit kaury
Lotan.a. made on -unt miih Is rte "a specfed. rt of rawch woild be equa to
It. then S1OG-M in a pericla moh 7. Mchborgon" tbea respoility tot n th otlab

yrxm wdll nerrvheles be transferrd iitror the Petno parpniatlone eInpto od i
eo a Fund Lg CD. but no farber h omount program ad to ovaloa wether at am invetsnm forid be Man appreUtriari

wIl be ut.uferd toe Funding C until ir tsn rtheo bootaotof tbhen P ito netpt i rho o Mchlo
the bKil D:WnJ in Loom baa boen made nanidn. ar sspead Ito prtidipation in alo datormtnod that the Purchase of
it. ftrre month. The mtat rota on the protta. Undor tha tame td Matter ad Fuaing CDs through
rho rezlim 'runding CO 0 , ri a itmn tre Depostt Agromont the Pan ba u to partipscn in th proga ad inuder
iome despite he rho that a.(all od ngof t of to inform the Bank prtortothe/ cnditeo thta i1tw be monitourig a
:brich --id bo" a term of tle smo. bernr of g -oAth of the 'dul redr with the ientoant poifO7 ol

kogrb a. the term oftrho Fendinig C01 ceeptabla interest rota it Wi acapt on t adinr t othagetoofthe
moy b- mode to tou oetqutert months at o Funding CO isoued in topat offo pon'o pgacipno, ad bnefildiaries.
dirfftrrg brrsro mite, Both tih Lon mnad during the mondt h) to p I Tbh dtaroqmunauo i suipported by
oad rIb Funding 03s tid Initially the trafdergof assets bmm the Maabto to idnoe oin lrt of the
hb." tr. of lino year bunt could bh" a Funding CM in any Month by gbt ma intano meor of the urovooentU
tern. d oMe or heo p-ein rthe f(rta.. D llro to tha Bank prior to the b og without ogrd to ay benefit.s a oaoni

5. Tho me of inoereet onothe Fanding of tb. mrntic and lto t.r .nai 10ote ro anor ib pitrapants and
CM will be equal tD lhb savage roa prtdipoon In the pneooC OnII doyg bhonfidare as o rodft of increasd
cbrrged by the Bank ando, the Loaou in tln r notie to btheBa (Dpon omplymot oppontite and oPloy.
the month that thb Funding 0D mao termination, all Nietar and Pndig contributieone thr may be onorated by
punich os.d Mini* 4.s CD. would rfl- until thir tb. prtopa.

The 4.42i dedoution roytoa, the mtaturrpo. *t whrb tim they wtlid be IL in cuanT. o t lpplceat
aoha donop.tia Lo its ongrtntona prdd by the Book to the Plif .tnmeto rho tho prooed
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n sectiotons, cttisy the statutory criteraoaCtion 4".l du. to t.t tollowting
I53 M cAqPu the Plan. stepend-t

mtreamnat atnm bht rentrcesd the
ttrenatunt prioait descrbid herein
end b-ame that it Is in the Planes
interest based solely on the tommotmic
end fnanutt btut af the PtaWs

(bl MActintt tam an ten Pdat
behalf qerdgtti th.Pittanst inestment
In Master sad Ftnding teia and Wi
totutor ea tranaactare- rlating to ruch
inttrettttL

Far fhather informatc co tacc mr.
RobasiSairofthe Depaeron
telaphone (MU3 u-US (This Itot a
talwle namber.

Ilserall nfocmesaio
The *ttentton of Intareatad perases i

directed to the following
(11 The ftct thatl tOsstion is the

sthiect ofan eatptxiot tndt sadtian
40n114 of the Act sad/or *eUo
4973cK2l of the Code doesmet rea I eve
fiducary or other ptrty in Interest or
diquaifittd ptrt, freost cnrtan other
pdoiano of the Act and/at the Cods
Inclading any prohibited trasaction
praOVloec to wic the extmptio does
ott apply sad the pieral fidmcLsry

rsponsibilitY prtO-le of action 404
of the Act. which am_ other thinpt
requir e fitdadaq to dischare his
dua rspeci the plan solely in the
htt of the psrticptnte end

beaeficriese of the plan end in a
prudent feshios in e 'sreaence with
Section 404("la)(1 of tMe Act eto dons
it affect the requltrsent of section
471181 of the Code that tha ptan mast
operate far the euxdioal bentfit of the
emeploi111 of the employr mestabning
the plan end their bsndriemc

(23 Before an treption may be
rioted der tion 4a0l~ of the Act
mad/or sainn 4971(XZl tof the Cods.

te Dept nt mo st find that the
esinmpllon I tdmmnlmttirly feaseibl.
in the interests ot the plan And of Itot
partiolpents and beafialdtes, and
prttectis t the T ta of partoiipent
end beneficaries of the plic wad

(3P The p d et pions I
Pante will be stpplamattj to. and
ant in dertgption ad may other
pt te at the Act sal/at the Cods.
Incuding setatmtoy ot sm-duttstvme
xnsspilost and bunatdoua ralie

Parthmon the fct thatt aurn
Is ebject to an ebinustntre at
etttatory anasption b not dspositd of
erlthetr the tireadtios in fadct
proibited trsnadction

(41 The praposed t .nipn.L if
panted. will be ubtect to the espees
condtitlon that the mtatlun lfectu nd.

representations cantined in e.hI
application aret am and complete. end
that each applicatian ctrntctiy
descties all attarial terns of the
transatdon which Is the ubhlect of the

S4ned at Waeiletes. D.t W.th day
ofreptemhtat

Ad M 0aeee. Proem and Waifer Senaff
Adshio hett Dpsirld Wher

-------- Se

* a _ . _ t
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effective December 31. ltre. section t0l

tP.*ftftd Tr-e.oso E. 6 of Rearganszation PlanNo 4 of 17MO(4
Ei..ura APPsOsstm NO. 0-4 0 e- eLI FR 477.3. October I7. 10,781 trnsfereed

the authority of she Seoretary of the
Employe Benefit Plane Grant of Trenotry to isut examptton of Lbe type
Inditvual Esernodonst; Nortwestear proposed to the Seeretaty of Labor.
Ohto Building. at al

ACG5Cr Office Pension and Welfare Statutory Find
Betefit Progrels. Labor. 1b accordance With ScDGOn 405(a) of

Actenc Grant of idndiVttal exemptions. tie Act adldr Sectio= 45CI(Z) of the
_____________________ Code and the prescedures set forth in

su55 MANr. This douoment 0=tins EUSA Ptoeurdt 73.1 (40 FR 114,71.
exemptions issued by the Depertenet o April 2.IM3). and based upon the
Labor (the Department) (roo cow.ai o entire record the Department, makes the
the prohibited transction retrctins of foflosing Endlgs:
the Employe Retiremnet Income (a) The exemppona are
Secuity Act of 1574 (the ActI and/or the I adnuaisnatively faslbli
Internal Revenol Code of 1954 (the (bh Theyes in the Interests of the
Code). plans and their perticipants Aod

Notices wer published in the Ftdieal beoefciarites and
Rete of the pendncamy before the (C) They are protective of the rights of
Departtnit of proposals to pant such the partapants and beneficiaries of the
*ecmptisos. The notices set forth a pla.-
rummetry of facts and representations
contained in ebch application for Nonwvesters Oblo Building aod
exemption and referred interested Construction Tree and Employer
persona to the respectIve applicadons Coasum Ie induotry Irnv t Plan
fera complete statee nt of the fcte (the P a loatd L Toledo. Ohio
and representaub The applications
have been available fa public rlPibited Trnosacio Eaempt os-
Inspection at the EDperplet n Appir-dose N14 D0co end D-
Washington. DC. The 4o4t1 also on(
Inlited interested persona to stbmutt
comments oan the requested exemptions Eemptios
to the DepariteaL la additioo the The restrictions of section 4U(s) of
notices st.ted that any interested person the Act and the anclons resultin foem
rnih¶ sulbnit a written reqoest thug a
pubic hea ing be held (where the application of section 4971 of the
approptiatel. The epplicants have Cod by reso of sesit 4975c)(11 (A)
represented that they have complied through (D) of the Code. shall not *pply
viih the requirements of the notification to the proposd partitipeltlO by

to interested persons. No public employee benefit plans in conetruction
commenu and no requests for a hearing. lbats through the P1opam whear och
unless otherwise stated were received loans are already committed to by
by the Department. cearta lending institrtiens to parties ilk

The notices of pendancy were issued Interest with et to auch plans.
and the exemptions an being gunted provided that the terms of the lns ar
solely by the Department because, not lesa favorable to th plans thun

those teams available In transactiems
with ebated partiac: and provided
thas the terms and *cditons. as
described In the unt of proposed
eeiemrion. ar complied with during the
ipa aiou; of :he P.-opmm

For a more complete statement of the
facts and renresentstons supporting the
Departments decision to pint this
exemption refer to the notice of
proposed exemption publIshed on
December 14. 108 at49 FR 4001

For Further Information Contact Mr.
David Stander of the Department.
telephone l=l 5Z3-01L frhlo is not a
toll.Cree number.)

PA466 "97~
Ienerel l fxentatlOn

nTe attention of interested persons
dirted to the followngF

(11 The fact that a trxanactiotnis the
subhect of an exemption under section
4081a) of the Act aad/or section
407Sf dIl of the Code does not relieve
fiduciary or other party ia interest or
disqualified penron fohn cersin other
previsions of the Act sad/or the Code.
includIng cy prohibited tansactiUn
provisions to which the exemption doe
nos apply and the general fiducd ry
responsibilIty provisions of section e4o
of the Act, which among nther thing
requirea fiduciary to discharge his
duties respecting the plan solely in the
intere of the participants and
benefidasies of the plan and in a
prudent fashion In sccmdance with
section 40caI(4a)(Bl of the Act nor done
it affect the requtrement of section
401(a) of the Code that the plan must
operete for the exclusive benefit of the
employees of the employer madntaLtint
the plan and their bomeficlaries

(2 Tbese eexemptions n
supplemental to and not in derogation
afi any other provisions of the Act and
or the Code, including statutory or
adotllstative exemptions and
tranitional srle. Futhermore, the ftc
that a transaction is subject to an
administrative or statutory exemption
not dispositive of whether the
transaction is n fect a prohibited
transaction

(3) The availability of these
exemptions is subject to the express
condition that the material facto ond
representations contained in each
epplicotion accurately descrtbes oll
material terns of the transaction whia
Is the subject of the exemption.

Signed at Wastinsto. D.C- this 14th d
sf.M04h 10L1
011.9 L Donld.
A.WV Assi0 m tAdminW..ttorfr
Rezuftio ndlei ptniensa Oilice ot
Pension end 114rite- . JJl Ptufm r. t._

tOeponen of Labor.
IFR Doe. t5-WY Filed 3-t15-a &cS4 .el

4- Goe s i.
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Propos. Lore

Acflmtc Notion of proposed oasmptions.

susims". This docmenstt contains
notices£ fa peidaicy, before the
Department of Labor (the ePatsmentl
of proposed eaonaptiooa froso certain of
the prohibited tandt restrctions of
the Employe tti me t Incmte
Seer Act of 1074 (the Act) and/or the
Intetosi Rmstone Code of 1934 (the
Cod.1,.
WTra Coumeet and Hesring

Raqtse Pnro utWefutBn-

Al interested paoona are inited to
Submist writtaf commenbs or requests for
* bearing on l ptbs. exampdono.
s.les" Otherwise 'ota0 niaNtc of
pstncy. withibt 4t days bottts. date
of publication of hinc Fed-m Rth o
Nout. Cttolmtao and reqaeste for a
hearing Ssosoeld staid it.s ,aeOnfi fur thes
wrio? 's Interest in the p ctding
exems ption.
jusnam All written coomments and

Sqasea fore hesring (at am thoatree
copiesl slnuld be stent to the Oaks of
Fiduciary Stassdarde. Pension and
Welfare, Benefit Progrms. Room C-
4g5 U.S. Department of Labor.
Conatitustio Avenue. NoWl Washntoin.r
D.C. =71. Afetionts Applicatlio Na,
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s"Werd in roch Nijice oi rnden.
..syls nss~ for evrrsspt, s nd the
csso ss recess sd ..II bc voIlaf Uu F
r;,blic ntrec:ion n the Puidic
t.scumsent Room of Pen.ion .n.I

'f.s!for tieneft t Propos. U.S.
Deparument of Labor. Roume -677. 3r
C ..nItlstion A.ens. N.W. IV;shsnslsn
D.C Z2t6
Notica to Ifrt d Pertooa

Notice of the proposed emempficos
asti be provided to .11 interested

person in the manner agreed pon by
=he appllcant and the Deportment WstliO

15 dsyo of the date of publicatson in the
Federal Reiser. Such notie shadL
indude a copy of the notice of pendency
of tie eoemption, as published sn the
Faderad Register and shblf inform
interested persons of tbeir rigot to
comnient and to request a hearing
(shes *pproi al.e
oueplaounlYAn Po*AtAlTOKd Tbe
proposed "empetons were rrouested In
upplisctions filed pursuant to teoion
* 405(a of the Act oad/or section
4*(Cl(21 of tbe Code, Vad in
accordance with procedures et forth in
ERMSA Procedure 7-1 (40 FR 14l7L
Aprii Zi7JL Effective December 31.
1Y78, sectIon 1t2 of Rersniszsion Plan
No 4 of 1278 (42fR 4M3. October 17.
18731 trinsferred the authority of the
Secretaryof the Treaeury to issue
exemptions of the syp, reouested so the
Secretary of Labor. Therefore, these
notices of pendency are ssued solely by
the Department.

The applications contain
representstleas with regard to the
proposed examptions which are
summarized below. Interested persona
are re/erred to the applIcations on file
with the Department for e complete
statement of the facto and
*prep entalans.
Northwiteorn Ohio BduldlnS and
Cuontruisae Tred_ and Employer
Canestaon ,Indstry livv,,neo Plan
(the Program Located bn Toioda Ohio
lApplluatSo Nos. D-ico asd D-42 I

Prposedfuaenospiir

Th Deptrumnent is coscideting'
firalintg an exemption under the
authority oF section 409(a0 of the Act
and section 4c75lcf(Zl of the Code and In
accordance with the procedures set
forth in RUSA Procedure 7-1 (40 FR
1847L April 8 1975). If the exemption is
granted the restuctions of section 406(a)
of the Act and ths sanctisos resltling
from the application of section 4873 of
the Code. by rsson of section
4073(c((l)(Al through (DI of the Cede
shell not apply 1o the propoeed
participatien by employee brnpfil plans

so conessrcson liens thrsteyh the
Proa.m where *ech I-nst re aIrssidy
comm ltd to by cen-ir eds
instiutu0onu to psrtres s interest . th
,rpect to such pluns. prVsided th dIs-
srress of the lans are not I..; Forsise
to she plans dthn those terms an.s hble
in trsectrcns wsIb unrn lied poesse
and proeided that the terms and
consBIsUns as decbed hereso. or
cemplied with during she eperesos of
she Papom.
Somatsy of Forts end fiepresearoridoo

1. The Northwesteum Ohio 8.0ildint
snd Construction Trades Council (the

Ceundll b1* co ederatton of local
bueding and constroson usrdeo usots
which reprenens building snd
construction tradesmen working in
asartiwaotetn Ohio. The local conns are
afililates of members of the AFL-CIO
fuliding Trades DepaRtment. The
Northwlsteet Ohio Coundl of
Construction Employers (the Employerl
is s cotfedeoatlon of employers engaged
in dte building and construction induutry
in the same geographic area.

The Council and the Employers un
behalf of the local unions tad
employees association within their
respective groups. desire to es ubtish a
conatruction induatry investment
program for the benefit of the employee
peadan benefit plans and welfare plum
which they or their members cs-sposor.
The plans ar qualified under secioan
4o2 of 4he Code and comply ssth the
reaquiement of the Labor Management
Relatons Act of 1947. partscularly
section il2 ef such statute.

7 Under ULs progesm the Ceuncil and
the Employeres wil establish a
foundation so be inowo as The
Northwtn eme Ohio Budding and
Constreuction Trsdes Foundation (the
Feundatinonl The Foundation wiDo se a
nonlprat unincorporeted asnociation
organized ander, and overned by She
laws of Ohio. The Foundation -tli
provide that may emaplyee benefit plan
qualified under sectun tot of the Code..
and coenponsored by the Council or any
local iunina fiated wIh it Or the
Em ployeys my elect to partscipate io
the Foondetion. The Foundstio wds be
administered by e Board of Trustee
(the Trusteesl. Every planparticipating
in Uhe Foundation sei be enutled to two
Trustees on the Foundaton's Board, oe
appoinsted by the urosn co-sponsor of

.he plan and the otbhr by the employer
association co-aponser of Uhe plan. The
Trustees wiub be required and directed
by the Foundation apeemeot to
establish and adntmruser Uhe Prorsam.

3. Punruant to the Imts of the
Foundotion documents. she Trustees wdl
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contaoc every bait.k -uvu. *ad I00o 4. Ftch pneilpathgq pi.. _il the,. 7. TNe *Clhoant reneeo.... h~l
.osodoa ii *nd sosint anc compmny Ia. wthin I cetin pedood lead ng .. liiuioav .oil hive .ide
ddfined in Podet B of Prhibited. dei.oo to prnucpate in he d loan fool od legolUy binding commitnent
Tronocton Eetpoo 70-1 IlorE 70t1. orovd the amont0 of itO pcacpaOw to .ke dhe conooCti.n aI. before dihe
I FPR 12i40. pa. 1743. Morch o ISS7EI in to the loding institution. Ihe leolndg oppoinbaty foe pmcpoouon by

the uriodiction covered by the plans insitution i i! limep all ooch odvaces. e..ployee benefit pl tns s dimiioted
patcipctiog bto the Ponm tr Ihe invesjted in certiao dengitned hbon- Utmgb the Peogram. The opplicai u
Nothwotn trtOhio quadirotI. and tern itisttrnu tol tohe ldodiog _ ievrrnl thot the Foundtin wtill
eeiqool mk Inostittollon tro allow oh. oinsltutioo funds the construction Ion eecoivo fnom 11 coopentrig tending
ploot. to partlpate to cootrnucton Ti. comning. qnr ch dvanc weil htb institluons *lU qualified loon
looam of $ieM or morei In wbich such potn of the planoa fandin of the Seto. conntments for conoul.raoo. aond ovU

flood;ig toodmtllot bhet mod. a legolly and t ny t eutumo vnt U ie be noo potrcipalo in a loan onlers it Loat or
enfoeaobl cormnritbet.' Thtt remittod by the ntltttlon to tte abeo. the provoiling morket rotu of
opplicanto birtount that It is not paticipating plats. Interest oind volo. for compthl. lobb o.
fktit to 1-4oA, maill constrction L Tho Trustees Of the Peopsom ilU In no -ml il poetloipotion plans
loaom for boro remodelIng or mioar kop proper books and eoet to either intdviduolly or in the ogregot
ddlitiona. iLa. U1_ SSOM In the conat qor oil advioco matd. by ocquino o, than o wl% participotton in

Progres. Thspplicant pre tht Pafticipating plant. Al entuob of any oo loon.
mors then tC% of the coOtructlO0 lo$n. prontiPal andfor Interest neocoved by tht L Th.a pplicent represonts that
oregpnlatd -in ho ato or bovo thhe bit Institution boo a eastr t=im paetlclpating pbauo wIl Itnest ob Initlo
S4SM threhl AU institutions moigag. tnat tn whbc* Pbunt . togeihee wIlth a leding I StitutSon and
opeoag to pantlolpate bn th. Pmgnon pn iIdPt will nat ho purchasing partidpiatto
will ow.. to notdfy the Trtttetto (or toon of thu pouipln pltm op Interests from sitc loading Instition.
AdAooonotice Manageo of the Pregun within ova dAtyLt tOt rt wel thd opplit repreop ntstathat
oft al pplcattona for coasoucilon loam Periodically . tho tw otSoh.P o puilrtpottog piano wdi receive theIr pre
whb nhotobeeo approved by th wit epon to hotrhctarotooftho nutt of the Poitd chged by the
Inociltoun and *oped to bht submitled petilcipotong plan, ad to Wa.igilloitted Ic itunltion to Uth extont loch
by the bertowe. ad supply ohe local uniooa and maragement poIntS eepesent a turn oan the laoo
Trustees with anyreqoeotd doto and asooaomtbootaon their Operationa. NlO an zotg c penano ad/on
infoermtlon acnnerniag toe loan.. The Trustee eil recon.e amy comtponatioa minburecrncat to the tmding inatitutlo
oppllcoot reprnoonts that oil endig f boo sre ta his F a to the Foodation oe io for actual opmenao lcorred &ado
lsoutllutolo will oihrnmtavoly Pait. Th. Trustees mty Inane reosonablo stervices tendeed in servicin the
ecomreandthatboerierot 00nseatto expe0es foer aecesaory peofed$nAu constroction motigag loan.Tho piano

tho seohitdaio of the loan doncmeato to ervicts to Impinanttt oSd optetnu the pno nut he. will bo the rtlo of the
the Preogm. In thin oad the pplicant PRoawax and may obtain from the lood onoonut of toe pa ns funding
represonts tt bodevoeee rtfosatl ei. rnortgalge pataers ondlom th. participtiloo to tho total amount of the
will coitotitot. 10% to 13% of all participating plans reomboroooeoot for lo.n. To tho oxnto such aho.
tronsactioan. Teb Trusttes of the reeaoutbbl eoplocteo octoay Incurreid. traoctona. or any other tronsoctiono
Program oW aodaty the trusten or other No pot oan Oh. ptetpnctp or Income of any tiemoon ohe plans and the booding
designated repsoontaiu.eo of oveey investment will bo neceived or eetoined nutoluuona. consntlute ytolioos of
prtilipalog plan oa all hIformtdon by the Foundoaton onr it Trustees. o 405tof of dt Act. the Dlepartmnot i
mecved by theom Tbe tiducibres of the . L Beta... Gor.* construclion I... not proposing relief for such
partibipatng plan, will thow dot.enin. mtty be otdo to partICO in Inteeett with transactions.
wbether they intend to putipnato in a re0pect to petocipating plans. souch s .Tihe applicant repeooen. that In the
specific a tu a and if Go the conarboting cmpiyeryoL.the tpplitcnt event of. defauot by * borrower the
amoont of theot petcidpantoi seeka an ooptmplom hornm "etlt 4s"1 leoad lender. La.ba looding Instiution.

The Teusotee of the Proprm will of the A foar the trnetiios.t Tht wild bhave responsblility to enforce the
soeomuslat the Gnopolatc ftrc olU of the oppicant represonts tehl bostuoe the rights of olU of tbe lndero. Including
participothtg Plans VWd ill then *dvit, Praollm docomntas will provide that oaeicpnit tmeot holdees. under the
the landIng InsUtotudaona ito detbn tro indopendent plan olustees oo toan t. applic a fo eo =Pepeo.t.
poeticlpato 10n l oon. and. If Os. the (Iducianee will have wWl ond 050du5i00 thalo Tho ploom~a four t otherepsnt
mnout of the paitlapetion. T. moaunt authorty ith telatd t t la o n's oProgrmt wll remain in the poetfolio oa
of the ParltIpata ibl beW tho ohmoooot decision to participate in a loan, no the lead lender financial instottsion and
of the curegata paeidpalons mode by retief horm section 4i06bl of the Ad F. thud ao bnt tenafeered to other lekden.
the Individual employ. beandit plaos. Progprm anastUonos is requested.' In. Tb. oppicnta epreou Idt
fachb sad looa will bh deemtd cad btfo. a pSan plosicnt sn tn.
conitrrued tb cnsactit o patnd and e tr . _ _ construcdon loan the Foondation and
dcunctac aogol aoitnatlotrandtwillhbe eachpticipating plan ill recive horn
documanttod acet moparo ttust. Tbe. e t .. . wa to ttambi S oo the leod ander a wntten commntment
Trusteos will ainstiai their books and A. no .r Vi Got _ ort.- for pernonent fiaancing horns peeson
rcod.ofacconateccoedWigly. 000 t 0 - _ other than the participating plan or

- ton~oom woO no l t nothor plan vhich I ptn of the
tt4 ev0~100 - 1. Progmpo to menbo foU epaymret of the

_ w0a5 ott 0 .the loan Opn ctnpltlotio of comsteuction. In
to ciidc byr00id .icW el 0 - is i D_ tit. oowO _ F0.n
s divc .elorw0, Otwo- .060 do vr t 0. Pt!m t01- Go t 06 Ore. 0. .04000
callo 06, 0... .04 Go 600a.01 aii I60 or.0 0000.000 10soo as P.t . Ptoseooto.4 P-ivOlcO. 000,0w vio, 00000,0
0._0. .. V .. -c..am w- -L. o.. . -m.i. . io . d, o .. - i.vw .. L.teotto

co ..c06O- - to osem o.... o a .. oo toe o re 1 oo. e . Pac .. an -nd. ci. o.
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addiion. the Foundataon vill not accelp It. to aa..ary. the applicnt 11 trhl pmpitard ewca ne df

loan psricipautoa by any plan rhich repeens that the pr.po.ed .ritiet. wl he napplei: t1ier
wouad. 0010 any idividuad loan transacion atty the tatutoty ct-r eaten ireoatmnool. any oter
paeucipaio ecceed 10% of the a*sot f dectian 41W-I of the Act becaoae 1.1 pr....on -i. .. the ACt acili hr C- OA
of the plan or in the aggreate with all independent plan trostees end iNilili tullttatry or adintniai.ea.:i.
other constiructlon loat parcipation fidaci ees v ill have rale and r-uai- -e-itopttnns and tIanation41rrulec.
coeed 2U% of the asseat ot the pln. authoetly to cawe a plan to p-niopate orreer the fact that a trao ree
Further. the Foundataon and each in a toam IbI the lending institutions -ill ia naltet to an administrative r
pa tiepein Plan neWil maintain or cou e ha.- made a leg.lUy enfoecnable tatatory entmpcon is nat dooiustei
to be maintained for a period of oo commimcetl to mako a constructio nla helhe the tranaatton to in fit a

yearn fromtChe date of ach low 5 before plan consider participotion in pnhibieted trnaclion.yPtuddfrom the date of buh loan, the loam and Id no mmot than 10% 141rfl proposed noemptioa.r
puarltpauta stuch records ne ars annata of any participating plan may be geanlad. iett be sabject to the enprtu
necalry to ev able the patme .invested In any individual loan condrtliLn that the material facto ni
Inlarnal laevemoe Sif~ite the Plait a paetcicpaton and no mar than 25% of a epmentatt.n contained in each
participants and bengfiaines. any plans aset, may be invested in npplaliton re tne and compete. anet
emplyere of plan pauricipants and constructon loans in the aggregate, tht eah pplction accratl,
benefiaartes. ir ny employee Notice to bnterested Persons Notice to deecribes al matrnal terms of ih
oreosantn who. mombere ate intetested peroona will be provided tracutiam whh ts the nobtelt of the
uereed by the pla to deterd ne Withio 30 days of ith date of publicanin ecnptian
whether all eoiditloa of the toemptino of thin notice in the Fideral Regatsr. Sined at W bingot. DZ. Leb totS ia
hav been maaL Notice wil lambd. a copy of thin ac all it D- .toe

eapubliohed In the FIod Regaans nd rM L Daeil
emn 1anerma arena t rauar ta atatement lnforming interested iitiaeaneqs oaihr

on.t -ak om a- - persna of theie right to coment.L .th eeyraa.dtaereterpetni 0111cc

jot a mnaaaaa a ..a otara esreaoaa etaro m Comments to the t~epertree tin due Piowiteo MWeIfre Br.fit Pern
nn. aomfe &.W -a tha within 00 days of the date of publication teparmt of Later

_ -W a- ae o - o_ m. of this notca. at mr as e
; A aa- rr r_ a Fo Further lnformatina Contact Mr. a m_ a_

a- al- - -o _ Dated Slander of the Depaertnent.
ee _ w ai telephone 1=1 Sfl'-4 l (Tis o al -a

io bane t.a_ By on toll-freenaumber.
ceonta nea ma Fr_ a otra r-
vs- .6 uo d. F .. dol .p ein -c7 R

eetm; etev anameeia - _D -- _U _*wTh. asienm tat -a aceI
- oaeniaeeatmn nanopea eln mo Coastal atofanmtlee

= 1 _ r--moO at m oremensa ~ The attention of interested persona in
ao - f_1 rdirected tno the falloin

c 'd eeaaaeteea owoAd- he -rerndeh The tact that a trenaacltoin ftheun~'
iebr h s eabjecnt elan noemptian ondee aecoan
toa- ~t-t e- meanil at ee - ^ 408.tl of the Act and/or tecuon

-aeea- ._ u de, uu 497531(c21 of the Code does not Mire *e
rue. eu eemneoeao at heandoaeieaa aM In - fiduciary ar other porty ia intereat or

aneevadoeneie viam disqualilled person Iem certain other
moo ea _m Ta - mo,. a provisiona of the Act and/or the Cod.

ese ru aahe~tr. Os-W. v _ _ intouddng any prohibited utnsactia
aInean n atr M.att provitions to which the exemption diem.
nemowom teem ten sensate -eat -_eM tW not apply and the gonual fidaclu ry

I te Wl In a c r responsibtlity pronovions of seatl 40
pent* -t -.hta r-a SmaPeewa of the Act. which emoog other thingo

ma. tee mepernals lanmineem eemtahte- a tvquire a fid°cicary to dltlcaroge hti
vta _ * tA e rn a _t rth m e dutes renspecting the plan ualely in the

e-t m m w-betan interest of Lhe perticipante and
Too a h- ae_ _ ate6 beneficaries of the plan and In a

jam a ae_ on -~ ca prudent fashion in accordance with
aaanmonnandee~n~mne - oecoton 404(all11181 of the Act: no dora

_ - * -*antsnat Omedma - taaeaan a it affect the requirement of tectlon
eaton-a _ a s-Ot~4011,1 of the Code that the pln must
am _ _ oaat n _as eo f operate for the encluve benefit of the
oedmam m _ -nat masmoma, _naenn empioyees of the employer maintaining

baa. n htaoey wnie aes- ate the plon and their beneficaries:
tao- esteem am-mat eta. us aoea 12) Befolo an exemption may be
i.aesa - e a - - he tabal hira graned under sectlon 408(a) of the Act
a n-nmam a _ t v 4 ad and/or Sectlon 497tcUC2) of the Code.
* e oln s-a o a Wooda the Department must find that the
_1den a a Oeaa at - -o ca~n a aba..eotmnlion is administratlvely Useable.
eamemamaan.elattamthaeta t._4t nef5 ia th interesot ofthe pi nd of its

ma_ n-osr tar - ton $ parniecpams ead beneficiaores of the
plw acnd
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Rada Concoc toduafry Pensaon
Fund (the Plan) Lotad in Radne.

* iahted Teeeco Enpi t at
impon A sN 1

Mhe rettictions of tecton 405(a) of
the Act and the s t rting trom
the application of t n 4973 od thtel
Code, by reteon of Sectio 4W0CKl) (A)
thru (01 of the Code. Ah not apply
to the provision Of g tr orn ge
finaning by the Plan to property owner
we ch tunat is to be sed to
retire consruction loans exteoded by
bankt which ar ntnrducty part In
tnterest with respect to the Pla
proi that

A. Such maolgge loan is expreosly
opproed byea fiducIary independent of
the cnnarction tender who bas
authortty to manage at -ntl tholue
Plan osses being nreted

b; The terms of each ocrh tttrenction
is not iau fmvontble to the Plan then the
terms generelly available In an am's-
leng transaction between unrelated
partier. end

(C) No tnvesunent an m -
edvisoty. underiTiting or sales
commuiion or sir o tio Is
paid to the roctinndrwit
esed to euch transetion.
Fore more complet etatement of the

facts end representations supporting the
Departnentos decision to grant this
exemption refer to the notice of
proposed exemption pobtished on
November 5I a9t5t St FR 41*7

ForfunhM frneroC.A. eol
NK Levitas of the Department, telephone
Il2 123-g9tL rThta is note toll-e
number.)
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A. Schmaortmage loan is expressly aigreement aathxt:ng :the mortgage
: approved by a fid-axy todepeodent of banker to act as his gent to attempsting

the constrtction lender who has to obtain lotg-tertm fnancng. Typtally.
authorty to manage ot control those this agreement proxides that the
Pvn assets being inestedt monrgage banker mill recoito a one

B. The terms of eaca socb rnsacoon point -origtnaton fee- (an anmount equal
is not lesa favorable to the Plan anaz the to iS of the local loanl 50 from the
terms generally available in tn arm's- borrower for obtaining a long-term
length transacuon between unrelated financtng commitment. Up to this poinl.
parstie and the Plan has had no involvement sn the

ICI No investment management. tronsaction AMso to this point the
advisory. underer itn or sales prospective borrower typically would
commnisaion or similar compensatton is oat have obtained abortnterm
paid to the construction lender wsth construction financing.
regard to such trtnsction. In the seat phass, the mortgage

Summnrnry of Foitt rnd Rapidorenttrion, banker prepares a loan oering for
shbmission so potenttal lenders. If the

1. The Plan ins multemployer mortgage banker believes the project
pension pilan which had epprosimately meets the Plan's longterm Lending
950 participants and net asseus of critese. he presents a copy of the loam
approximately nSu3f15 as of offering for consideration by the
December SL 219tl The boaed of Truste All loan offerings moot be
trustees of the Plan in comprised of thnee prpared in accordance with the
employer-appointed troutees and thr Trutears cteria and must offer a return
unian-appointed trustees (collectively. equal to the correct raite for stmtlar
the Tirsitees), with the employer and financing- Satisfaction of the published
ntion trustees entitled to coat ant eqal criteria does net howeer, result in

number of aggregate votes. Invesument tam Uc appal F
dectilono for the PIan amr made by the ppcatic pns re indidulacy eongSdered
Trustees, ad pplcatidupos b are indvidall consieredi

2 The Plan proposes to engage in deteracned thon they trsteefy the
long-term mortgage financing for certain deeried tteysatisfy th e
commercial construction projects. The published crteria. Upon review of the

Plan oes ot poposeso egage~ '0 loss offering, the Trustee may accept
- ~~~~~~~Plttn does not propose to enfgage La to the proposal or oiler -counter proposal

called interim or construction inarttng. thepropt dafferer af om those orprnally
Construction of such commercial - onotedifferen fromose gssginally
ptbperties may be performed by pe s proposed the proposals accepted. or
who an pasies in interest or ppoporiLi the Plrn would issue c
disqualified persons with respect to the commipment to planide w onuisster
Plao.

tt
Speciflcally. however. tha fcm te

tronsacton for which exemptive relief Is finanng
sought is the payoff by tha Plat of the 4. The Plans moStgage applicatton

nsho term constnuction lender with form stateL among other thons, that all
Reia S Cnontructon Industry Pension proceeds bom the long-term motgag construction. except that which is not
Fund (the Planj Located In Rltcdnte osag, whore the sbort-term construction witin the jtntdbcdon o a uon
Wlacoonim, lender l a party tn interest with respect participatng tn the Planimunst be

[Application N. D-GMIto the Plan by reason of soresang th performed by coatbectoti and
l~~pplixonsa N. 0-Soul Plan's mortgagjes. Ionon canut bow-rnr aSubcontractors cogtosbuting to and who

Proposed &emption will the hort term lender be a fiduciary an in good standing with the Plan and

The Department in considering with rpect to the plan, who employ too percent AFL-CO union
gr~titing n ezemptio under the 3.Long-terme mortgage, financin construction labor. Construction.

gunthgr tyo timsetion uandl r the tratsactions tnvuolvin the Plan typically Including all landscapsin must be 1t
anuthority of sectio f0l) of the A't begin when a prospective borrower percent completed by such labor. The
ad secr on withsc) of tp e Code sod t n approacsh a mortge banker " to botrower mus fvmsh alist the Plan
accordancwith wltbhbe procedures tat dismiss fn ancing. The mortggge banker showing the names of the general
forth in fUSA Procedure 74 fR m ke ain initil determia tion as to the contractor and subcontractors and atny
18e7L April U 173)UIf the xemptioI fesbiy ef th proposd project addition or substitution o that list mu
granted the re tictions of section 406(a) hast determinyatin is favorbli the be ubmitted for revsew by the Plan

of the Act and the sanctions reslting thatpetermnboatweir entes into th before sorb addition or oubstitution
from the applcation of section 4075 of prospetn hrw couid be made."
the Code, by reason of section
49715(c)(lfl A through CD) of the Cadsi Op-5505wa5 t-e pnes
shall not apply to the provisson ef long a2'2'j. prtaem A sa hr erT. deama ma tad 050 tatt

term mortgage finaang by the PIua to a sn . pela e ,. -eM

property owners where such finasnig is eay se os_ roernarr n ors "ws s o dt. ssso had ai ta
to be used to retire constrUction loans p u v r"sass ma a bWiud ss ''° he sW-d .t a_ d t at

extended by banks which are non- heivrdhrt7 snm.a--eeesi..t9 Me 2muse S m
fidsdsry parties in intereti with respect -rn r t.ae a_ a tra aa a s sad rants
to the Plan provided that R-,Casam.
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- The applicant represents that the
total anpaid balance of the Plaa7s
inortgige portfolio shall not. at any time.
eaceed ZS percent of the Plan's twel
cassts. tI addition, the total onpaid
balance of any one mortgage irhich has
been corunitted to and dosed by the
Plan shall sot exceed It percent of the
Plana' total assetLs Mortgage financitg
applications vdt only be accepted from
inudIviduals who are not parties in
interest with reapec to the Plan. In some
Instances. financing applicationa may be
received and considered prior to the
selection o generat contractorn or
suabontractrs for the project involved.
The Trostee considers filnnctng
applications without regard to the
identity of the general ontrctor and/er
the eabcontractors who may potentiaUy
be selected (or who may already have
been selected if eoch selection was
made prior to sebmlssion of the
fi cing applicetionl. The Truteles
decsions an the isumance of mortgage
commaitments are final.

IL The borrower nermally obtains
construction financing thraogh the
mortgage banker. Wen the borrowrer
obtains the shoar-terem construction loan
a t1-party agreement may be entered
between the Plan. borrn ver and
cortgage banker. The tri-perty
agreement confirms the parties'
understanding that upon completion of
the project in accordance ,eith Plan
requirements the Plan wild provide the
eppeoved loan amount in order to
substitote its finansing for the short-
term binds. The greemuent provides for
scotanams, *aesigument of the short-
term lender's first mortgage Lin to the
Plan. This agreemet is not required by
al mortgage boikens. and, in the
.bseenc of an agreement. substitution of
the Pan's Iong-teemt Inln for abort-term,
fning fellows the same assign-mnt

aeds5 p-,-e .lwp-kftm beed .
_a. d ( - lmid 

t hp.capi -
5

,.b e erso tr t

W- b l- t _ es66do P-A .s

.ssiabdhy. U asa.nd sesnasa res or
sicoeev m- Ielm a-. aene lse

e.len asase -.0. d_. nt -- -
.odyaran ats1it-bles D et Ids
l. a. 0 k vusitit a_ t rlk t-

bi.55 .1 ten.. peso. .n eo i tn -OI. -f 1 z W W __ t n t

Whin. a S de a a o - soei e<b W _tb h. -d t-n .

dit W- l. --
te..s I- a k as. ie oa- -ies

p_ A d oeoslu , 0- o .m

lab toesr h to i. - s
eL.O- b _ 01- _. - .. tD be

..~~~~~~~~. b.Uf

procedure. The morugage beaker then As compensation for such .ervce the
arcores note and mortgage imsumeoat mvrtsoge banker typically eceives froa
lobich documneuU *re prepared with a the Plan a amount *qual to one-eighth
viev to their furture assignite) tfrom of one percent per annuml of the anpaid
the borrower rand the borrower begins - aount of the loan."
conalreutiono a. In saumary. the applicant represet

Throughoul construction. toi mortgage that the statutory citeria contained in
banker monitors the project sod ito section cWsa of the Act have been
progress. making the necessary satisfied becauset
constrtiontinptspections and paying OUt Cal The Pla h.a vigorous standards
short-team funds as the work progresses. for the approval of amy mortgage loam
Upon completion of the project the (h) The Trustee will review and
mortgage ba r makes the necessay approve all application for Ginancng
Inpct - ,ad final payouts and a Lean Ccl No mere than 2% of the Planes
Closig Is scheduled between the assets will be invested in mortgage
borrowrer and the Plan, lons and

7. Upon completion of the project the (d) No mortgage loans will be made to
Plan's commicnent retmai contingsent paticsin ihnter.st
until satisaction of certain caendidati e F Fu er Infrmation Contseet Mr.
The eendtlons indude (is ia thce d Alan iK Levies ot the Department.

American Institute of Appiraieern toll-fre number.n
showing that the Plan loan will at t
eaceed 75 percent of the project's
appraised valee," (i) issuance eoa title .staor au ia i es sCi
policy insuring the nrt Lien states of thb "- . pe-as .ne dse aso d
lan's mortgage interest in an amount at -o.i t _ sw

least equal to the amount of the loan.
(IlI) receipt of an architect's eartificatts
that construction contormt to the plan
and spedcictions ad mecet applicable
coning and ordina.nce restrictions. (iv)
Issuance eta certiccation from the
appropriate municipal building inspector
that the project is complete and ready
for occupancy. and (vl presentation of -
hatzard Insurance policy in an amount at
least equal to the Plan's loan aed / -
nearing the Plan payee. If alD thoe)
conditions atn met, the Piln trnonfero ito
committed loan funds in exchange for an
asignment of the cote and mortgages.
Typically, the borrower would sign a
direction to pay. authorising the Plan to
make the loan to the borrooter by paying
the loan amount to the mortgage banker.
Other documentatico Ctoch as tide
inurance polities. certifications and
appralsalsl are also re'lewed and
traderred at thi tise.

a. As petn of the lean offering the
mortgage banker my agree to sevice
the long-tem loan an behalf of the Plma
This servicing includes receipt and
handling of scheduled peymncts.
preparation and maintenncet of
accounts lahoig alDocation at
payments between principal and
hiterest). periodlc inspections af the
property, and deman for Prodof
contnuinug habzard insurace coverage

tio, du--. Ae osle be said Oat

it. i- le se a W - r - -
-cd -I be t M s Ts lb .s

FL ins- addinmet lods -e ibe beseat si. -"-.li e. u l r tt.,h Cr W r Pt-

20-518 0 - 96 - 7

41709
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DytAon BA-udig and G =onnd
tIdooe Plec an Pl (d3 P
Located io Deyto Otdo
IPrWbudi Trr_ etopdo 07-
E-~ip-o Aopfi-l, M-e 0-rm end 0-
700o1

Eeempioto
Tba, seasita of atiso-dh a a}d.

th Aetat aeandawtoo: frltom
the oppte e of .. t eilal no
Code by beo od ntonx 4WWlX1I (Al
throu& (Dl of tho Code hall rwt appiv
to the propoeed porticipeion by
employe benefit plans leconstroadan
lone throubh the Prag= awsc suck
lonnn ere aizoedy -ltod tnby .
certaia 1 in. ino t m In.
intorcnt twi ped to rnech Fb
provided that the tamUof dk2 toeb
not less favorable to nh pon thdn
Ioce teeh m Is = oebe lnceeada
wfith osneeletd p,3Ko ed pmvded
that thu termo end omdltice. eo
denebed to the notice of propoeod
eoomption. ore complied wthk dotS the
Operetion of theo

For aoe a omple at of the
fot, nd an mt_ p the
Depnnoe. =de I tn t dte.
Coempleon rto dwene
propoted *nnmpte p 'and Apd
10. ISO at 52 PR 1178L
Man B sema d d wecDmm, sefty1 am"t of the Deportment.
tlpbhe (22lJ Ste1&$L CThM ts not e
tell-fe trember.l

9-:P7a3 +
-P-70 .6
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Daytoo A.. Baildia *ed Th. P_ _ p_ i s a c and lea. .o bContrumcaoc odatry Lnvestment Plan -n d vy _ _y sess'l, os and disrnCt Ind trones,,
(the Protptal Located nO Dayton OH plan, may ttd~v ae. ts
JAppcIktO3 No, 0-7003 cod Dt0 _oe IVb Tba, l to new s Tha maafliee mg Io tst

(the Tmto. td a d
The 0eparoenet it CnooDidarmt t 5 -_at petrtanes, plans B -L

gran t 00 exepoption under the p s"tam t s t '-m"L 30 d, mryo d tw a , m
suthoaty lohtio,406e1ofhaAct Ottm 2. t a U o no t ds tot
and Section 49751cl2l Of the Code and in CTUOtm The Ttoste cav utPowd and Lta * spede cun, .osto," ht t.ccotdanct with the proctdau set dinuceed by the Foutndatta Agremant iacte , , ct Lt 5_
forth ntoERlSA Prcedte 78.-I (40 toFata t totat-db o th ld idhe
1l471. April 2. 197).1El the .eempttonis 1 2. T e e an slovedli -m keep i c-

TmuoaAM.o.alnomincfog.=tbeo. b. ma b.. M as-of & tt "SW i ",pI e mod loom a t 4 nsd, L edvanom wnd be a pea ad the adrawn
of th Act and t bmatljf omAaaldAto 'est and he;b.ttt bythbno. the pl , t _ taK of Proht d Tra Ttsaction Inotec- to titg . pso e ds am pit"
the COe bp 1 (ITW 71-a. 41 F4L p4Wk. .The S daootbn wid kIeep F'e
W tmb Mo diosoaies ML ' Match jLlmk o mdd boulatoiscdtas aecnttfowellta~t tta tan - 4 r chva.d byS tt o thdvre fr.-* p reord. to Rtaa e for clcatre bl thleafoudesoand4i , wasa_____astc~atul Piamn, and

iomreqem~mag thach esSab au"lm I&Qb *baa. th~~~~i~~ ~ ~ anStu Fouodadessso pst spat, Oa l etze~rtdoleon. are almasly catl~nd ta by con sttv _, mrt ot _11 -tt om th leadnt mada, m.d thecanalot landen t m Fc ta paie to or mome i. ach It*1 A of ptcbpe AndOnaUre duee t a o bypla. M ha oands, a l (libualt by the landiml; t rt.an fro
MsO'"nd b at ttt dthe lotans .m anfarceable coamuna partloo to IOT contuoornot lo aound. hes Du" than. ALl latotitdona ate4sto partodpata wotap lnt St be manned to thetbos ts Availt In Pt t tbr r vrdl tni 1 e fW trut of tha ParUdvat" Pbtn's1
.tthd 1 -d- W Pdcl tnedy h tramm j~~a othe itht {rtr _d days atehr t4WLthat am ad af i eft PrtiodicluY. tElse Frotdaan Wm IpPt
dtted hertn tm compiled t *Ppfft h twPtoet 'e to the tstes to lb pf tLtt, g landuoq tbes, oanmrof the Proam. lana w leas M aovef br, and la the &MhULd I l--an

b l meod %&betob monamt aseadtn an itoaubmitted by the boroet,a anda(bll" opmINISOS Ilta FWMAA Tramose e1nd1. benbft sulaaletapply the Ttees wIth -v at-d russive say -lpood H-to, bWco-epoomed by brtlg aind da ta t d _ _ & td Fcadm o the
cM totems . . ro_ * e Ptogam, The Powadal my io
w0h the 0 matom Ted _ C voedc 1 towteanadve* reoccabInl a or nse
and 'ot me ded _t the9 imesrame rto _t _ d.nI *a
Went trd tf Ohio 'Wom de tt the _t d atbtrto e _ t oeto ead m_ yia

iatd Cnra Conntractors tiserlm to lserJ - have, load cp lando, _YWAeatlom -d/rdt~~~Wr sppb t~t t5__ tAh_ r _taea Iaote
oeee tP g bIt and refun m t I ttrinsd f r rosea1eablo, *eaanll

omia W ndy ptr W e tt n the an Vp -po ol InamaaLJe Pont ad the Ped;l1 ar
Dmearetrte In teOf , h4 frad ,s- o. t-* lad as, - .11 he
eMbUmbq dw Boelan ms i Ft od, dt de s tatt r nmaed - ti. by the PFeasl.
antlcoveeect t ods Foudt other desiated mtreaofd or its Trsea._(tbe Foundadtol. lbo fcmoll owing p ,ny p fi n of adt S eoe t Se r dw-l be pert d tie F It ttamd ol brdm t"a mayr be mad to ertw uut_
p otalyctk to Pr .tK Vele ttmf Ito podett e _ Pk.ii respect to cos pt I FlPes, m
CmPe 11 CO.Mg paiae Pm the de itles t to as to
and Trs hurmimeea kethosed df patlp_ be *PndhA pk - - b
Elec~tra o.u in mat loan it , ti e asmet od t edo an 41a ad t Act ftr twPain~ Mat md Ihevc Participatidon. Vmodc.T.acm .ltm
Maten Laced t, . md A. LThe Fade wi acante dt d the prer T willop.r..,Trut km Worke rs Ctause of re_. bh al ttof t _ that a ro n mypl. n etwhc baa at
S-iaw..r MIa und Vkbay Penda Plmend madvalliadrmW the lode Un,.., to d oes elylyaPlan d TsTIe O Stowa Roofo drt, n t the Fad le d ot a coousocuo pro I ttob ba low
Wtinyaoehei 6e@t tc-it Pn pma tkm 4 nS ints t the d by a caeutto meco (Al AkbetnPLta and Therea Fo d Remor a dd t-_ b To atmt bemoisf fio ao-g e a p*itopadtc
Lal ItVNW F_. F4tm nd l h oif the tPt n be o datttminader (bl arhoet beimeUf bfcc
aNd d&A PtoesJWheh PI dT 7b bit l that portaon od the Planr ata. meet
I-Mp W. by P. tis whan, the aod 6 pn dtta of end

(ab Coowdbyed t e otr __1t otOtld_ - paadldpany toO a rn r dtcemn nd
_Owo _o _ 1m _ _ 'ttio I to epsn

70m,, Wres7d. thetts 
0 0trmtdtt
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appoma fort rop - m-et. pla. itha rirdU dualy at in the
baceom of oach Propat doacment ggogate acquire Moe than a 50%
1a0gaooe, on rt from *eation .<fbl of partuapation mo ay or Loa
th. M Ae for FPt11 tOmnait i t m. applicants represent that

-s ta partidpittrnt plans sol Inrt ab indio
4'W- 1 o_~ ^ togthaer _ith a lending inmsttudo and

' Iillnot be putdhuing partictpation
intetvet fam ech lCading institution. A

7. The applicants epresent that "L thel. applicants represant that th.
lending insttutions -11 have made a patdpipticng Plans will recrv. their pre
formal end legally binding a omitment rats share of the points charged by the
to makae ltb coaucti mortgage loan lending tustitutton to the extent such
before the opportuinty for participation points repreeent *a ntunt 0n theloan
by the flan ts distributed throe the and not compensataon adr
Progrm The applicants represent that retmbursement to the tlnding; Iatltutqlo
the Foundati wltl receive from ail for actual expenses iaimed vndjar
cwap ratingt lnding institution.aU sernog. rendered in servticng the
qualified loaut c uommirotts for eotuoucuto mortWgag lson A Plans pto
consideration ,hetheror not tch rats aae ti be the ratlo of the
commtinent, ae for local oer non-ocal amount of the Plan'e foun
developern ot nomtbnctiprleccta or participatIon to the tot amount d the
unuon-b or nonat rdoctn but- loan. To the eatent the above
consuctioin proecets. Th. applicants trentactiont. or any other transacdons
furth represent that the Foundation betereen the Plans and the lending
wiil not particIpate in a loan anless il s insatittions. constitute violatons of
at or above the prevailng market rmts of section 4c0 of tha Act, the Deparunant is
interest and value for comparable not Propongs MU*( for each
loania ton Eo event _tU pertitPfating tt nsecdO

0. The applicants repestent that. in the
*-w h -__ vent of a default by a r rotr. the

intaseaseud lend lending institation will ha.v
_ _ vh -. a t . o a..a'. respo stitlilty to enfonca the rights of all.

r-o.d a a.0m atstii of the lender Including partislpan
An. oA a'L " - 1 - _-g. Interest holders, under the loan. The

.e eu .. 0- applicants lorthar reyrneent that all of
r-h t- _sen_ na the loansublect to the ProWam _itll

teae Ia. to n u art rematn in the portotlio of the load
,-Itt1 w-s1 Pa t a Tlla. thdo n.1 lending institution and thua not be
tt d lrtlt |. *1 n l .'t A transferred to other lendr
.n.-ea~rr -arA~rato aty e" _ to a w ttod o. Tha applicants repressnt that
rem min~ hainoeei.. too de 1, a w _a before a loan is made, the Fo ntdatiou
a.O d _ wte B~r t. *unwil receive from the lead lander a

-piOa~ u n -l t to t -to a q ws a d o m it en
sinei _ .ist wnritten t for permanent

.lo-ar°Oe - iso a eeVa '. OA', financng from a person other than a

The ti . rtao. at Plan whtorh is a m autber of the
tolootter a' oe I ueA 11l ouA Foundation to enabsi full repayment of

dn~a _ U.oaen _ _ tz -_ the loan upon completion of
. e wAv construction In addition, the Foundation

eat ,i _Ad Par dTi. ItV a1 e w nill not accopt loan pasuapatint by..
-~ ten -5 m c - b- * any Plan webich would. a to any

h.0 e. _ ao.. s ataedA, , Individual loan partitpatlon exceed
atn _ o-t. a aayd. pi- - 10% of the asset. of the Plan, orin the
pdt. e a d. a'*_ pses atws_'ate wvith ail other conatructon

-d b , . fito -. __ loan particpations. exceed 25% of the

-_ 1 -t ki -a a S p ' t 
h
a rt n d. t f

I .a=u a b -h _ do a-n .s. oA ti ta o
AO.a to t as a _to n _ ale.t _pis( tdi

. AetA d h the-1. J da b ._ . t a raL, em
oremmarto nl e ar. io ,, tapi-r. tet- _ Se .. - a n

a- = nr_ 1- I- IbA olls_ to- t .a- fa
,- y d I a t _ y a a e

U- -- I .V ote mu_ n-a hahura ael S a. ' ot

A d T 1 a t-t l1,_ to. t _

saa of the PIa Frther. the
Foundation rt maitam or coos to be
motntomad for * penod of ai yeat.

from the date of each loan paruopanon
ruch recorts a are necessary to en.blo
the Deportment. the Internal ftevenu
Servo.L, the Plans pardopapts and
beneficiaries any employer of plan
participants and bhneflciartee. or ny
employee ornoeation whose membero
an covered by the Plans to detenrine
whether all conditions of the aeemption
bae'.

IL Fiummary. the pplicinis-
rersent that the proposed tansactio
seatify the xattutory cnteria of r ction

4O(al of the Act bcauso (al Truteeso
each parcipating Plan wll hbare ol.
and exclusive authority to cause the
Plan to particpata in a lour (bl tb.

nding institutions wll have mde a
legally enforceable commitment to mnaa

a conotruciort loIn bhfore the PlIn.
consider participation ioe loan: and (cl
no more than 10% of the assets of any
participating plan may be invested in
ay indivodual loaun prtdpation and no
mor than ZS% of a plane assets amy be
invested in construcdon loass lI the
aggegate*

Notice to Interested Person: Notice tt
Interested persons will be provided
within X days of the date of publication
of this notic. In the Fodel Rgd ter.
Notice will Include a copy of thi nodie
as published in the Fedel Rffler and
a statoment informing Interented
peeons of thelir eht to commet
Comments to the Department are do.
oithln so dayn ofth date of publicaiod

of this andc_.
For frter information eootac Beuy

Scott of the Depariment. telepbons (a)
szt- 0 (Thb s ant a tol-fr
..ml

7--7OO1

U1l
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ttn1s.tcrd Tionsacinne E-tV.oon e--i5
Ef.ntniion anorr aton Fto r .G 0 at aI

Grant of t1dleiduad Eoeinptlons; Reat
Estate toe A-'nectcan Lobo, A Sateec
Groan Tnxt, et lt.

AeGsEct Pension and Welfare Benefits
Admininttt on. Labor.
ACTICs: Crant of indierd'al ese neyot

sUtatAet Thins docurment constins
esempitoos issued by the Department of
Labor (the Departmentl from certain of
the prihibited tetnsaction resrictclo s of
the Eatplo-ye Retirement Income
Scavitty Act of 1974 Ie Actl)a!or the
Intrcol Recenut Code of :954 ihe
Codel.

Notices were published in he Fodsra1
Reoter of the pendency befor the
DepantreInt of proposals o qrao su-,
e-emrymiot. The noticea set forh a
su-tr-r oF fcto and rcp'esenr:r;jr
nosnaared in eonh avplicticur for
e-enipt:on and referred iteresic
perors to the respocnive applications
ior a co..mplee statetent of the iacts
and represotations. The applicattans
hane bees a-ailable for public
inspecotna at the Department in
Wshington. DC The notices alsO
incited interested persons to submit
commnts on the requested IenernyAn5
to the Departient. Lo addilnt the
no00:1 stated that asy interested persert
miqe subm1t a written reqest chat a
puoctt herirn be held (inhere
apyrnyriatc lbne opplicamns ha-
rorecented that they ha-e compltd
with the reqorrerentos ofthe not:.t.'n
to interested persons. No public
commenis and no requt:ts for a heotni
unless onhersise stated were receisedl'
by the Depaatnient.

The notices of pendency iere is;;ud
and the e-eptions are being grnted
solely by tae Department because.
effectie Decenhber 31. 197. section 102
of Ren,3tninution Plan No. 4 of 1978 (43
FR 47713. October 17. 1978) traossfered
the a-stharity of the Secretary of the
Treototy to issut enemplions of the type
propuil to the Secretr y of Labor.

Statutnry Findings

In aca.rdosce n;Ih section 42(a0 of
the Act and/or section 42971c)(2) of Lit
Code and the piocedoret set forth in
ERIISA Prcedure 7-1 (43 FR 10471.
April 29. 1175!. and bated opcn the
entire record, the Dtpart'-Tnst maket the
Inoio.tos findings:

(la The ee-mption- are
admin:srst:ne-!y feasibie:
Ibh They are in the i treats of the

pi.as aad their partn par .i!

2 2D -gZ3 77

9i9167 5 494713
kl They re protect cc of hr -h:s of

the prssc: p rns and henett c:arts of the

Iral Eslate for Ameesnon Labor A
Baleor Group Trust Ithe Tust. Located
in C cproIL

E¢.-7Ptitin

Section L Exemption for Certain
Teaasrtcions In-oltng the Trust

)aS The retictflons of settioos alS..
4iMbllt.l and tofla3 of the Act and the
s~nct.'ns resnlttg from the apr!inalion
of section 4975 of the Code, by reason of
Section 497S1clfl UlAl through ID) of the
Code, Shall rot apply to the Lflesacttoos
itrsnibed be!ow if the applicable
candifios set fonth in Secion IV ane

(if tI.cstoators Betteco Pnrieo-In.
Letreft cad fie Front Cenemit Any
transaction betsaeen a party'inointerest
n th respect o a prbs ohich has an
itn'rest in he Trust (a Participating
llnl and the Tust. or any acquisition
u: l'ldinj by the Trusit of employer
secar trs on enployer real propenty
:.ehr -y b ir-mn St is net Balcor
cs R.iotal Itety Ad-oro. Inc.

C.,lcor orone e its affiliaes any other
:asst r ania ard b5 Ueoraone stujL
-'

t
laes and if. at the time of the

cners~ici~cn, onquiniios selolding. the
irrest ofthe Pa1icuruttog Plan.
';erher .t he interest of any oster
P.r:.cipairng Plan rnatotaned by the
s.me cnrplye... or et.rioee
cr-- oa iron is the Trst. does not
eccard tO percent fthe total of a11
a ses nhe Trust,
! 21 Sprscil T.-esscv.:ons Nol sUrort 7
:'C..'..

0
.Sec:oe f/c/ftRg ow.

_ .- _ a"'-sv:., tv-nsCo.w* d b- o
:_:crp7J er Pi.7on cad tr.e Tt,r AIny
:rcctactienbe retesrs s oe~plvronot as
aMil'te of an eeplcs'erl of etrleoees
ccvered by a inultierfp!oyr pait (as
delthed in sec!!on 3It3 NA) ofthe Act
and ssctio or 14TIffi of It. C::el 'a)st ts
a P; 'i.:pai rg Pan. a. .he Trh.st. or
ant .cq:4si!on cr be etdr ha the Tresl
of ant;oycr stcunlien or enplol et real
procrytv. tf ai the tine of the
trnssc:on. acquisilion or holding-

The rmntest of the toultiemployer plan
in the Trust 'coeds 10 percent of the
etl alsm.s in -he .rust but the

orya1, e is not a tsubstansitl
enpinver" .eilh respect to the plan and

i-id not be a -ssblanital employer if
;.' ;-cen' wore substituted for "10

aercent in the de-iniion of "subhsantial

l~i.4<'.t:,':nrs.Sco.- r Hoidin-r of.
.et s-ttn nonv £z;;k *oR-e

P-'perry (AI Esnent as ;:: mind In
smhenetirs 1 i1 of- it. ton:;nn i3;. -as
ii~tJ~smsitXon. tale or hotng of rsen
ersnRitirs o rpiofee rest Pl ;:eny by
the Ta.. *shtch does ot t.oI ethe
rnqoiren'et of ya.rao.phls l;il and
10)12 of bHs 5-ccton- It. if c-c riss on
istpod in e-nor or In the ie:a.er. or
tany .!fiL!ite oft i:cnr 'i -e rm;Ief or n

cac-ection s.th h-e .trqc:i:on or sele
of emplre or e r t:nes or he uc;:isittoe.
!sae or I.o. or ceip!oyec real P'opert
ard

I h n tttve- f cots*1 ar ro.l

ifnF.ieh:a:-enfrc..i :-rcal
prucmly od he pr'cer's ilire
held by the rast etc sa .:.e for
aJdpiattlbe i:hout ec-ces-ce .$an) for
-se by difftearent tnants, od

(bb; The propnety of the T.. s: that is
teased or ai :d for reose to otes- in he
;p-rrsaie. in: 2.';r:',d ;r;.hinoly.

iI) ;in :the e cf repl, or
Secur!::ieS_

(aa) Xe ther Ll or ncr any of its
aflfloets to A. afillat of the ssuer of
the seurnty. and

tbbJ ithe Scclnty is an eblifution of
the lssuer either

i The Trust owe rthe chlimstion at the
!ime tbe p!an acqir:s en irest n the
Trust. ond interos in the rust are
eirnred end redeemed rn scirrdonce
with v ala:icn -roredares of the section
applied on a ontincrm or cct Stent basis.

or lireda!rey .' aerc s'cn o: he
oblintica he :Ith T:rt .an - ,re th.n 25
percent of the n ejrt:;e ¢nosnt of
oblipattn '.sued ec the 'ssne and
c'st-ada:ra at the tIne of .n:csitun is
Fk d by sjch plan. .c at fri 50
polent ofthe atn/ae tract of
°t' tinas atcd t r. ' ' rs.can .d

held by ;os eas :-ls'.ew n' :1 'he
issoer. Eaor. its af' ltuten a:c ant
c!!octlse mcsienen .!ad r .ra.inend
bh bo!tr or it- .!' ia'es sat oe
considered to be perns en'-re enot of
the nsuer ii Bulcor s not an aith're of
tt.e rsor

93 In the a' . of a 7 %,r7 i..
th.: is not on eowlt orin mdnial anc-iAt
p!ra Ias defined r sectio 0ortiOji1 of
the Act), the eereptior prr:ded in
Subsections A) of thts secti:n ;; shall be
ac oilable oniy if .mmeCotefy atteo the
c:qrstlian of tie se:nemt es or real

propeny. the aggrgitre lo r arltket IaIue
c. et-plteyr se,:itses and omoloyer teal

eolrtr ny with respect tc which Solnor or
its affiliate has etesimont discretion
daes sot eceed t0 percent of the !air
market sa-e oi all tho Smsm of the
Psrticipvn3 Plan -tt re-pect to hich

alakcor i i's riliat has .-n.
nie'.tnet tner ' i onn
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.jC; Fur mp-poes of hle Oemepliun,"
oortined:o nhsenris(A) of thisg 93 - 4

nc~n131: the rent- em-ployer rlrrnoo henr.ox~ T-Tu Soc.on .iLT-:rr,: of R-t Petter
~Cc-cite 'bl include Srcrites and co-s'n t.,o isO A .Ottet Fr=t ~-rt u Tt--

oed by. and h.le- te-eporrra ih rnctto a.Psrticip-it :v Plar. if- tal The tsrcotof teu~ttonrSt :
Vfj pot s-i include cccl property IIl The meson isa party in nesi o4ITT~]()andt (cs12 of the Act and The tc-s

.aed to. a piteson rubs is o parf -in' lincinding a ftduciar, I solely by reaso imposed by section 4975sof Lbs Code by
ininr-siiui.!h tospecitO P..itp a i of proiding sen-,ices to the Participating reanonofse..c'Ao 4gP5lcll1llAl through

Pna.rnuofa tl.,:..irhip is The Plan. or Solely by reason of a El of thre Code sball not apply to any
r.oltrdincrihed in secti:on 3)t 410(E. reltions hip toe. senice provider sale to the Towi of re31 prnpert-y

IT;. (11I1 or Ill of thc-ACL described is section 3(143 lFl- (GI. (HI41 or cquired by aicar,,or as affliate ducto.g

hi) The restricticu.!softetOCo (I) of the ACT or both, sod the prorno thre offerTi4 period if the foiltuoto
;t~olllihrovh 111 .nd sec!:o. neither eneeised nor has any conditions are met:

4tirhiltll and flafIZI of the Act ted the discretionary authority, control. Id1 The poica paid by the Tw1 osro the
n.--iron rntITTg eni :he upp'cai-iuo respoonsItlity or influence -otih respect property wil hensretter thenthe
of nu9ti s 0 of the Code by reaton of to ihe investment of the Partictipating lesser of the sum of roe amosos nerd cud
iction,49 i5tlvltiAl itroteh lEl of rite Plans. assets in. or held by!. the T.rso the holding costs ca-rted by Uol"o or

C-Ce shall ot apply t lie lror~ntiuss 121 Tthe time of the teanoctiso the an fr;aflie or the far, ,arke vaueo

ilvyc,-hed bolro if the coedtirons of isreresi or the Porticipattg Plan,. the yrnpe: y. as determine by a
Section WV are wet, together with the interests of any Other indeyeetdenr ayprs:er. as of rho date -of

In) Cortat Le-ses -id Condo. The Pontic~pating Plan maintained by the Sale so the Trst
f-ru:sh-,,g of goods in the Test by a Same employer or employne IhI The offer-S ree'sure-..cdr

ytviiiieswith respect to a rguotninThe Trust does 10 ant uteomorannl is supiemevind during
Prr,:7ctyiPng Plan or The I..s:.g of teal exceed 20 percent of the totci of all the oflerto ; ertid :vr:h a Io..ctiptisn of

Proper Ty s...ed hy [he Trut to such assets in. The Trot: and zrn proposed in'esutient:

par1 -ny-intterst a-d the inciental 131 Tho nrCmo :sO t lcor -r 05 !cI . dncotrri-eitr '-a stic"a
f.::iishing of goods to tacit poy-rn- afilet of .k'. iv trnrt: oy Lbar odvt

oteroi by he Lest, i- IdIThe rsrerrns ofseutr' ogila~il snevificaily rus~t the investment is being

(Al lathe case of goods, they- are (A) throgh 101sof the Act end the ma de on behalf of h rs o l
farc.ishod toot. by the Trust sanctions rnessiring from the a;pplicaio documents teiatrag to the calling of

cunnetionwith eal ropety ownedit f secio 0975sof the Cnde by reasons of hinds fromt ins esrar specify' the
prt - section 497S1c1111 (Al throutgh (DI1of the inds~tcinvs far which sach, Fur-dowill be

the Trust. Code shall not apply to the purchase used:
151 The puny-in-interest is nor Seicsr. and sole of -its of beirolicial inteest IdI All ,ich eonsfefs ate competned

say affiliate of Balcor. or one of the (u.ftls. in the Trut if no more than within t2a daya of parhainr by gilcor or
other truts: and reasonable compensation is pard en afriliote and

ICl The amutinvolved in the threflor and Id1 each purchas and Sole (eI The conditions sot f07th itn section
fr-ihing of gunds or teasing of real is authorized is writing bye. fiduciary of IV of this .esentoro are met
a'tpenty in any calendar year linnlu~dtrg the Participating Plan who is
the aonact unrder soy other Incur or independent of Balcor and any of its Senfono IV. Certera Condirt..s
.rrvrretfor the f-rerhiop of grns affiliates or IhI the purhase or sale isa (a) At the time the transaciton is
inornnw-tr with the real property mandaitoy redemption required by the entered into, cod at rho ite of try
iev- nrttrrt of rie Trust wri the sawn Trutst Agreemen including the failure of subsequent renewal thereof that
'ten v v-tn. stony a.flit tirse rtho Porriciparirg Plan to rmnaplan requires The coneto- acro t

ees c.t -t!r the ,wecier 0orZ.f0t5 .,i~ o which can incest in a grop trut efliliate. the term of the irannootion are
0.7erorcru of rho fait warkelveueu described in section 4oitlallZ4 of the noot less favoable to the Trust than the
the s'ntn of the Trust on the trust Code, and the oppliceble nonditions or terms geta-aey avaibtahl in ai~ss,-
tece-i v sc dote of the Trut prior Section IV are mtet, lenth Ira t:ons betwen vrviatmed
to he trovvatto 5-i.I.EesH!ig .epi- parties-

M~~~-O/TSecio II Eoes lloli'gs xeptin hI Uac -its aMCita es iainm fur
Thevntunoo/-o maen ofu E.-wylo gee rvalt Plans a peis., o -yarr fo the dote nI the

.nea. fan- es ard any goods. I The resttiodm5 of sections 406(gI transaction erc-d e.r to
-n ora insch sermon~s .nd facilities cod 4il71a1 of the Aol and the sanctions enable it .e 'eis: ns-ed-n

by a aon of public accommoadation resulting frort the applctionm ol' settion pat-~.drP% ~cf of 'h.s Sr-ti-t IV to
--rd' by the Trut insa party-tn-inte-et 0975 of the Cody- by reaso.n of section determinen, te het% ofct~r alThis

ivirn reepect toea Parrrciptiaitn Plan, if 49751C11tl (Al thrcogh 101 u the Code evempirico h-u bret mut em.th ni:i
rho servces facilities and recid-ora shatl nor aPpotooy a.-Ycqusitrue or (Il a peoitibitnd 1:-or cr:a t-Il tat ho
vri'du or ltirnSbed on a contnparab:e holding or qualify itu entlsy ar seritico ossdrdto- cordi.dct

bass to heN Seuerat public of quail-Tn nerpioper -a prpry circu,.tos.a.ce to:- aci a ca,:r-2 Ci

lot The. resictoions of c loither than thruafi the Trusil by a BalcororT its aflises, ton records are
l-~l broug t~lo rho ct an the Partiotcep.Tug Plan if 1II the acquisition lost or deutrut d prior to-he end tf th.

saction resulting from the orypticarroo n -otes a pruird si-yarpeod. sod 2:! nta party in
of sectton 4975 of the CodIe by reas.on of irtosotiton saWy by; -acon of bnitig interest shai ho sihrv :0he cl.it

sec tion 49P 5lclltl IA) througSh 101sf1 the Urrgrlted with enpiy r snrties or p-n'Ity rta! mat hr asz,s.e-J -tid
Code shall not apply to the foloctg eployer _aI p.-uforry held by the section 5021i an' :h; al-:rn Co-t if 'he

trnv in f tthe cnoodicrico if Sr v: o. Trust. (!! The requirments of citer reosednar vter- neare o-t

iV .- -.eer Paragrph 1.11i1 or paragrZaph lailti of available for evtn..r.ut ius rquired by
Moust I nf hit: seenption are nmci end parae-ip ITd he.-

Section IV of ithe evenrytton am mc. of this par.. 7; ~c: a-d
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oo:^ia..sa tdiutt r nyn. au ison:
s i ^se(;vr : c ,bl o. ]-. hi .i n :4
of the Act. the re.ordi r.*"±oe
paragraph (Ihofi this Sct onIV e
unconditionaIly arattaule t het
custo-aryloctin fee errsamirran
during normol business hours hbr

(Al Any duly auihor-d -enplyesr
represenatie of the Depornient or
Internal Reenefo Serte.

(1) Any fiduciary of a Partici xir
Plan who has authority to aouitre .r
dispose of the intenrsts in the Trus :
the Participating Plan or any dudy
aut hnoed employee or represenatie
of such fiduniary.

.C) Ay cunvirtra;ng employ er io i,
Partcipetinsg Pl- or any du!y
asahoricod employee or re prneontre
of such empioyr and

(DI Any participant or be..fictry oi
any Psrtfcipating Plan, or any duly
autbonned empioyee oraretprsentac:e
a; such pari.eiip or jnereicorY.
121 NoSe of the p rsonaJ duccabnd:

subparug aphs 101 through (0l of than
parap aph (cl shall bh authorend to
eco'ine tnde secrets of O.lcr or its
allilaae.orcommeeciator, fi ciul
informanon ixhich is pnril-e3d or
confidential.
Secticn V. Definitions and Ceneral
Rules

For the purposes of this enemption.
lal The ten -the Trust shall include

any collective investmen fund that map
hereafter n- evtablinhed. operated and
managed by Balcer or its offiliate in
ssentially the sa.e.moner as, he Real

Estate for Anterican Labor A 8alcoe
Croup Trust

tblAn A affiliate of a person
includes-

(1( Any person directly or indirectly
throenh one or more inrerotediocies.
controllin. conmolled by. or under
comniun control sth the person.

(21 Any officer director. ewynoyne.
relative of. or partner in any such
persoe and

(Pl Any corporatinn or partnership of
which s:ch person is an officer. direrror

peraerr or entploec.
(cI The torm "control- means tIe

potter to eeenise a comotlliny th iunxce
o er the management or policies of a
petrson other than an iodiuida.d

(dl The lerni 'relative' meatas a
'relative' as thot len is defined in

section l(151 of the Act (or a meniher of
the family' as that term is defined in
sextant *9v5(Kt6 of the Code). or a
broLher, a osaer nr sp*ouse of a brother
or sitoer.

Ie The term 'substantialr e yaer'
meI.s fur any plan e-ar an epio) er
Iteutiti eoiployers itho are -neanoer of

f n .e lfilita l esr-P etthin the
'o: o; f section tfi631tI of 'he Cade.

* r- iaa.rns no or under a
amnlttZ;tploer pa!. foe rch of-

(I I The t.o ii..r diatety preeding
;!p, nvarn. or

:12 The se'aord aed hiid prvcrdo.g
;l..n un. equaling or eseedig 1O

r"Tot of all Cra~ercrotnhetioos
d Zn or ordur at p!an (or rack turh

tl) The time us of hich any
i ieuction cactuisilirn or holding

occurs is the date pon *hich the
transaction is enlered into, the
acquinition is made or the holding
cotmence. In addition, in the case of.

ra laction that is coetcn;g. the
ronnsc'ion shall be deent-d io ocur
-nil it is tertileaed. Ifany transaction
as ont-rd into or an acu saition is
made. on or after the effectie date of
:his eeatitpon. or a rerewal thtl
rrttires the conent of the Trust occur
on or after th~e effctlice dote of thin
..nemption. and the reqaureoieotu of this
eerptn are natt;nied a1 the tine the
tr-asa.on is entered into or renewed.
ccsyectt-ely. or at the tree the
acquisition is made the requirenments
,rill continue to be sotiufled thereafter
ith respect to the transaction or

acquistlion and she exemption sheU
apply thereafrto the continued
holding of the property in acquired.
Notcithstondirg tie forepina this
eetmptien shall cease to apply to
troosacttocs exempt by .rue of
s-bvecoues lIa.il and lId: at such time
an ie in:.eet dt the Participating Plan

c~rerds the ptr:ttoS interest
.sotl ..ai these

:f aa .cs. u.:rss r.o portion of such
r-Ccs :.irts t'otn on tneesOe in the
..ro's .!lu"catd to the Trust by the
r.rtaz.;xric, Pl.n. For this purpose.
asets allocated do not include the
.sve: -eau of ta-.st oanufs. Nothirs in

s a-uph t1 shall be consirved as
'car:;:"3 a ta.cssaclton drecnbed in

*eeta-n 4rt of the Act or section 0975 of
he Coe rhile the ransaction is

cou.ttutn¶. unless the conditions of the
e-rt;taon mere met either at the time
the trarsaction sas tered into or at
;h ine the transaction xould have

beeoran frohibitd but for this
evemptioni

IgI Each Participating Plan shall be
considered to own the same
proportionate undisided Interest in cnef
asset of the Trust as its proportionate

terest in the total assets of the Trust a
c,,lulated on the eost recent preceding

'cut d.te of the Tust.

The a; !.bdity of this exemplion is
biter ionhe evyprs ondi!;tn ot Fh

'-u hers u-d epresetations
tr .rred in the upplicurion are tee a
*-lei and ;toI the upplication

ac:c e!y d4 sccibes all r atrial Items
f 'e Zr .eciovs Z ho cucsu'rrtrld

.- - * ors -rv.l.scn n

facts :a-d ^Xsa 'r.n'ioao 
t~l t.g "ar

CDt"it. 's C tcc- nso ,ii" Faas
,t.o'prnp 'ef-: tr tte rn -e of

c:urctaon p.n; l!-:m1 on tly

/00eu; .c tuai J l ;4uc.ttCu 00%:.
DO;id 1r ife thFe O -rtan eos
trlerp 'o r -l Stt ;. 1 his is tt a
tolIfree ax..

14c 49L4
Generul Z -fotiroin

The attenton of in .erest d pr era is
directed to the foilomnga

Ill The !fci hat a irastaon is rue
subject oi an e-erp.tin undIer s.e;,o
40t1al of the Act antidor seetsora
4575tc]121 of the Code dees. notriien a
fiduciary or other parry in interest or
disquatifled person from certain oter
prnoinious of the Act and/or the Code.
includieg any prohibited transaction
prusisions to htch the eue-pvipo does
nor apply aud the general fiduciary
responsibiliy yrotio of section 404
of the At. shich among other things
req:ire Gduciary to discharge his duties
respectin the plan solely in the itrest
of the poricipouts and beneficiares of
the plan and is a prudent fashion n
accordance ith section 404:0I11l(01 of
the Act or does. it ect the
rrqur-em:.t fofisec tt1ll of the
Cod that the plin st oper. fur the
ec!ustie ten slt of he nrr; s of t
emphayer aratnt..r.. r ho pion an h-
beneficea tc..

121 fbn;e e'et.h.'-
sopr: -s-a,: to it t..' de- 'a
of. an ulher :.. it i th Ac.
or thu Cud-n. -i st : r, or
odmu's -:.ue ev:-,.issa h ;
tronstiors ait-s Ftr e':v:. 'Fe !al..
that a tiara ;.n s Zat.:n o
ad-ina sis:v o; o .tx C; .tr';. i:
nut dispoti. e i -f !:e
tr.tsucoa , i . a prt '
Itransa:ti.n

Pl3 Thc ofb.:.:o! bea;d
esemfi ass is sjtt 1o: th. -ei.;
condition that th e Warr. .l laots .rJ
reyretona ti-es trna oed n each

rste-rel :ert of air rariaxna .c:
is the subjrtv of the tuer

Si-a.d at asv r3c: OC i.ts :tsi d.y .
hIOctab., IM~

Rober 1 Ooyi.
Doe I.4-r D.:- cnd

g oteipreratoen. Per;, r :s'd SWee- Br-c'
.Adosaeaua-utta. L'S Depcr:-ea-i s'.
IFS Do. 3S-:'- t3 Fie.. - :i i .at-

-d r 7
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perfoemin the day-to-day - lesseroithe mn of dte omoet paid and .obi-ec to ppopn.eln serve, for
admiftitrative nd in-namens the holdiM "ues .utreed by b 1cor Or entines Libiliae. dnontige.o.e
openstiosu of the Trui. Blkcore m n n lliht. ora the ban market nlue of LA Prencipatng Plan may reqoes
dinnciy or through o affilinit pen-ide the invsent.fL sa deteemnned by on that the Trust redeem nU or oey porn
property eimsition. mainiencant nd mdepeodnet ppenor. as of the dote of of its Unite. Furtermot dercer.
repait. elnt cllecion. b-kktepiW saI to the Trats. t in cttoempLateed tdit ou ,caina.ce-deabed beloW. ie
ease nqotiation. mornage broikere Unita will be offerd for on Et, - Uoalni . Unit. of a g .,ticipotPlan may be
od sericing tnod otber reJated- penod ehich is na epenited to exceed -- nvotn rdidy redereme.

maaeigoaut ervicats-.Icori asns Li. . ten yea.. Afte sthal mat. U'nit. -e., "
conrendy a quolird professionaliet only benesd ca tPtipsng The Tuee mil .ake rdempuo:
manutgerasdehnediin Prohibited Ran, and on owe itmenosnm w1l be- payontee outof aenalble fad and
T-osaicon Eeem, n -tio_14 (PEM - permtiednolmtacinmtatris a ill be under on obliganon to sell on
1 49 FR 94941 .ine it does not set hoe putchasing Unite winich ne benq P-pr"periein ao"stuy redemPti"on
S50 retila of notes onder rnntotemnt. redeemed. The Uniau will be pervately requatL Howeer.t die Tut may no
M .forty)o. Reinadf. Slepo e off-ered im ng on or *shou e. r noto an y se eronminnents to

Sllvetein. jobn L West Barey R Sepsember 1. 1908 and will oot be puichaso propernes or rmke scm
lackhmo. Von L Pelt and Thomas r regustered under the £e; iou Act of mortpple oa dif any redempntion
Meador seree as tde Trustees, Tb. 1363. Neiter the Units nor any intet requents -' roataWndino uileso the -
Trustees tn officee of Bnlcor or an' theren may be resldt.irnsafeesd.- Truatees deteetnde that a redemptior
ffiiat. The Trustees will receie noe assigned. or otes ee apsed of or tha time -il violae the oondiiont o

coupa.. ton for setviog as Trusioe. en.cubered by Paridipatin Plas as the T-ui AgratentL Upon recsipt of
They .rdl bh nolely reponaible for ' requid by Rev. RaL6I-lO - . . Lbe redepuotoo requetn tieTrustee,-
*crePiogt or rejectin patadpailon in 4. The desvia of may pLanto in vest in tay. in dier discetion. notify alli -
the Truat by . piospecive PNetdpatting L.de Tust wdlI be made by bdtauie.rr of remainiag Partidputig Plans of the
Plan. deurmining the low mfai..et value ta plan TheTuitee mayrept - sviitabllirr of addidonal Unit thait a
of tbe Teunst assets for the prponer of nubscnipton for any rerson. ThW-- ,- be puauassed at the aiating Unit oU9
velninj Utiutlad diermnaig the time oPplicant states that onn of the :: vals as of the daitn redemtption If
and oOeaat of distribullont to: aidividoal Truistes of tho Treut, nor ay. remaining Paostcipodag Plans do not
Ptue'=riori p ^-. -, -.* . -:o thef ninplsynes. sncorittdiresllos or' -purchase all the Uilto being redeem

t inirrnst in the Tnot wIl <~b; offered ..tshmholden of Salo or ftsnfiste :: the Troste my. in their dietioin..
apursutt stnt M d wbir b -will exers any ditionaoty ntuineri-yoettr f sthereaining UntUa to other ---er " - b' _' ,c;m oo --- am _ever or otherseivc participate In th* t' ehgbtin-eutOeu:Upm thi redemaptit

i-estcasil dblctiea antd hnotteen e ts _ denniao'af iyir piita to invest In the -: -dat tsh Trnltees mill distribute to uh
vooaeq eniasdtif hel tb T aod -* Trust. Ln connmectinerith the proposed - edeeming Participating Plan ihe..

CO~p~tULtionuo btpttdtio~ffi' suempuno for die porebuta tand asic of cutsrng Unit asset vtslue an oldibe datCumpeasetion to be ktid to BAlr aas Untus in the Trost. te pptlcans - tde Unite are redeened. The redempu
itvesunt.manuwqer. The inital Offirin presents that B.lne or Its affiliates.' pnce will be der ared by ay esnina
Pnoe of eani Unit Ls ll1W0.0 nitho s:. . iy sal as an intesoneni advisr r of the ccate of disposition of asse th d

inium absanptin by-ani r R v e n er with pets proceeds obhicvaouedtoredeem
be Unict.: T tiofferin puric er Uiy il porttons of the asset. of plone that may' - Units. which acsts ar not reflectd in
be diiusted In refl ft Ten - become Pbrticnpadu place and may oo o such Unit asset el.. i- . .-- nl;

onjllti of the Units, Thea. la ... ots-ion beresaasnd by ouch plan to-L ' Up terminatio of the lo oua .1
initomuni ne niixuinain miii offerin of.- provide -imu with et so sPeCLhc P= =tra pMml as a qualified tass
Unmts vithouAtf th b itrar wlt o ler real estote iniverts otmade by die ne)n it a of the Code _ npacept payment forwiUneite for Wich t plans. However. the applicanat und ot fcdie g

oa recor itnvestor Usa uren o .- dratnsaent~''t~rsiu a th-- P-- iptwufRan

bo receivede winvhine cemitmnts repr twreset further that nasatl of plans -tdal itis on loupe noned to uees
subacriptioca when tubsaiptias" 1~0 for which Balatn, o any of Its offilintesleast MO units it m2.0aj havl be wcidb Itme ntaror -. -er in theTrust. d oUni held b tuch.
accepted by the Trustes,. In order to.. invesume managier or otherwie -- Papanb Pln sh*all bdm t o.
avoid mahil sbort4eem lIvesu6eau for. subject is die e et discetion . h us a v t
the Trut.'Ballcw w tll not coli .. .. - Bailonr oramy of tUsnffillatewin notlbe, Z.~ - C
commitmetnts to invesi In die Trust ann. ehigble for inveotmnetla lb.di Trust. Wn' ie 5 e"oaa xUO

~~~~~~~~iL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rlolil~ ors rssu lormotb'l10 i

It has maude itpappriaspst inrestmtents on addition. Salco aePact to enge in nu.nm sneTen.-mima Oa
behalf of din Trust equal indih amount normal morketiM and pesmtnonal *-1weasd e =T-
ef die CoCMitdnesrtS. If such intoINntsA - Cvi.y in onitnetors .iubtha Trust. but.t_- x t
on, ant matde within is months alter . it mill not recmmendse ienveonent - --- '.~iel~e~ a -e
obtininng die intitial S2j)M of - therein of pins onsts midh respect to - - -eue fi iam Ov~e baiA 00s-tn
ceininitatents. each investor will be. hchintsSaIvemetdvsr se b . ins. -Onovm- no svi5at -Tb
offered die edot so resmind it. . 6rivsmn 4- ev eias- eein dnr
commtitment.L Aflemrvod. the pamss nieii. re Cp i0 ~ -o

wil be repeated for each S1o.fffo La T. tie e 1eaisos a i ine ~f. bn~m e ~nr o ~nencmmntmentu and Inee.a.enu. The eeae.s~wm i in eone -oaev e~iO .e mweis5
-Trust provide.silBlo ra thffiliaLle . t. m oon a n- aq.ua asem-s 0 . Uen o~un.es.
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coincdnt or prece.dng VdlDtion Dte. utc-drnl to i-v.eauen, decribed in hutancig applicion. l-U he
A. fonda nade. aailsblet. III aodd1(2)h.oe. FPtmdaofteThru-t nll indisidflyai-onde .d. nd4- cp'
Trunet will diavibuoe to ench .1"o be meed to direct O' inere B- lcor tter ii driermineed thai the
-Psriiipaing Plan 90ot G the Unit aset vnaien u mbnoan or rmeinients to snooy the irnveo r'n oflt r The
sadut of lie Untie which ween make loan-nelated tobetpeOfi'elty tppliCnlntpeernia t BJacor or it,

redeemed decreased by Any mete of described booie - ffwla. eshk ednilar types of
irneinm- on. Ten percent of the r-Ie of 0. AUl ee srents will be .valuated inveonts ti.. fetorrard.an-nimntite
the Uts. being redee..ed rili oe plsced by Balcor in ccorda with Bdcore frnt tortp loans on cn'cperol
in anuiterest bearing escrow ccounrs Inneemnt criteria and moat offer . properriel without regard for whethe
and vested as a contingent Liability of commerisDycotorpetobve ste ofnretum monon hbot will be dsed Io .eve.rl
the Teati for acorn yearn. A tbe bnd of A rermaruineotor oa invesunenta by the hinda or ctient ccount managed by
seven years. the Trusteea will compar Trust in realty or m ann thbeeon is t- t B.Icer apd ie, sf te,. Balcor tbenrf
the Uni value at that tine.teeth BIt of the comneocaon or rehabilitation by the eehj scb invesntents gen lly. atc
the Unit value at the time of t he developers moat be provrided by - ri allocate those that first meet il,
redemption Ithe Setllement Valuei eU the connector, and subnacnzctmar who finncial meesment stnduda _woo
Unit value is less shan ahe Sttlemet employ Orion Labor. defined as laboten the lundo end account. on the bals o
Value the contingent lisbilily w llbe wha ni rembers of United States!bor which und or accouni committed mnt
eliminated wih no additional payment t0 n0Vid eristetr nd with the. frst. Whether a'pmenil oem tiunna les
to the Participating Planwhich had Deparameol of Labor or 'nh ore coveted will be a factor only to determine If ut
Unit which were sohjecI to e. by collective brgsinint peremntet inraminent bhould be allocated to the
mandatory redemption, Ifthe Unit vloe Whem so-te Labo-nu e qired on a Trust. Ilor il consider oamirng:
ia greater than the Settlement Valto, the preae but statotisfy the kf"ol applicadoms without tegard to the..
former Participating Pln vill be -* condidin. rot will be domed to be .- identity of the general connctosn or t
refunded some or all of the retained ten performed by onion Labor if the building ubcornmctorn wh may potentially h
percent. tncluding interest en thatl trades council o other body -.-' e elected Ia ho may already baie be
amount. up to the current Unit aor rpresenungl union rdes e the LOl selected if such eection wou made
- Thi applicant prersentn that in the of the realty betg developd atpprov priorto ennbmietion of the financing
event of euch a mandatory redemption or endorse the plan dt conuroucton by. ppLicatinon NeitherBalcor nor ny
the Trust will be obligated to repurchase a mnu of union cnd ana-niio labor. The a fdliate thereof will develop.
the Units held by such Particiatirng Ps~n sele orborrowermtastprovide as a chabilitute ora conta orrt vcodorct
in order to maintain itu ta.eempt condition to receietg t oth et develop or tehahbllitte the realty in
statu The need to repurchase ech Trust, a commitmoot of the doeloper orwa h the TvniT bo a Iniierst Balc.
Units could disrupt the 'tveoment 'genres] cocBector that all labor will be will ant e direcrly ivolved En the-
portfolio and Balcora strategy end ' Pro tded by'anion Labor ori. wher e procu. of urlecnu conrnactor
edvereely affect the return do the - condition ctnno be tisfiL m . ubonnocar or pwutdet of goode.
invesnmente of the other Pardpating acordance with such phnof sercaes or fciu i a selec ion wll
Plans:ThrTrui therefore requires thnt constructit approd by the local made by the developer or genernl
the Parutcipeting Plan whichcaes 'building des coucl or other body c.- ctatc. neither ofwichwillbi
wendetory redemption to beau gnater a-dllated nith the Trtees or Bat:.
share of the risk of loss cawed by the f si e t se t Hoever. Blcor may establih Land
redemaption. If there are no advers H' -pdua'.sNdau~nopuo- mso intio adinisteir radeline. tegordifg the
conneq.ences to the TruLst. the 10% eoe odm a " u. tedruof rech atelecdon process to
retained itereet will be paidoUtto such -n Pen-inxl Lt W ensr preden tselectaon atad'
Participautig Plan after seven yers. . dsra ren d-b. d complihane with the ne-renmut
which is the expected arnoover time of sl y - t objecuves. polim.. ad linitatins of
the Trust'a portfolio. trei0,mo etdA the Trust Macoue decisionn on the

Upon the Trustees' determindona -thait issuance of lolas are foth .
the Trust will be engaged ma noo a nr. raees r; - dt i-n_ and t tie 9. Bale. a t esent crie' wia
eempit prohibited anseection because edr Pe-taa keS duav ia o on rquirement thate n
of a Partiipaung Plan's cqawisiamnr I .. ma_ .*a- -u .r. estate urnling vvamezu be real
o~vnut ofw eaiUnila i *uahmUniu-Uebe u ea-cut t 01 LOy Speeoilcates. ad it is enpeIec
subject to a mandatory redempion es aiie e-m1m-_ern t r that" tle tvosuentu will be
described in the preceding parapogph. onm -a Ou ge g raphicaly dispersen iTherefoaei
enceps that there vi be noo parcens O= he -W..& nsS.. eam . g

reeto.:- - aitmisee otwoosaa.- inmeon " there will be -noabligation on the part
retentiona - - a esmdineowee u- Bale so unvest in arens whben

7. The purposes of the Truat -a ' employer hwboa employees ae
preserving and protectaig capital. ' oti. - -Abk . co- wed . nby hsParnupang Plasare
generating income en invesunten . u . located. Suimlly. there is anohbligatic

providing for capital appreniation and Q- ,on the pan o! Bet lo to invest hinds oi
providing jobs for union labor . nt-nn Mi . -u e .qi - a the Ter.ireaTl which is eruder
Consistent with three purposes. funde of u fl -5n7 tr-o .andS
the Trust will be invested vn direct or u -*-
indirect ownership, contract. or esmat ua n n mas e - rdfl
I..sehold intemertsmin ll Realty _Je 6au battsenti ur _ere t d uor
currently Or soon to be under M e T _ tte.. T _ _ _ n n .e t. tt a a
coi.rucitonor rehabiitation. I2l land .. a rt soeai aetir . - i-Vla. -s.n
underlying realty described in (ll abo-e. aS _ u.t r Isnv .-. 1.nin
and I1f realty the onveetmet of wch i nom ad unaeoen un
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coniucoau aeor ho resi --fSed by
aepioer whew. onpioyec an
- derd bra P"c.ipaun Pla" re

mentwroel that the d ene.spr r-o.
cono-cnon pr-ovided by coonacton or
aubenonunon wbo emp~loy o 'aD ._

sourer. io a Srl requinr : and
oncod to laboren repraot-d by
anon. hose rmorn ar crased by A

Poaticparrcg .°ea
it. eslcor as ihesorentr managr will

rceeie a singlo ee for itt -anaguni 't
ts.lCCL sccodleg poterrt .t..
canalemant. Masi ts L4S per an
cI the net nrle o id oe r h rsel
pnpr zer loanr.No addtonole.k

mondsit o se v o r e o be
paid by the Trust to B851m or soy of ila
NEfMteS. HfOVeer. Mcaor s:r

Iote 11 be rriiaud b- the
Trn r iertain cot. and eCtme
inducdbq tmoeL pretisl and oher,
otrtof-podcat trpeo aet ..aseed ia
c~oonn with *d=snirtmdoo d the
Trust and propercty uel.tioo.

retionnn.u opranon or dupaon.
The Trost will a!.s pWy cuu o onalre.
buil:agcnmemrtperuond and
otic ne . lCaptr fres p id In olord
porno a d Ethr fena lor Trafnsoalth
and tesco l K-L Balcor _itt pop.'
all le eu aod e~ xnu in c ~onneu osm ido

thfeeirgasotn~holts slre thear

will be tfllydisnd In the Trztt
Agfrnot and ic LrDan -od tWi i
be koorruetb Efidodtiest aoo edr,
the mritdPf PIl at the of:
thel: decduion to utt in the TrLout.

IL The bounk and reco-d.o' -. Trust
wit be audited by an indoevdetinir
certifed public L tte focial

-Year. Copies of OIch Drporo and othr
pornnent inforasanon. incin--tr a ..

of feu rnd enpeanee. report at
*cqr it :soand apprnial ndsod
scheutles of net asse and ml nloa.C

-will be foraseded to each Pslddolict
Pt=r Trunst en rill be nhed by th.
Trske quarterly bused ot *alwtlors

byr ideprdent eoan to r: ' - .-.
ap? niso7. Each ens ppertyo d by
the Trusl 1ill be spirisW ia y by,
sn todepent ar..
- 2 Ltberns o bk P astlap at n P lan
ilD incorporr as put of chplan te

teM .prelsl) sl d -condlllona of W
Trnn npeeenL the Thuot wi ocanpy a

odfun e,-oirt, to the Dust created
rnduer rou Prtipaetit PlL
Aordinir. puonoclt to Reme

Deporuomt that a permy in terent us
deMrved ithe Act. or a -disqualSed
persn as, dtih d in the Code. indo
rsrc sW Pascopo tsug Pls *o- Y be
- s a Party as crere t oe

disquodiled person -th rnepec to the

Tnuat Th.. maennon between such ?4 r .2 S/7,2 1
poemaed th Tena eyT be noee a 0a0*
prubtomuld trao-us .. de crbed to Geneorl fonumnoo -- -

s 4oem sa. of ate AM 040 4*7S(Cl The attetuton of im.ntec, pe "ons is
of the Cod. oe b.d The a.ptcet d.±ected to 6t c io-orF
npreses tlt if Ge Tr7 t is una.be to (11 rOT fact hats transcuon no the'
eater mlo was cots tuh cutat subtect of an exe=ptIon unier secu.t-
Peeoci bite *c & ;eto-a an 4064a) of coe Act and/rn secuoo
LstOi to intOtn otth respect to 75(c1t;:.1 of the Code does reot eoe
Put;.raq PlFa, the Trusts Ability to fidocia-y or ouher pary in buoeres or
yoduntiy cwak I vtest. 50' U d - dsoualsfied pe-on fren, certino uter
condnuts ! carruions solely for the npwnrions dof te ct and/or the Code.
benefil of d&a Puddpatir Plans wofl be intduding sny proibsled tranoacono
urduly masictad laddition dte.... prnosions to hbwh the exenpttwo doc,
purchase tad r. of Units in the mast, oat spplf and the fieneel fidudaa.-
stzy be considered a pnblubited Wolo or reopotrtibliy proessoonsof secont 404
rusosis or W aou oowoena . of the Act. hict among other tntttgs

Psrrocpting PZ n ad the Tetetes that require A fiducats to dachupo his.
is oot eaenpad bh opersuoc of the duties espectin the plan toiley ut the
swuvity eooat pnidd in section wtertem of the puacOponto snd
4ogb)a) of do Ag because the Trst to bezefiqcones of the pfso snd tn o
out rcAottised by . barb orto 't prndent isaloun at ocordonce oith.~~~ ~~~~ t~~~ection 404lsfttfBj of the A= nor doaoutaom cc peffy it1 affcst the n quirvount of sectioft"

I3. Tke aPUcAm equesi penoPecute Oltal d the Code t o fht plan mst''
onactnpll rebef Sot maoy ofthose o ' penist for the eochitoofbabneflt of the'
cet of tranzosns bet teno the
Trust sod certafo psies in ioterest f
tbioch ,rertuended exmpilen relief id

PTt' 83-f e pplicoot pruyosu that'- employees of the employer cainuotaing
suoa sda of tnf eianmonu be subject; therpfso and their beneflcasie.. -
tn o -co s .intiletattos and: (2) Before an saainption may be.
mstcieono - thcm delineated wSthb grunted under oecaon t4oal of the Act
rpeatn tote ho miohtionus /forded and/or secUon 497S5(c)(21 of the Code
esemptie refl o PTE ; 0-S -. ' the Deprtent ronus find that the

1t.n oaartcyttins appcant -... .. ennpuon ns adtooosrutofelyp eosible
eeprensht tuheLb ljpenpouedexenptlon.- in the intenrst of the plan and of iu
for ctoAi u aorctions between the petciapans snd benefiruatne aso
Trustd tsi ctnm potes-ne cin Grest - poectwe of the rghtu of parrctpant
s.nise, the rtile:a of secuoon~wdoa) of t ad beneficiaries of the plai= and..
the. Act hens() The prupesed Pl (34 The proposed eteatputoos. ouu c Aaoc {x * ne reposu _ <grntel.C wili be sopplewontof to. srnd.
esCeMnc -rndd agfo.theTt - :. notrsderatonof. another
enter' tcd. u r tu-'* - pthesons of the Act and/or the Codt.
prohib'ted on cecosanyifur u t induddiq orstloo or adiniostruttne
to pruaentdy ash its aneeomlets and eoemnptons and tnanonal rule.
conductIto u atopcrniscdi for the .- Furthenor. the fact that a cransa:ion
bUe&tfslUPv ~satibIPliuua d is subject toan soduosroure or
their pt ridsait anend benefiastene (b) statutory exmtpuon isnot dtnoosiad e cf
the p rprer cee =s ,aeucf promitly whether the tnnsactoo ois in fcl a
app'Ly to rtrsu dass of prohibited -: prubibitod trsnscuton
tna *ritoa sickwee- afforded relief- II) The proposed esemptiens. if
in PTE0 -51 and mWold be sebbect to grnted. will e subject to the ep.-ess
soningr cound-iinse. llllaiona snd condition that the iartenal Iscu asd
retaodiaia as thin delitneted wIth representafono contoined In each
reup wth a thus nacuons afforded applicastiod atu tte snd complett. and
roeMzpre relef to PME 5-li and Icd. that each applittiun CAcurotely.
irtdpandent biducties onruaid to the describes all iatertal terms of the
Trust. the Trutees. Bslcor or any other utansaction hich is the subject of the'
related pstry. nil maonsin cr plfte excupton' .
dise on with respect to innrtmentl of ist w OX 0h soy o
the Pundpaaq Plans saoeu in the fatr 1s :. .
Trust. - -_ ' Ro'atnf ' ' : .

For yaFucrlpczati=n Cot'acti, Acitfing .aof 1p1rioune -
Dorod Lui of ;ne Departaen,. : 'Ptonraroneno eonse end W.d orr efna.
telephonas f(hu M-1171. nTus is n.t - Aosm-tnua nUSDevosnosit ofirn
toll-irv onenuin.f . , .. l tnt . aor mn ied C-3t-as. Ozt -

_3 -s
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IP=ced1sO Tr~ £einonEnO t"-a: 0. pa~ gzua sod beneficiate. o the
EoW- Appeico-n M.0. -!21 At LI Pianos

..r.a .4 ftedeitc"t CrEnro c t nttta oon tni Back (tb. 8-1,1 Locoted in too Gon tolomatn
Bank. at at. An - Calif-. T!he snoMtXS of uinrted ponso is
.Get cr.moo *ad W at Benedtit PRolb-rd Troosecuoo t enotoo a9-37 dUreid tn the d loi. *
Adir.!SZ0CO& Lt tnlr. F Anoscoo :a. D3Z Tbe tM oth * transaction is Lb.

- sotec of an exempotiondoAr ieect~
ACTic Grewn nf ldeel elonpon rE-Fn 40st of the Act aofda. Secnoo

*uteissrr .d r=--= contauts The m teotD of sectIon 405(s) of 497CX21 Of e Code does cot rteliev.
'enony tnced by te Deproat of the Act oo4 1te sanctions rsglttg frsom ducuary or other patry itn iterest or
Labor (t:e fepatnotl bMon certain of the eppEticern of section 4973 of the disouaoiid ;ersou borm caers other
the polnsbited tansactione Mai of Code. by re of section 49Xl)t (A) pono of the At sodor the node.
the E lpoyw Retizibase thoeIhb (Dl ofthe Coda ,haf not apply iWdd any proeibited tonascuon
Secoty Adct 174 (±b Act) andstr the to (2) The proposed uwe of P ets tomrom PCOMt tO weich the exentrpoa doen
&toensl Resee Code ot4 (the ceain lot&mployer penson plano notapply cad the genterl duciary
Coded - (the PAm. fix which the Bank seres as respoahbldity protutioos of secton 404

odmawas poohahd inthe P ad'n e owtm directed coeporoce of the ACL ohicb amg other disop
Vtso of the pecdancy before the awtee diected corporate Coltrustael or . tO a fideu*try to diocbatr his

Depanci df pos to lont usch : ,ir pf.nta &n rqe duoms repeca the plan Soldy in the
rae.bThe o tto so C* a ____tbBorrwrer ere t0 of ± Particpanta and
.mry, &f ftdt and repeqsato , - the loan proceeds to pay dt1 be dficarin of ±th plan and ite
cotttaeed rn eah appLiadt for c kto hetu ortalnated poy t rudenat fathiso in acadtacr e with
exemptup aond rltd teed Bak ad r seccon 41a&Xl) of the Act noe doeuBamic and (21the Store and it aliect the esqomrment oscn 402pers ote t rem e applcation s cir s of utra iaty buy-e cd (d. tbe that celan Outc
5 con.ee amlrat of tefacto end ~ ~~

diercion, T!e appWctions harn arewecu tO fauch r nortgge loans by osto tur t exthus the beplan othe
the Book wth the Barrowetr and the Optor d ar be t ofthebanarilble fr ublc;-Sanso a eMpoyees d±6th employer Mmtatmeo4

thet scrmet to Waohington. DCr e Planc and th eubequent ateigrtment of the p anAd tzair h ianese
u .1o hinited ie a nortP s no by the Bank to the Plans (2 m Tbr pooe are
to hUb OM o I = t- rq±6 cd prruort to b *emerits. pnoded supiseomntal to sod not S deroption
erempti oe thae Deprtess.I that:.o cddeaempnoaa othebeparmmtuut- :. !per t .* bho . . oL ay Other provijions of the Act and/*ddik the nionso sawed that sany A.anpe-stet orgpoa.- o Ite Code. inclodiog Statutory or
hrterxd pens night _uit a rtien: eaesly approved by a fiducary admicratatte exemption, and
rerqus &- a p.c tnieM be beld tmdependont o the Bank who han troloizonal rules. Furttetore. the fact
(mmesiadoael.Thes tt~ta o ylomanage oer en old' as ~ aX3~te utemrtfc"thic~y~mu gearrma. x d that an trnsactuon to subject to an
hae, esp RWon ±6114 g heW .kWF Plan iset besog invested:.-.- adotntstrative or statutory exeniption is

comp~~r seek the I~~~pIL' -b ozfilfeaisi UtutY9 oat dipstOitve Of whether the
noolction o intre[ponos.Q No The lo

pobbo macams and nonrequsets or± dr-, Senol favmhoraleo the Plan than the -4o1iacrtn to itt facts aprohibited
errn.l otherise e inene term:sU prfly available In an ami'o

rer eood by c±r OqenL- - . length ranmoron between oneted (Pl The availabibty of these
wan ~~~~ Pstnoo and~~~~~Condition that the matetroa facts andTned toumpti e d -ArePiup o n ii onbanat nect tothe expiss

od & g me hdsg psa C Nlo brr~ent mtxoageosent tee." repre maon ctS ontained in each
,o*b e Ceamn bmaca. a. 56og fer wderwrftlni fee. sale, aPptIon0111 Accurately describes aU1

effenese s r etr2 commonora.fiolr compenationls mtoiat" terms of the ransacoon which
of Iea~asiem Pla Ifa. 4 of WNS if3 paid to the Book by the Plan with regard is the mb ject of the exemption.
PB a=Otbr . IWNtrandared to mob tmntor r.da shepo Cti trsdya
tFe edr f toweb t Whi.stntthe Sea7 e dy
Troom issue c-rn do t type For a*mr -nplte statemmmt of the Msi. Use
propo do Scray of Labor. facts snd ereseniationa suppoUtng the xbhrt ) DoyIs

Deparni sns sion to pant ths. . ODavwfienuzott nod f.rrerypturioo,.
S uatny lb exmrpno rer to the noticee of f tession-d Wdmf= o roft, Adrirrota.,

to a I wctth SWS) of proposed amption pbhitbUed on Uwmteooltion .
the Act en d/ WTMcZ of re MuCh t51I_ t5 st 11L .t DOCP 81t21soI3 ted 3-23-a. M40 .mI
Code snd the; p I ft tb in rsm-y ature ot£Em-f This am
lSA Pt h, 7n ( PR tst exeroidon bs eftrctive only for those

Apr:3 M t Ad t2usted uo d lo In," which am originated wethin lve.
eatirettme ±6 Departastnmaktoe yerstod ±6 data on which this
ftol B e x ptinn pbloihed In the Fedeed

(a) b sexexmp a asFu- .z 2'
dkTbs etiiet dythe
(b)i They ast the ladee Of the FO Puilrnm s cAMtWN weelrTT1

pls snd thb m and I-r. r. WSva oft Department
bhm esc sod - - - talephoe M Sl -d5 2 (Thbs is not e

IC) The mp red of the riwts oftol-o. aber
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7PowtPOd Enetoasc Union bS'c, in

oentu Pension and Weifde benefi
Adninotsrston Labor
acrisoe Nouce of Proposed exemluons.
xarwsaa,: This documeneo rontins
totices of pendency before the
OrDproment of Lfbor irte Oeprstimenl
of proposed exemptions from certain of
the Prohibited tranoectuin resorieions ot
the Employee Retirement Income
Secrrty Act of 1174 (the Act) ond/or he

Lt.itnal R-e-n.e Code of 1954 ('fhe
Cod-l.
Wrintms ComImoues std Hasigs

P Aiterested persons ore melted to
submxi wnrttlen comments or reqnests for
a hearite on dhe penduti exempoont
oless otherwise stated in the Noice of
Pendenrcy. rhin 45 days from the date
of publication of this Fedtl ndR ister
Notice. Comments rd requests for a
heasng should ataci the reasons for the

esters snterest in the pendsng
exemption.
anOsam AI wntetit CroIMents ard
requests for heatnr (ai teelot three
copiesl should be sent to die Pension
and Wealfli Benefits Admounstraion
Office of Regulations cnd
Interpretauons. Room .-x7. U.S.
Department of Labor. 2 Consustitoo
Anenul NW.. Washingtor DC =Ite.
Allensoic Application No. stated in
achi N.ucti of Pendency. The

applicatuons for exemputo cnd the
comment receied ..U be seadabtl for
pubhc ispecutin in die Public
DOcumnis Ruom of Peounis and
Welfare Benefit ProamL U-S.
Department of Labor. Room N-,t7. MO
Consitution Axenue NW. Washington.
DC luzi.
Notice of Inttetnted Psnoa

Notice of die proposed teempoons
wdl be preonded to allinterested
persons n dhe manner agreed upon by
the appicant cod dhe Deportment indun
15 d.ays of die date of pubbc-itoo me
Facdtinl Regitar. Such nouce stnil
include a copy of tle notice pendenc of
the exempton as published in dhe
Fedend Register and shall infnrm
interested petsons 4t ther right to
comment said to requests besting
(where appropeate l.
mtineBMAh tOWON tAse The
proposed exempunio wor requested in
applicatdins filed purseant to intseon
4V1(s) of the Act cndlor section
4sCIlf II of the Code. end in
*c.rdmtnce with procedures set forth a

ERtSA Procedure 75- (40 ItR 16471.
Aprl 2A tl751. Effectue Doeanmber 31.
197w. seton 102 of Reoraniztinn PFon
No. 4 of V7I (43 FR 477t October 17
11701 transferred the authority of the
Seaestery of the Treasury to issue
exemptions of the type requested to the
Secretary of Labor. Therefore. these
noutces of pendency rnte ssued solely by
lhe Oepurment

The applications contsin
mrprexentaltons with regard to dhe
proposed exemptions rehich ore
suesmrenzed boelow. Interested perooni
ir referred to the app iconons on tile

10-il-
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wth Lhe Oeprnment for a comple.e
staement of the facts and
repreSent.none
Oiaoo Bank Ithe Bfltk Located ta Lto
.A.ogaeo. C aUllroau
f:ppt~atao o�o= 0--t
Proposed Eettth:oo

The ODpartrent :s ca.sdevtg
granting an euermpt:aa urder the
autlhority of Sectiorn 40al of the Act
and secdan 4975CII:.l of the Code and tn
accordasce wetl the procedures set
forth on ERISA Procedure -- f (40 FR
10471. Apnil 2L t9753. I the exemption Is
grunted the restrIctions of sectIon 405(al
of the Act and the sanctions resultIng
from the applihuanoa of section 4075 of
the Code, by tesbon of Section 49 ctII
(Al through a() of the Code shall =n
apply toj (t lThe proposed use of assets
from Canaan multi-employer pentaon
plans (the Plenal. for which the Bunk
servee as a dirted trulte. diected
corporate tuslee. directed corporate co-
Iratee. or custodln. for permanent
mortgage loans to peroons fthe
Borrowertl, who t nD te the loan
proceeds to pay off constauctaon loans
ortgtntted by the Bank and f2 the
execution and consummatnon of rn-paoty
buy-seD agreements for ouch mortgage
loa by the Bank with the Borrowter
and the Plant, and the subsequent
assignment of mortgage notes by the
Bank to the Plano pursuant :o such
agrementaL proided that:

A. Each permanent mortgage loan is
expressly approved by a fiductsry
andependent of the Bank who has
suthoarty to manage or control those
Plan assets being invested:

B. The terma of each such trantaction
are no less favorable to the Plan then
the terms generally avialable in an

rm s-length triansacton between
unrelated parties. and

C No nvestment management.
advatory. underwnrig or "aI"
commassean or sumillt compernalton is
paid to the Bank by thu Plun with regard
to such transaton.

remToorur Nap of Exempntion
Thia .xamptlt. if gcanted. wIll be

effective only for those loans whbch ane
originated within five year. of the date
on which the Final Creol of this
proptoud exemption is publiahed It thu
Federa Register.

Sumomas of Focts, and Apresenetorions
I. The Bunk serer. as a directed

trustes. directed corporate trust.
directed corporate co-taoutea..or
custodian of the Plans. The Plante are t
muloemployer construction tude Taft-
Hanley pensIon fund. with aleet. of

iajroxamately 5.5 billion. he Bu nk's
sece the Plns cons,,. of holding.
re tScre. huandleng and diahnirt hfunds
as utntiaeced by an independent plen
fiduciary. The Benk reprenents that
has an dasctvtaoarjy authonty with
respect to the manalgement of metu of
the Plans and does not render
nresomnt advtce with regsrd to the

permnenat loanm tade by tie Plans.'
The Bank sautes that the only fiductary
refattonshutp Ui has with the Place it that
of a directed ustete. directed corporate
trustee. directed coporate cootrostc or
custodian for such Pflns.

L In the ordinary course of its
commercial lending acetvities the Burk
makes constructuon loans t the
Borrom.er. who develop real propetty
for projects such as office bualdissil.
shoppang centers. apartment hoste.
candomttum den elopments. et The
Bank stales dtat it it ans of the leading
banks in Californta in making
conutr=tdnon loans and that the
borrower are some of the leading
de,,elisporm an CaliforaS. The Borrowers.
wthaout the asuslainco of the Bank.
normally obtan a commitent for a
permanent loan to pay off the Bank's
construction loan when the parutaclar
project as completed. However. the Bank
states that the Plans are precluded from
making such permanent loase. as
investment for their real estate
porfolos. when the Bank to the
contruaction lender for tbe pnrlect. Thus.
the Plans must either forego theta real
estate investment opportanities or
remove the Baea s se tuste, corponrate
taustee. corporate co-Itttee. or
c .stodiaan

J. The Bank requests an esempuon to
permat the use of assets of the Plans for
permanent lodea a uth Borrowers, who
will use the loan proceeds o paty off the
construction oane onusaoated by the
Bart. The Plans do not propose to
ortgtaau any consturtdon loans or to
panicipate an any construtiaon lotus

To Itd.ui a. Id Os seopale bel I.ous. Os e.u an s sits at ee

r o S -is .i Isda s ms..-
cOstd dssal ass ead i _ et seo.

et s - 't soeis S a. pi _

pt,. .411ie e 0. ""s pe - di-r

"WMn lle -e 0 " ela A"e

Otweaa Or Os sod. Os p~ i sa ets

-w Oraasds ad 1.. -& MO, II

,Id ns d -I efh.li~ pMita onald W s-
to e.fi cr- toel O" as 5 Ota 11sey

saw. d r a s esesro 5 5 d -s

aiswdS rO e OtnM., vo *s elid -e D _m , dnmr ..te IeS Ito r Oewo ft l sn s

ast otoo. tle dto wtt

ongoated by the ank. e Bank E a
that nono oltne Boroe- -I sbe
psrtes alt tterest waun retoect to t n
Pars. The Bk also 'stes that no
contuibhanM employsrn of the PUans
pjantiitate 55 conoactos or
subcontractor. on soy of te protec
which are betng financed by tIe P a
pe.-ntent loOni.-

a. The Batk represents that no to-
onganatton fees mll be paid by the
Borrower to the Bunk for permanent
financntg. The Borrwert will obtatn
camicttments for pernanent f'taratr
eather throuti direct contacts with th
Plans or through mortgage banker T
Banks states thatt occastonofly acts
a brnker for f ee in order to finds
penmanent lender for s protect
Hofnener. the Bank represents that I
never acted as such a broker for ary
employee benefit plan for which at ac
as a fductary and that. an the propois
transauton. the Borrower, wiU not
authonze the Bunk to act e an agent
the Borrower to obtain permanent
finncangc for any protect.

Al of the permanent loant to the
Bornowers will be ongunated by mhe
Plant. Therefor, all loss origintaon
fees will be paid to the Plans, In
additnon the Bsnk states that dhe Pla
will not be required to pay and adis
investment management. or loan
commancent fee to the Bank. athough
uach loans will be treated as assets ft
the normal direted atutes or cittod
adminastratlon fees which will be
assessed by the Bank However, the
Pslan may request the Bunk to seavic
the permonent loans for v-bich the B.
wtl receIvs a servng fee.-

5 The Bank represents that in asm
instances. the Planes and the Bogrowe:
may want the contrumacon loan and I
permanent loan to be documented in
same package. Ln such iantances. the
parttie will enter ints s buy/lell
sirangeaent. Such bay/sell
arrangements will Involve * written L
pery tseemens between the Borrow
the Bank (as conostructon lendern ant
the Plan (as permanent lnderl. Then
wll be no tni-paty agreements with
mortaffe bankers. The "arty
apesment will stt forth the terms an-
conditions of both the construmcon lo

S ha Opeat - SMt -ebe Ots
= = ta 505 easear %.5h asna a

esatwee ma .e .OO Plus ._ mnac
*somist oeswb -Os. ases ee a ptd .st
e, n- ao"'.o e.., ea. .10"

onaRs.ss ma me dout ssidnasot to er
bym dscaustn sasSe~ assws Oat atf aatw ta
Ia lus e esuo ma e a dto nace' Thw vn OIS at .r _r sa one

chned P- ISlm u

72-75v,
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and the permanet loans When the Plan : The Sank states that netmens by E F. Willams clI0 e DenarI.I-.
make. * commtent to provide * hlP[Pans in rea estate protect, 5 .eleonre a021 s aId tT -
pert-annit I.. for * pro-ect upon pemanent lender. are common in he loftee i-aer
comnpleuon of its co.ou&ion. purtat current real state financg market The tt -
to . boy-sel arrengement. the nr-pary 8ank also a.sert, that the pronosed t IWS-
agreement will coammit the Borower to exemption is apprpnaie for the GC ael infomaedo
u. the proceeds of the permacent loan to transactions descnbed herem because
repay the Bank s construction loon of te absence of potential for abuse by The attention of Interested pernb

In all cases, the Bank as construction the Bank snd because a denial wonld directed to the following
lender w.Il ha-e lenmierest to the indoly restrict the Plan's choices of (II The fact that a. anactois
property wb:ch is the subject of the potential Bonrovers to those who habe subtect of ea enempua tider aec
Plans permanent loan commitment. In not secured a constriuction loan from the 40glal of the Act andior seaton
the absence of a boy-seil arrangement. BankL which is meroly a directed trustee. 975lcll2) of the Code daea not mli
the Bank states that when its directed corporate trustee, directed rduciary or other party in interest
-xnsmwuon loan is paid off with the corporate co-trustce. or custodian for the diaqohalfled person (omm certan n
proceeds of the Plan's penmanent loan. Plan. The Bank represents that there PronDions of ha Act andl the Cc
the Bank will convey its hen interest i wil be no scheme or arranmemenl. other Pxcluding ny prohuiited mnaorace
the property to the Boower, who wil than an arm s-length tntiparny u u ng to blte exemptio
simutaneously convey the hen snierest agreement. between the Borrowers the pnoviapoa to whi eea eoemapuna
to the Plan, However, in a buy/sell ank. and the Plans regarding the not sppipsibi tet Pgernri ofduoacry
arrangement the Bank will -sell" or proposed construction and permanent op thenAibwity pvons of aatbio
assign the existing hen, including tke loan financg, t At bi amn other thiu
mongage note and supporting .In summary. the Bank topnents nepr fiduciary to duach te bi,
document. to the Plan The Bank astaes that the proposed transacrtins will duties nespecuig the plan solely in
that in no case wi it advance funds to sastafy the atatutory rteria of section interest of the parudpnsu aed
the Borrower under the permanent loan 40O1le of the Act because: (a) the Bank benellciugses of thL plan and im

a. The Bank represents that it will not will have no discretionary authority prudent faakion te accordance with
be involved in the decision by the Plans regatding the management or Ceuooo 404(ag(1i11 of the Act nor-
to invest in any permanent loan on a disposition of the assets of the Plans and It affect the requirement of secion
ral estate project In all casea will not be an investment adviser for the Ollal of ihe Cods that the plan mu.
independent Plan fiduciaries and Plans with respect to the proposed operate for the exclusive benefft ol
invesument adviaers will moview the loans: fbl the fiduciaries of the Plans. employees of the employer massut.
proposed transactions and will examne who are independent of the Band. will the plan and thetr beneflciasiec
the interest rotes. financial statements, make all investment decisions for the (21 Before es etmpuonr may be
projected returns appratalas and other Plans, including all decisions relating to granted under eecuoon 4eal of the
factors relaung to the investment before the proposed permanent loans; (cl the and/or Cocono 4a7S(c)ll2 of the Con
advising the Plan to ma ke a permanent terms of the permanent mortgage loans the Depuartet must ernd that the
loan The Bank wili be subject to the will be no lesu favorable to the Plan
invesmuent directions of the investment than the terms generally available in Inthe lub eusof theplnm vely ad t
managenr and advisers for the Plans armr length transactions between

With respect to the construction loati unrelated parties: (dl no investment p5Jicipauts and beneficiato. and
oSrinated by the Bank. the Bank staies management fee. advisory fee. prosecune of the rights of paucipao
that it may require the Borrowers to underwrituig fee, sales ccumoisaion or and bonelCintas of the plaun and
furnish certain Information. such as a other simolar compensation will be paid 13) The preposd soompMna. if
list of all material dealem labbrens and to the Bank by the Plans with respect to granted. w1U be supplemental to. u.
subcontractora wiLh wteiom ageements such tranusactions; le) the Bank wll play not to derotionun of. Lay other
have been made by either in. gpoune no role i securing permanent loans prontvaios of the Act and/or the Cc
contractor or the Borrower renarding the from the Plans for the Borrowers; and (n includin statutory or admlaistsos
construction for a parictlar proecLt. The . no permanent loans will be made to exemptons and Irnsitlonal rules.
Bank request such informaftion i order perons who ar partes in interest with Furibeneoea teb fact that a ansc
to evnluate the credit worthiness of the respect to the Plans, is subiect to an edminisntativ or
traneactions. However. the Bank states For Furher /nformotion ContstcM, tatutory soeopron Is not dispoiso
that because it in not involved in the - whether the ransaction is in fact a
procoes by which the Pilea decide Ie ba rU 0ese ohm mainess" prohibited transaction,
whether to provide permanenl finaancung 50es aiahie - sed o cu (41 The prnponed exemptsons if
for particular projects. it will not be ua-sese Dnai. ni ae oa gr pnted wi be eb;ec to the upn
wnar of any noneconomic factors that aubiti.k sad ansi ti 0 atas condItIon thte the materal fact

may be considered by the Pfane onwinena 1. 'h. Pun, te.sn eisa san
fiduciaries in makiing the invesutents. n .u. Qs- -I w.l o - reposentaione coutained in each*oa.tlaettdas*I.. -Ad pew. ha application ame cue and caomplete.
such as a requinment that constuiction Pi wIb- t to s - i. haa that eac application arruiriuatly
on a p ctiular protect be performed by monui--ss rv m Iin n noxlai w he eis if desorbes all material taerms of th
contractor and subcontractor who Ai Isss IO-Id . ein .O
employ only union construction labor,' =nr plaa tranecn4ausi which is the sublect of

naits 0s -ima mie,hgs .-- exemptionThu. A0 deai .ebmxad soea sati
tba tiasiam noa d'at ssui ONel1att of "'si ogq soana he 5-a~ - -nso4 Biged as vtosstinet. DC. ibis Ith d

'h Ant. s.suie. s." U- iu ha a sirm n._ r s°a .00. Sisw he tV Dis a March IM
tua,, 00. ai_ i _ aIs_ .soa a. e -i. aud b4irne su4a dh iemens , h, l Cue.
rr df W rh J -1 eaC. rr 4-r - -"rts -s J4._ - rb. Rottil '. Delsmsis 00 ha a * runu abd bh na vr A 450.5 sa. a 'a i ro not us
554ti 1 ssduar r psedns. 00 pVwidit *nel .uso _slme he esaie sor d aunsaehn~ iersifsaore and fesireioti

ei-l a is i w ha _ Pen.ion nnd W.if-n Ososfit Ad-nni
at iem iha siaa h ieesms "5. ased [MR Dot 0-4 rlis 3-1-ac e4n aolspiste no; ha nus. auto seensatO .sihd. wos~~ ~~ / stisat ~~uO raesiti 0 aoinee,. tesm m asor X *_
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indeperdhatly determine whether each
Plan should make a particular CO

M Calliter. Duncan & Nebraska. P.C
(fN). an independent fiduciary for the
Plans determines on an annual basis
that the relevant Plan fiduciaie have
discharged their fidudciry dutie uto thea a | t~e X I J s Z v PID lat inacrac with thef v r _ O tuitt~~~~. of the Act with tcpet to

I a~~~v:> ...`. yi mde ddby thePlns to
is tq zadopt. Implement. or totparwtidpatim ttt theB ptuposd

ar5 9e #n Irelvng ..the*,. pu._.s of
Ma5)by thosPlanaand tbetaknE of the
w ls by the banks to the Participantss ri (the LoAan Program). and suped a

pi.... i v ve ntIn the Loa Pro rm

(dI Such CO purchases by a Pisa
comply wIth the conditions of section
4081b1(41 of the Act In Instances whem
the bank is a fiduciary ot other party in

Toledo nofers Local No. 134 Pension into" with rp.c to the Plan (see P
Plan and Trust. Cement Mon ta o FR 2c50a 08 41
No. 680/404 Peoaion Plan and Trut (d) Each CO purchased by a Plan has
Millwrights Machinery Erectors Pile a maturity not to exceed 36 months from
Drivers Local 133 Retirement Plat and the date of issuance, and pays the
Trust: Shmet Metal Worker Local No a masmum rute of interest provided by
Pension Plan and Trust Toledo the Bank for CDs of the aame sis and
Painter, and Allied Trades Pension maturity being purchased at the time of
Plan and Trust Toledo Plumb.,, & the transaction by any customer of the
Pipfintter Pension Plan and Trust; and Bank who is not lgble to partIcipate
Toledo Plumber, & Plpefitter, in the Loan Programt
Retirement Plan and Trust Icollectively. le) Each D offered to the Plans
the PlansI Located in Toledo. Ohio pursuant to this exemption is sold by
(Pruhibitod Transac-tion aept 93.45; the Bank In transactions with unrelatedE.-phioittion Applic-tttitott Not. iA D- parties in the ordinary courxe of ItsE.s mpi s Applito5s2 Nsa5. 0-84 and buosiness with customers other than the
0-69511 Plans:

(I) The interest ritsta on all CDs
f xemption purchased by the Plane under the Loan

The restrictions of section 406(la(1)(D) Program, and the total net rate of rtum
of the Act and the ranctiont resulting to the Plans taking into onsidaration all
from the application of eaction 4975 of expensas associated 'oah the
the Code. by reson of section transaction, are iat lst comparable to.
4975(cl(10(DI of the Code, shall not or better than, the interest rates and total
apply to the making by certain banks in net rate of reum that could be obtained
the northwestern Ohio area (the Banksl by the Plans on other fixed income
of residential mortgage or home investments of similar risk and term at
construction loans (the loans) to the time of each D purchase:
individuals who ar participants of the W Each Bank which seels COs to the
Plans and parties in Interet with Plans under the LounPFrogmam is a
respct to such Plans (the Participantsl solvent financial InstItution. u
pursuant to an arrangement In which determined by the Trust Company at
the P lans wi ll pu rhs c ertific at es of Ilast annually based o n an analysis ofdepoit (EO from the Bants. provi de all relevant information involving the
that the following conditins are me B anks financial stat(al The Trust ompany of Toledo. hin The CD purchased by e Plan fromN. (he Trust Company), an any one Bank participating in the Loan
investment manager which is Program do not eaId 4.9% of the fair
Independent of the Banks. the Plans' market value of the Plan's total assets at
trustees, and their affiliates. acns on the time of the trasction:
behalf of the Plans for the ass (1 The CDs purchased by a Plan from
involved in the proposed purchases of jal of the Banks participating in the
C s. pursuant to the terms of &spepte La Program dlo not exceed 6.49% of
written mnve tnment management the fair isnrksbe lue of the Plan's total
egreements with each of the Plan, to assess at the ntie of the transaction

(I) No Plan trustee, or other Plan
fiduciary, who may be involved In anv
decision regarding a Plan's patucipatic
in the Lfan Program, receired a Ln
under the Loan Program-

(kI As of October 5S 1992 a Plan
trustee Involved In decisions regarding
the Lon Program. er an ntity In whic
such Plan rustee baa a 50% or mar
ownership intr may not eg>ag inany additional openal r busdnees
transactions with a Bank during a Plan
participation in the Loan Progrm with
such BanL as attested to In each
instance by appropriate Bank officials
on an annul bis and monitored by
DN as the Plan's Independent
flduciary.

(I) The investment f the Plans' asset
by the Trust Company In Os of a Bank
which participates in the Loan Progran
is not part of an agreement. arrangemer
or understanding designed to benefit ti
Trust Company' and

(ml In the event any Participant
defaults on a Loan from a Bank. the
Bank has no claim aginst r recurs
to the CDs or any other asseus of the
Plansi
Temporary Nature of Exeption

The exemption will be effective only
for those Loans made by the Banks to
the Participants pursruant to the ioan
Program within five years of the date or
which this exemption is published in
the Federal Register. However, the
applimnt may, If desired, apply for an
extension of the exemption at the and a
the five-ye r period. Te application fo:
extension should decribe: Mi) Whether
and how compliance with the
exemption has been achieved: (iI) the
number of transactions engaged in
under the exemption: and (ill) the
particular decisions made by the Plans'
fiduciaries regarding the Loan Program.

For a mrre complete statemant of the
facts and representations supporting th'
Department's decision to grant this
exemption, refer to the notice of
proposed exemption (the Notice)
published on October 5, 1992 at 57 FR
45828.
Notice to Interested Perosns

The applicant represents that it was
unable to notify interested persons
within the time period speaded in the
Notice. However. copiee of the Notice
were mauled by first clars mail to all the
local unions and contributing employer
for the Plano by November 11. 1692. In
addition, the Notice was published in
the November 13. 1992 ise Of The
Voice of the Building Trades. the offidi
newspaper of all the local unions
affiliated with the Northwestern Ohio
Building and Concntornsn Trades

13096
-
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Cosnal rthS CoDclr and ie M pttrcha. dV afr, -btha augneased St the DPPl _os
co~rutusat loc unions ThVoe o of each.Plao should make a CalarCD that the Trut Cnapny, will seazs
the BWIding Trades, Lasibeda tho purchaase Born a efth B the these dtis of the PIU0 natee td
homes of al members of au Departments viw.the Sppl"ts it became anvemou M- he.
coganlzatlone aFFiatd With the Cusol pt d m-dl ntabte upd ca other thert the aC. Arndh,. a SI
tad is mauts evebleat an ulnit presumptton that the Plan truatua the bif of the DepaS men tt the
offices sod hall. employert aeomton would lbeds ovlvadoIndtdon dise of the PLUS buugeeas
officS Stac The apptatcnt tates that regerdg th pu of pati r epreented by the ipplicas inovoive
peatidpaitt to the Plane received the CD from a LE trust. intd at tr tet tone with eap ctoto
Notice through the offil newstpar hba soo beet tettd. rwSe. In Plans! puaticipion II the LoAM
by November . ttlZ. Interested the Gpp r mt tst th rl of Program.
persons were advised thet they bad the Tmst Compyt should be hge stated in paragraph 4 of the lao
until Isnuesy 4. 1993 to comment on the from thti deecibed In the tpplft on acUtion k is to dased to tsen t
Notice. The Department did nat receive As a resulL the fetathat the Pain trustees t td certinrIated
toy wntreta comments from such the proposed modi s icatmdti t wi -not datriveany fsoel
Interested persona. inconsistent with the prim benefL such as banotgervicee at a

repretntmtirs of the applicant and the reduced cot or business Or personal
Wrttan Cournessa Notice is proposed and Is tharefar loans under manore £saseodt-t
The eppioma's representative rejected. then ave-itahe to other auastomer Oft

subhoitted two wnten comments By letter dated January S. 13. the Banks. as r etnit of a Plan's
regarding condition (k) of the Notice. applicant requested an exspresion of participation In the Loan Program.
Condition (k reqcuir. in perrinent prt confirmation by the Departmert of Its Therefoue. fo a Pha tusttr to tn s
that as ofOctobes. 9m. the detent interpretation of the taguew of obconutbae personal or brusines
the publicatIon ofthe Notios. a Plan conditIon W. In that ]M the applicant tranectina, with a Bank Involved hn
truste involved in dedaions regarding statedthat * Ittaoasropindoothat Lo Program. condidton (k) requires
the Lo Program (and crtein entities If rt PPian rostee desigmnte the Trut thata Plan trustee moet ithettI
owned by the rtel my not engage in CQnMnoyr of Toledo (orenot gm a hiamelfra any
any additional personal or busoines qual fed entity) asIndepenn consideraton rderions ade by
transctions with a Bank during a Plen's investment rzegr t d the Pin tnattee rerdg the Pines
psarpatio in the Loan Program with h ent insees tm g ss partluipedon in te Program i
such Bank all oathe decisione tr e Bank f. involvedt mrli) not es"

By letterdated November 24. 1992. partitipetton in the .n any additonal instAco wIth U
the applicant proposed that the purchtse ofsDor r ank Bank dring the Planes pirciPatidon
Department consider a modification to then the Plan Trusteeh not besm the La.n Ptrom with such Bank-
condition fk in order to allow a Plan nvo ed In deci regarding the Therefore, the Depariment bua
trustee to engage in or continue personal LOen Prorm tad ft not bont d br detertanoed upon review of the enn
or business transactions with Bank Condirnnl IL record to grant the treption at
that has offered a prio tsal to tsee CD The Department diagram with the prnpot-d L
to the Plan, Ta -odificao pruoposed applicant' Interprertlet ofenuditla F Furtherfn anCont
by the applicant would allow e) of the Notice. The duty oftb T.l st -F. W1t1im of the Department
oar business ajnsacatonsa betwn n Company s decibd Ien the Notda is telephone. (2021 n-483. (This is0
trustee and a Bank provided the Pin ao act only s, a ICD invent Ment r a toll-fee, number.)
Mtrustewod . mak - e * full within the guaidelloea . by the Plan

-d-sclusura-617Uhe business relationship nsstee 1-the flxud.incommurreamos
prior to the ainn being taken portfolio of the Pla TbeTrust

recuse himself from the discussion and Company is not id O in tnt
vote on the mattet not vote On the asets of the Plaunsetharthast in CDs. In
purchase. and not use the sudhirnty. this regard. _s deesnihed in paragtrph 6
control or reeponsabilIty the Possessed of the Notic. ait r tindtee with g

cs a trusttet to tact th i un any nt pectuetn Ab I g P tb EPlam

The Department notes d that; I nnl peacentas df the Pbme' asstst to the
(a) if the Noticreair thas the Trust Trust Company fot CD ionestme will
Company of Toledod N.A. an. monitosrthe Tstu tC ps elspuanheaa
investment maar which is otf CID n tesuna that tnch purchases asre
independent ofthe Banks involved and consisteu with the Plan ttunsee at
the Plan trusteea and their affiliate. act i ad lneeter policy
oan behalf of the Plasa for the asset gusidalineseWil vrU m the
involved in thLlt t ied purchrs of performance of the Trust Company: will
CDs ao independaenyd ninn determine whether fixed Income
whether each Plan should make a investments of coespereble rink and
particular CD3 paurchas term other than CDa becoe anectmive,

This undersanding of the role of the for the Platw ani wall iU nasut the Trmtt
Trust Comptuay unera tha a.= ption. is Company tor turt the not preeda of
echoed in repcesenuainns&of tbe the Plans redemption of tbe an the
applican summarzd In the Notic Pln trost who will realloc.e the
Paragraph 6 of the Notice steam tha the easets iavolved to other ftied inc e
Trust Company. se tbh Plans investments maged by other
investment managgr for the prnod i anve..ment m eset it ns, ee t ben
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Tcled. Rolee Iocal No. 14 Piao PRo
.od TroC t Mts Loal N. at'I e0
Peion P eod Trurc Millsh
Maoeiny slaar * Pitsn er rt tin
Retireaet PRan sud Trsot Shet deutl
Worker, Laoal No. 6 Petian PI"n od Treat
Toledo Piite sond Allied Tende.. Peoioio
PRn *nd Trast Tetda PMashers & ItPipeits
Praesio PtRe ond Trost atd Toledo t!
& Spefrime Rtiarmeut PtRo *ad Trust
lollelistydr. tbe iteeui.
Located in Toledo. Ohio
(Application No.. 0-4uL fl-Lm. f-Z5ai. i-
MtL 0-5im. f-aS9 sond rO41SI
Proposed Fxemption

The Department 13 considering
granting an exemption under the
authority of section 416(a) of the Act
and section 4975(cl(2) of the Code and In
accordance with the proceduresaet
forth in 29 CFR Part ZS70 Subpart B (55
FR 32836. 32847. August 10.160). ff the
exemption s granted, the restrictions of
section 408(s)(l)l1)) of the Act and the
sanctions resulting from the application
of section 4975 of the Code. by reason of
section 497Mc)1d1D)ll of the Code. ohall
not apply to the making by certain
banks in the northwestern Ohio area
(the Banks) of residential morigoge or
home construction loans (the lmas) to
individuals who are participants of the
Plats snd parties in interest with
respect to such Plans (the Partictpants)
pursuant toe n arrangement in which the
Plans will purchase certificates of
deposit (CD.) from the Banks. provided
that the following conditions amr met

(a) The Trust Company of Toledo.
NA. (the Trust Company), an
investment manager which is
independent of the Banks. the Piano'
trustees, and their affiuiates. acut an
behalf of the Plans for the assets
involved in the proposed purchases of
Cs. pursunot to the term, of sepsrate
written investment management
agreements with each of the Plans, to
independently determine whether each
Plan should make s partculsr CD
purchase:

Ib) Callister. Duncan & Nebeker. P.C
(CDN). an independent fiduciary for the
Plans, determines on on annual basis
that the relevant Plan fiduciaries have
discharged their fiduciary duties to the
Plans in accordance with the
requiremenu of the Act with rspect to
any decisions made by the Plans to
adopt. implement. or continue
participation in the proposed
arrangement involving the ourchase of
CDs by the Plans end the making of the
Loans by the Bank. to the Participants
(the Loan Program). snd suspends a
Plan's involvement in the Loan Prougr m
if such a determination cannot be maddc

It) Such' purchases by a Plan
comply with the conditions of section
408(b1(41 ofthe Act in insa e here
the Bank us a fiduciary or other party in
interest with respect to the Plan (see 29
CFR 25s0.406h-4j,

(d) Each Ch purchased by a Plann has
a matruity not to exceed 3B monthi from
the date of isUane antd papa the
maxonum rate of Interest provided by
the Bank for COa of the sme size and
matuitty being purchased at the dme of
the transaction by any customer of the
Bank who is not egible to participate in
the Loants Prograc

(a) Each CO offered to the Plans
pursuant to this exemption is old by the
Banks in transaction with unrelated
parties in the ordinary course of its
business waith custome ther than the
Plasm

(f) The interest rates on all CDs
purchased by the Plan eunder the loan
Progra, and the total net rate of return
to the Plans taking into consideratio all
expenses associated with the
truasaction. are at least comparable to.
or better than, the Ineet rates and
total net rate of return that could be
obtained by the Plans on other fied
income investmenta of similar risk and
term at the time of each CD purchaser

Is) Each Bank which sells CDs to the
Plana onder the an Program 1s.
solvent financial Institution. as
determined by the Tiust Company st
least annually based on an analysis of
all relevant informatio involing the
Bank'si rsascialsteto

ish) The CDh purchased by a Plan from
any one Bank participating in the Loan
Program do not exceed 4.6% of the fair
market value of the Plan's total auets at
the time of the transaction
- (i)The CDs purhased by a Plan fronm
all of the Banks participating in the Loan
Proasm do not exceed 6.49% of the fair
market value of the Plan's total assets at
the time of the tranacthsion

(ii No Plan trustee, or other PIan
fiduciary. who may be involved in any
decdsion regarding a Plans' participation
in the Lan Progrm. receives a Loan
under the Loan Program:

(kW As of the date this notice of
proposed exemption appeam in the
Federal Register. a Plan trustee involved
in deciosons regarding the Loan Program.
or an entity in which such Plan tnutee
has a SOP or more ownership interest.
may not engage in any additional
Personl or business transactions with a
Bask during a Pinge participation in the
Loan Program with such Bank. as
sttested to in each instance by

lppropriate Bank officials on an annual
be=as and monitored by C0N as the
Plan's independent fiduciary.

(1I The investment of the PIsns asseto
by the Trust Company in CDs of a Bank
which participates in the Loon Program
is no! pan of onagreement. arrangement
or understanding designed to beneft; the
Trs,: C- pany: sad

(ml In the even; any Participant
defaults en a Loan (om a Bank. the
Bank has no daim against or recourse
to. the CDs or any other assets of the
Plans.

Temporary Nature of Exemption
The exemption, if granted. will be

effective only for those Loams made by
the Banks to the Participants pursuant to
the Loan Program within five years of
the date on which the'Final Grant of this
proposed exemption is published in the
Federal Register. However, the
applicant may. if desired, apply for an
extension of the exemption at the end of
the five-year period. The application for
exten sion should describe: (i) whether
and how compliance with the exemption
has been achieved. (ii) the number of
transactions engaged in under the
exemption: and (iii) the particular
decisions made by the Plata' fiduciaries
regarding the Loan Program.
Summary of Facts and Representations

.The Plans are multiemployer.
jointly-trusted. employee benefit plans
established and maintained pursuant to
collective bargaining agreements
between several of the northwestern
Ohio building and construction industry
laber unions (together, the Unions) and
employer associations (together, the
Asssciadons) The Plans. colectively.
have a total of approximately 8250
participants and have assets totalling
approximately S2ZO million,

L The trustees of each of the Plans
(collectively. the Trustees) are the
named fiduciaries of the Plans. The
Trustees appoint from trme to time
certain investment managers to handle
investment decisions for portions of the
assets of each of the Plans, These Plan
&asets. which are managed by such
investment managers. include short-term
snd fixed income sovesmients made
pursuant to broad investment guidelines
established by the Trustees, Such
Investments often include Cas issued by
banks as well as other mvestments
designed to meet cerain liquidity needs
of the Plans. Under the Loan Program,
the Trustees of each Plan will appoint a
single investment manager li.e. the Trust
Companyl to manago specific purchases
of CDs from the Banks. within the
guidelines set by the Trustees for the
'txed income inventment portfoltos of

the Plans The CD. wdi be purchased
under an anrngement puruant to which

.
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the Banks will consider -ain the Participants offering market Interest partlepatlice in the Loa Progpan wth
1,0ans to the Psrtinipants unde the Laoan rates. with reduced or -o dloaing costs such Bank. Therefore. the Trustees and
Program. which do not meet the standards of related entities nrttject to their cartound

The Banks that are, currently Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac.These will not derive an" financial beisefit.
interested in participating io the Lgoan- Loans will not meet the Fannie mae*ro such a. banking service, atea reduced
Program are Mid-Amenrin National Preddie Mac standards because, amiong cost or business or tperosonal Isons huow
Bank and Trust Company (Mjd-Am), other things, the Parnocpant lacks the Banks wider mote favorable terms
Ohio CHtien Bank. Fifth Third Bank of enough cash for a down payment or than provided from other coetomees Di-
Toledo. Huntington National Bank of because of technic.] rejecitons by the the Banks. asea reslt of a Plan's
Toledo. and Society Bank and Trust. P&GO insurance onderweiter who partirspetion In the Loan Program.

The applicant repeesenta that some of underwrite. the mortgage insurance for & The Trustees will appoint the Trust
the Banks are or may become parties in loans with less than a 20% down Copntoutaanivsmt
interest with respect to the Plans as a payment. AU of the Loan. will be made g cc b f an thve Plnseorth
result of being a service provider or on a basis whitch Is corrsistent with the proposed purchases of C~s. pursuant to
fiduciary for certain ansete of the Plane.- general lending standards established the terms of separate written Investment
However, none of the Banks will be a by the Banks for similar loans and will mnamgement agreements with each of
fiducasry for any assets of the Plans be in compliance with applicable federal the Plans (the investment Management
involved in the proposed CD and state banking Isis.. The applicant Agreements). The Trust Company is a
investmnet,. All decisions, concerning stares that in the event any Psetecipant natiorial bank cbartered by the
such CD ineestmsents will be made by defaults onea Loan from.a Bank. th Comptiolier of the Corrency with
the Trust Company, a Plan fiduciary that Bank will h.,e no clain against. or authority to exerdise fiduciar POwer
is independast of the Banks lone items 5 recours to. the C~s or a0y tither assets and Is an investent manager, as
and B below). In addition. al of the Plans. defined In section 3(381 of the Act. weith
relationships of the Trustees and their 4. The C~s will have AMaturity not to epriernce in handling trust investments
affiliates with the Banks will he exceed 38 months from the date of for collactively bargeied. tointly.
monitored by CDN to avoid any issuance. The CI). of the size and trusteed employee benefit planesaubject
Act bythel Trusites ofnd theietudr iithes inatroity purchased by the Plan, will to the Act. The Tiust Company Is
Acsee th ITemsend and below), its have terms Identical to Cswich~ an Independent of the Trustee. and their

(see Ite 7 and 8below).offered and seld by the Bhnks to affiiates. The Trust Company will also3. The Loans which the Baniks will
consider making to the Participants onrelated costomers not participating m remain independent of any Bank issuing
include an unlimited number of the Loan Progrusm. Each CD Purchased Cils There shall he non transactons
residential mortgage loan. that am by a Plan will Pay the maximmit rate of bewnthTrsCopyadte
underanritten to meet the standards of Interest provided by the Bank for C~s of Betenk thc wl TroteCompn andh the
the Federal National Mortgage the star and maturity being pumhasedi. Baudnkwhc r Intepfendnc wot the rs
4ssocnatlon (Fanrnie Mae) and Ltell The interest rates on theClsawrll be prudempnce tor Inepvedeneo the Plane
Federal Home Loan Mortgage least comparable to. ey berter than. the iCosmpanyto saaerv asr the Plan hse
Corporation (Freddie Mac). The Loans interest ratesf that could be obtained ey fomsc fors. The prurtchases
will have interest yat cased on the the Plant on fixed income Investments fro och ens ' Thes Trustpompnyiiite
market rates offered in the northwestern of comparable scunty and term at the acknowlde tduisrspnbltea

Ohio areshut willbe offere to the mer of the r naco and liahilities in acting as a fiduciary
Partictpants with reduced or no closing The Cls Purchased by a Plan from under the Hacfothe) Pans ExcthveodceT
costs. The ILoans will also unclurle a any particular Bank participating tn the Haeidnt ofr Hahe) ans Coemptve Vicl e
limited number of residential mortgage Loan Program will not exceed 4 Pi f respnidlen fof arin u the Trs dCm anydwl be
or bome cosusuctron loans so the fair market value of the PIlan total repnsbe fr ormcarrywingth diesp do ties

________ ~~~~~~~~~assets at the time of the trnsaction. in then TusdrthCompnyvwithmesect th
tS-is .0bst) Oti. A. ss ooo addition. the Cls purchased by a Pla Pln ndrth neomnsi.r Osl.wpaboan deo - from a11 of the Banks patcptn in the Management Agreements. The applicani

il:sII .05 sly w lb. s 'san at` sina=se. Lant Program will not exceed &49% of states that Mrt. H'thn bas sexteneive
b.0 dissis ss bas th.snet ses a the fair market value of the Plan's total
.,hbask fiosd- bylsUed iste ade, sblou.i assets at the time of the transaction. -'The Olvsase .- fer5 V 51 efd

'sess s~ 5h'' by . p- H0 o Trustee. or othe Plan fiduciary. Pines-sss by Lb. ylis -sFss I s CMns-(-
,h. 'Ls. a, fi, de-Iosey Inhes %ase mI beb o- who may be involved rin anry decision. Baab Qu -e he pa -1 on eps .qssswt

010555 Iaseat sh -ewassr sososed by regarding a Plant's Perticipation in the .on .d. anoesdee 4M 'bei the rtie

ne-h ~ Tos_ K. W Loan Program. wiUl receive a Loan under CsW-7. ybe 0tiarsnus --ess as' b-1101tato sk D.,' tao ~s bsLa ro~~~ P no dim pan ins- isoke -ov bami on . -n'.4 Cn. h- . 8. , a Id ,y e, ,b., Party the ,01LIM Progra'stat euleot nosbi W-seship bask. This.bIl1s a. sei _,cas -s -erss so- Mo e -asi beest-W Trustee involved in decisions regarding ptusa tW. bekb, 's-s 'f 01h
tw toliwm 0 an.an4 a Plan's participation in the Loan bask -o taU-bty 6-~o ed . i'anm

leru ita lbnaas - on on mes ansa-ss lb. Progiram, or an entity in which such damo erssahess em 55 tELW05stw
-Os.asa. Ilone. mss..eos susel yopon~ Trustee bas a 50% or mer Ownership estsolbM saRo t3on inA-1 55L K1aL Wies

hoses d 0m -ow a Esebs ossr t sa' interest. wil engage in any Additional I..a ch. ns asn .,dd pem Db.
isasi 5550- ssio lb. it#V~es) transactione with a Bank doring a Ptans Pmeiossi L-o..ae bau bos Banb

P si. _________ 'snetA-4W1-d Mo lbs L los Wep P-..s *
P~~ .1 CD. b- ~~~~~~~ 6~~ rb. 0~~~~ -.sanan obwby aI. PisiaCD-m ban-e. bel0 is a-,-w as sesase S- sm ubl 01 lbs A. -Lt. is telsms sh sank Nooe- Wh D.P.-ms so Oil- lbs

saesna sbsb -ad - he -- 1s~ by' pusa.. Oasfdoi& y "hi oO" usbis -baD ml.151- Predod by D0 poeona sesIs SAss s

lbsi in eoe5 enaom a Oiso mv's I.- d. aeonisd~5-Swo s w a ita, o bc la 01-. Pbeas siby
l~ne~stwo -5*~ s base t5 ls see, assna os ..b rie d. oneba s emss -ts -lb ansiwes es lbosPi b
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expernence in managing fixed-income
sset. for employee benefit plans and

has been recognized within the financial
industry for providing superior fixed-
income investment performance.

8. The Trust Company, as the Plans'
investment manager for the proposed
CD purchase. will determine whether
each Plan should make a particular CD
purchase from any of the Banks by
reference to. among others, the following
facoro (il The asset allocations for the
Plan: (l) the investment policy guidelines
of the Trrstee (Qi the financial
conditions and creditworthiness of the
Bank issuing the CD: (iv) the presence
and extent of Federal Deposit Inaurance
Corporation (FDIC) protection for the
PIln's CD (v) the yield and liquidity of
the CD as an investment in coaparison
to other fixed income investments of
similar risk and term: and (vi) the
expenses which the Plan will Incur In
connection with the transaction.
including the payment of fees to CDN
for its services as an independent
fiduciary for the Plan (as discussed
below in Item t1. In this regard. the Trust
Company will ensure that the total net
rate of return to the Plan from the CD.
taking into consideration ali expenses
and fees associated with the
transaction will be at least comparable
to. or better than, the rate of return
available on other fixed income
investments of similar risk and term at
the time of the transaction, The Trust
Company will also be responsible for
decisions to suspend purchases of CDa
by a Plan from a particular Bank based
on these investment criteria.

The Trustees and the Trust Company
have agreed. in writing as part of the
Investment Management Agreements, to
the specific percentage limitations on
Plan assets that can be invested in CDs
of a particular Bank (Le. 4"9%) and in
CDs of all of the Babks (Le. 849%) under
the Loan Program. In addition, the
Trustees and the Trust Company have
agreed that the purchase of any CDs by

Plan from the Banks when added to
the Plan's other short-term or fixed
income investments will not exceed the
amount which the Trustees of the Piln
have allocated for such investments
The Trustees of each Plan will monitor
the Trust Company's purchases of CDs
for the plan to encure that such
purchases are consistent with the Plan's
asset allocation and investment policy
guidelines.

With respect to the proposed
investment by the Pians in CDs of a
particular Bank the Trust Company has
initially determined that it would be
prudent aod consistent with the
invesnment policies and objectives of the

Plans without taking into account any
benefits which may crNue to the
Participanu under the Loan Progam, to
invest in CtDs issued by Mid-Am in an
asnountup to the percentage limitations
specified in the Invesuatet Management
Agreements. The Trust Company states
that it will reconsider any investment
decisions for CD purchases v y the Plans
from MidAm if the yields for CDs
offered by the other Banks become mor
competitive or if other fixed incm
investmens of comparable risk and
teIm beme me attractive for the
Piln The Trust Company weli monitor
Interest rates on comparable CD
Investments after the Plans proposed
purchases of CDs from Mld-Am, or any
other Bank. throughout the term of such
CDs to enure that holding the CDs until
maturity would be in the beot Interests
of the Plans based on rate of retum for
comparable CD Investments. If rates of
return on comparable CD investments
ever exceed the rate of return an a
PRlns CD to esch an extent that It
would be ecomomically advantageous to
the Plan to redeem the CD prior to Its
maturity even if certain prepayment
penalties are incurred. the Trust
Company will redeem the CD. incur the
prepayment penalties. and will reinvent
the net proceeds in ouch comparable CD
investmens, However, the Trust
Company is empowered to act only as a
CD investment manager and is not
authorized to invest assets of the Plans
other than in CD%. In this regacd. the
truxtees will monitor the performance of
the Trust Company and will determine
whether fixed income investments of
comparable risk and term other than
CDs become mere attractive for the
Plan, In such instances. the Trustees will
instruct the Trust Company to return the
net proceeds of the Plan's redemption of
the CDs to the Trustees, who will
realeocate the assets involved to other
fixed income investments (such as U.S
Treasury Notes or Bills) managed by the
Plan's other investment managers.n
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7. The Trustees and the Trust
Company have agreed to renewe at Ie
annually the creditmorthiness of any
Bank issuing CDs to the Plans under t
Loan Program The Trustees and the
Trust Company ill contract the
services of qualified, independent
financial consultants to evaluate the
financial conditions of such Banks on
annual basis, which will be reviewed
the Trust Company to determine
whether the Banks are totally
creditworthy and solvent lending
institutions. The applicant states that
the financial condition of Mid.Am an
its aflilates is excellent based on a
recent financial analysis by Houlihan
Donrtnn Jones. Nicolatus & Stuart, Inc
an independent fuoancial consultant i
Salt Lake City. Utah.

The Trust Company's findings that
purchases fom the Banks would be
prudent and consistent with the Plan
investment policies and objectives is
based. in part on the fact that, under
current banking laws, each participat
interest in the Plans will have FDIC
protection up to a maximum of Siooc
per parttcipant. Tbe Trustees and th
Trust Companj will reconsider the
purchase of CDs from the Banks If Ft
protection for the participants' intere
in the Plans is ever reduced or
jeopardized.

6, The Trustees have appointed a
a law firm in Salt Lake City, Utah. to
as an independent fiduciary for the
Plans pursuant to separate written
agreements with each of the Plans. C
represents that it is independent of ti
Unions, the Associations, the Banks,
the Participants. CDN acknowledges
duties, responsibilities and liabilities
acting as a fiduciary under the Act ft
the Plans. Jeffrey N. Clayton. Esq. (M.
asyton). an attorsey with CDN who
has had extensive expenence with
employee benefit plans. will be
responsible for performing the
independent fiduciary services for th
Plans.on bea lf of CDN. Tbe fees pmi
CDN for all services rendered in'
connection with its engagement to at
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an independent fiduciry will be paid by
the Plans.

9. ON r*presents that it ill
determine on an annual banis whetherr
the Trustees have discharged their
fiduciary responsibilities to the Plans in
accordance with the Act in say
decisions made by the Plans to adopt.
implement. or continue participation in
the Loan Programa ODN will suspenmd
a Plans involvement in the Loan

Program if a determination is made by
ODN that the Plana purchase of ODs

from Mid-Am or any of the other Banks.
purmuant to the proposed arrangement.
would be inconsistent with the general
fiduciary duties of the Trustees under
the Act.

O DN has obtained Intformtion ftrom
the Union and Management Truistees of
the Plans. Union co-sponsors of the
Plans. Association co-sponsor of the
Plans and employers affiliated with the
Trustees. disclosing all transactions and
relationships which exist between such
persons or entities and Mid-Am CDN
states that it will obtain the same
information regarding the relationships
of such persons or entities to any of the
other Banks prior to a determinaton
made by CDN that the Trustees hive
met their fiduciary duties to the Plans
concerning the proposed participation
by the Plans in the Loan Program
through the purchase of CDs from such
Banks. CDN will monitor all
relationships that the Trustees and their
affiliates have with the Banks to ensure
that a Plan's participation in the Loan
Program will nt. result in a conflict of
interest under the Act reoarding the role
such Plan fiduciaries may have in the
implementation of the Loan Program."
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ODN notes that ane of the Trustees
and employes of the Trbatees are
involved in loan transactiona with Mid-
Am However. DN has obtained arn
affidavit from "lilp C Clinard. a senior
corporste officer at Mid-Ani. which
Indicates that al stah trnsactiots, and
relationships are bons fide. arm'st
length. and have no relationship to the
preposed Loan Program,

The applicant states that no
additional loan transactions or services
or renewals of exiating loan transactdons
or services, will ocor between a Bank
and any of the TrmJtees involed in
decisions regarding the LoEA Program.
or any entities In which such Trustees
have a 50% or more ownership interest.
during a Plan's participation in the Loan
Program with och Bank. ON will
obtain affidavits annually from any
Bank that participates In the Loan
Program The affidavits will describe all
existing transactions between the Bank
and the Trustees of a Plan, as well as
entitires controlled by such Trances. and
will disclose whether any new
transaction hawve icurred, If such new
transactions have occurred during a
Plan's participation In the Loan Program.
CDN will provide notice to the parties to
diacontinue the transactions and will
sutpend a Planas Involvement in the
Loan Program if the transactions are not
discontinued within a reasonable
time"

10 CDN represents that the Trustees
have discharged their fidudary
responsibilities to the Plans in
accordanrce with the Act In the proposed

implementation of the Loan Program and
that proceeding with the Loen Program
will not conrtitute a violation of the
Trustees fiduciary duties under the Act.
However, CDN stals that two of the
Trustees Neil Macltnnom (Mtr.
MacKinnon) and Robert R. Good (Mr.
Good), have relatioutship to MId-Am
which would create a conflict of interest
If they are allowed to participate in ay
decisions by the Plans to implement or
continue participation in the Lom
Program rogarding the purchras of Ols
from Mid-Am. In this regard. CN notis
that Mr. MacKinnon is Tutstes of the
Toledo Roofers Local No. 134 Pension
Plan and Trust I the Toledo Roofers Plan)
and i s director and shareholder of
Bancastes. a formerly wholly owned real
estate subsidiary of Mid-Am which h"a
dereed sigiuficant amounts of iLa
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revenue truin Mid-Am in recent yeant.
Mr. Good ie Triaee of the Sheet Metal
Worters Local No. 6 Faine Plan and
Tresl (the Sheet Med Worker PlaRn)
and is astockbolder in Md-Amnd.*
member of the advisory board for one of
MidAm a branch banks. DN
represent. that Its determination that
the Truttees wil meet their fiduciary
duties under the Act with respect to the
hmplementatlon of the Loan Program
presumes the removal of Mr. Mactionon
and Mr. Cood fromn any rote in decisions
concerning the partIcipatIon of the
Toledo Roofers Plan or the Sheet Metal
Workers Plan in the Lan Progsnm with
respect to the purchase of Cs fom.
Mid-Am. The applicant states that Mr.
MacKinnon and Mr. Good have not been
involved in any decisions concerning
their Plans proposed participation in the
Loan Program, In addition. the applicant
states that Mr. MacKinnon and Mr.
Good. as aci as any other Trustee
which hbs or may have a conflict of
interest with Mid-Am, or ary of the other
Banks that may beoame Involved in the
Loan Progrsam will remve themselves
frm any conidersations ordecsiona
made by the Plans to adopt ImplemenL
or continue participation in the Loan
Progrsm and will not uwe their influance,
upon any other Trantee regarding soics
decisions.

11. In summary, the applicant
represents that the proposed
transactions will satisfy the statutory
criteria of section 406(a) of the Act and
section 49f7(c((2) of the Code because:
(a1 The ODs purchased by the Plans will
have the maximum rate of interest
provided by the Bank for ODs oa the size
and maturity being purchased at the
time of the transactions by any costomer
of the Bank not eligible to participate in
the Lon Program and will beat least
comparable to. or better than the
interest rate that could be obtained by
the Plans an fixed Income inveotttnts
of similar risk and term at tha time of
the tranaactdotf Cl) the CDs purchased
by a Plan from the Banks participating
in the Loan Progrsm will st exceed
e.49% of the Plan's total asserts at the
time of the tiarnactin;c (c) w Trustee. or
other Plan fidtsdsry Inolved in any
decisions regsrding a Plan's
participation in the Loan Progm. will
receive a Loan ander the Loan Program.
and no Trustee or entity in which asch
Truses has a Ms or more ownernhip
interest will engage iu any additional
tansctions with a Bank salting Os
to * Ptan during a Plans
participation in the Loan Progrmr (d1
the Banks whil han1o claim ostst. oa
recoun, to. the Ds or any other asse
of the Plna in the evnt oa a deas-it by

.
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a Participant on a Loam (e) the Trust
Company. as the Plans' independent
investment manager for the proposed
0 purchases. will determine whether
each Plan should make a particular CD
purchase from any of the Bankb and (I)
0CN. a qualified. independect fiduciaty
acting for the Plans, will determine
whether the relevant Plan fiduciaries
have discharged their fidudary
respons;bilifies to the Plans with espet
to any decitions made by the Plans to
adopt. implement or continua
participation In the Loan Program and
will suspend a Plan's involvement in the
Loan Program In the event that such a
determination cannot be made.
FOR RItHER tX00FO attnew coWAraCT
Mr. EfF. William of the Department at
(203) S3-tt. (This is not a toll-free
number.)

General Information
The attention of interested persons is

directed to the followingi
(It The fact that a transaction is the

subject of an exemption under section
40(as) of the Act and/sr section
49751c112) of the Code does eat relieve a
fidiciary or other party in interest of
disqualified person from certain other
provisions of the act and/or the Code.
including any prohibited transaction
provisions to which the exemption does
not apply and the general fiduciary
responsibility provisions uf section 404
of the Act, which among other things
require a fiduciary to discharge his
duties respecting the plan solely in the
interest of the participants and
beneficiaries of the plan and in a
prudent fashion in accordance with
section 404(a)(1)(b) of the act nor done
it affect the requirement of section
401(a) of the Code that the plan must
operate for the exclusive benefit of the
employees of the employer maintaining
the plan and their beneficiaries.

(2) Before an exemption may be
granted under section 408(a) of the Act
and/or section 4975(c)(2) of the Code.
the Department must find that the
exemption is administratively feasible.
in the Interests of the plan and of its
participants and beneficiaries and
protective of the rights of participants
and beneficiaries of the plain

(3) The proposed exemptions. if
granted. will be supplemental to. and
not in derogation of. any other
provisions of the Act and/or the Code.
including statutory or administrative
exemptions and transitional rules.
Furthermore the fact that a transaction
is subject to as adminsstrative or
statutory ecemptionis not dispositive of
whether the transaction is in fact a
prohibited transactai and

(4t The proposed exemptions, if
granted, Will be subject to the express
cordtion that the material facts and
representations contained In each
application are true and complete, and
that each application accurately
describes alt material teems of the
transaction which is the suhjact of the

SiWd at Washl ison. DC. this 30th day of
SPtme,_ Ia9L
te1n Stasidd.

A s and Weifere BenefitAdamswnzt.
U.L-Deod-o~eetf-se~
IFR Due. 22-2054 Filed 10-2-ft LSs ar
su Cost ast
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ETls: Performance and Fiduciary Duty

M.. Wayna.Manr
Jnhn It Nofsinger

Prmpared for the Joint Economic Committee, US. Colirevs
May IS. 1995

We review the performance of public pension systems engaged In
Economically Targeted Investments (EtI) and describe the Inherent risk
involved with their selection.

PERFORMANCE

Ideally, we would Li", to h.vc actual investment PCIfoilioWiLi c daa 'IF p It alid sLUILUL uidis idual LTla.
An analysis of the cauni lows a.ud aduminiiuradse costss would allow for a betctr underslanding mi the
investment charact rstic *,f ETIs. At present, k,,.,w of * i tinlividutil ubjccuse data for ETl.. The
snecdocal evidensc sugests that suceesstul" ETI, peifitILLu Miabuttable dIune LO predicted benchmarks.
Ilniser. mnoit successful ETls ae hacked hy witie type oL inhurance-eiiher federal or stare. The
in, erent peiforartLec of u11v Czc-Issul Elh is typically ssuciated with negative leiiltis. Mrttty uf the
public pcnsiort funcds dthL vIn-e perated Ens have abandoned their En policy. niue 1993 Study of ETls
by the Institute lov Fidu.ui.) Er;4udaion repurtS that one third of the Muids etigigdg in ETIs in thc 1919
Study weic i.,- lfoer iinulsed with Ens by 1993.

T. better understand the inscetmcnt pcrformance of EllS we iti-c aialywcd Oice ivto -Neitutvial burveyb
ot astte and local pubLic pci.sioi.. itcii by the Public Pensitn Coordinating Council. Comparing the
pirtfiohO returns of the y.,tiy i. that use ETIs with the systems thai do tiot tuse Enll diiuws us to
e-timate the return conu tiliutoi, if ETIb to uvcrall postlolio pertormance.

Wc Find that pension fuudb uiuaginig ii. ETIs utiderperforui the nun-ETI pensions hyv 110 TO 320 basis
poinnL per year. In our latest ic.aichl. which reuains unguing. some :or the underpertormanee is frout the
diFference in governcatc structure between diffeeunt pcimii, ystLiii,. Ilt a putiblic : eitiotiu iybtw if the
intcrcsta of the pcnmion managers are sot diteetly .ilitsiad with huse of ihe ItdpatYr the :onflict will cost
the taspaycr in efficiency twhichi eItiMi I cll adgeucy WithJ. The pension systems that use Ells are
asusciated with die gohsciicc clis raciensdcs dis predict high agency costs. Howevei. Our hivestigadons
to date show that ptissiun [unds with ETns underperform non-ETIs fund, by I lS to '110 hasis points per
year even after accounting Lot diiiLe.s i go eirmance structure and asset allocation.

FIDUCIARY DUTY

Considcr the social restrieiions uinpcosd uti muay pI.lli. ieiisiiiu fuitilb ii tlhe 1960Cb tro insesunents in
Saudi Aliic. iir Northern Irelind). (And we are not arguing bhe merit uf this investment strategy.) Many
indinidu-l ineestors in prisvate pension luidms (Oli emurtple. out own pension fund TIAACREFF) continue
tL use social policies c,.i. alter .rnings that limriting thesir investnent universe ,,uld liavi iiurissb atid
increase risk.
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This i4 a persinal decision. Why would sonic iutverr chboosc a s b-ioptimAl invesnit policy? They

must be cte iiiig a eonstuuzptiun value" for foilowing a pollicy they think is right. The reduced returns
are olfset bb the saLsiractirtE 'f oing the right thing.

Now conoider F.Tl. Thc potential ,soitnuptiun value is much higher Itr E li than lir social policien

because a local community is targeted. Pension hund mnanagers do not get their name in the paper for

minimizing the iisk in their portfolio. But fund an eli and you get to "cut the ribbon" to begin a new

h uilding a ,J gg t your picture in the paper. The high consumption value ofs EE s (for their sponsors) have

the ptc.,tial fur investments to be selected on characteristics unrelated to risk and return, especially whcn

only wak fiduciary standards exist.

An exarnpl. of how xn..unmptrun v.,tc ale io tc i c sietn m anager can usurp financial cnaractenstcs can be

found in the 1993 Institute for Fiduciary Education study. Of the 95 ETIs reported in the study, only 47

(49.5%) reported specific benchmarks lor their ETI prugrani. Ile rest had no specilic henchmatrk or

failed to respoulJ tu the question. Of the 95 F-ls. 21 were too new to report financial returns. Of the 74

rcnmaining funds,. only 26 I 355) reported a return. It appears that pension fund managers must be

selceitig F.PT on criteria unrelated to financiaer pertortanct and are not makingserious efforts in monitor

thcir progre,,s (shich Is .stly). Doth traditiotal and modern poioltlto theory require knowledge oft the

expccted *e turn and AK 5 of each investment.

For the ixnesinem nt plicy dcaulsu with South Africa kli Northerm Ireland. we saw individual investors

snlneing this policy through mutua funds and choices in Derined Contribution plans tefore the puhlic

pu.l fir Iomc institutional inLcs toin Ipesriuaily Detined Benefit plans and Univcrsity adowmennt fundsi

to idipi the ptlie>. In conts^t. no mutual rutin. or other vchicles for individual nvestors have been

created for un investmeint policy using ETI.

We w tuli vcnture .n educated guc.-4ew investors feel thai the cisumplion valuC it EfIls is worth

thc vonession. in return and risk when thei. owni uLoney is involved. To datc. only fiduciaries have

invested in :TT5s to any cetnic. To protect hcneficiaries and taxpayers alike, trustees otpension funds must

be bounJ to strong riduciary standa d,. They need ut keep their eye in the ball and mit he allowed to be

distracted. The absence *1t stioig fiduciary standards will allow pension trustees to maximirec their

cotisun plion value of in1esuxtents at tLte eApense 01 financial perfurnance. The cost of this expense will

he born by retirees and tapayers.

PRIVATE PENSION SYSTEMS

The in-cnuves for the ustee of a co po.s pension plan arc much betieL aligned with the interests ot the

corpo-rutc owners than the Alignment IheweCU tde public ousiee and the iaxpayers. The governitent has

guaranteed a basic level of iei.ci .t.ciit benefits and instilled strong I1duciary duties to pensitn tund

hcnerleiauic. (toirutgh ERISA) tn protect employees from having the coirporation raid their pension assets.

We do grunt that there is .omc gaming by lWidt sides l(employces and the managemren) regarding private

pension policy. There is also gasoi.,1 gSeing on between cnrpoutiiuus and the PBCiC in funding of pension

funds vitd $40 billion in untunded liabilides, corporations have been able to redirect mrncy for pension

siseL to other uscs. The gaming will tnsly increabe if 3'k of these assets are mandated tor encouraged) lor

F.TT investment or fiduciary siunududs arc weakened.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The DVpamment of Labor h1 been encouragiug Aimsau leitision syteuas to invest in FTIs. A lutidaLc tot
strong-armed encouragcosust) fur Eln invcsnxncrt is an unwisc and unsound governlenual policy.
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Kclirnrnent incomc ib exactly ihat; inmumo riwill invcstmenLs aftIc someone refirie. It slould not bt a

currCnt trUftfe system. -

I will now QstsWr any queglions.
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ANALYSIS OF ECONOMICALLY
TARGETED INVESTMENTS:
NOT THIS ETI!
M. WAYNE MARR

it Fint Union professor of bankinu a Clenmson Unirenity in Clesnuor
South Carolina. He al fjojonding a-editor of (he Journal of Corporate
Finance and the JAI book series Advances in Fiuancia] Economics.
Extra-academic cserience intludes sernQe at the Secuinties and Exchange
Commusion and Instiutional Shaeholder Snerviae Mr Mavr is a prinapl
in she pension conrsu lngfirrn. E7 Data &Avqysis. Inc

JOHN L. TRIMBLE

is profesor offinance ar Washleton State Univeniry in Vaneoum Washing.
ton. He is alto a primipal in E77 Data &Analy& P4 ThimblIpnwvost
tght at the Universi of Tennessee and tie Lnmrxrity of C-entsl florida,
and mas on the stat the Oak Ridge National Labontory in Oak Ridge.
Tennesset. He is alo a wfo-ftndir editor of the JAI series, Advances in
Financial Economics.

JOHN R. NOFSINGER

is a doaoral studnt infinare at Washington State Unisersity His iestaisc
priaily fo on ptnsionjfiindgowrnann

The Work Croup lon Pension lnveszrnntul
condudes thsa many sound invernenot cast
in new rot usually ursgeted by pension fonds.
In soene cass. asvrtyg in projees which ars
of local or occupational interest to a pemion
fund's Partcpano aen crnete a primary bene-
fit from competitive financial returs and a
collateral benefit firm the creation ofjobs.
vealib. and other local economic ripple

effects. In some cases. chese benefits are
mestasnble. In othen, they ate not measur-
able but can reasonably be prnumed.1H . _ 5as modern investment management

theory taught to thousands ofstudents
over the last twenty ranm changed? A
major underpinning of modern inves-

ment mtanagement theory is the concept of efficient

capitul matrets. Economists agree widely that capital
markets function wefl; tkrefore, when they trn into
cases whete financial markets do not appear efficient.
tey do noc thiow ay the efficient markets theory.
Instead they ask whether there is a missing ingredi-
tnt in their economic model that suggests that
martet inefficiencies do exist.

A market inefficiency that is publicly
discussed is economically targeted investments
(ETIs). ETIs art dual-purpose investments with
decisions made in the joint interests of sociery and of
pension plan participns/benefciarties.

In reaching its conclusions regarding ETIs. the
Work Group assumes that the United States capitaJ
mattes are lignficantly inefficient. yt it prvides no
evidence to support such a conclusion. Providing
evidence is critical if financial engineers ar to correct
these inefficiencies oe to fin these -captal gapp Histor-

24 AnL or EcacaW, T*^acvtD tlrru..n tic T- MT Ssnc 1994
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scaly. for example. government regulation proJuced

capual gaps. and substantial monetary rewards have

been available to those who can successfully invent new

Einancial instrumenta to 6tl capiul gapL
Economists also have a simple standard for

derermaning whether a new product (real or 6nancia
adds to social welfare. We ask one simple question:
"Are people willing to pay their own hard-earned

money to buy the product?.' We do not see 6nuacsal
insntutions (like mutual funds or the memberi of the
Work Group) iniesting volunurily in ETIs. nor do

we expect to see such behavior in the f6utn. In wsm

ETIs ane berter labeled as poor investment projectsJ
The Department of Labor (DOL) is responsi-

ble for interpreting the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974; ERISA
governs adl private pension plans and establishes fidu-
ciary standards for investments. Because DOL inter-

prerattions become law (unless overturned by a

federa court), ERISA plan sponsors musr under-
stand DOL's views regarding important fiduciary
issues. Therefore, our review of the Repon attempts
to provide insight into possible upcoming DOL
interpretations regarding ETIs.

BRrEF BACKGROUND

Economically targeted investments are defined
in the Repors. aS invesrments designed "to stimulate
the economic development, growth or job creation
for a specific region or subgroup of a broader popula-
con." These investments take the form of mortgage
programs. construction loam for projects with union
workers. ventute capital. and bailout loans for in-state
companies. Lately ETIs have included projects such as
loans for municipal golf course construction. loa to
a sooristy houe. municipal bond credit enhancement.
and others. The Clinton Administration is also
considering ie uwe of ETIs to help fuind public infi-
Sructlure projecss (see Finincing the Funare: Report

of the Commission tO Promote Investment in Ameri-
ca's inliastructuate [1993D.

ETIs ame currently being used by many public
pension funds. Private corporate pension plans.
covered under ERISA. have generally not participat-
ed in ETI progrars, although some multi-employer
union pension funds. also covered under ERISA.
have been permirted by the DOL to invest in ETIs.

THiE BULL CASE FOR ETIS

In a news releas Jack Marco [19921 writes:

-These results prove that Economically Targetel
m1sumenu (ETIs) are a prudent investment ax ve!

as a way for pension plans to support the industry oi
thsir employers and participanu."

Given the study's limtued dau, lack of a rigor

os testing methodology, and lack of any risk adjus

ment for returns, we are currently re-examuning the
conclusions reached in the Marco study. Yet the

Work Group accepts the conclusions of the news

rekease on face value, without subjecting the study to
close scruiny. The Work Group writes "targeted real

estate funds has (sic) been superior to most non-

turgeted funds over the last five-ten wan."
ETI projects cannot get financing from

private-sector investment sources because dual-
purpose invesmenet inherendy lead to large contict
of interest (or sncy costs). Public pension funds are
legaly vulnerable to dual-purpose investments. Thai
vuslnerabiliry. however, comes out of a contracting
imperfection: Most public pension benefits are

deiined-benefit plans. Benefits from such plans ar*
liabilities of the plan sponsor; hence, defined-benefit
public plan beneficiries air creditors of the state or
local government. No such vulnerability exists for
corporate defined-contribution plans therefore, you
do not see de6ned-contribution plans funding dual-
purpose investments. For example, the Work Group

viites:

The effort to identify an uivefsmcnt's collat-
eral beneGts subtly biases she investment
manager to understate expected nislk oe over-
ste expected reurns on invesorsenc which
appear to produce such side benefits. The
mom compelling the collateral benefit the
greater the rak of bias in ensluaoang expected
invesoment perfoimnsee.

A NEW DOL IVESiTMENT STANDARD

The DOLs current interpretation of a plan
spoessor's 6duciary duty is aS follows:

The Department has contued the require-
menu that a 6duciary act solely in the untermt

oi. and for the eudusive purpose of providing
benecfi to. parucipants and benetciaries a

prohbitiing a fiduciary from subordinating

cue inteens of pasucipano and beneficiaeris
in their retirement income to unrelated

objecoves. Thus, in decding hester and to

---.. - I---_ _, 'a. ,
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-hit extens to invcst in A particular invest-
ment, a fiduciary must ordinanly consider
only 6(eson relating to the interests of plan
participanu and besclicianes in their retire-
ment income. A decision to make un invest-
ment may not he intluenced by a desire to
stimulate the construction industry and
generate employmnct. unlesi the investment.
when judged solely on the basis of its
economic value to the plan, would be equal
or supenor to alternative invesiments avaal-
able to the plan (Advisory Letter o James S.
Ray (19881).

This DOL interpretation is consistent withr
modern investment management theory; the Work
Group, however. extends the existing interpretaton
into another realm, that is, when 'externalities'
accrue to plan participants. The Work Group leans
toward recommending a new -modified rate-of-
return' that is not consistent with modern investment
manugement theory. The Work Group appeas on the
verge ofdchangtng a fiandamental invesinment tenet

The new interpretarion would allow fiunacial
benefts other than the primary rate of reurn to be
included in the investment decision process. Calcu-
lated externalities accruing to the plan participants
could be added to the expected cash Bow of the
investment to determine whether an ETI meets the
prevailing rate test. And, as we explain below% the
proposed comparison with a benchmark retum if
not done correctly, would seriously distort the capi-
tul markets.

MODIFIED RATE OF RETURN FOR ETll

The Work Group suggests that tde risk-
adjusted rate of return plus the valuation of net
externalities to society is a better investment
measurement than the standard risk-adjusted nrte of
return used by thousands of imestment mahagera. In
theory. this measurement could be used. but not in
pactice; externalities are impossible to quantfy.

Additionallwy the Work Group would use this
new measurement for ETIs but compare the 'modi-
fied rate-of-return" to a -non-modified- risk-adjust-
ed rate of return, called the prevailing rate. This is
mathematically incorrect; we would be comparing
apples to oranges. The new proposed 'modified
rate-of-return calculation for ETh is biased because
the ETI return would be compared to benchmarks
that do not include collateral benefits.

If we assume that all investments (on net)
benefit society snd produce externalities, the
proposed new procedure would bias the nation's
capital flow toward ETls and cause a tremendous
distortion in the capital markets. If the DOL adopts
this new 'modifed rate-of-return" test. a invest-
ments including stocks, bonds, mortgage-backed
securities. etc. would be forced to use the "modified
rate-of-return:' The prevailing rate test would no
longer be a valid test against which to measure
investmcnets.

The DOL may be dose to adopting a 'modi-
6ed nte-of-eestrnt' rt. The Reprt states how the
value ofthe erternalities could be incorporated into
a projec's rate of return calculation. The 'modihed
rate-of-retutar for an investment equals

Ar-Tu Ctsh Flows.
Equiarlent 'Nc Value

of Extmnalides
(I + 'r)

where the discount rate (r) solves the equation. The
actual method of caculating the net value of exter-
nalitis to the plan participants is not given. In fact,
calculating net externalities would be difislt at best
and in our view, impossible.4

THE WOREING GROUP'S CONCLUSIONS

In Seacion V of the Riport the Work Group
presents irs coeclusions and recommendations

Shortage of l q-T trn Capital

Conclusion 1: The Work Group believes
there is a shortag of long-term capitul for
prograns which are broadly-viewed as
economically and socially deirable. Pension
funds could be an imporiost source offi anc
isg. a long as the inerests of pa38cipans sad
reticna ar pcrceted.

The United Sstas sufers from a shortage of
long-term capital; the blame lies, however, with the
ill-founded policies of the federal government.
which currently runs a $300 bilLion+ deficit. This
lack of conroed spending has crowded out prsvate
and public (state and local) investment capital over
the last erwenry yeara. The Reports definition of
'interests" of the participann is incorrect. The Work
Group atets that 'collateral benefits to plan partici-
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pants and benes'ciaties nuv be one of the jussilica-

tions" for using pension assets for socially desirable

programs.
Let's be clear. Pension assets exist so fund

individuals in their retirement years. fis conclusion

suggests allowing plan fiduciaries so invest in ETIh at

below-market fases of return when externalities
accrue to plan parcicipants.

Allowing the Inclusion of Externalities

Conclusion 2: The existing Department of
Labor regulauona on ETIs allow collateral
beness to be a secondary factor sin pension
trustees' investment decisions. If the Depart-
ment were so allow Sduciaries so consider
collaseral benefits which accrue directly to
plan bene6ciaries in meeting the prevaiing
returns ses, an indeserminate amount of
additional funding might be allocased to

ETIL

An ETI with a risk-adjusted market rase of

rerumn is. by definition, not an ETI ETIs simply do

not exist as a separate asset class such is stocks,
bonds, or mortgges.

When ETIs provide a below-market rite of
return, the measurable externality could be added to
the rate of return to boost the toual investment bne-

fit (or the modified risk-adjustred rite of rcrurn) to

mike the ETI appear so meet the prevailing rite rset.
As discussed earlier, a 'modified risk-adjusted rite-

of-recurn' is not prictical so measure and if used, al
investment renwrrs would have so be calculated in a

sirnilar fashion.

Examples

Consider the ce of a union pension plan

investing in a construction project that employ only
union workern but receiven a below-market rite of
return. If the project were not funded through other

mean. and the workers not likely to be employed,
then union pension find sponson might augue that
job creation for the union worken is a dirra finan-
cial benefit to the plan parnicipant.

This exterralitg however, does not accrue to
retired beneficiaries of the plan or plan participants
who are already employed on a different project.
Therefore. active plan partcipants and retired benefi-
ciaries value the externality differently In addition. it

is likely that employed versus unemployed union
members would also value the externalities differently.

For defined-contribution pension plans. the

paurncipa typically decides how the assets are to be
allocated by the fund chosen for she contributions

Most plans of thiW type have, as a rrunimum, an equi-

ty find, an income fund, and a cash or guaranteed

Wnistment contract option.
Suppose, however, that an ETI fund is av

able so the individual. The plan liduciary of an ETI

fund (we assume) could invest in ETI projects with

below-market risk-adjusted rites of return if collater-

al benefit were available so plan participants. We

swspect such an ETI find would nor be in exstaence
very long or would have minimal contributions.

ETI CAN BE IN PENSION PORTFOLJOS

Conclusion 3: There is evidence halt careful-
ly-elected. skilfully structured investment
portfolios can be created which meet both
the r geong objecuves which may be inpor-

uns to a plaso' benefcianes or iu sponsor and
the plars fundamenal need for a compenune
retam on riutiuent.

The wording of this conclusion indicates the
risdriss of EllU The phrase "carefiuly-selectedl skall-
f&y striured' implies hiu the myorty of ETI irvest-

-n do not oc cannot meet thes dual objectives

SUCCESSFUL ETll?

The Report focuses on five successful ETI

pegams
5 Some of these program, however, invest

only in guaranteed investments of government agen-
cies. such as the mon"gge progrnms of the City of
New York Retirement System. The System sells
local mortgages to the federal government in

ezichange for government-backed mongage securi-
tm Afher the exchange the investment is no longer
an ETI but a tnditional mortgage-backed securiqy
with known risk and return chaecteristiacs. In fact.
former Comptroller of New York Staue Edward
Regan agrees with us - these programs are not

ETIs bus are federal government programs with
tpzyer guarntees.6

The few successidal ETI prograns that the Work
Group liss hardly compensate for the massive losses

idered by most ETI programs or the subpar perfor-
raance of many more programs. In a 1983 study of in-
sate mortgage programs (ETIs) in thirty-one sutes
done as the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. Alicsu
Munnell (now Undersecretary of Treasury for
Ecoenomic Policy) found that invesoment renims s
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13% to 2% below appropriate benchmark.
Another serious problem with ETIs (rarely

pointed out by proponenu) u the added vulnerabil.
rv to regional or geographical recessions. A defined-
benefit pension plan is susceptible to the weaknrss of
the sponsor. Many plan sponson have Isa ability to
contribute to their pension plan during a receasion.
If the pension plan's investment income is highly
correlated with the local economy. double jeopardy
occun. A prudent pension fiduciary diversifies asaets
in investments with low correlation to the factors
that affect the sponsor economy. Although the Work
Group mentions this problem, it subsequently
ignores this large risk to pension pla.n

THE WORKING GROUP'S
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommrendsoon 1. Prudensal stundards of
pension funds tvaluating invesiments in
secton of the economy cspenencing capital

gaps should not be lowered. but pensions
should remain alen to new invesnens sutru-

sure, ihat meet those standards

We agree. We also applaud the Report'i

supporting statemenn

The pnrarv purpose of pesions is providing

retiement income. This goal cannot be acri-
ficed to ocher goals or to subiidiae social

c hb nge

Unfortunately the Repoet continues:

Pensions should abo be encouraged to seamb
for ways to lower the transarton sad adman-
nrative cos of ETI projeca.

A plan 6duciary does not have any renposinb&
ity to make ETIs work. That tesponsibility lies with
the creator or the financial engineer of the invest-
ment. Plan beneficiaries do not benelit if plan 6ducia-
rie use pension assets to 'search for ways to lower
the adminitsmrme and monitoring costs of ETIs.

Recommendasion 2: The Department of
Lbor should take the iusiative us gathering
informastion about the invesimeni perfor-
mance and annbuses of ETIls and making is
aviaable to the pension communiry to ad its
inv-oneni decisons

Given our re-iew of ETIs, collection of
thest d.za would be worthet. If the data are valu-
able from an iovestment standpoint, the private
sector will iner the cost to collect the daa.

Recommendation 3: DOL should preserve
the cuffent ERISA interpresation which
lowm pension plans to favor Ells once such

asuan meet a prevailing rae test bhed sretly
on their financial chaneteriseica

We agree. However, the Work Group
continues bry recommending the DOL establish
procedures foe pension trustees who invest in ETIs
that would provide a 'safe harbor." A safe harbor
should not be provided for investments in ETIs. A
safe harbor will set a precedent that ETIs are
acceptable to the DOL.

Recomrmendation 4. For ETh that do not
meet the existing prevailing rate test, the
DOL should consider designing a "safe
harbor' procesi for evaluating, benchmark-

ing and tracking performance ncorporat-
ing the collateril benefits to Current
panisipaont through the plan to achieve a
pretailing rate) and specifying the plan
structures for which such considerations
may be suitable.

As sarced earlier, a safe harbor should not be
provided for bauestarents in ETIL

CONCLUSIONS

We agree with the Work Gtoupit recommen-
dation to alaw pension fund arnstees to invese in
ETi if and only ifthey meet the prevailing rate test
(or the cuarre:t iteprepuion odEPJSA with respect
to ETt). But we disagre with the Work Group'
recommendlrcon to allow collateral benefits to be
included in an ETIs performance analysis when
comparing an investment's return to the prevailing
rare. This is a dange-ous softening of the ERISA
fiduciary star~ards and increases the potential for
abuse of petnsaro assets. The DOL would also have
to change to a "modified risk-adjusted rare-of-return
test,- which is not feasible.

The Rdport appears to be a blueprint for ETs
for private pension funds. ETIs do not belong in the
portfolio of pension funds, especially as the baby
boom generasoc is nearing retirement.
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ECONOMICALLY
TARGETED INVESTMENTS:
A NEW THREAT TO
PRIVATE PENSION FUNDS

onsider this: Over the next decade the
U.S. will need more than S200 billion
annually in new capital expenditure on
infrastructure-on roads, bridges, air-

ports. and so forth. However, the traditional sources
of financing of public works, taxes and borrowing.
will fall far shon of these projected needs. The strain
of outstanding debt limits state-and-local-govem-
ment financing of new spending with tax-exempt
public bonds to only about S35 billion annually. And,
with the federal deficit at more than $300 billion for
1993 and deficit reduction a high priority, tax rev-
enue and federal borrowing receipts will likely also
fall far short of these needs. Further compounding
the problem is a public mood against large tax
increases. So where will the country get the funds so
desperately needed for infrastructure investment

This is the image conveyed in Financing the
Future.' the report of the Commission to Promote
Investment in America's Infrastructure. TheCommis-
sion was created by Congress in 1991 to study the
-feasibilir and desirability of creating an infrastruc-
ture security to permit pension funds to invest in
public projects. It concludes that pension funds need
to be more heavily involsed in funding infrastructure
through dual-purpose programs known as economi-
cally targeted investments. or Efls.

But, for a bipartisan report with good ideas in
some areas, Financing the Future is selective about
the facts it presents. and curiously slanted in its view
of pension funds. Much of America's infrastructure
cries out for refurbishment. tobe sure. But is the need
to tap pension assets as great as suggested? Pension
funds already invest in infrastructure where the cash
flows and profit are sufficient to justify the risk.' And

by M. Wayne Marr,
Clemson University, and
John R. Nofsinger andJohn L. Trimble,
Washington State University

more traditional debt funding could be encouraged.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 imposes limits on tax-
exempt public bonds. Yet those limits could be lifted
to generate substantial additional funding capacity
without harming the creditworthiness of states and
municipalities, if Congress were convinced the cost
to the federal treasury was justified.

And what about the 'desirability' of tapping
pension funds? On reading the repot. it appears that
the commission deemed its perceived need for
infrastructure spending and the fact that pension
funds have a lot of money as reason enough.
Obviously. the S4 trillion pool of pension assets is a
tempting target for a financially-strapped govem-
ment: Imagine, if just 5% could be tapped, it would
provide the $200 billion of infrastructure funding.

But the slanted point of view does not stop here.
The commission's repon goes on to cnticize pension
funds for benefiting from tax deferrals while failing
to make their -fair share of infrastructure invest-
ment.- were pension funds ever meant to fund
infrastructure? And weren't tax deferrals designed to
encourage retirement saving? Where is the balancing
concern for the income security of retirees? It does
not exist in this report

Instead, the report makes a questionable case
for cornplex infrastructure securities that could he
sold to pension funds. Why? Under federal pen-
sion-protection law, pension funds can invest in
any project meeting the prevailing rate test: The
197s Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) simply requires that an investment offer
the prevailing rate of return commensurate with
risk without threatening the fund's need for liquid-
ity and diversification.
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rToday ETI proposals are being tarueted to prtvate pension funds. Yet ErtS seem to
need preferential reatment to compett with alternative Investments. if so. that puts

them squarely In conflict with the federal pension-protection Law. ERISA.

paid: Public funds are defined-benefit plans in which
an employee's retirement henefit is determined
according to a formula tied to final salarn and sears
of sen ice. Such benefits are liabilities of the plan
sponsor. Hence. legally. defined-benefit-plan ben-
eficiaries are creditors of the pension plan sponsor.

As a creditor. pension beneficiaries of public-
employee plans could lose some or all of their
retirement benefits if the plan sponsor-a city.
county or state-goes bankrupt." As a creditor. the
retirement interests of pension beneficiaries of de-
fined-benefit plans are thus legally linked s ith those
of -societv. They are not inherentlh linked hs a
compelling marriage of interests. as ETI advocates
assen. For the leg:il linkage that exists under public
plans sould not exist iffpension benefits were simply
paid as a cash contribution each pas period. as they
are in defined-contribution pension plans.

This is hoss the marri:ige-of-interests argument
on Is hich ETIs are based has gained legal foundation
in the case of public-emplovee plans. It was vividly
illustrated in 195 in the case of New York Citv
public-emplosee funds. In 19-5. without the fise
major Nes York Cins puhlic-emplosee pension
funds purchase of 52 53 billion of the Cirt s bonds.
New' York City might hbve gone hankrupt with
potentialls calamiiousconsequencesfortho.sefhunds.
Thus. ETI ad% ocates argue. there is a clear. insepa-
rahle marriage of interests between socienv and
pension beneficiaries.

THE PRESENT DAINGER OF ETls

Todas. as the work of the Commission illus-
trates. ETI proposals are being targeted to pri-ate
pension funds. Pris ate funds are crucial if ETIs are
to he used to fund large-scale public projects Yet
ETIs seem iio need preferential treatmien to iim-
pete ssith alternatine imnsstments. It so. t:it puts
them) squarely in conflict ss ith the federal pension-
protection lass. ERISA. Like any las. hosseer.
ERISA has weaknesses.

Complex financing schemes like infrastructure
.securities that potentialls could disguise the likely
pouxr profitibilitv of ETI projects raise troubling
questions. Why is there a need to he surreptitious?
Why aren t ETIs being bought soluntaril? Why

hase ETi programs only been sold to those pension
plans where participants cannot easils fire their
pension-fund manager and hire a ness one if ETI
programs underperform. In choosing such a course.
ETI proponents raise questions about their real
aim: Are they tiring to exploit seaknesses in the
lass goserning trustee-beneficiars relationships to
achiese a social goal at the expense of pension
beneficiaries?

Trust relationships hase in fact long been
recognized under the las as inherently vulnerable to
such exploitation. That's the reason for trust laws. In
the traditional trust. beneficiaries are dependent on
the performance of the pension fund but have
negligible control o0er the management of the
assets. ERISA codified the common-las relationship
benween trustees and beneficiaries. It requires trust-
ees to act ssith undivided loyalty to uphold the
interests of the beneficiaries and to handle inves-
ments prudently .as nen of prudence. discretion and
intelligence manage their ossn affairs. By taking the
dual-purpose course of explicitly pursuing public
and priate benefits. ETis siolate the fiduciary duty
of exclusive loyalty. Diffusing this single-minded
focus raises the specter. for professional insestment
managers. of diffusing prudence.

What are the dangers of diffusing prudence' If
ETis need govemment guarantees to pass the pre-
sailing rate test of ERISA. then funding infrastructure
and social needs on the scale described in Financitig
the Fietire would require mammoth nes govem-
ment guarantees. That's politically unlikel.

This brings us to the real danger: It is the
deceptis e consequences of allosing the larger legiti-
macv of ETis to be debated on narros legal issues
related to public funds. As a result, the costs to
pension beneficiaries of retirement resoturces not
being used for their intended purpose aire shunted
aside.

A dehate on the merits of ETIs should be
focused primarily on the retirement-income interests
of beneficiaries. That debate would take place h!
companng performance in public funds s ith perior-
mance in self-directed. defined-contribution pro ate
pension plans-those in which the beneficiarys
interest depends crucially on performance because
contnbutions are made in cash and in shich there
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Studies based on samples of pubLicemnployee persion funds nation. ide show that

funds with EM earned returns anywhere from 2 to 5 percentagle points less than
funds without ETts. However. this evidence was not acknowlkdged in the

commission's report even though was clearly available to them.

based in Missouri. In 1990. after only three years and
S5 million invested. the program was terminated.
The program resulted in less than satisfactory invest-
ment returns and two lawsuits."

Even programs held up as successful by Ell
advocates are not very impressive. One such pro-
gram is the 5685 million Multi-Employer Propeny
Trust. a fund financed by union pensions to invest
in commercial construction projects built by union
labor. The fund returned an annual rate of 5.6% for
the five-year period ending September 30. 19922"'

THE FUTURE OF ETls FOR
PRIVATE PENSION FUNDS

What is the future of ETns for pus ate pension
plans? It might appear based on the evidence we
hase presented that it is not good. That view.
hosever. noUld he a miscalculation. For it fails to
consider that the debate about ETIs has been con-
ducted on public funds where legal issues can be
exploited over economic ones.

The Administrator of Pension and 'E elfare Ben-
efit Plans in the Depanment of Labor is the final
arbiter of questions about compliance with ERISA.
If the need arises and it is deemed legal. the
Administrator can establish a procedure. called a
safe harbor. for considering nonmonetary factors in
investment decisions. Once done and promulgated
as an official advisory letter, that procedure would
become law unless or until changed in a coun. And
any pension trustee who followed the safe harbor
procedure in an investment decision would be
deemed by the Depanment. and likely by a cortn.
to have acted prudently. Ironically. the outline of
such a procedure was established in 1992 uinder
the Bush administration.' Thus. legally. the Admin-
istrator could establish such a procedure tomor-
row. That's how quickly the legal landscape could
be altered to give a slight preference to public
projects in the inv estment decisions of pri ate pen-
sion trustees-and how quickly they could be
pressured. perhaps ever so slightly at first. to invest
in ETIs.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES Z. PUGASH
PRESIDENT, HEARTHSTONE ADVISORS

BEFORE THE
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

MAY 18, 1995

INTRODUCTION

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is

James Pugash. I am President of Hearthstone Advisors. Hearthstone pioneered

the concept of pension fund investment in single family homebuilding. The pension

fund money we manage is used to finance the construction of single family homes

for sale at a profit to. middle class families. Hearthstone's investment portfolio

includes nearly one billion dollars of commitments to 45 homebuilding projects.

These projects will result in the construction of roughly 6,000 homes.

I should begin by confessing that I have a bias. I firmly believe that plan

sponsors have a duty of undivided loyalty to their pension beneficiaries. This duty

is inviolate and second to none. I also believe that it would be ludicrous to

mandate that plan sponsors take social considerations into account when choosing

among investment alternatives. Such a mandate would run contrary to the

fundamental goal of ERISA.

At Hearthstone, we have only one objective - to earn as high a return as

possible for our investors while avoiding unreasonable risk. To date, we have had

some success. Our portfolio has averaged a return of over 20% per year. Of our

45 investments, our worst will break even and our best will yield over 50%.

Because of our track record, Hearthstone has been able to attract blue-chip
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investors, including public and private pension plans, General Motors Acceptance

Corporation, and the endowments of Stanford, Dartmouth, and MIT.

Most of our investors have no interest in targeted investing. Nonetheless,

our investments do create jobs. They provide housing for the middle class, and

they help communities grow. As a result, whether we like it or not, we frequently

find ourselves in the middle of the debate over economically targeted investments.

THE WRONG QUESTION

In my opinion, much of this debate has centered on the wrong question. The

right question is rarely posed.

People focus too much attention on the question whether targeted

investments can generate acceptable risk-weighted returns. Of course they can.

Our company's track record of returns in excess of 20% per year surely

proves this point. Homebuilding provides risk adjusted returns that are comparable

or even superior to traditional pension fund real estate investments while adding

substantial diversification benefits.

Others examples of sound investments that generate collateral benefits

appear every day in the Wall Street Journal. FannieMae, for example, has been a

stellar performer over the past decade. We would all be happy if every pension

portfolio did as well as FannieMae stock over the past ten years. Yet FannieMae's

charter requires that it help make housing more affordable for Americans. This is

clearly a social objective.

I think it is fair to say the more successful the investment, the more likely it

is to create jobs and stimulate the economy. Surely the debate over ETli's is about

something more than this - otherwise it would have been settled a long time ago.

THE REAL QUESTION

The real question, in my opinion, is whether we can trust plan sponsors to

2
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put their beneficiaries first if they are permitted to consider collateral benefits.

Many people fear that political pressures, particularly on elected public fund

trustees, can propel plan sponsors to engage in reckless social investing at the

expense of their retirees.

These are legitimate concerns. But they should be put in perspective.

From what I have seen, most institutional investors are biased against

anything that carries even a scent of social investing. I learned a long time ago that

the surest way to lose a potential investor in Hearthstone's program was to talk

about the social benefits from investing in homebuilding.

I have spoken with over 600 institutional investors, including public and

corporate sponsors. Not one has asked me about the collateral benefits of our

program. On the other hand, at least a dozen were unwilling to consider investing

in homebuilding because they did not want to do something that they thought was

socially motivated.

Federal law reinforces this natural bias against targeted investing a hundred-

fold. ERISA and the Labor Department's regulations are clear that plan sponsors in

all cases must give their beneficiaries undivided loyalty. As a corollary, they must

give first priority to maximizing returns at any given level of risk. The penalties for

failing to do so are severe.

Given these sanctions, fiduciaries will usually bend over backwards to avoid

even the appearance of social investing.

THE LESSONS OF ORANGE COUNTY

In my view, the best way to assure that plan sponsors will place their

beneficiaries first is (1) to impose this standard clearly in the law and (2) put

mechanisms in place to hold plan sponsors strictly accountable to it.

I am a member of the Special Advisory Committee to the California State

Senate on the Orange County Bankruptcy. Our job is to recommend legislation that

will assure that another Orange County debacle does not happen. The lessons of

3
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Orange County are appropriate to our discussion today.

Orange County did not go bankrupt because the Treasurer engaged in social

investing. On the contrary, Robert Citron pursued profits with a single-minded zeal

seldom seen in county officials. The problem in Orange County was that Robert

Citron's strategy was reckless and he was accountable to no one.

California law does not set clear investment priorities for county officials. In

addition, the Orange County Treasurer operated without adequate oversight or

accountability.

The contrast with plan sponsors under ERISA could not be more striking.

Pension fiduciaries are subject to strict investment standards that are set forth in

federal statutes and administrative regulations. A variety of forms of oversight

exist to make sure they adhere to these standards.

As long as these conditions exist I believe beneficiaries have little reason to

fear that their fiduciaries will forsake them for social objectives.

4-
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Investments in single-family development yield high returns,
hedge inflation, and diversify real estate assets.

Increasing Institutional Investments in
Single-Family Home Building

James Z. Pugash

_---v

THE SUBJECT OF INVESTMENT in home building
has recently received attention because of two
significant trends. First, investment opportuni-
ties in home building have expanded dramatically
because traditional sources of capital for home
building-banks and savings and loan associa-
tions-have been forced by government regula-
tion to withdraw from this segment of the
market. Furthermore, traditional investment op-
portunities in commercial real estate develop-
ment are limited or nonexistent in most regions of
the country because of extensive overbuilding.

THE SUPERIORITY OF HOME BUILDING'S
RdIK-AoJUSTED RETURNS

Exhibit I compares the rates of return from the
production of single-family homes with the re-

turns of several other types of real estate invest-
ment. The exhibit indicates that during the past
decade, single-family home building performed
better than all other forms of real estate. Cur-
rently, single-family home building is the top.
performing property type available. Readers
should not be misled, however. In fairness to the
other types of real estate, home building as re-
ported in the exhibit represents a development
activity, whereas the other measures of return are
the results of passive investments. Home build-
ing is generally viewed as a highly risky and cycli-
cal business; nevertheless, on a risk-adjusted ba-
sis, the returns in home building appear to more
than compensate for the higher risk generally as-
sociated with real estate development.

Column 5 compares the risk-adjusted rate of
return from home building with the risk-adjusted
rates for alternative investments for the years
19S0-1990. The data in Exhibit I implies that,
even after taking into account the relatively high
level of variability of home-building returns. sin-

tseS Z. Putah is xecuiwe lice-puesideat Ot Heahoew Ad-

C 1992 H ,hlov~ Adosi,,. All gha r-intd.
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EXHIBIT I
AVERAGE ANNUAL RETURNS AND RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS OF SEVERAL TYPES OF

REAL ESTATE INVESTMIENTS'
1980-1990

lfit) .Y2u l998 ((4-o Il.eo
/l r-d lop Y- 199 11, 11-r.
Annal A....u l A-nual Stand.rd Riu(-Adjsttd

Propet repe Rtu-r Reurn Resurn DOei.1- Return

Home building 19.9 13.6s 12.IS 7.7' Lai4
offc., 89. 1.1 42.81 8.7 0.02
Retu 1 1.5 9.9 62 3.0 0.90
W rehouso o0.8 7.6 2.2 3.7 0.54
R & D Properties 11.7 4.1 1.5 7.6 0.37
Apatmetts 9.9 6.3 6.2 4.0 0.27
Russel NCREIF Index 9.7 4.7 1.2 3.2 0.17

Source for oil daua. eacept the category hone building RussSU NCREIF Index. MIG Realty Adrisor.n
Salomon 8Rothen. The returs on home building .or those of four publicly traded homebuilden that buit appris-
m.tely 350.000 singlefamily homes dunes a penod of 20 yearn The rte of return represents the mea rot of
retur onu s unlverused basis of on intes-ment in home btilding project (.a distinguishcd toem a- i.netment in .
hom-building company). The roles of return represen the total retur from home huilding projects and do not
altocte the rturns bet.n nhe builder sod the capital. See Rates of Return on In....ment in Single Family
Homebhilding. Hearthstone Adutton. 1991.

gle-family home building has produced the most
attractive rate of return of any of the major real
estate property types for the period from 1980 to
1990.

Risk-adjusted return assumes that the T-bill
rate is the riskless rate. Thus, the actual rate
minus the T-bill rate is the reward for taking
risk. Risk over a period is represented by the
standard deviation of the return time series.
The extent to which the reward compensates the
investor-developer for taking the risk is measured
by comparing the reward with the risk (the stan-
dard deviation or variability of the return).
Thus, the equation for column 5 is:

Risk.djusted A Arose retur (Col. I) - aeroge T-bill r.o
ritu- Standard deviation of .-uege reiu-s

HOMSE BUILDING AS AN INFLATION HEDGE

Investments in home building have historically
produced rates of return that are significantly
higher than increases in the consumer price
level. The Hearthstone Advisors Index used in
Exhibit I indicates that the average rate of return
from home building was 19.9% over the II years
1980 through 1990, while the average annual in-
crease in the Consumer Price Index was only
5.5%.

Surprisingly, the statistical correlation be-
tween home-building returns and inflation is neg-
ative. The correlation coefficient is -21%. This
means that home-building returns tend to be
higher in periods when inflation is lower. Infla-
tion affects returns on home building in two
ways. On the one hand, when inflation is high,

home prices are rising and builders profit mar-
gins tend to increase. But interest rates also rise
when inflation is high, so that homes sell more
slowly. Thus, even though profit margins are
high, the slower pace of sales reduces the overall
rate of return on investment.

Although the correlation between returns on
home building and inflation is negative, the abso-
lute value of the negative correlation coefficient is
small, so the correlation between inflation and
home-building returns is not strong.

HOME-BUILDING INVEST¶8ENT DIvERSIFIES THE
REAL ESTATE PORTFOLO

Because home building is tied to a different sector
of the economy than are other types of real es-
tate, its returns are not very closely correlated
with the returns of commercial and industrial real
estate. Single-family home building, like devel-
opment of multifamily housing, exposes the de-
veloper to housing sector risks. Most other
forms of real estate development or investment
expose the investor to the variables of the busi-
ness economy (i.e., the variables of manufactur-
ing, the service industries, and retailing). As a
result, investment in home building can add di-
versification to the institutional real estate portfo-
lio.

Exhibit 2 shows correlations of investment re-
turns among various sections of the real estate
industry for the period 1980 through 1990. Re-
turns on investments in apartments and home
building show the lowest cross-correlation with
other types of real estate returns. For both
apartments and home building, the cross-correla-
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EXHIBIT 2
HISTORICAL CORRELATIONS AMONG REAL ESTATE SECTOR INVESTMUENT RETURNS

1980-1990
oti a Ra.od R & D Waerehoi. ApHo-mntst bait Boilddtr

Office 100%
Retail 34 100%
R&D 77 39 1009i
W-rehou-e 74 34 58 100%
Apa,1 1 25 45 us Is 5o 100%
Home building 21 37 39 Is 66 100%
Stoks 17 17 (9) 27 36 10
Bloods (20) (28) (21) (22) 25 2

Corrlation for 3958 to 1990 only for aptttnt.
Souvces R-ssell NCREIF. MIG Ralty Advin. Heanhsitone Adeisoo. Ibboin AsCiats

lion is strongest with retail properties, probably
because the performance of residential and retail
properties is linked to the strength of the con-
sumer sector. The low correlations between
home-building returns and office sector returns or
warehouse returns means that adding home build-
ing to an institution's real estate portfolio should
lower the level of overall risk in that portfolio.

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF THE
REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO

What proportion of its real estate portfolio should
an institution invest in home building? Many in-
stitutional investors believe that the proportion of
property types in a portfolio should reflect the
relative proportion that property type represents
in the aggregate market. Essentially, the inves-
tors attempt to match the universe of real estate
holdings.

Exhibit 3 compares the proportion of institu-
tional portfolios devoted to six real estate usage
types with the proportion of each type in the ag-
gregate market. Estimates of the total value of
US real estate vary enormously,' but those in Ex-
hibit 3 indicate that institutional investment in
single-family home building is underweighted.
Although single-family housing constitutes 51%
of the total value of all real estate in the United
States, pension funds have undertaken little di-
rect investment in this property type, nor have
other nonbank investors shown interest. Institu-
tional investment in the single-family housing
sector has been limited to ownership of se-
curitized pools of mortgages collateralized by
owner-occupied single-family homes. In addi-
tion, pension funds participated indirectly in
home building as investors in banks and savings
and loan associations, the two principal sources
of financing for the home-building industry during
the 1980s.
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EXHIarT 3
TOTAL VALUE OF US REAL ESTATE BY USE

CATEGORY COMPARED TO DIsTRIBUtrION OF
INSTrTrMONAL PORTFOLIOS

Pa-el Or
rotal Value Pectelt cfI /riubrconsd

Caoiy (I irilhlonP Marke*t PorifJio

Sintl-ra.tiey tontes $ 5.419 si% 0%
Apittnents .552 3.2 4
Reail 1.113 30.3 34
offcc 1.09 9.3 42
Ma-bfacitnntt .308 2.9 6
Warehouse 223 2.1 24
Total Sioss 10O% I0iR

i source: Arthur Andern. Manging the Futnre:Ral Ena
in she 1990's."
S Source MIG Realy Advtso. In-.-*xCeps for single famy
residences and hntn-building develotpenits. which is assumed
to be negligibl.

Home building is estimated to be an $80 billion
a year industry, making it one of the largest in-
dustries in the United States. The paucity of
pension fund direct investment in this industry is
striking.

Modern portfolio theory says that a portfolio is
optimal when it offers the greatest return for the
level of risk that the investor is willing to accept.
Exhibit 4 shows three different portfolio mixes
among various categories of real estate. Using
the I l-year annual returns and the standard devi-
ations of Exhibit I, Exhibit 4 calculates an aver-
age return and standard deviation for each portfo-
lio. Portfolio I does not include home building
and shows the lowest historical return and the
highest standard deviation. In contrast, portfolio

S Sc Met Pairk Holdn.T *Th Nl6o.'s Poetdio of toIulti-
tioa: de Real Estate, in this iss-e
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EXHIBIT 4
ALTERNATIVE PORTEOLtO MIXES

Ceteee Py e'sfuluI Pu-,fie 2 Pouf"..It J

Home buildeS 051 10; 2021
Oflic. 35 30 Z5
Retl 25 25 20
R&D 10 5 5
Waehiouse 15 15 15
Apmnmehs 15 I5 Is

Hislonai Retue 10.32 11.2% 12.22
Siandard Deieaion 4*72 4.22 4.1t

SouscE Russell NCREIF. MIG Really Advion. He.nhstone
Adeison

3, which includes home building. shows a histori-
cal return that is 190 basis points higher than that
of portfolio I with a standard deviation that is 60

basis points lower. The superior performance of
portfolio 3 arises from including home building
and stems from two factors: higher historical re-
turns on home building and greater diversifica.
tion.

CONCLUSION

Given the limited experience that institutional in-
vestors have had with home building, they proba-
bly will categonze home builders as a specialty-
investment category during the next few years.
Eventually, home building's ability to boost port-
folio returns and provide diversity should make it
a core holding of institutional real estate portfo.
lios. a
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD A. ZELINSKY
My name is Edward A. Zelinsky. I am a professor of law at the

Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law of Yeshiva University where,
among other subjects, I teach and write about pension and welfare plans.
In addition, I have served in several capacities relative to private and
public pension plans. Today, however, I testify solely on my own behalf
and do not appear for any plan or institution.

I speak against the concept which has come to be called "economically
targeted investing" and to urge the adoption of Representative Saxton's
bill, H.R. 1594, the Pension Protection Act of 1995. In the forthcoming
issue of the Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law, I criticize
at length the notion of economically targeted investing and call for the
revocation of Department of Labor Interpretative Bulletin 94-1 which
approves such investing. Since the Department of Labor will apparently
not repeal 1B 94-1, Congress should.

The ETI concept is unsound as a matter of policy and logic and is
incompatible with ERISA's statutory standards governing pension
trustees' investment decisions. lB 94-1 defines economically targeted
investments as deployments of capital which produce risk-adjusted
market rates of return while also yielding collateral economic benefits.
There is much paradox in the Labor Department's encouragement of
market-rate investments: investments carrying competitive rates of return
will, over reasonable periods of time, attract capital under normal market
criteria; there is thus no need for particular solititude for ETIs. If such
investments produce competitive returns, as we are told ETIs do, these
investments will be undertaken by virtue of normal market forces; if, on
the other hand, economically targeted investments are being shunned in
the marketplace, that is a good indication these investments do not yield
competitive returns.

Hence, the DOL's encouragement of ETIs is either superfluous, since
the market would have made these investments anyway, or wrong, since
the market indicates these investments should not be made.

Perhaps in anticipation of criticism along these lines, the proponents
of ETIs and lB 94-1 argue that economically targeted investments are to
be found in flawed markets. Such a defense of ETIs merely compounds
the paradox: if proposed ETIs are located in seriously imperfect markets,
pension trustees cannot be confident that such investments in fact yield
competitive rates of return. Moreover, if serious market imperfections
exist, the appropriate public policy is to address the imperfections
directly, not to send pension trustees charging into poorly functioning
markets.
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Equally problematic is the confidence with which ETI proponents
claim they can identify collateral economic benefits; indeed, many of the
supplemental advantages claimed for ETIs can just as plausibly be found
in more conventional investments. For example, ETI proponents
frequently cite venture capital projects as yielding auxiliary economic
benefits. There is much romance in this notion but no hard reason to
conclude that new, start-up enterprises generate more positive
externalities than less glamorous, more traditional deployments of
pension capital.

There is, moreover, a significant danger that the highly subjective
process of identifying externalities will degenerate into a brawl for the
control of pension monies, a brawl in which the winner's victory will be
rationalized in terms of collateral economic benefit.

Perhaps most importantly, IB 94-1 and its support of economically
targeted investments are incompatible with the language and policy of
ERISA. Statutorily and logically, ERISA's exclusive benefit rule is just
that, a rule which proscribes pension trustees from considering any factors
other than the interests of plan participants and their beneficiaries.

Rather than confront the inconsistency of IB 94-1 with ERISA's
exclusive benefit rule and with the historic and policy considerations
underlying that rule, ETI proponents contend that IB 94-1 merely codifies
existing administrative interpretation of ERISA. As I demonstrate in
detail in my forthcoming article, the administrative precedent cited for IB
94-1, when examined carefully, proves slender and unconvincing.

In light of all of this, it is tempting to dismiss IB 94-1 as destined for
irrelevance. For three reasons, however, I conclude that IB 94-1, if
allowed to remain on the books, is a serious matter.

First, 1B 94-1 will, in particular cases, alter the dynamics of fiduciary
decisionmaking and thus induce the deployment of pension assets away
from conventional investments and toward ETIs. To the extent that such
ETIs in practice carry competitive rates of return, the increase in ETI
activity will be a charade since in reality market forces would have caused
these investments to be made anyway. Insofar as investments labelled
ETIs will in fact generate below market returns, such investments will
potentially harm plan participants and their beneficiaries as well as
shareholders and taxpayers.

Second, in the long run, we can anticipate that ETI proponents will
press for mandatory ETI requirements since that is the direction in which
their logic points: if ETIs produce significant collateral benefits while
traditional investments do not, it is socially inefficient for pensions to
make such traditional investments. While the current leadership of DOL
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has characterized ETIs as optional for pension trustees, that is probably
not the final position of ETI advocates.

Finally, 1B 94-1 effectively reincarnates the discredited doctrine of
industrial policy. In this privatized version of the industrial policy
program, pension trustees are to fill the role previously assigned to
government, guiding the society s allocation of capital with an acumen
surpassing the wisdom of the market. Those of us who were skeptical of
industrial policy in its first guise should be equally skeptical of its
reappearance in the form of the economically targeted investment.

In some respects, the industrial policy character of 1B 941 is its most
troubling aspect for it reflects a disturbing tendency to eschew explicit
taxation and expenditures in favor of implicit forms of taxation and
spending. This tendency is of deep concern to all who believe that public
policy should be implemented with maximum directness and
accountability.

In short, lB 94-1, at best, misleads, suggesting that competitive
investments need particular solicitude when in fact such investments will
be undertaken by virtue of normal market forces. At worst, lB 94-1 opens
the door to noncompetitive deployments of pension capital under the
banner of economically targeted investing and encourages off-budget
activism in an era when many policymakers perceive political and
economic constraints as precluding more direct and open forms of
governmental activity. In 1974, Congress, when it adopted ERISA's
exclusive benefit rule, statutorily prohibited schemes like economically
targeted investing. Congress's decision in this regard was right in 1974;
it is right now. Congress should therefore enact the proposed legislation
which would repudiate the notion of economically targeted investing.

I am also submitting to the Committee the text of my article on IB 94-1
and economically targeted investing. This article will appear in Volume
16 (July issue) of the Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law.
The article, subject to final revision before publication, may be reprinted
and cited with appropriate credit to the Berkeley Journal of Employment
and Labor Law.
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Introduction

On June 22, 1994, the Department of Labor (DOL) issued

Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 (IB 94-1)1, the Department's much

anticipated statement on the propriety of pensions plans

undertaking "economically targeted investments' (ETIs).

Approximately two weeks earlier, the DOL had formally requested

proposals for "a clearinghouse to collect and distribute

information on" ETIs.
3

The DOL portrays IB 94-1 as simply a

routine declaration of existing law and the ETI clearinghouse as

merely a device to facilitate communications in the pension

59 FR 32606, electronic citation: 94 tnt 121-24. IB 94-1
will be codified as 29 CFR section 2509.94-1. The DOL unveiled IB
94-1 at a hearing before the Joint Economic Committee on the day
before the formal issuance of IB 94-1. See John Godfrey, "Prudent
Pension Trustees May Use Social Goals To Pick Investments, Reich
Says," 63 Tax Notes 1745 (June 27, 1994); Patricia A. Limbacher,
"Funds get ETI go-ahead," 22 Pensions & Investments No. 13 (June
27, 1994) at 2. It is paradoxical that the DOL characterizes IB 94-
1 as a routine declaration of existing law but elected to showcase
IB 94-1 before a special congressional hearing. Not surprisingly,
the testimony presented at this hearing was heavily weighted in
support of IB 94-1. For the statement of an ETI opponent at this
hearing, see testimony of William A. Niskanen, electronic citation:
94 tnt 121-34.

2 The DOL pronouncement on ETIs applies, not merely to pension
plans, but to all ERISA-regulated plans including profit sharing,
welfare and 401(k) arrangements. For ease of exposition, I use the
term "pension plansw to encompass all of these arrangements.

3 Electronic citation: 94 tnt 115-37. In the fall of 1994, the
DOL awarded the contract to implement the ETI clearinghouse. See
Meegan M. Reilly, "Approved Bill Permits Ex-Participants to Sue
Former Fiduciaries Regarding Purchase of Annuities," 65 Tax Notes
347 (October 17, 1994) at 348. In December, 1994, the DOL submitted
a public information collection request to the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), seeking permission to gather information for the
clearinghouse about plans' ETIs. See U.S. Department of Labor,
Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration, Request for OMB Review
and Supporting Statement (December, 1994).

1
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industry.

A review of IB 94-1 and of the proposal for an ETI

clearinghouse leads me to quite different conclusions. The ETI

concept, as expounded by the DOL, is unsound as a matter of logic

and policy and is incompatible with the statutory standards

governing the investment decisions of pension fiduciaries.

Moreover, the ETI concept, advertised by the DOL as a routine

confirmation of existing law, reflects a more fundamental and

unwise agenda: IB 94-1 and the ETI clearinghouse represent

troubling steps in the reincarnation of the discredited theory of

industrial policy.

The first section of this article discusses the DOL's

definition of an ETI. The next section indicates how IB 94-1

makes the law of pension investments less coherent, less logical

and less consonant with the relevant statutory standards. The

third section of this article explores the current and potential

harms stemming from IB 94-1. I close by concluding that the DOL

should withdraw IB 94-1 or that Congress should repeal it.'

ETrs Defined

IB 94-1 defines ETIs as "investments selected for the

economic benefits they confer on others apart from their

investment return to the employee benefit plan." In its proposal

4See the Employee Benefit Plan Security and Protection Act of
1994, introduced by Congressman James Saxton, H.R. 5135, 103rd
Cong., 2nd Sess. This legislation would have prevented pension
trustees from considering collateral benefits in making their
investment decisions and thus would have effectively repealled IB
94-1.
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for an ETI clearinghouse, the DOL lists as typical ETI collateral

benefits "new jobs, affordable housing (and) infrastructure

projects." In the preamble to IB 94-1, the DOL identifies "real

estate, venture capital and small business investments" as

exemplars of potential ETIs.

An ETI, the DOL indicates, must generate a competitive

return considering the investment's degree of risk. If an

investment yields a market rate of return, controlling for risk,

pension fiduciaries may then consider the investment's collateral

economic benefits in deciding whether to make the investment.

This conclusion, the DOL states, merely declares existing law

under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

(ERISA) .5 Indeed, the DOL has made IB 94-1 retroactive to January

1, 1975, ERISA's original effective date. Nothing noteworthy is

occurring in IB 94-1, the DOL thus suggests; IB 94-1 simply

pronounces current law Ab initio.

To buttress its contention that IB 94-1 merely codifies

existing fiduciary standards for pension investments, the DOL

cites a number of administrative rulings and prohibited

transactions exemptions it has previously issued under ERISA.'

While the current leadership of the DOL characterizes EMIs

as optional for pension trustees,? that leadership has signalled

5 P.L. 93-406, 88 Stat. 894, 29 USC section 1001.

6 See footnotes 2 through 7, inclusive, of the preamble to IB
94-1.

7 Godfrey, sunra, note 1 (noting DOL Secretary Reich's
characterization of ETIs as optional for pension trustees).

3
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its strong support for such investments: IB 94-1 and the proposed

clearinghouse constitute a forceful official imprimatur for

ETIs.8

The Unsoundness of the ETI Concept

For several reasons, the ETI concept is unsound as a matter

of policy and logic and is incompatible with ERISA's statutory

standards governing pension trustees' investment decisions.

Consider initially the DOL's definition of an ETI: an

investment which carries a market rate of return, considering the

associated risk, and which produces collateral economic benefits.

Since ETIs yield competitive returns, adjusting for risk, the

pension fiduciary may, according to the DOL, consider ETIs'

supplementary advantages when making his investment choices

without thereby violating ERISA's fiduciary standards.

The DOL's definition of an ETI is designed to avoid the

pitfalls of earlier, cruder approaches to social investing by

pension plans. Some of the initial advocates of social investing

considered the attainment of market returns unimportant given the

momentous causes for which they sought to use pension assets. In

IB 94-1, the DOL disassociates itself from this more extreme

aSee, also, Statement by Labor Secretary Robert B. Reich on
Economically Targeted Investments by Six Pension Funds Working with
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, USDL 94-3S1 /
(August 2, 1994) ('This Administration wants to encourage fund
managers to consider investments such as these that help their
beneficiaries and help the economy overall.")

4
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approach.9

However, in doing so, the DOL creates a paradox for itself:

by definition, an investment yielding a market rate of return is

an investment which the market will clear without special

consideration of the investment's ancillary benefits. One need

not believe that markets operate perfectly, instantaneously or

costlessly to believe that markets, over reasonable periods of

time, will allocate capital to those ventures which can plausibly

be expected to yield prevailing rates of return. If, as IB 94-1

indicates, ETIs generate competitive rates of return, there is no

need for pension trustees or the DOL to extend particular

solicitude toward those investments; they will be undertaken by

someone because of normal market forces.

Instructive in this regard is the pro-ETI testimony of Dr-.

William Dale Crist, president of the Board of Administration of

the California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS). 1 0

Since CalPERS formally embraced an ETI policy in April of 1993,

the fund has, pursuant to that policy, invested substantially in

excess of a billion dollars of state pension monies in California

9 Robert Reich, "Labor Secretary Reich's Testimony at JEC
Hearing on Targeted Pension Fund Investment," electronic cite: 94
tnt 121-28 ("ETIs are frequently confused with what is known as
'social investing.' In current parlance, this term usually refers
to investment practices that subordinate financial return to some
other social objective. The Department of Labor does not condone
the use of pension funds in this manner. We prohibit it. ETIs are
NOT social investing.") (capitalization in the original).

10 electronic cite: 94 TNT 121-32. Dr. Crist's testimony was
presented to the Joint Economic Committee at the hearing at which
the DOL unveiled IB 94-1. See Godfrey, mMrA, note 1.

5
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real estate ("single family housing construction, affordable

housing mortgages, residential acquisition and development

financing and commercial mortgages".)1
1

In addition, CalPERs has,

under the aegis of its ETI policy, invested $200 million of a

planned $500 million in "investment opportunities that are

intended to stimulate the California economy."12 CalPERS also

intends to invest resources in "private equity placements (that)

offer the best long-term opportunity to deploy capital for job-

creating projects on a large scale" and in funds and businesses

owned "by minorities, women (and) California disabled

veterans."13 All of these deployments of state pension monies,

Dr. Crist insists, generate competitive, risk-adjusted rates of

return.

If that is so, CalPERS has accomplished nothing by its ETI

program: if these investments carry market rates of return, the

regular operation of the market would have resulted in these

investments being made. And if these investments were being

shunned by the market, that suggests that CalPERS is in reality

embracing noncompetitive investments under the aegis of its ETI

program.

Dr. Crist's optimistic analysis contrasts with Alicia H.

Munnell's authoritative study of state pension plans' efforts to

11 id.

12 ig

13 id.

6
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encourage home ownership through their investment portfolios."

Much of these efforts consisted of plan purchases of mortgage-

backed securities of the Government National Mortgage Association

(GNMA). Such purchases were justified as increasing local

supplies of mortgage capital. After careful study, Dr. Munnell

concluded otherwise:

"The roughly $14 billion of GNMAs purchased
by state-administered pension plans has
provided the pension funds with market
returns. However, the 'Catch-22' phenomenon
generally ascribed to social investing by its
opponents seems applicable to this approach
to supporting homeownership. Any housing
investment that offers a competitive return
at an appropriate level of risk, such as a
GNMA, does not need special consideration
from public pension plans nor will such
consideration have any effect on the long-
run supply of mortgage loans. On the other
hand, investments by pension funds that will
increase the supply of housing funds must by
definition either prodluce lower returns or
involve greater risk.

Perhaps in anticipation of criticism along these lines, the

DOL indicates that markets for ETIs are less active and less

functional than the markets for other investments available to

pension trustees. In particular, ETIs may be less liquid and may

not have as much readily available information on their risks and

returns"
1 6

as other financial opportunities; ETIs may require

I' Alicia H. Munnell, "The Pitfalls of Social Investing: The
Case of Public Pensions and Housing," New England Econ. Rev.
(Sept./Oct. 1983) at 20.

Is la. at 36.

* See the preamble to IB 94-1.

7.
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greater than normal sophistication on the investor's part.
1
'

Hence, the need for particular solicitude for ETIs.

However, the association of ETIs with inefficient markets

creates yet more paradox for ETI advocates. Well-functioning

markets are necessary to ensure that returns are, as claimed,

competitive. When a pension trustee invests in a poorly-

functioning market, there is limited discipline and,

consequently, a distinct possibility that returns are in fact

below prevailing levels. If the markets in which ETIs are found

are terribly flawed, pension trustees cannot be confident that

such investments generate market rates of return.

-There is, moreover, no reason to associate supplemental

advantages with imperfect markets. No doubt, some investment

markets are not as active and well functioning as others; certain

investments require more investor knowledge than others. But

there is no cause to equate these problems with the DOL'S notion

of collateral economic benefits. Indeed, if there is a

correlation between collateral benefits and market imperfection,

that correlation is likely to be negative. ETIs as defined by the

DOL typically have important constituencies to merchandise them,

i.e., the persons expecting to receive the investments' ancillary

benefits. These constituencies have strong incentives to

disseminate information about the investments from which they

will profit. It is more likely that an ETI will be brought to

r See also Crist, &=xi, note 10 (If not for CalPERS, ETIS
'would have gone undiscovered in this very inefficient market".)

a
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pension trustees' attention with supporting information than will

an otherwise equivalent investment which lacks the advocacy of a

collateral benefit constituency.

Finally, if important instances of market failure exist, the

more compelling public policy is to correct that failure

structurally rather than to inspire pension trustees to invest in

flawed markets. If market failure is remedied, the entire

universe of investors is attracted to the market, not just

pension trustees.

In light of these considerations, the ETI clearinghouse is

not merely an ambiguous proposal but an incoherent one. If the

proposed clearinghouse is to be a marketplace for projects not

now serviced by active markets, there is no reason to limit

clearinghouse participation to pension plans: all investors with

capital should be invited to partake of the new markets being

established. If, on the other hand, the ETI clearinghouse is

envisioned as something other than a marketplace, it is less

desirable than creating such a marketplace.

To summarize: if markets are functioning, there is no need

to assist ETIs by considering their collateral benefits since

ETIs, as defined by the DOL, carry rates of return adequate to

attract capital under normal market criteria. Absent the

discipline of reasonably well-functioning markets, pension

trustees cannot be confident that proposed ETIs carry competitive

rates of return. If markets are not functioning, there is no

reason to assume that the investments overlooked will be those

9
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yielding ancillary benefits; those financial opportunities

generating supplemental advantages are more, rather than less,

likely to be identified and promoted by the groups anticipating

those advantages. And the appropriate remedy for market failure

is to correct the market.

In a curious way, the earlier doctrine of social investing,

which largely eschewed concern for competitive returns on pension

investments, was more coherent than the precept of economically

targeted investing, which purports to accept the importance of

markets and market-rate profits but ignores the implications of

those considerations: investments generating competitive returns

will generally be undertaken by market forces; in the absence of

properly functioning markets, pension trustees cannot know with

confidence that any particular investment does in fact generate

market-rate earnings.

The foregoing analysis, like IB 94-1, assumes that

collateral economic benefits can readily and objectively be

identified, an assumption which, in many contexts, is highly

questionable. The administrative letters and prohibited

transactions exemptions cited by the DOL as examples of ETIs

predominantly involve the building trades and yield, as auxiliary

benefits, employment for construction workers. When, however, we

venture beyond these simple cases, the identification of

collateral benefits becomes more subjective and problematic.

Indeed, beyond these easy cases, the supplemental advantages

perceived in ETIs can just as plausibly be found in more

10
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conventional investments and many proposals advanced by ETI

proronents can reasonably be characterized as generating negative

externalities.

Take, for example, venture capital projects, cited by the

DOL in its proposal for the ETI clearinghouse as a category of

investments potentially yielding auxiliary economic benefits.

There is much romance in this notion but no hard reason to

conclude that new, start-up enterprises generate more positive

externalities than less glamorous, more traditional deployments

of pension capital. When a pension plan purchases the existing

stock of an established publicly-held corporation, the seller of

that stock relocates his capital somewhere, possibly to the

venture capital opportunity which was the pension plan's

alternative investment choice. A strengthened price for its

existing equity encourages the corporation to issue new stock for

expansion with the attendant economic benefits of such expansion.

A strenghtened price for existing stock also increases the net

worth of other holders of that stock which, in turn, encourages

their consumption and investmpnt.

Or consider another case cited by the DOL as an ETI

exemplar, affordable housing. Assuming we can agree what

affordable housing isl it is difficult to specify collateral

l8 For example, Connecticut law defines affordable housing with
reference to the income levels of the families living in the
particular locality in which the housing is located, not with
reference to metropolitan-wide income levels. Thus, a project in
an affluent Connecticut suburb is deemed "affordable3

notwithstanding rents beyond the reach of most families in the
metropolitan area as long as the project is relatively economical

11
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benefits generated by such housing which cannot also be found in

other, more conventional investments. Affordable housing projects

can generate construction jobs but a pension plan also creates

construction jobs when it makes a conventional deposit in a

savings bank which the bank then uses to make mortgages.

Affordable housing developments help the persons who live in

them; however, those persons also benefit when a discount

retailer offers consumer goods at lower prices or when the auto

industry produces better and less expensive cars.

Again, the CalPERS experience is instructive. CalPERS

defines its ETIs geographically, i.e., investments within the

boundaries of California.19 At first blush, this seems reasonable

as geography is a credible basis for determining the existence of

collateral benefits: externalities are plausibly found when

activities are located in proximity to one another.

There are, however, negative effects to consider also: if

other state pension plans emulate CalPERS and its geographic ETI

policy, those states will similarly withdraw capital from other

jurisdictions to invest at home; some of this capital will be

removed from California. The resulting balkanization of the

capital markets may on balance benefit California; at least as

likely, California will, in the aggregate, lose capital in an

by the standards of the prosperous suburb in which the project is
located. See Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. Section 8-39a. It would be
particularly ironic if the DOL's encouragement of ETIs and
affordable housing channels pension funds into the construction of
housing too expensive for most Americans.

9 See Crist, mur=, at 10.

12
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environment in which public pensions withdraw funds from other

states to deploy them at home. At a minimum, it is distinctly

possible that California's geographical ETI policy, by

encouraging other states to repatriate their pension investments

too, will yield negative externalities for California, i.e., less

net capital for California investments as the California economy

loses pension monies from other states' plans.

Moreover, such a ETI policy threatens unjustified

underdiversificationm for California pension plans as those

plans withdraw their out-of-state capital and concentrate it

D There are cases where a prudent fiduciary might reasonably
sacrifice some diversification to further other legitimate
objectives of his trust. For example, in recent years, trustees of
many universities and colleges located in urban centers have quite
sensibly invested portions of their endowments in the neighborhoods
bordering their campuses. While such investments tend to
concentrate schools' portfolios in communities in which the schools
already have significant assets, i.e., the campuses themselves,
such investments can stabilize the adjacent neighborhoods and thus
make the campuses safer and more attractive places in which to
learn, teach and research. In such instances, less geographical
diversification is a price plausibly paid to further the college
or university's educational mission.

Similarly, a pension trustee owning real estate might
reasonably conclude that externalities justify the acquisition of
an adjoining parcel to maximize the value of the pension's
portfolio and thus advance the pension's mission of providing
retirement benefits even though acquiring the parcel makes the
pension's portfolio less diversified spatially.

In contrast, the geographic concentration caused by the
CalPers ETZ program is not designed to further the pension plan's
basic duty, i.e., the provision of retirement benefits, but instead
implements the pursuit of collateral economic benefits. In such a
context, the decision to eschew diversification is much more
troubling since that decision increases risk with no compensating
advantage for the beneficiaries of the plan.

On the growing tendency of colleges and universities in urban
areas to invest in adjacent neighborhoods, see Joseph N. Boyce,
"Campus Movement," Wall St. J. (February 1, 1994), Section A, page
1, Col. 1.

13
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locally.
21

ETI advocates seem quite prone to perceiving positive

externalities in their proposals while overlooking such

proposals' negative spillovers.22-

In sum, if the concept of collateral benefit is defined so

broadly as to encompass the externalities conceivably generated

by traditional investments, the ETI category becomes meaningless

as it incorporates the entire universe of traditional

investments. If, however, the concept of collateral benefit is to

be more carefully demarcated, ETI advocates-must distinguish

between the benefits yielded by ETIs and the benefits just as

plausibly found in conventional investments. ETI advocates must

also confront the negative effects of the policies they advocate.

IB 94-1 does not attempt these burdens.

Another burden lB 94-1 avoids is to justify itself under the

relevant statutory language. ERISA section 404(a) (1) (A) (i)

requires pension fiduciaries to act "solely in the interest of

the (plan's) participants and beneficiaries and... for the

exclusive purpose of.. .providing benefits to participants and

their beneficiaries..." This provision replicates the historic

21 As Judge Posner and Professor Langbein perceptively ask:
"(S)uppose that a school board in the vicinity of Mount St. Helens
had insisted on investing locally." John H. Langbein and Richard
A. Posner, "Social Investing and the Law of Trusts," 79 Mich. L.
Rev. 72 (1980) at 90.

22 Consider, e.g., the willingness of Connecticut treasurer
Francisco L. Borges to overlook the nature of the product
manufacturered by Colt's Manufacturing Company: guns. See note 60,
infra, and accompanying text.
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"exclusive benefit" rulem upon which the Internal Revenue Code

conditions pensions' tax-qualified status24; this ERISA provision

also codifies the traditional requirement that fiduciaries act

with undiminished loyally towards their beneficiaries.2

In several administrative rulings cited by the DOL on behalf

of IB 94-1, the investments in question are construction projects

and the collateral benefits at issue are jobs for plan

participants. At first blush, it is a plausible interpretation of

section 404(a) (1) (A) (i) that the "benefits" fiduciaries are

charged with providing include not only plan distributions but

current economic benefits as well, i.e., jobs. On a second look,

however, James D. Hutchinson and Charles G. Cole persuasively

argue that the "benefits" to which section 404(a) (1) (A) (i) refers

are retirement, disability and death payments and not pre-

2F See Sections 401(a) (flush language) and 401(a) (2) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1 9 8 6 , as amended. The exclusive benefit
rule also appears in the pension provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Act. See Section 302(c) (5) of the Labor Management Relations Act
of 1947, 29 USC Section 186(c) (5).

2 Conventionally, the tax law's treatment of qualified plans
is viewed as a tax expenditure. I: disagree with this
characterization, concluding that the Code's current approach to
pension plans is consistent with normative tax principles. See
Edward A. Zelinsky, "Tax Policy v. Revenue Policy: Qualified Plans,
Tax Expenditures, and the Flat, Plan Level Tax," 13 Va. Tax Rev.
591 (1994). For purposes of the present discussion, it is not
necessary to resolve this issue but merely to observe that the Code
establishes an exclusive benefit rule for qualified plans.

2 John H. Langbein and Bruce A. Wolk, Pension and Emslovee
Benefit Law (1990) at 517.

15
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retirement economic advantages like employment. 2 6

However, IB 94-1 defines ETIs even more broadly than this,

as encompassing supplemental economic bounties for nonemployee

constituencies, indeed for the economy as a whole. There is no

warrant for this approach in the statute, which commands pension

trustees to act solely and exclusively on behalf of participants

and their beneficiaries.

There is case law under the Code version of the exclusive

benefit rule which permits pension assets in practice to yield

"incidental" advantages to persons other than employees and their

beneficiaries. 2 7 If the exclusive benefit rule is to be applied

by focusing upon the economic impact of pension investments

(rather than upon the criteria utilized by pension trustees in

their decisionmaking), such an approach is a practical necessity:

when a pension trustee sells or buys an asset, the other party to

the exchange profits or he would not be transacting with the

trustee. Unless such inevitable third party benefit is

overlooked, the exclusive benefit rule would preclude pension

26 James D. Hutchinson and Charles G. Cole, "Legal Standards
Governing Investment of Pension Assets for Social and Political
Goals," 128 U. Penn. L. Rev. 1340 (1980) at 1370 ("Although the
term 'benefits' is arguably broad enough to encompass all of the
rewards -- moral and financial, direct and indirect -- that a
participant might reap from an investment program, the term is used
more narrowly throughout the Act to refer to those cash benefits
that a participant or his family would receive in accordance with
the specifications of the plan.")

2? See, e.g., Shelby U.S. Distributors. Inc. v. Commissioner.
71 T.C. 874 (1979) at 885 ("the investments of a trust may result
in some benefit to another person without the trust losing its
exemption" under the Code's exclusive benefit rule.)
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trustees from undertaking any investments at all. Moreover, as

Professors Langbein and Fischel point out
3

in the context of

defined benefit plans and the exclusive benefit rule, employers.

gain from their- pensions' superior investment- performance since

such performance reduces the employers' funding obligations to

their plans.

It is, however, a troubling leap from recognizing that in

practice pension investments unavoidably entail incidental

benefits of these sorts to embracing such incidental economic

benefits as legitimate criteria upon which pension trustees can

base their investment choices. As a normative statement of the

concerns which pension trustees ought consider in making their

investment decisions, a single-minded concern for the welfare of

participants and beneficiaries is both a compelling standard as a

matter of policy and the standard embodied in the statute.

Historically, the great challenge of fiduciary law has been

to permit beneficiaries to profit from the skill, efficiencies

and expertise of fiduciaries without permitting fiduciaries to

abuse their positions of trust-. The agency problems" inherent in

fiduciary relationships are compounded in the pension context by

2 Daniel Fischel and John H. Langbein, "ERISA's Fundamental
Contradiction: The Exclusive Benefit Rule", 55 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1105
(1988).

9 On agency problems more generally, see Edward A. Zelinsky,
*James Madison and Public Choice at Gucci Gulch: A Procedural
Defense of Tax Expenditures and Tax Institutions," 102 Yale L. J.
1165 (1993) at 1173; Edward A. Zelinsky, OUnfunded Mandates, Hidden
Taxation, and the Tenth Amendment: On Public Choice, Public
Interest, and Public Services," 46 Vand. L. Rev. 1355 (1993) at
1374.
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both beneficiaries' collective action problems, namely the costs

and complications of beneficiaries banding together to protect

their interests, and the evidentiary difficulties of sorting

out Ix 22at the frequently complex financial transactions of

large institutions. It was logical and appropriate for the

drafters of ERISA to address these problems, inter al, through

fiduciary law's traditional duty of loyalty, the mandate that

fiduciaries serve exclusively the interests of their principals

and not pursue (or even contemplate) extraneous objectives. This

very high standard of behavior is designed to deter pension

trustees from even thinking about considerations other than

participants' welfare and to facilitate retrospective review of

fiduciary decisionmaking: even minimal evidence that something

other than participant welfare has motivated trustee behavior

triggers the protections of the standard. The exacting demands of

the duty of loyalty insulate the fiduciary decisionmaking process

from forces and factors with the potential of diverting that

process from the welfare of the fiduciary's beneficiaries.

Consider in this context the comments of Olena Berg,

assistant secretary for the DOL's Pension and Welfare Benefits

Administration and the administrator who actually promulgated IB

94-1:
"Nothing in ERISA prevents the making of

M When employees are unionized, the union's existence will
sometimes solve their collective action problems for them. When,
however, the union and its personnel are the difficulty rather than
the solution, employees in their capacities as pension participants
will often find it difficult and costly to organize themselves to
protect their pension interests.

18
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(ETI) investments, provided that they meet
the lay's fiduciary requirements. Existing
Department of Labor policies on economically
.targeted investments allow collateral
benefits to be considered in making
investment decisions where such investments
are prudent and provide a competitive risk-
adjusted return. I want to reaffirm that it
is appropriate for plan fiduciaries to make
economically targeted investments consistent
with ETASA's prudence and exclusive benefit
rules."

Both as a statutory matter and as a matter of logic, this

statement is a muddle: in making their investment decisions,

pension trustees can consider supplemental benefits to

nonemployse constituencies as long as the trustees comply with

the exclusive benefit rule. But, statutorily and logically, the

exclusive benefit rule is just that, a rule which proscribes

trustees from considering any factors other than the interests of

plan participants and their beneficiaries so as to insulate them

from extraneous pressures and temptations. Rather than

confronting the inconvenient language of the statute and the

essential incoherence of her position, Secretary Berg contends

that she is merely reaffirming the DOL's existing construction of

the statute.

However, a review of the administrative pronouncements

invoked by the DOL on behalf of IB 94-1 belies any contention

that IB 94-1 is the codification of vell-established or

convincing administrative precedent.

31 Olena Berg, "A PW Exclusive: PWUB's Olena Berg Discusses
Agency's Future," 29 Pension World No. 11 (November, 1993) at 16.
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In support of IB 94-1, the DOL su1mons
32

seven exemptions it

has issued under the prohibited transactions provisions of the

Code and ERISA.3 However, citing these prohibited transactions

exemptions (PTEs) on behalf of IB 94-1 is, at best, unpersuasive

and, at worst, disingenuous. The DOL issued each of the seven

PTEs with the explicit caveat that the Department was n"t

approving the exempted transaction under ERISA's fiduciary

standards or under the Code's exclusive benefit rule but was only

suspending the more limited operation of the prohibited

32 See footnote 3 to the preamble to IB 94-1. In its public
information collection request to OMB, the DOL again invoked its
prohibited transactions exemptions as administrative precedent for
the approval of ETIs. See U.S. Department of Labor, sura, note 3
at page 1 of the supporting statement ("[T]he Department has
granted a variety of prohibited transactions exemptions involving
investments that produce collateral benefits.")

3 These statutory provisions proscribe particular types of
transactions (e.g., sales and exchanges) between plans and insiders
positioned to abuse the assets of such plans (e.g., plan trustees,
employers, family members of trustees and employers). Like much of
the statutory framework governing employee plans, there are
parallel versions of the prohibited transactions rules, one in the
Internal Revenue Code and one-in the labor provisions of ERISA.
Administrative exemptions may be granted for specific transactions
which would otherwise be precluded by statute. In 1978, President
Carter delegated to the DOL authority to issue such administrative
exemptions on behalf of the IRS.

For the text of the prohibited transactions rules, see Code
Section 4975 and ERISA Section 406. For the 1978 delegation to the
DOL of responsibility for administrative exemptions, see sections
102 and 105 of Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1978, 43 Fed. Reg.
47,713 (1978), 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 9814. For additional background
on the prohibited transactions rules, see Edward A. Zelinsky,
'Pensions and Property Contributions: W2d, Keystone, and the
Supreme Court," 56 Tax Notes 651 (August 3, 1992) at 652; Edward
A. Zelinsky, "Property Contributions to Qualified Plans: The DOL
Threatens Established Tax Law," 62 Tax Notes 753 (February 7, 1994)
at 754.-
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transactions provisions. For example, PTE 76-1,3' invoked by the

DOL in support of IB 94-1, states that its exemption does not

apply to the exclusive benefit rule of ERISA section 404 or of

Code section 401(a). Each of the other PTEs cited by the DOL in

the preamble to IB 94-1 contains the same or a similar

qualification, indicating that the exemption pertains only to the

prohibited transactions provisions and not to the other fiduciary

standards governing pension trusts.
35

Hence, the seven PTEs do

not support the proposition that ERISA section 404 permits

pension trustees to consider collateral benefits.

In support of its claim of prior administrative

interpretation, the DOL also cites
t m

three official advisory

opinions it has issued pursuant to ERISA Procedure 76-1,37 the

Department's formal process for declaring its views on ERISA

issues. Two of these three advisory opinions, 88-16A3m and 80-

33A3, pertain to the same practice, an agreement under which

Chrysler and the UAW recommend to the institutional fiduciary of

34 1976-1 C.B. 357, 41 Fed. Reg. 12740 (March 26, 1976), 1976
IRB Lexis 757. PTE 76-1 was issued jointly by the DOL and the 'RS
since it predated Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1978 which shifted
to the DOL exclusive jurisdiction over prohibited transactions
exemptions. See note 33, am r .

35 See, e.g., PTE 85-58, 50 Fed. Reg. 11272, cited in footnote
3 of the preamble to IB 94-1.

3' See footnotes 2, 4 and 7 of the preamble to IB 94-1.

37 41 Fed. Reg. 36281 (August 27, 1976).

3M 1988 ERISA Lexis 16.

39 1980 ERISA Lexis 45.
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the Chrysler pension plan what are now being labelled ETIs.

However, for two reasons, 88-16A and 80-33A provide, at most,

limited support for ID 94-1 and its construction of ERISA section

404 as permitting pension trustees to consider collateral

economic benefits. First, the DOL carefully noted in its analysis

of the Chrysler-UAW arrangement that the DOL condoned only the

process of recommending ETIs to the institutional fiduciary and

that the DOL was not "expressing an opinion concerning whether

specific transactions undertaken in accordance with the"n4

Chrysler-UAW recommendations satisfy ERISA's fiduciary standards.

Second, in declaring that pension trustees must "ordinarily"

concern themselves with the retirement income interests of

participants and beneficiaries, advisory opinion 88-16A provides

no reasoning or authority for thus diluting the statutory mandate

that trustees consider such interests *solely" and "exclusively.n

Similarly, DOL advisory opinion 85-36A, 41 cited in support

of ID 94-1, provides no authority or reasoning for its conclusion

that participant welfare is "ordinarily" to guide fiduciary

investment decisionmaking or for its conspicuous disregard of the

statutory requirement that such welfare be the sole and exclusive

concern in such decisionmaking.

Finally, to support its claim that ID 94-1 reflects prior-

administrative interpretation of ERISA section 404, the DOL

40 See DOL advisory opinion 88-16A, 1988 ERISA Lexis 16.

4' 1985 ERISA Lexis S.
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invokes a number of private letters which it has issued.'2

However, none of these was promulgated through the DOL's formal

process for interpretting ERISA, ERISA procedure 76-1.43

Interestingly, the DOL ignores one relevant, albeit

informal, declaration of past policy, Ian D. Lanoff's statement

on social investing made when he was administrator of the DOL's-

Office of Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs." That statement

supports the contention that the DOL has in the past permitted

pension fiduciaries to consider the incidental economic benefits

of proposed investments if such investments otherwise pass

muster.45 On the other hand, a retrospective review of that

statement and the context in which it was made point to a more

complex conclusion, i.e., that, with the social investing

movement gathering momentum, permitting pension trustees to

consider otherwise acceptable investments' collateral benefits

was a short-term stopgap adopted to protect for the long-run

ERISA's fiduciary duties.

When Mr. Lanoff served as the DOL's chief pension

administrator, it was decidedly possible that ERISA's fiduciary

*2 See footnes 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the preamble to 1B 94-1.

' This is analogous to the IRS buttressing a claim of
established administrative interpretation by citing private letter
rulings.

" Ian D. Lanoff, 'The Social Investment of Private Pension
Plan Assets: May It Be Done Lawfully under ERISA?" 31 LAb2oL._LJ.
387 (July, 1980). This version of Mr. Lanoff's statement was
derived from testimony he had previously given a subcommittee of
the U.S. Senate. See id. at 389.

4s See {4. at 392.
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provisions would die stillborn, overwhelmed by the growing social

investing movement. Many social investing advocates were calling

for the deployment of pension funds to advance various political,

social and economic causes without regard for ERISA and its

exclusive benefit rule"; many of these causes were politically

popular and morally compelling; ERISA itself was in its infancy

and not widely understood; the courts had not yet created the

body of case law which today reinforces ERISA's requirements of

prudence and loyalty; an ERISA bar, conversant with those

requirements and possessing an economic interest in enforcing

them, had not yet developed. In this context, Hr. Lanoff quite

accurately understood that the social investing movement

threatened to render section 404 a dead letter before section 404

could be institutionalized."

Hence, the position crafted by Hr. Lanoff -- incidental

benefits may be considered if investments are otherwise

satisfactory -- while not totally congruent with ERISA's

exclusive benefit rule, was tactically astute in 1980 as an

attempt to divert some of the pressure for social investing while

preserving intact the core of ERISA's fiduciary duties.

Today, however, is not then. Many of the original advocates

of social investing have over the years reexamined their

4 See, e.g., Reich, infra, note 64 at 244 (calling for the
investment of pension funds "in regional development banks," which
would help "spur the economy and thereby benefit American workers
over the long term.")

"r Lanoff, AM=, note 44 at 389.
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posture." ERISA's fiduciary norms have been strongly reinforced

by the courts and by the DOL's enforcement efforts. In academic

debate, the center of gravity has shifted from discussion of

social investing to the fiduciary protection of pension funds.49

In short, with the benefit of hindsight, the Lanoff position

was a successful effort to buy time for the implementation of

ERISA, an effort for which Mr. Lanoff deserves important credit.

However, in 1994, we can see that that position, despite its

valuable service in another time and another context, is not true

to the terminology of the pension statute or its underlying

logic.

In sum, the administrative precedent cited by the DOL for IB

94-1 is slender. To the extent those pronouncements do support IB

94-1, they too cannot be reconciled with the language of ERISA

section 404 and they contain no authority or reasoning for

disregarding the statute's requirement that participant and

beneficiary interests be the sole, exclusive criteria for

fiduciary decisionmaking.

Consider two final defenses of IB 94-1: First, that IB 94-1

48 Compare Reich, AM=&, note 46 with Reich, DUn=a, note 9.
As I emphasize below, note 68 infra, I an not criticzing Secretary
Reich for altering his opinions. my thinking on these issues has
evolved and it is appropriate that his has also. On the other hand,
the change in Secretary Reich's views underscores the difference
between the environment in which Mr. Lanoff promulgated his stance
on social investing and the environment fourteen years later in
which the DOL issued IB 94-1. Undoubtedly, the position adopted by
Mr. Lanoff helped significantly in getting us where we are today.
That position, however, has now served its purpose.

49 See, e.g., Richard Rouco, "Available Remedies Under ERISA
Section 502(a)," 45 Ala. L. Rev. 631 (1994).
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does not primarily encourage ETIs, but principally reaffirms the

duties of prudence and loyalty;
5 0

second, that pension trustees,

confronted with otherwise equivalent investment choices, ought be

permitted to weigh collateral economic benefits to break the tie.

Pension trustees either must use some criterion to select from

among commensurate alternatives or must select from among such

alternatives randomly; ETI-type benefits are as good as any other

possible tie-breaking criterion and more seemly than random

selection.
5 1

Neither exoneration of IB 94-1 is ultimately unconvincing.

Pension trustees' obligations of prudence and loyalty do not need

administrative confirmation; they are the core of ERISA's

statutory scheme. Had IB 94-1 merely reiterated the exclusive.

benefit rule, it would have been a nonevent, a redundant

restatement of the statute.

Indeed, the DOL's subsequent advocacy of ETIs leaves no

doubt that IB 94-1 and the ETI clearinghouse are intended to

promote such investments.
52

For three reasons, it is equally unpersuasive to defend IB

5 See, e.g., Leon E. Irish, "Misunderstanding Social
Investing," 64 Tax Notes 966 (August 15, 1994).

st This line of thought was suggested to me by the comments of
Alvin D. Lurie, Esq., who reviewed an earlier draft of this
article.

52 See note 8, AM=. See also "DOL Comments on Interpretive
Bulletin Addressing ETIs," CCH Pension Plan Guide, No. 1025 at 8
(paraphrasing Horton Klevan, DOL's Senior Director of Policy and
Legislative Analysis: 'the DOL encourages ETIs as a tool for
economic revitalization.")
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94-1 as a tie-breaking device. First, using collateral benefits

to select from among equivalent investments perpetuates the

illusion that ETI polices accomplish something. If investments

genuinely yield competitive, risk-adjusted returns -- the Dine

caua non of being ETIs -- market forces will clear such

investments without consideration of their collateral benefits.

Using ETI considerations to break ties suggests otherwise and

thus misleads plan participants and others.

Second, determining the presence of collateral benefits can

be costly for a pension plan. At a minimum, prudent plan trustees

must spend their own time to divine and quantify the

externalities allegedly flowing from particular investments. More

typically, making such determinations requires trustees to hire

experts -- economists, consultants, accountants, actuaries,

investment bankers. There is, in contrast, no transactions costs

to flipping a coin.

Third, using ETI criteria to select from among equivalent

investments introduces into pension trustees' decisionmaking

inappropriate pressures to-make such investments. If collateral

benefits are pension trustees' tie-breaking criterion, groups

expecting to benefit from ETIs have strong incentives to compel

such trustees to declare ties. These are precisely the kinds of

pressures from which the exclusive benefit rule is intended to

insulate pension fiduciaries.

The Harms of IB-94-1:
ETIs as Privatized Industrial Policy

Given the essential unsoundness of the ETI concept, it is

27
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tempting to dismiss that concept as destined for irrelevance.

However, for three reasons, the potential impact of IS 94-1

should not be underestimated.

First, in specific cases, ID 94-1 and its approval of ETIs

will in practice alter the dynamics of fiduciary decisionmaking

and thus induce the deployment of pension assets away from.

conventional investments and toward ETIs. Constituencies

expecting to gain from particular ETIs* collateral benefits will

be emboldened by the DOL's formal support for their interests

while trustees who previously resisted such investments find

their positions correspondingly weakened. Thus, in particular

cases, IB 94-1 will accomplish its intended mission, i.e., to

shift patterns of fiduciary investment towards ETIs.

Most susceptible to pressure from ETI advocates are publict

53 Technically, government plans are not subject to ERISA's
fiduciary provisions and thus are not governed by IS 94-1. See
ERISA Section 4(b)(1). In practice, however, IB 94-1 will have
significant influence on government pension plans. Most public
plans are subject, by statute or case law, to local versions of the
duty of loyalty; given the common origins and purposes of ERISA's
exclusive benefit rule and the local law duty of loyalty, as well
as the DOL's role as the nation's prime administrative interpretter
of pension fidicuary law, IS 94-1 will influence the state law
understanding of the duty of loyalty.

More generally, IS 94-1 creates an atmosphere in which the
nation's leading guardian of retirement funds approves of pensions I
pursuit of collateral benefits. Such an atmosphere will embolden
the constituencies seeking such benefits and demoralize those
resisting ETIs.

See "Debate Over Social Investment Policy Continues During
Foundation Conference," 12 BNA Pen. & Sen. Rntr. 1453 (Oct. 21,
1985) (citing remarks Of Attorney Robert Klausner of the influence
of federal pension law on state courts).
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and multiemployer5" plans. Government pension plans are

ultimately directed, in whole or in part, by elected officials

who select the trustees for such plans or who serve as such

trustees themselves. It requires little imagination to postulate

situations in which elected officials will deploy public pension

funds to satisfy ETI constituencies or will encourage their

appointees to use pension resources to accomodate such

constituencies. Officials inclined to resist the pressures of ETI

proponents now find their opposition undercut by IB 94-1 and the

DOL's approval of such investments.

The dynamics of multiemployer plans are similar. Union

trustees face potential ETI demands from their members and from

colleagues in the labor movement. IB 94-1 has taken away the

trump card of those multiemployer trustees tending to oppose such

demands, i.e., the argument that ERISA's exclusive benefit rule

and the DOL forbid consideration of collateral benefits.55

As an empirical matter, in the past public and multiemployer

plans have, as this analysis suggests, demonstrated the most

54 For background on multiemployer plans, see Langbein and
Wolk, mDUa, note 25 at 48-52.

55 The management trustees of multiemployer plans might be
expected to oppose ETIs since investment losses can impact on
employers. However, these trustees frequently face collective
action problems hampering their effectiveness. The typical
multiemployer plan involves many small businesses; a management
trustee often limits his time and energy on the plan's affairs
since only a small proportion of his effort redounds to the
advantage of his particular firm. Now that the DOL has placed its
imprimatur on ETIs, even less attention to and resistance against
such investments can be expected from these employer trustees.
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pronounced proclivities toward ETIs because of their greater

vulnerability to ETI constitutencies; IS 94-1 is likely to

strengthen those proclivities in the future.

In contrast, private, single employer pension plans have,

until now, shown little interest in ETIs. IB 94-1, however, will

increase the ETI pressures on such plans. Consider, for example,

a corporation seeking government approval or assistance (e.g., a

zoning exemption, tax-exempt financing). IB 94-1 emboldens public

officials to condition their consent upon the corporation's

pension plan undertaking an ETI (e.g., an in-state investment-

sought by elected officials). In a similar fashion, IB 94-1

encourages corporations with serious public relations problems

(e.g., tobacco companies) to deploy pension assets so as to

portray themselves as responsible corporate citizens. 5
>

If, in practice, ETIs carry competitive rates of return, the

likely increase in ETI activity will be a charade which suggests

to plan participants, shareholders, voters - indeed, virtually

everyone with an interest in pension plans that something is

being accomplished when, in reality, market forces would have

caused these investments to be made anyway.

It is, however, likely that many, if not most, investments

labelled as ETIs will in fact generate below market returns. The

S6 If the DOL challenges these sorts of investments under the
prohibited transactions rules as, e.g., transfer(s)...for the
benefit of" employers, the employers have a compelling retort: that
their plans are deploying pension capital in the pursuit of
collateral benefits per IB 94-1. For background on the prohibited
transactions rules, see note 33, am=.
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proponents of IB 94-1 have already told us that ETIs are often

found in poorly functioning markets; this strongly suggests that

proposed ETIs will be declared economically competitive when

there is no functioning market to test that declaration.

Historical experience with ETIs further counsels that, once the

door is opened to consideration of collateral benefits, such

considerations crowd out basic financial concerns.

Consider, for example, the investment of the Connecticut

state pension fund in Colt's Manufacturing Company, a large gun

manufacturer and a major employer in the Hartford area.
5

' When in

1990 Colt's fell on hard times, Connecticut treasurer" Franciso

L. Borges spearheaded a twenty-five million dollar investment by

the state pension fund in Colt's. Four years later, Colt's was

again in bankruptcy with most of the fund's money lost."

Here in a nutshell is the danger of economically targeted

57 For background on the Colt's saga, see Kirk Johnson, "Crying
Betrayal in Hartford, Colt Faces Uncertain Future," NLY. Times,
June 12, 1993, Section 1 at page 1; John T. McQuiston, "Colt Unit
Sold, Connecticut Among Buyers," N.Y. Times, March 23, 1990,
Section B at page 1; Thomas Scheffey, "A Horse Divided: The Colt's
Bankruptcy Saga," Conn. Law Trib., Decem ber 28, 1992 at 4.

S Connecticut elects its state treasurer; Mr. Borges
successfully ran for re-election in 1990.

" The Connecticut pension fund invested $25 million in Colt
in 1990; in 1994, the fund recovered $4.3 million in bankruptcy.

While these numbers are dismal, they actually understate the
loss sustained by Connecticut: the Connecticut Development
Authority contributed $10 million to Colt's 1994 reorganization.
Thus, in a important sense, the $4.3 million recovered by the
pension fund merely came from Connecticut's taxpayers through
another state agency.

See "Colt's has reason to celebrate," New Haven Recister,
October 4, 1994, Section D, page 2.
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investing: While Borges claimed that the Colt's venture was

financially sound and that job preservation was a secondary

concern, it is hard to take that argument seriously; the more

compelling characterization is that Connecticut state pension

monies were used for an election year bail out of a failing firm

and that basic economic considerations were discounted, if not

ignored. 60

Connecticut's ETI experience is by no means atypical.
6 1

Of course, investments selected without regard to collateral

benefits can also go bad. Indeed, when pension plans maintain

well diversified portfolios, very lucrative investments are

typically offset by losing ones. However, ETI policies compound

pensions' risk of loss by subjecting trustees to pressures to

subordinate financial concerns for the pursuit of collateral

benefits which, in a case like Colt's, cease to be collateral but

in reality become the raison d'etre of the investment.

The losses engendered by disregard of the exclusive benefit

60 Moreover, Borges and -the other advocates of the Colt
investment never satisfactorily confronted the negative externality
of that investment: Colt makes and sells guns, a commodity of which
many Connecticut cities already has a surfeit.

Indeed, there is evidence that Borges, the chief advocate of
Connecticut's ETZ in Colt's, did more than overlook the nature of
the products produced by Colt's. See Johnson, MUra, note 57
("Having invested $25 million in Colt on a pledge by the former
State Treasurer, Franciso L. Borges, that Colt did not make assault
weapons, the legislature has now concluded that that is exactly
what the company does.")

61 See, e.g., James A. White, "Back-Yard Investing Yields Big
Losses, Roils Kansas Pension System, Wall St. J., (August 21,
1991), Section A at I (reporting on the losses of the Kansas Public
Employees Retirement System from in-state ETIs).
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rule impact most directly on participants in defined contribution

plans. Poor investment results diminish participants' accounts in

such plans in comparison with the size such accounts would have

achieved with better financial performance; losses actually

reduce participants' defined contribution accounts and thus their

retirement benefits. Hence, in this context, the incidence of

below market ETIs falls straightforwardly upon participants and

beneficiaries who receive smaller plan distributions than they

otherwise would have.

The repercussions of ETI policies are more complex -- but

equally unfavorable -- in the defined benefit setting. Since

employers sponsoring defined benefit arrangements commit to

specified benefits, poor investment performance initially impacts

on such employers, obligated in the face of such performance to

contribute extra amounts to pay for the benefits the employers

have promised.

Nevertheless, in the defined benefit environment,

participants do not necessarily escape the effects of inferior

investments: employers sponsoring poorly-funded defined benefit

plans are less likely and less able to agree to benefit increases

than are employers whose plans are well-funded; when employers

with fiscally sound plans augment benefits, individuals whose

employers maintain inadequately financed plans either must

migrate to other employers with fiscally secure plans or must

accept less deferred compensation than their counterparts working

in these other firms. This choice will be particularly costly for
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individuals with firm-specific skills and entitlements, forced to

abandon these skills and entitlements to obtain prevailing levels

of deferred compensation.'
2

In particularly dire cases, financially weak employers

sponsoring underfunded defined benefit plans default on the

benefits they have promised. In some such cases, employees

receive some redress from the employer's assets in bankruptcy or

from the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), the

government-sponsored insurance program for basic pension

benefits. However, if the employer is not subject to PBGC

coverage or if an employee's accrued benefits exceed the minimal

level guaranteed by the PBGC, underfunding combined with employer

default results in the employee losing some or all of the pension

benefit he had earned.

Even if employers fully absorb the impact of below market

ETI investments, the implications of such investments are

troubling. In the case of publicly-sponsored plans, poor

investment performance is a form of hidden taxation:

Connecticut's taxpayers must replenish the state's pension fund

for the cost of the Colt's fiasco. In the case of private plans,

noncompetitive ETI projects diminish shareholder welfare when

such projects compel the employer to compensate the defined

benefit plan for its poor financial performance.

62 For a discussion of firm-specific skills and entitlements
and their impairment of employees' mobility, see Edward A.
Zelinsky, Aaainst Albertson's II, _ Tax Notes _ (March 13,
1995) at
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A second reason for taking IB 94-1 seriously is that, in the

long run, we can anticipate ETI proponents to press for mandatory

ETI requirements. To date, the current leadership of the DOL has

characterized ETIs as optional for pension trustees.63 However,

the underlying logic of IB 94-1 points in a different direction:

if ETIs produce significant collateral benefits while traditional

investments do not, it is socially inefficient for pensions to

make traditional investments when ETIs earn the same risk-

adjusted rate of return while also generating positive

externalities. Thus, IB 94-1 is probably not the final position

of ETI advocates but rather an initial foothold on the path to

mandatory ETIs.

Finally, perhaps the -most significant aspect of IB 94-1 is

that it reincarnates the doctrine of industrial policy and thus

reflects the appeal of that discredited doctrine to those

interested in off-budget activism. During the early 1980s,

several influential commentators advanced the notion of

industrial policy as an antidote to the economic strategies of

the Reagan administration. Chief among the advocates of

industrial policy was the current Secretary of Labor and ETI

proponent, Robert Reich.

The most distinctive premise of the industrial policy

program wan that government should guide and accelerate market

a See note 7, AMma.
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forces. ""1 Thus, Secretary Reich stated, "the government's role

in industry" should be 'more open, more explicit, and more

strategic." 65 In practical terms, this vision was to be

implemented through such devices as government-financed and --
operated banks which would "provide low-interest long-term loans
to industries that agree to restructure themselves to become more
competitive."66 Capital in this vision was to be allocated not
merely in response to market signals; rather, government was to
oversee the operations of industry and the deployment of

capital .67

Most industrial policy proponents, including Secretary

6 Robert B. Reich, The Next American Frontier (1983) at 278.See, also, Charles Wolf, Jr., "The new mercantilism," The PublicInterest (No. 116, summer, 1994) at 96, 97-98 ("fundamental
premise" of industrial policy is that government should selectcertain industries, technologies, and firms whose advancement isof 'critical' importance for the economy as a whole, and accord theselected ones some form of preferential treatment -- whetherthrough subsidies, tax advantages, import restrictions, specialefforts to promote exports, or direct government financing for'precommercial development' of putatively critical technologies."In this vision, government should encourage those industriesgenerating "spillover benefits ('externalities'] that are presumedto accrue to other industries or to the economy as a whole.')
Id. at 14.

66 Id. at 243.

67 This, Secretary Reich assured us, did not imply "nationalplanning, in which bureaucrats -- ignorant of or indifferent tomarket forces -- shift capital from industry to industry to nurturetheir favorite 'winners.'" Instead, the call was for "well-designed adjustment policies -- through which government seeks toBromote market forces rather than to supplement them." ZI. at 234(emphasis in original).
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Reich,6 now say that their thinking has moved on. However, the

similarities between the industrial policy program and IS 94-1

are too great to be accidental; IB 94-1 represents the second

life of industrial policy conceived this time as a privatized

enterprise: pension trustees are to fill the role previously

assigned to government, guiding the society's allocation of

capital with an acumen surpassing the wisdom of the market.

Industrial policy conducted by pension fiduciaries will

-suffer from the same deficiencies as industrial policy

implemented directly by the government: There is no reason to

believe pension trustees searching for collateral benefits can

allocate capital more wisely, efficiently or farsightedly than

can markets and traditional market criteria. Mixing the already

complex mission of the pension system -- providing retirement

benefits to employees -- with the new task of overseeing the

market's allocation of capital will lead to confusion of roles,

making it likely that neither assignment will be executed well.

The constituencies most likely to promote ETIs are those groups

losing in the competition of the market; ETIs will thus be used

both to bail out failing industries and to satisfy constituencies

68 In making these observations, I do not intend to criticize
Secretary Reich for altering his views over time. My owns thoughts
in this area have changed over the years and I hope this is viewed
as manifesting further reflection and experience.

On the other hand, the continuities between IB 94-1 and
Secretary Reich's earlier views on industrial policy are striking.

My previous statement on the issues addressed here is Edward
A. Zelinsky, "The Dilemma of the Local Social Investment: An Essay
on 'Socially Responsible' Investing," 6 Cardozo Law Rev. 111
(1984). I earnestly implore the reader to leave this article
unread.
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promoting below market investments.

Particularly troubling are the possibilities of a mandatory

ETI regime. It is a fairly short step from the federal government

requiring that plans make ETIs to the federal government

specifying which ETIs plans must make. Thus, the privatized

version of industrial policy embodied in ID 94-1 could prove an

initial step towards a more robust rendition in which the federal

government, via control of the portfolios of pension plans,

dominates the allocation of society's capital.'
9

Ultimately, IB 94-1, and its resurrection of industrial

policy, is a manifestation of off-budget activism in an era when

many policymakers perceive political and economic constraints as

precluding more direct and open forms of governmental activity.

IB 94-1 is thus part of a more general proclivity' to eschew

explicit taxation and expenditures in favor of implicit forms of

taxation and spending. Hence, IB 94-1 is, in the last analysis,

not simply a problem of the pension community, but of all

concerned that public policy be implemented with maximum

directness and accountability.

conclusion

69 If the ETI concept as articulated in IB 94-1 were
fundamentally sound, it might be worthwhile to incur the risk that
this scenario will come to pass. However, given the incoherence of
ID 94-1, there is no reason to hazard this possibility.

= Perhaps the most well-known manifestation of off-budget
activism is the profusion of unfunded mandates imposed by the
federal and state governments. See Zelinsky, Van. -L. Rev., AuMr=,
note 29. For other manifestations of this trend, see (cite to
December, 1994 issue of RBu3lAtign)
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While the DOL portrays IB 94-1 and its codification of the

ETI concept an a routine confirmation of existing law, IB 94-1 is

in fact an important and unfortunate development. IB 94-1 is

illogical, unsound and inconsistent with the provisions of ERISA

governing pension trustees' investment decisions. In its first

incarnation, industrial policy came to be repudiated by even its

originators; industrial policy does not deserve a second life in

the form of the ETI. The DOL should withdraw IB 94-1 or Congress

should repeal it.
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Economically Targeted Investments:
A Bad Investment for America's Future

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting The Seniors Coalition here today to discuss the

Administration's plan to encourage what it terms economically targeted investments with pension
funds from America's workers.

In reviewing this issue, The Seniors Coalition has made its evaluation based upon what
was in the best interest of the pensioner. The available evidence concerning economically targeted

investments (ETIs) weighs heavily against the pension earner. We are specifically concerned that

ETIs will politicize pension funds, provide lower returns on investments and stagnate efforts to
increase national savings. For these reasons, The Seniors Coalition has taken a position against
the pursuance of ETIs. Pensioners are protected by the current ERISA laws, and we feel that a
program that encourages ETls would violate much of the intent of ERISA.

The 1974 ERISA law explicitly protects pensioners by directing each pension find

manager to "discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants and

beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of (i) providing benefits to participants and their
beneficiaries; and (ii) defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan." This is not

ambiguous language. It is intended to provide pension funds the strongest measure of protection
from political or unethical manipulation. The pursuit of ETls as an appropriate use of pension

fitnds is simply and plainly political manipulation which is not in the best interest of the pensioner.

Politicization of Pension Funds

By encouraging private investments to realize political goals, the Administration is setting

up the pension fund market for widespread fraud and ethics violations. It is difficult enough for a
pension find to find a good manager these days. To be a money manager, you don't necessarily
have to demonstrate an ability to manage money. All you have to do is file form ADV with the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and pay a $150 fee. That makes you a registered
investment advisor with the right to handle investments for clients. No special credentials are

needed. Even if you have a criminal background, the SEC will not automatically disqualify you

from becoming a fund manager. A spokesperson for the SEC admits that "the SEC does not
advocate or enforce any standard."' If we pursue ETls, every special interest in America will have

reason to be involved in pension fund issues and the process of determining what constitutes an

ETL. It is not hard to imagine lobbyists and corporate lawyers taking over as pension fund

managers to ensure that their ETI receives as much money as possible.

The oil-and-water mix of politics and investing is invariably present with ETIs. Writing in

the Columbia Law Review in 1993, pension expert Roberta Romano said that the political
affiliation of many trustees makes public pensions especially vulnerable to pressure by state

officials. One East Coast plan official said, "In many states, the office of treasurer is a quasi-

Testimony - Economically Targeted Investments rage 2
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political office. People who aspire to political office do things that aren't in the interest of the
fumnd." A West Coast counterpart said flatly, "Any drive to do ETIs comes from politically active
members of the pension board.2" Although ETIs have thus far been largely confined to public
pension funds, the potential for political conflict arising from attempts to capture the private
pension market is alarming.

Promoting ETIs will place pension fiund managers in a difficult position with torn loyalties.
No longer will their explicit role be to invest the monies of pensioners in a manner which will
produce the highest returns for the participants. Under an ETI program, fund managers will be
subject to political manipulation. With Robert Reich's Interpretive Bulletin 94-1, the Department
of Labor has already attempted to pull fund managers into the political fray by re-interpreting the
ERISA law. By attempting to convince fiund managers that ETIs are in compliance with ERISA,
the Administration has already begun the subtle strategy of pushing managers toward ETIs. In
fact, some pension fund officials report being "encouraged" to invest in ETIs. The chief of staff of
one state fiund says the federal government is using the threat of revoking pension funds' tax-
exempt status to increase their receptiveness to ETIs. "They can enact tax policy to change the
way people invest," says another fund official'. The bottom line is, when a money manager serves
several masters, achieving equal treatment can be a tricky matter.

Beyond the effect of political influence of pension funds for the individual investor, there is
the matter of who, or what agency, determines what investments will be considered ETIs. Every
government agency or program that finds itself short of revenue, or cut out during the budget
process, will declare investments that benefit the agency a good investment for pension funds.
There is no avoiding the political manipulation that will surround the process by which ETIs are
determined.

An existing example of the power of political influence over the agenda of a government
agency is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). For all its grandstanding, the FDA adjusts its
priorities for expending resources in response to political pressure imposed from outside groups.
There is no doubt that AIDS activists and breast cancer activists have played a significant role in
the priority these two diseases are given in terms of time and money spent on research. Without
question, these particular diseases are devastating and deserved of attention. But are they any
more important than finding a cure for Alzheimer's or spina bifida or multiple sclerosis or
muscular dystrophy? Unfortunately, our system of government responds to those who shout the
loudest, and not always with great deliberation and concern for the good of the individual
recipient. As pension funds are politicized, it will be the ETIs that shout the loudest that will
receive the investments, without regard to whether or not they indeed represent the best
investment for the pensioners.

The attempt of the Administration to obtain new revenues for its social agenda by robbing
private pension funds is irresponsible to the individual investor. It is one more arena in which the
government plans to place itself squarely between the earner, and the money he or she has earned.

Testimony - Economically Targeted Investments Page 3
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Lower Returns on Investments

A large number of studies show that ETIs have much lower returns than other
investments. For example, the experience of the Equitable Life Assurance Society, which has
managed a S78.8 million real estate portfolio called the Community Mortgage Program for 16
years, suggests the assumption that ETIs boost the local economy and increase the long term
investment return is false. Between 1978 and 1991, CMP, which Equitable calls the prototypical
ET] program, under-performed all other major market indices'. In 1994, Olivia Mitchell,
executive director of the Pension Research Council at the Wharton School, also found that
investing in ETIs leads to lower overall returns.

Even President Clinton's pick for the Federal Reserve Board, Alicia Munnell, found that
mortgage investments in 31 states almost all involved either an "inadvertent or deliberate sacrifice
of return." In this 1983 study, it was determined that the few states that did achieve market rates
of return did little to increase the aggregate supply of mortgage funds'. Additionally, further
analysis of mortgage-related ETls has shown that those programs that have generated competitive
returns have done so at taxpayer expense. New York City's Community Preservation program's
12.7 percent return exceeded the Ginnie Mae bond return of 8.8 percent, but achieved this in part
through a government subsidy of roughly 3 percent. As Roger Howeiler, head of the Seattle
Employee Retirement System points out, such subsidies are essentially hidden taxes6 .

In an article distributed by Clinton's Labor Department, Richard Ferlauto identifies the fact
that ETIs are not a strong investment, and plans must be made to subsidize their use. Why should
taxpayers be expected to cover the losses of a bad investment to advance a social agenda they
cannot identify? The argument that all communities will benefit, thus there is justification for
pursuing ETIs, does not hold up in the current political, social or economic climate. The taxpayers
end up holding the bag, and the pensioners are left with little to show for their hard work.

Stagnating Savings for Booming Retirements

The American savings rate is abysmally low. In a climate where experts of all political
parties and persuasions are calling for increased private savings and investment, the Clinton plan
to raid private pension funds is inappropriate and illogical. As a percentage of disposable income,
our savings rate has declined from 8 percent in 1980 to 4.7 percent in 1994. The household
savings rate in Japan is about 20 percent'. Alicia Munnell's suggestion to levy a tax of 15 percent
on annual contributions and pension earnings at the fund level, as well as a one time assessment of
15 percent on existing funds, is dangerously dismissive of the fragility of our nation's savings rate.
Why should Congress expect a machinist making $35,000 a year scrimp in his family's budget so
he can contribute to his defined benefit plan just to be taxed for the effort?

Taxing private pension funds will not produce 15 percent more revenue. It will simply
serve to reduce contributions to pension funds. When combined with the demographic trends
facing us in the not-so-distant future, this scheme makes less sense than ever. As the baby
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boomers retire, the government will need to start paying back the Social Security Trust Fund to
accommodate their earned benefits. As this becomes difficult, benefits will likely be cut, taxes will
likely go up, and retirees will need to rely more on their private savings. However, if the ETIs
their pensions were invested in have fared poorly, where does this leave the retiree? It is
unrealistic to expect people in the future to rely more heavily on private savings, and at the same
time throw up barriers to increasing those savings.

Men and women 65 and over make up the country's fastest-growing age group.
Simultaneously, the baby boomer population is entering middle age. This demographic surge
occurs as the importance of pensions to retirees is also increasing. As the national savings rate has
fallen, defined benefit plans - in which the employer promises to pay a specified amount to the
retiree - are the only significant savings many people have'. Protecting these meager savings and
providing incentives to grow them should be a top priority for Congress and the President.

Many pension funds are ill-prepared to meet these demographic changes as it is.
According to a report issued by the Wyatt Company, a Washington, D.C. consulting firm,
contributions to funds in the early 1990's fell 15 percent from the 1980's as Congress gradually
chipped away at the amount employers can set aside in tax-qualified retirement plans. The effects
of this decline can be seen in a 1991 General Accounting Office (GAO) study of 189 state and
local plans that found 68 percent were underfunded, meaning they may not have adequate assets
to meet future obligations. Underfunding is particularly worrisome because most state employees
are over age 41 and expect to retire before age 60. "The proportion of pension plan participants
receiving benefits rather than contributing to the plan could increase quickly in the near future,"
said the GAO'.

Taking into consideration the fact that ETIs are not the soundest of investments, how do
we balance this information against the need for increased private savings and investment? The
fact is, we can't. This fact exposes the ETI scheme for what it is - a political attempt to raise
more revenues for ill-defined, and sometimes unacceptable, social spending programs. This
strategy of big government intervening in the free market to advance its own perception of"social
good" is simply a redistribution of wealth.

Priorities for the Future

Rather than seeking new sources of revenue for more government spending, The Seniors
Coalition challenges the Administration and Congress to seriously evaluate current spending
trends and priorities. Entitlement spending will quickly engulf our entire federal budget. As that
happens, it is likely benefits to retirees will be gradually reduced in an attempt to stretch the
remaining funds as far as possible. Without encouraging increased private savings and investments
with high yiclds, the effect of those looming reductions will be felt deeper by a larger number of
people.

Testimony - Economically Targeted Investments Page �
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The current Administration's focus and goal of getting its hands on more revenue is
irresponsible. When will they get the message that voters delivered last November - 'It's our
money, not the government's!-? It is ironic that Robert Reich, a self-proclaimed champion of the
middle class, would pursue a policy that will so harshly effect the middle class when it retires.

Senator Connie Mack's and Representative Jim Saxton's measures to protect private
pension funds and reaffirm the intent and duties of fund managers outlined in ERISA is a
necessary step in staving off the attack on America's future - a step that one would wish should
not have to be taken. The Seniors Coalition fully supports these efforts and endorses S. 774 and
H.R. 1594. We look forward to working with the Members and staff of the Joint Economic
Committee in seeking and promoting incentives to increase private savings and investment, wholly
separate from political agendas and manipulation.

Thank you.
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Good morning Chairman Mack Vice Caibrn sn and members of the Committee.
Thank you for inviting me here today to tesdtfy on behalf of United Seniors Association. As a
former member of Congess, its always good to see so many of my old fiends and
colleagua.

As you are aware, current Depatment of Labor policies threaten the income security
of seniors nationwide. Millions of seniors as well as cent worxejs, have planned and
saved for the future counting on income from pension plans invested to masimize benefits in
retirement. Now, hard-camed pension income is targtd by a Lo Deparnmen bent on
tapping any funds it can get its hands on to pay for a libera social agenda.

The Problem: Economi= ay Targeted Invesmnents

The Labor Depatment'srecen action to encourage investments that seek
social/politdcal rather than monetary rewards rIpresens a significant reversal of two decadcs
of federal government policy. Twenty yeas ago in the face of Iressure fom pensioners who
feared misuse of funds, Congress passed ERISA legislation requiring pension fund
invcuemt to genea the digat poiic reIa. SiMe ERISA codifies pension fund
managers' fiduciary responsibility to investors to invest fnids for the sole benefit of the
pension plan's beneficiaries, worers were relieved of any worry that the funds they had
entrusted to pension managers would be misused.

Last summer, the Department of Labor redefined ERISA as It applies to pension fund
invcstment, snowing public pension managers to consider 'secondary benefits' to third pardies
in the investing process. The Cinton Administration eupheanltically calls on public pension
funds to invest In so-called Economically Target Investments (EllM). Eis au nothing more
than Orwellian newspeak for big-govmrnent soial programs. And now the Labor
Department is putting the 'hard sell' on fend managers in an atn to use workers' pension
funds to pay for dubious social welfare policies. The Department of Labor has even created a
cleadringhouse to detcrmine what projects pension fund managers should subidize.

Pension Income Jeopardized

Political pressure has led investors to use seniors' nest eggs to fond projects which
yield pohlical benefiu for Big Government instead of retrem securiy for elderly
Americans. Under Labor Secretary Robert Reich's biterpretive Bulletin 594-1, the financial
benefit of workers who depend on pensions for redrement income is no longer the sole factor
guiding prudent pension fund Investment. Even if a third party benefits from risky
investments in public housing or other projects, these non-monetary benefits do not accrue to
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the Investors who haw (unknowingly) financed the investment

Adding Insult to injury is the fact that Americans who work hard to provide for their
retiremnts alrey pay a sgnificant portion of their Incoma in taxes. This income Is not
available to be saved and invested for retirement or other purposes; Instead it is used by
govetnment to pay for numerous social welfare programs and other government spending.

United Seniors Association believes money not taken directly by the government
through taxation should remain under the control of the wotkers who have earned It, not the
Department of Labor, or any other government agency. Until now, workers planning for their
retiremet could at least assume that their penions were safe from the reach of big spenders
In government, even though their taX dollars were not

Since the American voters' antitax fervor has stymied the Clinton Administration's
big-spending agenda, pension funds represent an opportunity to latch onto more money
without pensioners even knowing about it Denied the opportunity to raise taxes or pass
unfunded mandates, tax-and-spenders must become aid-and-spenders. They simply can't
resist the billions of dollars in pension funds available to pay for porkbarrel handouts.

The Cllnton Administation's Pensdon Fund Raid

The Administration's unstated long-term goal is to requira private pension funds to
Invest 5 to 10 pacent of their pension fund assets into the Administration's hand-picked
social welfare programs.

A five percent mandate would give the President Clinton about 5175 billion to use for
these so-calged 'Investments. While this mandate is not yet law, Congress cannot simply
ignore this issue. To date, the Department of Labor's promotional efforts have affected
prinarily public employees pension plans because they are not subject to HBUSA's fiduciary
standards. No member of Congress would be comfortable expiaining that 'only the
firefighters, teachers, and police officers have had their retirement funds 'redirected' by an
ovenreaching government.

Th simple act of 'allowing" pension manages to risk retirement savings on
government-approved boondoggles should be enough to alert retirees and cunent workers to
the dangers ahead. The ailppery slope is particularly steep in this case. Aready, several stat
legislators have Introduced biiis to require that a fixed percentage of pension funds be
invested in government-sanctioned social programs.

Any such requirement necessarily reduces the retirement income of millions of
workers who will collect pensions in the future. Already, we have witnessed several cases in
which pension funds took heavy losses after investing in an BIT For example, in 1980, the
Alaska public employees and teachers retirement system put 35 percent of its assets into the
state's mortgage maret. When oil prices fell, 40 percent of the loans became delinquent or
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were foreclosed. Pensioners paid the price. In 1989, the Connecticut State Trust Funds
invested $25 million in Colt Manufacturing when the state govemment was under political
pressure to preserve 1,000 jobs there. Colt filed for bankruptcy in 1 92. The entire
investment could be lost. Pension=s, not government, will pay the price.

Administration officials have acknowledged that using pension funds for social
programs reduces the income those funds earn. That hasn't stopped them from pushing for
the policy change. President Cinton's Assistant Treasury Secretary Alicia Munnell has
recommended that the govcrnment tax private pension contributions by 15 percent a year,
teansferring $50 billion per yea to EMs. This despite a study she authored In 1983, in which
she concluded that targeted social investments had assets that were significandy nakler, less
liquid, and earned lower yields than private inveastnens.

Els: The Next Savings & Loan Debade?

As politically driven investments undermine pension earnings, they strain an already
unstable pension system increasingly in danger because of underfundal plans. Weakening
ERISA could create another savings and loan-type debacle. Then those same social planners
who today want to raid the pension funds will tMl to Congress for a costly bailout when their
mismanagement leaves pension funds on the verge of bankruptcy.

With Social Security facing financial insolvency early in the next century, It Is
Walling that politicians would promote policies which Jeopardize private pensions, abusing

them to the point where financial aImma arm not maximized.

Workers look on pension contributions as part of their earnings. They wask hard to
build thdir pensions to ensure income security in retiremcn. The pension funds due to a
worker are his property. The govcment cannot simply take these funds for its own
purposes, without any authorization whatsoever. And yet that Is exactly what the Department
of Labor has dose. It has unilaterally begun to raid pens3on funds. Weakening ERISA to
pressure investments 'in government-sanctioned social provams is financially dangerous and
ethically wrong.

United Senlors Association enthuahstically supports the Pension Protection Act of
1995, because It recognes that pensions are for worices' retirement only. On behalf of our
4004000 members nationwide, United Seniors Association pledges to work for passage of this
Important legislation and looks forward to assisting you in these ffiorts.

Thank you.
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ECONOMICALLY TARGETED 1NVESTMENTS'

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to comment on the potentials of

prudent investments of the nation's pension funds toward the goal of a secure retirement

for citizens and maximum positive impact of such investments on the economic health of

American communities. The five million affiliated members of the National Council of

Senior Citizens agree with you that public policy in the area of pension investment must

continue to assure full protection for the rights of fund participants. We believe that

economically-targeted investments, within the requirements of ERISA, play a positive role

in expanding economic opportunities for citizens, communities and sometimes neglected

sectors of the business community.

The subjects of this hearing, H.R. 1594 and S. 774 (the so-called "Pension

Protection Act"), are based on the underlying assumptions that economically targeted

investments have no place in investment practice and threaten the security of retirement

benefits. If this were the case, the NCSC would be in the front lines opposing such

activity. However, we stand in the front lines supporting the DOL Clearinghouse and the

maturing of the Ell practice. We oppose H.R. 1594 and S. 774.

For over 30 years, a full decade before the passage of the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act (ERISA), ETIs have helped make the American capital markets

work better. It is well established that inefficiencies exist in our capital markets. As a

consequence of these inefficiencies, many profitable, long-term and safe investments are

' EIs are asset classes that earn competitive risk-adjusted rates of return and also have
targeted collateral benefits in terms of job creation and specific economic development.
Examples include: venture capital, real estate mortgages, private infrastructure investing,
private debt placements, local development efforts.
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often not made because of redlining, distorted and incomplete information aimout new and

small firms, and financial speculators divert money into fad investments causing more

volatility, such as derivatives and junk bonds. EThs provide viable and profitable

alternatives to such practices.

For example, in the private sector, real estate development funds targeted by

construction industry pension funds to create jobs provided a significantly better rate of

return than competing funds. A 1991 survey of 16 leading open-ended real estate and

mortgage trusts showed that, during a particularly tough market for real estate, targeted

funds earned 4.2 and 2.9 percent, while benchmark non-targeted funds lost money.

Further, by expanding the total pool of investments available, ETIs are a

sophisticated and profitable source of diversification which is key to minimizing risk for

maximum return. Pension fund executives point to portfolio diversification as a major

plus for ETIs.2

More recently, a 1995 GAO (Public Pension Plans: Evaluation of Economically

Targeted Investment Programs, March) report showed that ETIs do not sacrifice rate of

return to get social objectives. Specifically, the GAO concluded that "[the] case study

results suggest cautious optimism concerning the ability of public pension plans to earn

reasonable financial returns through their ETl programs."

2 'Are Alternative Investments Right for Your Pension Fund?" Healy, Thomas and
Fiachra O'Driscoll, Pension World July 1992.
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Pension funds, such as jointly union and management trusteed multi-employer

pension funds, that have ElI investments, have done well. The Department of Labor's

John Turner and Stuart Dorsey showed that union plans were safer and, as a result, their

risk-adjusted rates of return were better than corporate plans. The Turner and Stuart

study concluded that the multi-employer pension fund commitment to getting a good

return, together with other economic and community feedback benefits does well for

participants. 3

Also, the Department of Housing and Urban Development project involving

pension funds in rebuilding low-income neighborhoods earned an 11 percent return in the

early 1990s (DOL).

Indeed, some earlier state and local pension fund attempts to obtain high rates of

return and economic development in their home economies showed disappointing

results.... Alaska, Kansas, Connecticut are the examples always used. 4

However, Wall Street's 'innovations' fail everyday-derivatives, real estate,

company self-investing. These investments make up a much larger.share of overall

investment practice and cost pension funds significant losses. Ask workers and retirees

from Cannon Mills, Eastern Airlines, TWA, Orange County and hundreds of other

Dorsey, Stuart and John Turner, 'Multi-employer Pension Plan Investments, Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, 1990.

'"Economically Targeted Investments: Data and Benchmarks' Testimony for the
Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans, ETI Data and Analysis,
Vancouver, WA, Jerry Housman (MIT), Dennis Logue and Wayne Marr.
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pension sponsors what they think of 'traditional" investing. Perhaps the energies of this

Committee would be better utilized scrutinizing these examples of imprudent investments.

A 1983 Alicia Munnell study of public pension fund housing mortgage investments

is often used as evidence that EThs sacrifice return. The study was made in an immature

ETI market 12 years ago. There was some statistical correlation, though slight, and the

authors of the study cautioned against making strong conclusions about EThs, especially

since the study examined public pension investments not constrained by ERISA rules.

Of course, a crucial fact to remember in this discussion is that EThs are small

relative to the size of all investments-$65 billion out of $4.8 trillion of total pension fund

capital in the U.S., or less than 1.4 percent. This means that 100 percent of ETIs could

go bad and it would not significantly damage the pension system's ability to meet benefit

obligations-a scenario that, given their history and the care with which they are pursued,

is not at all likely.

Though small in relation to overall pension investments, as a dynamic trend that

reflects how pension fund trustees and fiduciaries view themselves as impacting the

nation's economy, the potential of EThs is enormous. In 1994, pension funds became

larger than banks. But, pension funds traditionally invest in Wall Street stocks and bonds

while banks invest locally and for the long term. ETlIs help replace those local-level

investments which have been diminished with the decline in bank lending. This is

important for the members of the NCSC. The Council has a long history of recognizing

our stake in our communities and in the lives of our children and grandchildren. For
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example, last year we supported approaches to health care reform. More recently, in the

first week of May, the National Council successfully advanced Resolution #78 of the

1995 White House Conference on Aging which called on the nation to recognize that

our..."ability to provide widespread economic security for all citizens, young and old,

depends on the capacity of the economy to provide good paying jobs and to produce

goods and services with competitive efficiency.... ' The same Resolution called on...'The

Federal government to commit itself to a full-employment investment policy that increases

real wages, allows greater savings and diminishes intergenerational economic conflicts.'

We believe that the purposes of EThs, within the context of prudence and

competitive rates of return, are consistent with these values and we believe that the

actions of this Administration and the Department of Labor in regard to EThs are

appropriate.

What the Saxton ETI Bill wm Do

As mentioned above, Pension Protection Act of 1995, attacks the decades-old

concept of economically targeted investing, a mechanism that developed out of a

recognition that capital markets are not perfect and that 'Wall Street" does not invest in

'Main Street.' EThs fill capital gaps through investment innovation that is not centered

around financial gimmicks as in derivatives or speculative short-term trading but, instead,

focuses on sound long-term creation of value, first for the investor and the overall

economy.
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Provisions of the Saxton Bill would have the serious consequences. Recision of

the Department of Labor Interpretive Bulletin 94-1 would plunge investment innovation

into the murky regulatory past where numerous opinion letters and obscure references

made a clear understanding of ERISA inaccessible to pension plan trustees. Once again,

the pension community would experience the chilling atmosphere of confusion and

obscurity. By itself, the recision of MB 94-1 would ensure that the ETI concept would be

practiced at the margin and underground to the detriment of pension recipients, funds and

the economy.

The removal of funding for the Enl Clearinghouse would continue the state of

limited and anecdotal information. Trustees would be denied needed data with which

they could make informed investment decisions. An inevitable outcome would be that

good ETls would be stifled. Once again, investment innovation would be inhibited.

Tragically, the dearth of information that the Saxton bill would produce would also limit

ETI activity on the part of public sector plans-plans that are not even covered by

ERISA.

The seeming preclusion of pension funds from investing in EThs embodied in the

"Sense of Congress" portion of the Saxton bill would rewrite 20 years of ERISA

legislative, judicial and regulatory history. By substituting political considerations for the

informed deliberation of pension fiduciaries acting on behalf of their plan participants and

beneficiaries, the Saxton bill would place a practical bar on pension fund investments in

EThs. At best, this would drive Enl activity underground and out of the sunshine of
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public scrutiny and study. It would certainly eliminate the latest wave of innovation in

ETI activity aimed at carrying the concept to more areas of the economy suffering from

capital gaps such as venture capital, small business, and industrial expansion-areas vital

to the ability of the American economy to employ an expanding supply of workers.

At worst, the 'Sense of Congress' provision would eliminate innovative products

developed by a number of firmss from the investment mix available to pension

fiduciaries, wipe out 30 years of investment history in which workers, through their

pension funds, have invested in their own futures and start a witch-hunt for pension

trustees who dared to think outside the narrow lines proscribed by Congress.

What is the next step? As drafted, it is possible that the Saxton bill could be

extended to any type of investment activity that seeks to evaluate investments in a non-

traditional way. For example, it is possible that the DOL initiative towards identifying

the corporate winners of the future based on high performance workplace practices would

be halted in its tracks. The development of such non-traditional measures of corporate

performance was recommended by the bipartisan Competitiveness Policy Council

established during the Bush Administration.

Such firms include household names such as IDS/American Express, Prudential,
American Capital Strategies/Labor Research Inc.. Massachusens Financial Services, Morely
Capital Management, Ark Asset Management, Lazard-Freres, Bear-Stearns, Cigna, The
Equitable, Trust Company of the West, and J.P. Morgan. Along with lesser known but
equally well established names like the AFL-CI0 Housing Investment and Building
Investment Trust, the Union Labor Life Insurance Company, the Multi-Employer Property
Trust, and the Amalgamated Bank and Insurance Co.
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Further H.R. 1594 could be the first step in a broad attack on progressive

investment practice such as the growing shareholder activism on the part of pension

funds. Such activism has helped ward-off destructive LBOs and takeovers such as the

recent Kerkorian bid for Chrysler.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that the pensions of millions of current and future

retirees will remain secure through economically targeted investments or more traditional

initiatives as long as ERISA requirements are rigorously enforced. We believe that the

current leadership of the Department of Labor is committed to such standards. ETIs can

be the icing on the cake in terms of a vigorous and an innovative investment policy by

the nation's pension funds. We can sleep well with such a policy.
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